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ABSTRACT

The present work consists of a study of the Pratyutpanna-buddhasammukhavasthita-samadhi-sutra (hereafter: PraS), a relatively early
example of Mahayana Buddhist canonical literature.

After a brief Intro

duction (pp. xxi-xli), which attempts to place the PraS in its historical
context, the major portion of the work (pp. 1 -18 6 ) is devoted to an
annotated English translation of the Tibetan version of the sutra, with
detailed reference to the three main Chinese translations.
Appendix A (pp. 187-252) then attempts a resolution of some of the
many problems surrounding the various Chinese versions of the PraS.
These are examined both from the point of view of internal evidence and
on the basis of bibliographical information furnished by the Chinese
Buddhist scripture-catalogues. Some tentative conclusions are advanced
concerning the textual history of the PraS in China.
Appendix B (pp. 253-279) contains a study of the sole surviving
fragment of the 'original’ Sanskrit text of the PraS. This fragment is
edited, translated, and compared with the corresponding portions of the
Chinese and Tibetan versions.
Appendix C (pp. 280-327) consists of a Glossary of selected terms
found in the PraS, and contains material drawn from all available trans
lations of the work-- the Tibetan, the three Chinese versions, and my
own English rendering of the Tibetan-- arranged according to Sanskrit
equivalents and in Sanskrit alphabetical order.

This Glossary is intend

ed partly to act as an index to the text, and partly to facilitate
further study of the Chinese translations.
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PREFACE

It is in the second century of our era that we can discern the be
ginnings of a process which was to have a considerable effect on the sub
sequent history of East Asia, for it was around this time that India and
China, the two great civilisations of Asia, first met and joined in a way
that was culturally significant.

The force which effected this conjunct

ion, and which was later, for a time at least, to provide Asia with a
semblance of cultural unity was, of course, Buddhism.
Originating in the Gangetic plain in the sixth century B.C., Buddh
ism had developed and diversified as it spread over India in succeeding
centuries; by the beginning of the Christian era or perhaps even earlier
it had given rise to a movement called the Mahayana, as well as many
other schools or sects.

In view of its later predominance in Tibet,

China, and Japan, the Mahayana is nowadays accorded an importance which
it may never have enjoyed in India.

Nevertheless its rise and early hist

ory constitute one of the most significant riddles of man's religious
past.

It is difficult, for instance, to know whether it was a radical

re-orientation of Buddhism, or whether it merely re-emphasised elements
that the faith had possessed since the beginning.

Some have even suggest

ed a foreign origin for many of its distinctive ideas and practices.

It

is possible, however, that some of the questions raised by the Mahayana's
development may be answered by reference to its first emergence in
written records, namely, the appearance of its literature in China in the
second and third centuries A.D.
It is not known when the first Buddhists reached China: Chinese
history has preserved almost no mention of what must have been for a long
time just another strange cult practised by a handful of foreigners,
although there is naturally no lack of fanciful and pious legend to com
pensate for this silence.

Only towards the end of the second century

A.D. do real figures emerge from the mist.

At this time the Kusana

Empire held sway over Central Asia, and Buddhists of all persuasions had
established themselves in the area.

From settlements on the fertile rim

of the Tarim Basin and from regions further west came increasingly great
er numbers of missionaries to China, as the religion slowly spread from
the small community of foreign merchants and envoys to the native Chinese
themselves.

The first Buddhist scriptures began to be translated into

Chinese; what was at the outset no more than a trickle was later to turn
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into a veritable flood.

Although this tidal wave of religious writings

bore with it very little of strictly literary worth, its effect in the
end was to alter the face of Chinese culture beyond recognition.
was its influence confined to China:
and Japan bears its unmistakable

Nor

the cultural history of both Korea

imprint.

Our concern here, however, is with the early period, during which
some ten foreign missionaries-- Parthians, Sogdians, Indians, and Indoscythians-- are known to have been working in the Chinese capital of Lo
yang towards the end of the second century, in the turbulent and bloody
years preceding the final collapse of the Han dynasty.

In this small

group two figures stand out: the Parthian An Shih-kao, who arrived in
Lo-yang in 1^8 and spent more than twenty years there translating works
belonging to the Hinayana tradition; and the Indo-scythian Lokaksema,
who came to the capital around the year 167 and who is generally credited
with the introduction of the Mahayana into China.

As far as we can tell,

Lokaksema did indeed translate only Mahayana sutras-- about a dozen,
according to the earliest sources.

And to our great good fortune, nine

of them appear to have survived-- nine works which are undoubtedly some
of the oldest surviving examples of Mahayana sutra-literature, and which
could conceivably provide us with a valuable means of investigating the
early development of that important Buddhist movement.
A critical study of Lokaksema*s works with that end in view would
have to begin with the authentication of those translations currently
attributed to him, the touchstone for this operation being that work
which is definitely his, viz. his rendering of the Astasahasrika-prajnaparamita-sutra, which can be used to determine the distinguishing char
acteristics of his style.

The next step would be to understand Loka

ksema’s translations, not at all an easy task, given the fact that the
original obscurities of his works have been compounded by the vagaries
of centuries of scribal transmission.

For this purpose we would have to

press into service the most intelligible surviving versions of the sutras
in question, in effect the Tibetan translations, since for all Lokaksema’s
works except two the Sanskrit has been lost.
later Chinese versions also exist.

For most texts, however,

In many cases it would be desirable

to translate into English these later Tibetan or Chinese versions, which
would have the side-effect of broadening the textual basis of current
studies of the Mahayana.

At the same time one ought to look at those

sutras known to have been translated by Lokaksema but for which his trans
lations have not survived.

Belying where possible on other Chinese

versions translated in the early period, one would still have to be

circumspect in their use, since we have no way of knowing how much a
given text might have changed, even in the short space of a hundred years.
Yet these texts cannot entirely be left out of account.
Having determined Lokaksema’s total oeuvre and rendered it accessible
and comprehensible, one could then proceed to an analysis of its contents.
Here many questions suggest themselves.
sutras articulate?

What kind of ideas do these

Which aspects of religious theory and practice do

they emphasise, and which do they presuppose?

Are they doctrinally homo

geneous, or do they address themselves to a wide range of different or
even unrelated concerns?

Do they permit us to draw any conclusions about

the ideas prevalent in Lokaksema's own milieu, i.e. in the Mahayana
Buddhist communities of the Kusaija Empire, or do they rather reflect the
pre-occupations of nascent Chinese Buddhism?

Can one in fact distinguish

any of the factors influencing the selection of texts for translation
into Chinese?

In what way do Lokaksema’s translations differ from later

versions of the same texts?

Are there certain elements which consistent

ly reveal themselves as later accretions?
In answering questions of this kind an examination of Lokaksema’s
translations is likely to yield much interesting information concerning
the early development of the Mahayana, but such a study should also bear
fruit in several other areas.

In the first place, although the texts in

question were among the first Mahayana works to be translated into Chin
ese, it does not necessarily follow that they were the first to be pro
duced.

An appreciation of the doctrinal content or even the structural

form of Lokaksema’s sutras might enable us to see whether they presuppose
the existence of other works known to us, and whether other works in turn
presuppose their existence.

If we were to succeed in discovering such

relationships between a given number of texts on the basis of internal
evidence, we would, it is to be hoped, be on the way to a clearer idea of
the chronology of Mahayana sutra-literature-- which hitherto has been de
rived exclusively from Chinese translation-dates-- and this in turn might
enable us to discern definite shifts and developments within the Mahayana
in general.

Further, we might also be nearer to understanding the origin

and development of the Mahayana sutra as a sacred literary form.
In addition, the linguistic aspects of the texts are far from un
important.

Recent work has shown that they contain a wealth of informat

ion on the grammatical features of Late Han Chinese, and are far closer
to the spoken language than almost all the other surviving literature of
the period.

To move in another direction, Lokaksema’s heavy use of trans-•
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literated proper names and technical terms should enable us to reconstruct,
at least partially, the pronunciation of the original language of his
texts, presumably some form of Sanskrit.

On preliminary indications it is

highly likely that they were written (or transmitted orally) in ’Gandhari’,
the name given to the language of the Prakrt Dharmapada found in Central
Asia.
These are some of the many implications of an examination of Loka
ksema’s translations for the study of the development of the Mahayana, its
literary history, and the linguistic aspects of its propagation.

It goes

without saying that the project briefly outlined here would be attended by
many difficulties and complicated by all sorts of obscure factors, but
nevertheless one would hope to disengage from the surviving material at
least some information that could confer on a largely disembodied set of
ideas some semblance of historical development and evolution, and reveal
Mahayana Buddhism as a growing and changing organism at an early stage of
its life.
It is as a tentative first step in this direction that the present
work has been conceived and put forward, for it contains an annotated
English translation of the Tibetan text of the Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi-sutra (hereafter abbreviated PraS), which was trans
lated into Chinese by Lokaksema in A.D. 179.

Although Lokaksema’s version

of the Astasahasrika-prajnaparamita-sutra is often referred to as ’the
oldest Mahayana sutra', it must at least share this honour with his version
of the PraS, since it is recorded that the two texts were translated, or
more probably published, on the same day.

Also the PraS is the only other

sutra apart from the A§ta_ of which a translation is unhesitatingly ascrib
ed to Lokaksema by Tao-an, earliest and most reliable of the Chinese Buddh
ist bibliographers.

Therefore it must occupy a key position in any study

of the Indo-scythian master’s oeuvre.
Except for one small fragment discovered in Central Asia, no complete
Sanskrit text of the PraS has come down to us-- although it is not imposs
ible that tomorrow the sands of Central Asia or the hills of Nepal may de
liver up a complete manuscript.

However, besides the version attributed

to Lokaksema we have three other Chinese renderings (two of them partial
only) and a Tibetan translation dating from the early ninth century.
Given the problematical and frequently obscure nature of Lokaksema’s early
version, it is imperative that the substance of the work be made available
to a wider scholarly public by means of an English translation of the Tib
etan version.

That is the basic purpose of the present work.
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CORRECTIONS AND EMENDATIONS
to
The Tibetan Text of the
Pratyutpanna-Buddha-Sammukhavasthita-Samadhi-Sutra
p.Ill, 1 .26:

'jig rten pa-- prefer reading of NPL (n.U): 1jig rten.

p.1 5 , 1.27:

'jig rten pa-- prefer reading of NPL (n.l): 'jig rten.

p.1 6 , 1.1 :

'jig rten pa-- emend to 'jig rten (?).

p.21, 1.19:

gnas pa dan-- prefer reading of NPL (n.l): gnas pa /.

p.30, 1.3 : mnon gyi mtshan ma-- prefer reading of N (n.lU): snon gyi
mtshan
p.36, 1.28:

'byun ba-- prefer reading of D (n.3): byun ba.

1.20:

'chan bar-- prefer reading of NPL (n.T): 1chad par.

P.^9, 1.29:

'chan bar-- prefer reading of NP (n.13): 'chad par.

p.50, 1.17:

'chan bar-- prefer reading of NPL (n.l*): 'chad par.

vM ,

p.50, 1 .1 8 : de dag ni-- prefer reading of NPL (n.6 ): de dag gi.
p.53, 1 .1 8 : noted noted-- correct to 'not noted'.
p.60, 1 . 2 k :

rtog pa man pa-- correct to rtog pa man ba.

p.66, 1.6 : byas pas 'gyur-- correct to byas par 'gyur.
p.7 6 , 1.25:
CO

CO

p.8 0 , 1.19:
1 .1 6 : snam du-- correct to snam du.

p.103, 1.28:
p.113, 1.5 : bye ba khrag-- correct to bye ba phrag.
P.113, 1.19:
p.1 2 2 , 1.23:
p.123, 1.23:
p.151, 1 .1 8 :
p.1 6 2 , 1.15:
p.1 7 0 , 1.19:
p.178, 1.3 : between bar 'gyur ba'i and rgyu insert rgyu yan dag par rjes
su mi mthon ste /.
p.1 8 9 , 1 .22 : rnam grans 'di-- correct to rnam grans 'dis.
p.193, 1 .9 : de dag lhan-- correct to de dag dan lhan.
p.193, 1 .1 1 : skyes ba-- correct to skye ba.
p.199, 1.9 : brgya— --emend‘to brgyad.

p.2 2 1 , 1 .2 3 : bstad do-- correct to bstod do.
p.23*+ (Concordance) For T.Ij-16 2*4A correct 877a23 to 897a23, for 2*+B
correct 877bU to 897b*+.

INTRODUCTION
A. TEXTUAL SURVEY
The PraS, an early Mahayana sutra first rendered into Chinese by the
Indo-scythian Lokaksema in A.D. 179, survives at present, either partially
or in its entirety, in the following versions:
1. The Tibetan translation, made-- or at least revised-- circa A.D. 800 by
*

Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita, and entitled 'Phags pa da ltar gyi sans
r.gyas mnon sum du bzugs pa'i tin ne 'dzin ces bya ba theg pa chen po'i
mdo (=Arya-pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi-nama-mahayanasutra). It is found in the various editions of the Tibetan Kanjur (Bkaf
1gyur), e.g.
Derge (Sde dge) Mdo Na 1 - 70b2
Narthang (Snar than) Mdo Tha 1 - 115a6
Peking

Mdo Du 1 - 73a5

Lhasa Mdo Tha 1 - 106bU
A critical edition of this Tibetan translation has been made by me and
is now available as The Tibetan Text of the Pratyutpanna-Buddha-Sammukhavasthita-Samadhi-Sutra, Critically Edited from the Derge, Narthang,
Peking and Lhasa Editions of the Tibetan Kanjur and Accompanied by a
Concordance and Comparative Table of Chapters of the Tibetan and Chinese
Versions (Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph Series I)(Tokyo: 1978);
hereafter referred to as Text.
2. T.Ul6: Ta-fang-teng ta-chi-ching hsien-hu-fen
(=Mahavaipulya-mahasamnipata-sutra-bhadrapala-parivarta) in five chuan
(Taisho Vol. XIII, pp. 872a-897c), translated by Jnanagupta et al. in
595 A.D.
3. T.l+17: Pan-chou san-mei cluing

(=Pratyutpanna-samadhi-

sutra) in one chiian (ibid. pp. 897c-902c), falsely attributed to Loka
ksema.

As this is a secondary abridgement of Redaction B of the follow

ing, it is generally not referred to in the notes to the translation.
See Appendix A.VI.
1+. T.1i18: Pan-chou san-mei ching^’
^J^j^

(=Pratyutpanna-samadhi-

sutra) in three chiian (ibid. pp. 902c-919c), to be ascribed to Lokaksema
with certain reservations.

Two redactions exist: A, which is partial

only, and is found in the Korean edition of the Chinese Canon, and B,
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which is complete, and is found both in the ’Three Editions’ and (in
part only) in the Korean edition.

The complicated relationship be

tween these two redactions is discussed in Appendix A.
5. T.*+19: Pa-p’o p ’u-sa ching

(=Bhadrapala-bodhisattva-

sutra) in one chiian (ibid. pp. 920a-92Ub).
Han or soon after.

Anonymous, possibly Later

Partial translation only.

6. The Sanskrit fragment: Hoernle MS., No. l*+3, S.A. 3, probably found on
the site of Khadalik in Central Asia at the turn of the century.
Edited by F.W. Thomas and published as the ’Bhadrapala Sutra' in A.F.
Rudolf Hoernle, ed. Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature, pp. 8893 (see also Addenda, pp. UlO-Ull). See Appendix B for edition, trans
lation, and study.
7. The Mongolian version, entitled Qutu^»-tu ediiged-iin burqan iledde
sa^u^san samadi kemegdekiii yeke kolgen sudur, appearing as No. 890 in
the Mongolian Kanjur, Vol. 72 (Sutra 13), l-9*+3 (see L. Ligeti, Cata
logue du Kanjur Mongol Imprime, p. 23*+).
basis of the Tibetan translation.

This version was made on the

Although it would conceivably assist

in understanding the Tibetan text, I have been unable to consult it.
8. A Japanese translation of T.*4l8 (title transcribed as Hanjuzanmaigyo)
appears in Kokuyaku issaikyo, Vol. XLIV, pp. 255-318.

The translation,

by Mochizuki Shinko, is in the old style, i.e. kundoku.
9- A Japanese translation of T.*+17 appears in Sakurabe Hajime, Hanjuzanmaikyo-ki, pp. *47-71, accompanied by an edition of the text, pp. 7398.

This translation is also in the kundoku style.
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B. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE CONTENT AND
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PraS
The PraS resembles the general run of Mahayana sutras in being anon
ymous and of uncertain date.

As is customary, it uses the traditional

opening formula evam maya srutam, etc., to establish itself as the auth
entic word of the Buddha as relayed through the prodigious memory of
Ananda.

In the body of the text, however, this standard claim to authenA

ticity is re-inforced by an additional claim, namely, that Sakyamuni en
trusts the Sutra to a faithful core of five hundred followers headed by
eight lay bodhisattvas under the leadership of Bhadrapala (see Chap. 13).
These five hundred stalwarts undertake to ensure that the Sutra re-appears
and is propagated in the world during the 'last five hundred years', a
fact which probably places the publication of the PraS in the first cent
ury A.D. at the earliest.

Since the text was first translated into Chin

ese in A.D. 179, we can tentatively date it sometime between then and the
beginning of the Christian era; it is impossible to be any more precise.
The action of the Sutra takes place at the Venuvana in Rajagrha dur
ing the reign of Ajatasatru: the PraS is thus represented as a teaching
delivered during the latter part of the Buddha's ministry.

Elsewhere^" I

have already dealt with the principal ideas and practices featured in the
text, relating them to some of the key themes of the Prajnaparamita lit
erature.

Since our Sutra will be well able to speak for itself in the

pages which follow, I do not intend to repeat myself unduly describing in
detail the many ideas it contains.

It will be enough to notehere that in

the PraS the Mahayana appears as a fully-developed movement, and as a set
of concepts needing no special justification or defence; and this in what
is supposed to be one of the earliest Mahayana sutras!

Although the Sutra

devotes precious little energy to criticising the old dispensation (i.e.
the Hinayana, a term which-- significantly-- is completely absent, although
other less pejorative designations are found), what it is at pains to get
across to its readers and hearers is the same attitude to phenomena that
we find emphasised in the Prajnaparamita literature-- namely, that all
phenomena, or rather all dharmas (the basic factors of which phenomena
are constituted) are empty (sunya), that is, devoid of independent exist
ence or 'own-being' (svabhava). Since this is so, there is nothing which
can provide a basis for 'apprehension' (upalambha), by which term is intend-

1

Harrison,

'Buddhanusmrti'.

-xxived that process of the mind which seizes on the objects of experience as
existing things (bhava), and regards them as possessing an independent
and objective reality.

The perception of existing things (bhava-samjna)

is thus seen as the gravest of errors, in that it leads us to fixate on,
and become attached to that which, as a mere construct of our own minds,
should not form the basis of any sort of attachment whatsoever.

And from

this attachment springs all the suffering that characterises the existence
of unawakened beings.
This emphasis on the emptiness or the unreality of all dharmas (some
times referred to as the doctrine of dharma-nairatmya, literally, the
’selflessness of dharmas’) is one of the principal thrusts of the Prajna
paramita, and of the Mahayana in general, and is often held to have been
a reaction against the Abhidharma theories of the powerful Sarvastivadin
school.

Unlike the Asta (now held to represent the earliest form of the

Prajnaparamita), which tends to articulate the theory of emptiness or
Sunyata as a received truth, as something which needs only to be stated,
not proved or demonstrated, the PraS approaches the question from the point
of view of meditation-experience. It first underlines the fundamental
unreality of the entities experienced during the Samadhi by comparing them
with those things perceived in dreams or in the course of the ’meditation
on the repulsive’ (asubha-bhavana, here understood as a purely imaginary
exercise), and then-- often without any shift of focus being made explicit
-- proceeds to emphasise the emptiness of all dharmas, i.e. those factors
which supposedly constitute the basis of our experience in the waking
state.

The process, then, is one of generalisation, in which meditative

discipline fosters an awareness of the emptiness of appearances which ex
tends to all phenomena.

In this regard we should, I think, note the

important place occupied in our Sutra by the four ’applications of mind
fulness’ (smrtyupasthana; see Chaps. 15 and 18), which suggests that, with
in the framework of Mahayana meditation, this traditional discipline played
a key role in the actual development of the understanding that all dharmas
2
are empty . One might also point out that this process of generalisation,
when pushed to its logical conclusion, brings us to the so-called ’Buddhist
idealism’ of the Yogacarins, i.e. the view that all appearances are purely
the products of mind (citta-matra), which is to be distinguished from the
previous theory of emptiness, which is more in the nature of an epistemological scepticism.

A trace of this ’idealist’ view-- in fact, one of its

2 See particularly L. Schmithausen, ’Die vier Konzentrationen der Aufmerksamkeit', pp. 259-263, for the use of this practice by the Mahayana.
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earliest formulations-- is indeed to be found in the PraS (in the wellknown statement of section 3L, q.v.), but it is not representative of the
general tenor of the work.

Rather, the attitude to phenomena propounded

throughout the Sutra is one that we might characterise as essentially
*

Sunyavadin, in that all its more philosophical passages are given over to
arguments in favour of the understanding of emptiness; although the word
’philosophical1 might lead us into error if we forget that here we have
before us no mere exercise in sophistry, but rather a practical endeavour
with a clearly defined soteriological purpose.
Turning now from these more general considerations, it is perhaps
from this view of the equal nature of all phenomena, in whatever state
they may occur, that the PraS arrives at what I believe to be one of its
3
major concerns. As I have pointed out elsewhere , one of the main aims
_
k
of the Samadhi that gives our Sutra its name is to provide the practit
ioner with a means of translating himself into the presence of this or
that particular manifestation of the Buddha-principle for the purpose of
hearing the Dharma, which he subsequently remembers and propagates.

It is

difficult not to see this as a theoretical justification for the contin
uing production of Mahayana sutras (or ’dharmas hitherto unheard’), and
a bold one at that, in that it attempts to remove the necessity for claims
to strict historical authenticity; further, there is certainly more than
a suggestion here that meditation played a large part in the composition
of Mahayana sutras.

But whatever the precise function of the pratyutpanna-

samadhi itself, throughout the Sutra we find a continuing emphasis on the
related concepts of bahu-srutya and dharma-bhanaka. In my translation I
have given man du thos pa (=bahusrutya) as ’great learning’, even though
this does not satisfactorily render the aural nature of the term.

Strictly

speaking, bahu-srutya refers to the state of having heard much, or, more
specifically, to having received a large amount of oral instruction from
a teacher-- often in the form of memorised texts.

The term is quite trad

itional, but in the PraS, and possibly in other Mahayana works as well, the
bahu-sruta (or ’one who has heard much’, the 'greatly learned’) denotes,
I believe, particularly the one who has received and memorised Mahayana
teachings.
3

Insofar as he is bahu-sruta his passive aspect is emphasised;

Harrison, ’Buddhanusmrti ’, esp. pp. 52-5*+.

U
In this work the pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi is re
ferred to as the pratyutpanna-samadhi, or just ’the Samadhi’, and is there
by distinguished from the PraS as the text which propounds that samadhi.
It should be noted that no such distinction is maintained in the Sutra
itself.

-xxvithe term dharma-bhanaka shifts the focus to his active function, i.e. as
a transmitter of these teachings.

Dharma-bhanaka (’preacher of the

Dharma’) is an expression which occurs very frequently in Mahayana sutras,
in contexts which make it clear that the Dharma that is being preached is
something that is new, not generally accepted, and subject to ridicule
and abuse from other supposed followers of the Buddha.

References in the

PraS to precisely this state of affairs, and its repeated injunctions to
respect and follow the dharma-bhanaka, even to regard him with the rever
ence due to a Buddha, point to a period in the development of the Mahayana
when the new teaching's credentials were not fully established.^
Along with the Sunyavadin attitude to experience and those ideas re
lating to the revelation and propagation' of new teachings, the third main
element of the content of the PraS is that concerned with ethics.

Much

space is devoted to prescriptions for correct behaviour, with attention
being given to the differing requirements of monks and nuns, laymen and
laywomen.

In fact this Sutra, like certain others (e.g. the Ugra-pari-

prccha) is noteworthy for the importance it accords to lay followers of
the Dharma . But at the same time ’going forth from the household life’,
i.e. entry into the Order as a bhiksu or bhiksuni, is also strongly empha
sised, and in addition we find occasional mention of the spiritual ad
vantages of life as a solitary recluse.

In these discussions of the more

outward aspects of behaviour, and elsewhere in the text as well, one comes
across indications of the religious practices obtaining at the time of the
• • of the PraS: for example, the worship of stupas 7 , the cult of
composition
g
Amitabha , the making of images of the Buddha, and the enshrinement of
sacred writings.

All these aspects of Buddhist practice appear even in the

earliest form of the text, and reveal the PraS as a rich mine of inform-

5
On the role of the dharma-bhanaka see Shizutani Masao, ’Hosshi ni
tsuite’ and ’Shoki no daijo kyodan ni tsuite’.
6
In this connection see Yoshimura Shuki, ’The People of the Early
Mahayanistic Order’.
7
See Hirakawa Akira, ’The Rise of Mahayana Buddhism And Its Relation
ship to the Worship of Stupas’.
8
The PraS is well-known for containing the earliest mention of the
Buddha Amitabha/Amitayus; however, because of the later history of the
text in China and Japan its Pure Land aspect has often been over-emphas
ised. For a lucid discussion of the relation of the PraS to traditional
Pure Land ideas and the ways in which it differs from them, see Kagawa
Takao, ’Hanjuzanmaikyo ni okeru j5doky5 shiso'.

-xxviiation on the Mahayana in its initial phase.
The PraS is, of course, a samadhi-sutra, and as such belongs to the
large group of Mahayana sutras which purport to deal with various aspects
'9
of meditation-practice . Our Sutra is perhaps one of the oldest examples
of this type of literature, but despite its venerability there is no hard
evidence that it ever enjoyed any great popularity in India.

Although

the pratyutpanna-samadhi is mentioned by name or referred to obliquely in
a number of primary works, some of which are preserved in Sanskrit

, the

Sutra itself is not, to the best of my knowledge, cited in any of the
surviving Sanskrit compendia or treatises such as the Mahayana-sutralamkara attributed to Asariga, Santideva’s Siksa-samuccaya, or the first
Bhavanakrama of Kamalasila.

However, several commentarial works which

are ostensibly of Indian origin but are preserved only in Chinese refer
to or quote from the PraS-- namely, the Ta-chih-tu lun

9
On the meditation-sutras see in particular Akanuma Chizen, ’Sho-sanmai-kyoten’, Chap. Ill of his Bukkyo ky5ten shiron, pp. 388-1+22. A useful
discussion of ’visualisation’ texts, a sub-category of meditation-sutras,
can be found in Julian Pas, ’The Kuan-wu-liang-shou Fo-ching: Its Origin
and Literary Criticism’. On the amalgamation of buddhanusmyti and samadhi
characteristic of the PraS and of visualisation-sutras in general, see
Sakurabe Hajime, ’Nembutsu to sanmai’.
10 See e.g. the Dasabhumika-sutra, p. 82, where we find the bodhisattva’s
samadhi called the pratyutpanna-sarva-buddha-sammukhavasthita listed as
one of the various samadhis realise^ by the bodhisattva who has attained
the tenth bhumi. According to the Suramgama, however, the pratyutpannasamadhi is obtained by the bodhisattva when he reaches the eighth bhumi
(see Lamotte, Marche HerPique, p. 16 3).
11 The Ta-chih-tu lun (T.1509), ascribed tc Nagarjuna and translated by
Kumarajiva in 1+OU er 1+05, is a vpluminpus cpmmentary en the Pancavimsatisahasrika-prajnaparamita-sutra. Part cf it has been rendered inte French
by E. Lamotte under the title of Le Traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse.
In this massive compendium of the Mahayana, the pratyutpanna-samadhi is
referred to several times, either directly as the pan-chou(-pan)-san-mei
or indirectly as the buddhanusmrti-samadhi (
). The appearance of the PraS’s chief character, the bodhisattva
Bhadrapala (Pa-t ’o-po-lojfj^
), also indicates that material from
the Sutra underlies the discussion. See e.g. 86c3-l+ (cf. Traite I, p.
2^5 ); 110b9-19 (ibid. pp. 1+25-1+26; refers to section 3D of the PraS);
llla5-10, 17-19 (ibid. pp. 1+29-1+30; refers indirectly to sections 1B-G,
2A); 123c29-12l+al (ibid. p. 527; refers to 1Y, 3C); l85b2l+ (Traite II,
p. 1023); 262a20-23 (Traite IV, p. 1789; here the TCTL also assigns the
Samadhi to the eighth bhumi); 276al7-cl3 (ibid. pp. 1926-1930; here the
TCTL summarises much of Chap. 3 of the PraS); 306al5-2l+ (refers to sections
1Y, 3C); 3ll+a23-25 (here the pratyutpanna-samadhi is described as the
’father of the Buddhas', whereas prajna, being their ’mother’, is said
to be more important); 320al0; 335bl9; l+l6al8 (here the pratyutpannasamadhi is linked with anutpattika-dharma-ksanti).
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and the Shih-chu p ’i-p’o-sha lun
both attributed
_ _
13
_
to Nagarjuna
, and a commentary on the Sukhavat1-vyuha-sutra commonly
known as the Ching-t’u lun

or the Wang-sheng lun

(T.152U), attributed to Vasubandhu. But given the fact that these works
are of doubtful provenance, they cannot be used to demonstrate conclus
ively that the PraS was ever known or used to any great extent in India,
although they do indicate that it was accorded an important place somelU
where in the Buddhist world-- possibly in Central Asia

12 The Shih-chu p ’i-p’o-sha lun (T.1521), also ascribed to Nagarjuna and
also translated by Kumarajiva, is a 17-fascicle commentary on the Dasabhumika which contains huge chunks of the PraS (and also much of the
Ugra-pariprccha, another important early work). It first mentions the
pratyutpanna-samadhi at 25c3-10 (where it is described as the ’father’ of
the Buddhas, mahakaruna being the mother in this instance); then at 5^al;
in the chapter on buddhanusmrti (XX) at 68c8-2*+, where the title of the
PraS is explained; in the key chapter on buddhanu smrt i-samadh i (XXV),
where much of the PraS is alluded to, paraphrased, or quoted directly— in
particular: sections 3K (86b3-6), 3C(b6-15), *+A (bl5-25), unidentified
(b25-29), 1+B (b29-c*0, *+C ( c b - 6 ) , bD (c7-10), unidentified (cll-13), I6Ll6P (cl3-20), 16Q-U (c20-28), 11B-C (87a2-13), 9D (al3-l8), 9B (al8-22),
9D (a22-b3), 9H (b3-17), 2D (bl9-22), 2E (b22-26), 2F (b26-c3), 2G (c3-8),
2H (c8-13), 21 (cl3-15), 7E-F (cl8-88a2), l b C - I ( a 2 - 2 b ) , 23E-F (a2U-bl2;
see also bl2ff.); also at 109b7ff.; and at ll6alO-26 (where sections 5A
and 9F-G are quoted).
•
On the place of the pratyutpanna-samadhi in the thought of the author of
the SCPPSL-- whoever he may have been-- see Haseoka Kazuya, Ryuju no
jodoky5 shiso, pp. 117-133; and for a detailed analysis of the actual
material from the PraS cited in the SCPPSL see Shikii Shujo, ’Ryuju iy5
no Hanjuzanmaikyo’. Shikii found that the version of the PraS used by
the author of the SCPPSL was very close to T.U1 6 , less close to T.U1 9 ,
and at quite some variance with the text as preserved by T.U1 8 . This
confirms the tentative conclusion I arrived at in my discussion of the
textual history of the PraS in China (see Appendix A) concerning the
sequence of the Chinese translations. Much more work, however, needs to
be done on the text of the PraS as it appears in the TCTL and the SCPPSL.
13 Note, however, Hirakawa’s article on the authorship of the SCPPSL-’Jujubibasharon no chosha ni tsuite’-- in which he attempts to show that
it and the TCTL were not composed by the same author.
lb
It might be pointed out here that the PraS, or at least Jnanagupta’s
version of it (T.^l6), forms part of the great sutra-collection called the
Mahasamnipata. It is difficult to determine what significance this fact
has, since so little is known of the compilation of the Mahasamnipata
(as is also the case with the Ratnakuta), but a Central Asian origin for
these collections has been postulated. At any rate the PraS is certainly
one of the oldest texts in the Mahasamnipata, and probably predates its
formation by several centuries.

-xxixOn the other hand, the PraS has certainly enjoyed considerable
prestige in the Far East.

Not only was it translated into Chinese sev

eral times, but many commentaries on it were composed, both in China and
15
Japan ; unfortunately nothing has survived of this secondary literature
that goes back to the first milennium, with the sole exception of the
(T.19 8 1), a poetic rhapsody on the PraS composed

Pan-chou tsan
by Shan-tao^^_

(6l3-68l) which has itself spawned a whole range of

commentaries but which is of little use for reconstructing the early
history of the Sutra.

But despite the loss of the literature devoted

specifically to the exegesis of the text, the PraS *s popularity amongst
devotees of Amitabha and practitioners of meditation is well attested;
particularly important in this regard is its explicit statement that the
vision of the Buddhas can be accomplished without the possession of the
'divine eye' and other supernormal faculties (see sections 1Y and 3C):
thus the benefits of the pratyutpanna-samadhi are available even to lay
men who do not have the time to acquire such rare powers.

Accordingly

the first record of the PraS in use in China relates to Hui-yiian's
community on Mt. Lu around the beginning of the fifth century; there its
teachings played a prominent part in the activities of the White Lotus
Society, formed by Hui-yiian on Sept. 11, k02.

This society comprised

both monks and laymen, and was dedicated primarily to the worship of
16
Amitabha and to rebirth in Sukhavat!
It is not my intention here to go into the subsequent history of the
PraS in the Far East, its influence on religious practice, and its many
appearances in treatises on meditation and Pure Land theory by such
luminaries as Chih-i ^ 5 ^ (538-597), Tao-ch'o_^J^ (562-6U5 ), Shan-tao,
Chia-ts'a.±jhV ^ (floruit c. 627-6^9), Genshin
^

(1133-1212).

(9*+2-1017), and Honen

Others have dealt with various aspects of these

thinkers' use of the Sutra in their writings, and I refer the reader to

15

See Ono Genmy5, ed. Bussho kaisetsu daijiten, Vol. IX, pp. 51-58.

16 See Ziircher, Buddhist Conquest, pp. 219-221. In Hui-yiian's famous
exchange of letters with Kumarajiva, the Ta-sheng ta-i chang
aJ.1
(T.I856), the eleventh question-and-answer concerns the practice of
the pratyutpanna-samadhi, with reference mainly to matters raised in Chap.
3 of the PraS-- see Kimura Eiichi, ed. Eon kenkyu, Ibun-hen, pp. 3^—36
(Chinese text) and pp. 16U-I69 (Japanese translation). See also Kenkyuhen, esp. pp. 258-2 6 7, for a discussion of Hui-yiian's approach to the
pratyutpanna-samadhi and to buddhanusmrti.
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their works

. But before we return to the text itself it is worth noting

that the PraS continues to be studied by Buddhists, and that the pratyut
panna-samadhi is still practised in the twentieth century.

C. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PraS
Despite the process of accretion and alteration which it has under
gone, the PraS in its present form exhibits a certain coherence, and is
better organised than many other examples of Mahayana sutra-literature.
As far as the overall structure of the Sutra is concerned, there are two
recensions, one represented by the Tibetan text, and presumably later,
and the other represented by the Chinese versions (which themselves
differ from each other in important respects), therefore presumably
earlier.

The two recensions diverge substantially only after Chap. 19,

and where this occurs in the outline of the content of the text which
now follows, the Tibetan recension is given on the left-hand side of the
page, the Chinese on the right.
The Sutra opens with a long nidana (lA-l) describing the assembling
of the Buddha’s audience in the Venuvana outside Rajagrha; pride of place
is given to eight lay bodhisattvas, who arrive each from one of the eight
major cities of the Buddha’s world-- first comes their leader, the house
holder Bhadrapala from Rajagrha, followed by Ratnakara from Vaisall,
Guhagupta from Campa, Naladatta from Varanasi, Susima from Kapilavastu,
—
—
—
y
Mahasusarthavaha from SravastI, Indradatta from KausambI, and Varunadeva
from Saketa.

This neat narrative device serves both to confer a kind of

universal validity on the Sutra’s teachings and to earmark them as espec
ially significant for lay people.

17 For a general survey see Kawajiri KSsai, ’HanjuzanmaikyS ni tsuite
(shutoshite jodokyo ni okeru honkyo no ryuden)’; additional references
may be found in Sakurabe Hajime, Hanjuzanmaikyo-ki, p. 1, n. 1.
On the PraS in Chih-i’s Mo-ho chih-kuan
, see Kodama Daien,
’HanjuzanmaikyS to Jujubibasharon-- Chigi no hanjuzanmai-setsu e no ichishiko’, and And5 Toshio, ’Tendai Chigi no j5dokyo-hanjuzanmai kyogaku no
kansei to bannen no kumon’. For the use of the Sutra in Tao-ch’o’s An-lochi
, see Izumi Eso, ’Anrakushu-nembutsugi to Hanjuzanmaikyo *;
for Shan-tao’s Kuan-nien fa-men
, see Naruse Takazumi, ’Kannenhomon ni inyo-sareta Hanjuzanmaikyo’; and for Genshin’s OjoySshu A t ! k
see Fugen Koju, ’0j5yoshu ni okeru hanjuzanmai no tenkai’.

When everyone is present Bhadrapala rises from his seat and, reciting
a long list of personal attributes and abilities, asks the Buddha which
samadhi a bodhisattva should practise in order to acquire them (lJ-Y).
After praising Bhadrapala for asking the question (2A), the Buddha states
that the samadhi required is the pratyutpanna-samadhi, which he defines
as entailing a second long list of attributes and attitudes (2B-J).

In

Chapter 3 the Buddha goes on to give specific instructions for the
practice of the Samadhi, while at the same time describing its nature by
means of a number of similes relating mainly to dream-experiences; the
vividness and yet the complete unreality of that which is perceived
during the Samadhi are emphasised (3A-0).

In Chapter h the Buddha out

lines some of the practical and ethical prerequisites for the practice
of the Samadhi (UA-E), while in Chapter 5 he stresses the need for
reverence for the preacher of Dharma (5A), and describes the great
efficacy of the pratyutpanna-samadhi, in terms both of its own results
and of the other spiritual benefits which it makes possible (5B-E).
Chapter 6 deals with the considerable loss to be suffered by those future
followers of the Buddha who will refuse to accept and practise the
Samadhi (both the practice and the Sutra-text itself, a customary
ambiguity).

Their immorality, their perversity in repudiating the Sutra,

and their maliciousness in deprecating it to others are described and
illustrated by various similes, and they are unfavourably contrasted
with the wise and virtuous elect, who will of course take up the teaching
with joyful alacrity.

Great is the merit to be derived from believing

in this teaching, the Buddha solemnly avows to his audience (6A-J).
The Buddha continues to praise in the most fulsome terms the ex
cellence of those who take up the Samadhi (TA-G), before returning in
Chapter 8 to the practice of the Samadhi itself.

Some quite 'philosoph

ical' or theoretical passages deal with various points of doctrine-relating mainly to the perception of phenomena-- which the bodhisattva
should attempt to internalise in his practice of the Samadhi (8A-K).
Following this the Buddha outlines the qualities-- moral, attitudinal,
practical, social-- required of the bodhisattva who has given up the
household life (i.e. the Mahayana bhiksu) and who wishes to cultivate
the pratyutpanna-samadhi. Particularly emphasised are respect and
affection for the preacher of Dharma (dharma-bhanaka) or 'good friend'
(kalyana-mitra) from whom the bodhisattva hears the Samadhi in the first
place (9A—M ).

Subsequently the Buddha deals in turn with those things
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required of the Mahayana bhiksuni (lOA-C), the householder bodhisattva,
i.e. the Mahayana upasaka (llA-D), and the Mahayana upasika (12A-C).
Bhadrapala expresses his admiration for the Buddha's munificence in
making such a profound teaching available, and asks if it will continue
to circulate in Jambudvipa after the Buddha's demise (l3A).

The Buddha

replies that the Samadhi will disappear sometime after his Parinirvana,
but that it will re-appear in the 'last five hundred years' to be taken
up and propagated by a few faithful souls (l3B).

Moved to tears of joy

by this revelation, Bhadrapala and his seven bodhisattva companions
undertake to preach the Samadhi in the terrible 'last five hundred
years' (13C-F).

They are joined by five hundred other followers, who

vow to assist them in this task and beseech the Buddha to entrust the
Samadhi to the eight bodhisattvas (13G-H).

The Buddha responds with

one of his winning smiles (l3l), and Ananda, on cue as ever, asks in
verse what the reason is for this (l3J).

By way of reply the Buddha

recapitulates in verse, with certain elaborations, what he has just said
in prose concerning the future of the Samadhi (l3K).

The eight bodhi

sattvas and their five hundred followers rejoice over these revelations,
and show their appreciation to the Buddha, who regales them with a
religious discourse, presumably for their ears only (i Ua ).
Bhadrapala then enquires after further prerequisites for correct
practice, and the Buddha enumerates four (lUB), after which he goes on
to detail the many wordly advantages to be derived from the Samadhi,
including the capacity to acquire, even in one's dreams, hithertounknown teachings (lUC-j).

Here follows the avadana of the merchant's

son Sudatta, who first heard the Samadhi from the lips of the Tathagata
Ksemaraja and subsequently pursued it for many incarnations (15A-E).
Sudatta is identified with the Tathagata Dipamkara (15F).

Once again

the Buddha solemnly advises his listeners to strive for the Samadhi,
whose excellence, pre-eminence, and efficacy are underlined (15G-I).
Further 'philosophical' passages follow, in which the correct practice
of the four smrtyupasthanas is related to that of the Samadhi, and
various statements are made concerning the nature of phenomena and the
proper attitude to them (15J-N).

Before the verses which restate all

this (l5P) we find a 'false ending' to the text, in which the Buddha
entrusts the Samadhi to the world and various beings realise various
attainments (150-- not found in the early Chinese translation).
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In Chapter 16 the Sutra is enlivened by a dramatic interlude, in
which the bodhisattva Bhadrapala invites the Buddha and all his followers
to lunch the next day at his house in Rajagrha (l6A-C), and then goes
back into town with his seven companions to spend the night making the
necessary preparations (16D-E).

The next morning Bhadrapala comes out

to the Venuvana to inform the Buddha that all is in readiness, whereupon
the whole congregation makes its way into the city (l6F).

By magic the

Buddha makes Bhadrapala!s house both big enough to accommodate everyone
and transparent so that all the people of Rajagrha can see in (l6G).
Lunch is consumed (l6H), the Buddha delivers the customary after-dinner
speech, and everybody returns to the Venuvana (l6l-j).
Bhadrapala next asks the Buddha what things will enable the bodhi
sattva to acquire the Samadhi successfully (l6K).

The Buddha details

another series of attributes, attitudes, practices, etc. (l6L-V), and
then recalls the prediction of his own awakening during the time of
Dipamkara, the traditional story being considerably altered by the
important place occupied in it by the pratyutpanna-samadhi (lTA-B).

Thus

a kind of ’apostolic succession' is established for the teaching.
Bhadrapala again asks how the bodhisattva should cultivate the
Samadhi, and the Buddha in reply discusses the required understanding
of 'all dharmas' and the proper attitude to them, with reference to
the correct practice of the smrtyupasthanas (l8A-F).

He also describes

how the Buddhas are to be seen by the bodhisattvas (18G-K).
Chapter 19 contains further instructions on correct practice (19A-B),
and lists eight dharma.s which the bodhisattva engaged in the Samadhi will
acquire (l9C).

All this is recapitulated in verse (l9D).

In addition to these eight dharmas,

In addition to these eight dharmas,

the bodhisattva will acquire the

the bodhisattva will acquire the

ten powers of a Tathagata (20A-K),

eighteen dharmas exclusive to a

the four assurances (21A-E), and

Buddha (22A) and the ten powers of

the eighteen dharmas exclusive to a

a Tathagata (20A-J).

Buddha (22A-B).
At the beginning of Chapter 23 the Buddha propounds four acts of
’rejoicing’ which a bodhisattva should formally rehearse with regard to
the Samadhi (23A-D).

The merit from this, which is to be ’turned over’

to others for the sake of perfect awakening, is described as very great
indeed (23E-F).
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23A-F is restated in verse (23G).
Another avadana follows to illustrate the preceding material.

King

Visesagamin hears the Samadhi from the Tathagata Simhamati and rejoices
over it.

After Simhamati's demise Visesagamin is reborn as Prince

Brahmadatta, "who hears the Samadhi again from the Tathagata's disciple
Ratna.

Having heard it once only Brahmadatta becomes a bhiksu and

follows Ratna for many years, eventually becoming a Tathagata himself;
Brahmadatta's followers also become Buddhas.

Such is the merit of

their former act of rejoicing under Simhamati (23H-0).
The Buddha follows this tale with a solemn injunction to his listeners
to go to any lengths to hear and practise the Samadhi, and once again
emphasises the respect and obedience due to the preacher of Dharma, the
good friend (23P-U).

The avadana of Brahmadatta is recapitulated in

verse (23V).
A second avadana, similar to that
of Brahmadatta, is told, in which
*

Sakyamuni appears as an unnamed
king who attempts to hear the
Samadhi from the bhiksu Varuna
after the demise of Varuna's master,
the Tathagata Satyanama, but is
thwarted by Mara.

The Buddha then

dwells on the supreme value of
devotion to one's teacher, and the
great merit to be derived from
accepting such a Samadhi (23W).
The avadana of the king who attempts to hear the Samadhi from the bhiksu
is recapitulated in verse, together with the accompanying material on
devotion to the teacher and the value of the Samadhi (23X).
The Buddha then tells how the Samadhi should be preserved for future
believers by being copied out and stored away.

It is also to be sealed

with the 'seal of the Tathagatas', the figurative nature of which is
explained (2*+A-B).
Further instructions on behaviour
and attitude are given (2^C-E; 2h
H-J; 25A-B), interspersed with
more glorification of the greatness
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and value of the Samadhi (2^F-G;
25C-E; 26a ).
Finally, the Buddha addresses him

As a result of the Buddha's preach

self to Bhadrapala and his seven

ing, various beings realise various

companions, their five hundred

attainments (26e).

followers, and the rest of his

dresses himself to Bhadrapala and

listeners (26b).

his seven companions, their five

He entrusts the

teaching to them twice (26c).

He

The Buddha ad

hundred followers, and the rest of

tells Bhadrapala that the Samadhi

his listeners (26b).

He entrusts

is to "be mastered and taught to

the teaching to them twice (26c).

others so that it will endure (26d).

He tells Bhadrapala that the Samadhi

As a result of the Buddha's preach

is to be mastered and taught to others

ing various beings realise various

so that it will endure (26d).

attainment s (26e).
When the Buddha has finished speaking , Bhadrapala and the rest of the
audience rejoice in the usual manner (26F).

In attempting to characterise in more general terms the way in which
the PraS organises its material, three structural categories can, I
believe, be erected.

The first is historical, or, more accurately, pseudo-

historical, and includes the description of events which take place before,
during, or after the delivery of the teaching.

The nidana and uarindana

may be placed in this category, as can the description of the future
course of events.

Such passages serve of course to provide the framework

within which other material may be arranged, and as dramatic elements
they also relieve the monotony of the work.
In the second category falls all that material whose basic purpose
is advertisement, i.e. the glorification of the teachings themselves.
This covers, by virtue of their general intent, all discussions of the
perverseness of detractors and opponents and of the fate in store for
them, all exhortations to accept, cultivate, realise, and pass on the
teachings, all rhapsodies on the great merit to be derived from doing
so, all injunctions to respect and worship the source of the teachings,
and all avadanas which give'past instances of these very things.
Thirdly we have the didactic category, which refers to the message
of the text itself, e.g. specific directions for meditational or other
practices, descriptions of the required moral behaviour, advice on how
to relate to others, statements on the correct way of viewing things,
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and general discussions of the nature of phenomena, etc.
These categories are never hard-and-fast, and many instances of
overlapping and intermingling can be pointed out.

Nor would it ever be

sound practice to attempt to isolate the didactic elements in a given
work and ignore the other categories, for such works often get their
message across in various unexpected ways.

Nevertheless, when these

categories are applied to the content of the PraS the work's organisation
is thrown into high relief, and the symmetry of its composition is
revealed: historical elements stand at beginning and end (Chaps. 1 and 26),
and also break the text in the middle (Chaps. 13 and l6A-j), while the
rest of the text displays a regular alternation of didactic and
'advertising' material.
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D. INTRODUCTION TO THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION

As mentioned above in the Preface, the main part of the present work
consists of an annotated English translation of the Tibetan version of the
PraS, the text of which was established by me and published as The Tibetan
Text of the Pratyutpanna-Buddha-Sammukhavasthita-Samadhi-Sutra, (Tokyo,
1978).

For general remarks on this Tibetan version I refer the reader to

Text, Introduction, pp. ix-xix.

Suffice it to say here that it was

probably made around the beginning of the ninth century, and that the
original text on which it was based, which we may presume to have been
written in Sanskrit, is for the moment almost entirely lost.
Now, when we refer to an ’original Sanskrit text’, we must realise
from the outset that we are adopting a convention, and a potentially
misleading one at that.

For there is, or was, no such thing as a single

original Sanskrit text of the PraS, compiled around the beginning of our
era and remaining unchanged while various translations, Chinese and
Tibetan, were made from it.

We know that in general Mahayana sutras

underwent some degree of change in the course of the many centuries
during which they were in use, being amplified (possibly the most common
pattern), shortened, re-arranged, or subject to the introduction or
modification of various doctrinal terms.

The surviving translations of

the PraS exhibit this ’textual fluidity’ to a marked degree, and its
grosser lineaments (in the form of omissions or insertions of whole
sections of text) can easily be seen in the Concordance (Text, pp.225-235).
Given the complexities and obscurities of the early Chinese translations,
however, it is not always so easy to determine the precise scope of the
changes in content, as opposed to structure, which the Sutra has under
gone.

An attempt will be made later to sketch the broad outlines of the

textual history of the PraS, in as far as they can be discovered.
We must therefore realise that when we speak of ’the original’ of the
PraS, we are in effect talking about its changing Sanskrit textual
tradition, and not about any one entity.

This fact will have important

implications for our approach to the Tibetan text, in that we must regard
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it as not necessarily, or not in all respects based on the same Sanskrit
text that underlies the Chinese translations.
Why then have ve elected to translate the Tibetan version, in
preference, say, to T.Ul8, which being of greater antiquity is possibly
of greater historical interest?

The answer is simply that the Tibetan is

the easiest version to translate, mainly because of the standardised
terminology employed by the Tibetan scholars and their Indian colleagues
who rendered Sanskrit Buddhist works into Tibetan, or who revised the
versions already made by their predecessors.

In a sense, our text is not

Tibetan at all, but a Tibetan ’translationese’ in which many of the terms
used are comprehensible only if one has recourse to their Sanskrit
referents.

And what is often the case at a terminological level is

sometimes true at the syntactical level also.

Therefore, when I say

translation of the Tibetan text, I must admit frankly that what follows
is often not a translation of the Tibetan at all, but rather a translation
of the Sanskrit that can be supposed to underlie the Tibetan.

While this

may offend the linguistic purists, my intention here was to furnish the
reader with the best indication possible of the meaning of the Sanskrit
text at one stage in its long history, rather than show how the Tibetans
of the 9th century A.D. understood (or sometimes misunderstood) and
expressed that meaning, or, in other words, I had it in mind to remove
the Tibetan covering to reveal the meaning of the Sanskrit beneath it.
In the attempt to do that, however, I feel that my translation has often,
and perhaps inevitably, fallen between two stools.
I have not attempted a reconstruction of the Sanskrit text on the
basis of the Tibetan.

This kind of activity is, I believe, methodologi

cally unsound, given our present limited knowledge of the finer mechanics
of the Tibetan translation process, and has rightly been called a ’rather
useless amusement’. In my use of Tibetan-Sanskrit equivalents, I was
interested only in probabilities which could be legitimately used to
construct an English version, and I would not have wished to produce
an ersatz Sanskrit text of the PraS and see it acquire an undeserved
life of its own. I might make the same observation for the SanskritTibetan-Chinese-English Glossary that can be found as Appendix C.

It is

intended for certain purposes only, and should be used with caution.
I do not believe, for example, that material from reconstructions of
lost Sanskrit texts on the basis of their Tibetan translations should
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are dealing with probabilities, not certainties: where, for instance, we
find chos in the Tibetan we can deduce that dharma most probably stood
in the Sanskrit, but we can never be absolutely sure of it while the
Sanskrit remains lost.

The reader should therefore note that the Sanskrit

equivalents which I give in my translation (always to be found within
parentheses) are always put forward with a greater or lesser degree of
uncertainty, but only those accompanied by the greater degree of un
certainty are distinguished by a question-mark.

This does not mean that

those not so distinguished are any the less tentative from an over-all
point of view.
Throughout my translation I have aimed at reasonable fidelity both
to the Tibetan text (or rather to its probable Sanskrit original wherever
this could be discerned) and to the English language, thus providing
myself with two additional stools to fall between.'

On the syntactical

level I have observed the requirements of English grammatical usage as
closely as possible in an attempt to produce a readable translation,
but often the extreme length of the Tibetan sentence has militated
against clarity.

On a terminological level the reader will find many

examples of an awkward literalness, especially where terms of technical
or semi-technical application have been involved.

A definite case can

be made for the standardisation of terminology in translating Buddhist
works, and I have accordingly done my best to standardise my renderings,
although the use in all cases of the same English for the same Tibetan
is clearly undesirable, if not impossible.

My guides in this regard

have been Edward Conze (especially in his Materials) and, to a lesser
extent, Franklin Edgerton (BHSP); in some instances, however, I have
preferred to find my own way.

In the Glossary the reader may acquaint

himself with some of my standard English renderings, which are given
along with their Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Chinese counterparts.
My main objective has been to make the PraS accessible to the
scholarly public in a readable and accurate translation, and this end
would have been served neither by slavish adherence to the grammatical
and phraseological peculiarities of the Tibetan nor by the use of the
turgid esoteric translationese favoured by certain translators these
days.

Whether my objective has been realised or not, the reader may

best judge for himself.

-xlMy translation, then, is of the Tibetan text of the PraS. The length
of the work has made me disinclined to attempt anything more than that,
and I make only passing reference to the Chinese versions, except where
they preserve whole sections of text not found in Tibetan: these passages
then appear in the body of the translation.

Thus my work falls short of

the ideal propounded by Constantin Regamey (The Bhadramayakaravyakarana,
pp. 10-11), that of the ’critical translation’, since it does not include
all the Chinese variae versiones. Differences between the Chinese and
the Tibetan versions are indeed often quite considerable, but to draw
attention to them at every point would have made the work intolerably
long and tedious.

Therefore I have confined myself to noting only the

more -striking and important variants, and to giving the Chinese readings
in those rare places where an obscurity in the Tibetan is clarified by
the Chinese text - rather than matched by an equal or worse obscurity!
Each of the Chinese translations deserves a full study of its own; this
is especially true with regard to T.*+l8 and T.^19. What I have tried to
do, in my Concordance (see Text), Glossary, and notes, has been to
facilitate the future investigation of these Chinese versions.

In

addition, the translation of the Tibetan text itself will contribute to
the elucidation of many of the obscurities which bedevil the early
Chinese versions.

Despite the limited scope of this study, however, the

reader will find in Appendix A a brief preliminary discussion of the
Chinese translations, based on internal evidence and on the testimony
of the Chinese scripture-catalogues.
To turn now to matters of presentation, the translation is divided
up into chapters (arabic numerals) and sections (capital letters) in
accordance with the published Tibetan text, e.g. IA, 3B, 26c, etc.
Reference to the text will always be to these chapters and sections,
never to page numbers.

In this way the reader may easily follow up a

reference in the Text, in the translation, or (with the help of the
Concordance) in any of the Chinese versions.
As pointed out above, probable Sanskrit equivalents appear within
parentheses, the more doubtful among them being indicated by a questionmark.

One exception to this is proper names: the Sanskrit is given in

the translation, and only discussed in the notes when the restoration
involves some uncertainty; such cases are always indicated in the text
by a preceding asterisk, e.g. *Vidyuddeva.

The Sanskrit equivalents

-xligiven do not necessarily possess the form (i.e. number, person, case,
tense, etc. ) they may have had in the original; and they have been taken,
for the most part, from Lokesh Chandra’s Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary,
although I have tried to be as critical as possible in my use of this, as
it includes lexical material derived from reconstructions (e.g. the Samdhinirmocana) or otherwise insufficiently supported (e.g. from Das).

For

equivalents of individual terms Conze’s Materials has also been most use
ful, while for the Sanskrit wording of the longer formulae so common in
sutra-literature I have had recourse to Lamotte’s handy list of these in
his L ’Enseignement, pp. U81-U83 (’Releve des formules et des cliches’),
such borrowings on my part being always indicated thus: (*...*).
Notes to the translation are numbered by chapter, and are referred to as
follows: n. 1.20 (=Chap. 1, n. 20); n. 13-5 (=Chap. 13, n. 5); and so on.
Verses are denoted thus: HDvl (=Chap. 11, Section D, Verse l); 23Vv6-9
(=Chap. 23, Section V, Verses 6 to 9); and so forth.
The system used for representing Chinese is that of Mathew’s Chinese English
Dictionary, except that certain unnecessary diacritical marks have been
eliminated.
My own additions to the text I have tried to keep to a minimum, but
where the Tibetan is obscure I have inserted explanatory material within
square brackets, in conformity with the normal practice.

Also within

square brackets are to be found translations of chapter titles taken from
two Chinese translations, T.*+l8 and T.*il6.

The Chinese originals for

these may be found in the Comparative Table of Chapters (Text, pp. 238239); T.l*17 and T.U19 do not feature because the former merely adopts the
chapter titles of T.*+l8 while the latter has none at all.
Finally, square brackets enclosing a question-mark signal those unfortunate
places where the Tibetan has successfully resisted my attempts to under
stand it.

They are both sobering indications of the text’s victory over

its translator and invitations to others to see what I have missed.
Although as a newcomer to the field I am keenly aware of all the imperfect
ions of the following translation, I nevertheless hope that it removes
more difficulties than it creates, and therefore succeeds in making the
PraS better known to a wider public.

ADDENDUM : Since completing this work my attention has been
drawn to the fact that the PraS is mentioned by name in the
third Bhavanakrama of Kamalaslla (see Giuseppe Tucci, Minor
Buddhist Texts, Part III (Rome: 1971), p. 5); Kamalaslla does
not cite any passages from the Sutra, but it is clear from
the context that he was familiar with its content.

THE

PRATYUTPANNA-BUDDHA-SAMMUKHAVASTHITA-SMADHI-SUTRA

AN

ANNOTATED ENGLISH TRANSLATION

OF THE

TIBETAN VERSION

CHAPTER ONE

(HAD

In Sanskrit:
Arya-pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhaavasthita-samadhi-nama-mahayana-sutra
In Tibetan:
The Holy Mahayana Sutra
called the
Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to
Face with the Buddhas of the Present.'*'
BAMPO ONE
CT.Ul8 : Chapter One, The Enquiry
T.U1 6 : Chapter One, Meditation]
Thus have I heard at one time (evam maya srutam ekasmin samaye):

the Lord (bhagavat) was staying at Rajagrha, in the Haunt of the Kalanda-

1
The translation of the title of the Samadhi poses a problem, namely,
should we construe it as pratyutpanna-buddhanam sammukham avasthitasya
samadhi, ’the Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas
of the Present’, or as pratyutpanna-buddhanam CbodhisattvasyaH sammukham
avasthitanam samadhi, 'the Samadhi of the Present Buddhas Standing Face
to Face [with the Bodhisattva]'? From a grammatical point of view the
latter is less likely, since sammukham is left hanging unconnected, but
Lokaksema (T.*4l8) appears to have understood the compound in this sense:
his standard equivalent is
, 'the Samadhi
of All the Buddhas of the Present Standing in Front' (e.g. 2B, 3A, 15N,
16k ), which could hardly be construed as 'the Samadhi of Standing in Front
of All the^ Buddhas of the Present'. T.*+19, on the other hand, has
'the Concentration of Abiding in Front of the Buddhas of
the Present'(2J, 3A); it gives the title of the Samadhi elsewhere (2B, 2C,
3E, 5D), but the text appears to be corrupt; e.g. 5D has f b (read:
'It.jt- (read with
, 1the Concentration of the Abiding of
the Buddhas of the Present'. T.Hl6 provides a more explicitly interpret
ative rendering of the title, usually given as ^
fftj'fli)
(e.g. 3A), which might initially be taken as 'the Samadhi of the
Bodhisattva who Meditates on the Buddhas Appearing Before ChimD'. Many
variations on this are found, e.g. the substitution of
for ^ '14 (e.g.
2B), or the insertion of ■
— i-7) before or instead of ^
(e.g. 3E), but the
standard abbreviation is
, literally 'manifest in front sama
dhi' . However, since
also means 'present' T.*il6 may be using it,
even in its full translation of the title, to render pratyutpanna and not
sammukhavasthita at all. If this is so, then Jnanagupta has avoided the
problem, i.e. who is it that stands face to face with whom?
—>

3
2
kas in the Bamboo Wood (venuvane kalandaka-nivase) , together with a great
assembly (maha-bhiksu-samgha) of five hundred bhiksus, all of them Arhats,
whose outflows were exhausted (ksinasrava), who were free of the defile
ments (nihklesa), had attained mastery (vasibhuta), had done their duty
(krta-krtya), performed their tasks (krta-karaniya), laid down their burd
en (apahrta-bhara), obtained their own goal (anuprapta-svakartha), de
stroyed the fetters of existence (pariksina-bhavasamyojana), whose minds

Given that pratyutpanna-buddhanam sammukham avasthitasya samadhi' is
slightly more probable from the point of view of Sanskrit grammar, we might
then be entitled to translate da ltar gyi sans rgyas mnon sum du bzugs pa’i
byan chub sems dpa’i tin ne ’dzin (commonly found in the Tib. text) as ’the
Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present’ (pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-bodhisattva-samadhi), al
though we cannot deny that ’the Bodhisattvas’ Samadhi of the Buddhas of
the Present Standing Face to Face’ is also possible, especially in view of
the use of the honorific bzugs pa.
The whole question can perhaps be answered by reference to the con
tents of the Sutra, for it is stated quite clearly at several points (e.g.
3C) that although no actual movement takes place, the bodhisattva who
practises the Samadhi perceives himself transported to the buddha-ksetra
of his choice, there to see the resident Buddha and hear the Dharma ex
pounded by him: i.e. the bodhisattva goes to stand face to face with the
Buddha, rather than the Buddha coming to stand before the bodhisattva.
In view of this I have tentatively adopted the translation ’the Samadhi
of the One Cor: of the BodhisattvaJ who Stands Face to Face with the
Buddhas of the Present’ for pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi,
as being the most likely rendering of the Sanskrit, even though this runs
counter to the traditional interpretation, as presented, for example, by
Haseoka Kazuya in his Ryuju no jodoky5 shiso, pp. 128-129; but see also
Mvy No. 7*+5, and L. Schmithausen1s translation of the title as ’Lehrrede
liber die Versenkung, in der Csich der Yogin denD derzeit existierenden
Buddhas von Angesicht zu Angesicht gegeniiber CsiehtD’ in ’Spirituelle
Praxis und Philosophische Theorie’, p. 175, n. 1+3.
From available indications it appears that the Sutra was generally
referred to either by an abbreviation of its Sanskrit title as given by
the Tibetan (viz. Pratyutpanna-samadhi-sutra) or by a short alternative
title containing the name of its most important character (next to Sakyamuni), i.e. the householder bodhisattva from Rajagrha, Bhadrapala. To
take the latter first, this usage is attested by the title of T.l+19, Pap ’o p ’u-sa ching ( = Bhadrapala-bodhisattva-sutra); by one of the titles
of T.l+16, Hsien-hu p ’u-sa ching
( = Bhadrapala-bodhisattvasutra); and by the title found at the termination of each chapter of the
Tibetan text: bzan skyon gis zus pa’i tin ne ’dzin ( = Bhadrapala-pariprcclia-samadhi). As for the abbreviated title, Pratyutpanna-samadhisutra , it provides the basis for the title of T.l+18, Pan-chou san-mei
ching, in which san-mei is of course samadhi, while pan-chou represents
the first two syllables of the Sanskrit pratyutpanna, possibly in soifle
Central Asian dialect form of the word like the Prakrit paccuppanna.
One also finds occasionally the fuller form pan-chou-pan san-mei, as for
example in the TCTL (262a2l) or in the Korean edition of the Ch’u santsang chi chi (T. 21^+5, 6bl2). Cf., however, Takasaki Masayoshi’s long but
unconvincing attempt to demonstrate that pan-chou does not represent
pratyut(panna) at all, in ’BukkyS bunken no jakkan no onshago ni tsuite’.
The Tibetan text always refers to the Samadhi by its full title--

u
were fully liberated by perfect knowledge (samyagajna-suvimukta-citta),
who had attained the excellent supremacy of complete mastery over their
minds (sarva-cetovasi-parama-parami-prapta), and obtained the Eight
Emancipations (astavimoksa) -- with the exception of one man, namely, the
Venerable (ayusmat) Ananda.

with or without the insertion of byan chub sems dpa’i-- if it refers to
it by its title at all, except perhaps for one instance, at 23C, where
da ltar gyi tin ne ’dzin may stand for pratyutpanna-samadhi.
It is certain, however, that the Chinese were most familiar with the
title Pan-chou san-mei ching (Pratyutpanna-samadhi-sutra), which some of
them came to understand as ’the Sutra of the Standing Samadhi’-- pratyutpanna = ’arisen’, ’stood up’, rather than ’present’.
’ This fanciful
misconstruction has its origins in the text itself (see Ub ) and in the
actual practice of the Samadhi, but is none the less erroneous. Thus,
while the pratyutpanna-samadhi was known as the ch’ang-li san-mei
(’Ever-standing Samadhi’) in the works of Chih-i, Shan-tao, the
author of the Pan-chou san-mei tsan (T.198l), is able to inform us in the
prologue to that work that:
The Sanskrit pratyutpanna (JfeL-fr ) is translated by
’constantly walking in the Way’ (»
or is
a general term for walking continuously for seven
days or ninety days; because the three activities
Cof body, speech, and thought3 are uninterrupted it
is called pratyutpanna... (*+*+8bl8-20)
2
On the ’Bamboo Wood’ (Skt. venuvana; Pali veluvana) see DPPN II, s.v.
Veluvana (i). Tib. bya ka lan da ka gnas pa suggests kalandaka-nivasa
(dwelling-place of the Kalandakas) rather than the more usual kalandakanivapa (’food-offering’ or ’feeding-ground’ of the Kalandakas), for which
see DPPN I, p. 53*+; BHSD, p. 171. Kalandakas are generally thought to be
squirrels, but Tib. and T.*il9 (q.v. 920a7) obviously understood them to
be a kind of bird.
3
T.*+19 (920al0 )
, suggests an original asta-vimoksadhyayin, ’absorbed in the Eight Emancipations’.
b

Similar lists of sravaka-guna (qualities of the Disciples) are found
at the beginning of most Mahayana sutras. For a discussion of them, see
Traite I, pp. 203-219. The different Chinese versions of this opening
paragraph will be discussed below (see Appendix A).

5
E1BH At that time the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala^ had left the
great city of Rajagrha and, in order to hear the Dharma, had become a
follower of the Lord's, along with five hundred bodhisattvas all of whom
were householders (grhastha) and upholders of the Five Rules of Training
(panca-siksapada). Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala,

5
Bhadrapala, a lay bodhisattva from Rajagrha, is the principal char
acter (after the Buddha) of the PraS, and has given his name to the Sutra
(see above, n. l.l). He appears in many Mahayana sutras as the leader of
a group known as the ’sixteen good men' (sodasa satpurusah), all of them
eminent lay followers of the Buddha (although we do not know if any of
them had any historical basis). The group is listed, for example, in SP_
(p. 2), where the Buddha is described as being in the company of (among
others) 'the sixteen good men led by Bhadrapala, namely, Bhadrapala,
Ratnakara, Susarthavaha, Naradatta, Guhyagupta, Varunadatta, Indradatta,
Uttaramati, Visesamati, Vardhamanamati, Amoghadarsin, Susamprasthita,
Suvikrantavikramin, Anupamamati, Suryagarbha, and Dharanimdhara, and the
80,000 bodhisattvas led by them (evampramukhair).' The sixteen satpurusas
are thus also bodhisattvas; further, the SP_mentions Bhadrapala again at
p. 227 as being at the head of 500 bodhisattvas, as he indeed appears in
the PraS. Similar lists of the satpurusas, with certain variations, are
found elsewhere (see Traite I, p. 428, n. l).
Why Bhadrapala is regarded as the foremost of these satpurusas/bodhisattvas is difficult to say. The question is discussed by the TCTL (see
Traite I, p. *+30) but its answer is based in large part on the PraS it
self. I suspect that his later eminence, as recorded here by the TCTL,
does spring largely from the important part he plays in the PraS, but
this does not of course explain why the author of the PraS chose him for
the part in the first place.
It is, however, likely that the tradition of a set number of satpurusa was current at the time of the composition of the PraS. Bhadra
pala appears with seven companions, lay bodhisattvas whose names corres
pond closely enough to the standard list as found in the SP. We ’have
Ratnakara (for the Tib. and Chinese equivalents see Appendix C, and the
notes accompanying their first appearance in the text), (Maha-)Susartha
vaha, Naladatta (probably a variant of Naradatta), Guhagupta (or Guhya
gupta), Varunadeva (a variant of Varunadatta), Indradatta, and an extra
figure who does not feature in the traditional list, Susima. These eight
are referred to in the text (e.g. at 13H) as skyes bu dam pa ( = satpurusa ); they are the ones described in Chap. 13 as being primarily
responsible for the preservation of the Sutra and its propagation in the
'Latter Days'; their role is cardinal. The PraS was thus composed either
in a milieu in which the contribution of Buddhist laymen was thought to
be of great importance or, at the very least, by someone who sought to
accord laymen a higher status.
The same list of eight bodhisattvas also appears in the Astabuddhakasutra, which is preserved in one Tibetan translation (Peking No. 937, Vol.
37, 91-3-7 to 93-1-5; Lhasa Vol. 68, Mdo Za 75b*+-80b6) and five Chinese
translations (T. *+27-^31). This sutra describes the merits of hearing the
names of eight Buddhas who have their Buddha-fields in the east. The list
of eight bodhisattvas is found only at the end of the earliest two Chinese
translations, T.U27 (ascribed to Chih Ch'ien) and T.h2Q (ascribed to

6
after emerging towards evening from secluded meditation (sayahna-kalasamaye pratisamlayanad vyutthaya)^, went to the place where the Lord was,
and having on his arrival (upasamkramya) prostrated himself at the Lord’s
feet (bhagavatah padau sirasa yanditva) and circumambulated him seven
times (saptakrtvah pradaksinikrtya), he sat down to one side in the

Dharmaraksa); it is absent from the later Chinese versions and from the
Tibetan.
Chih Ch’ien’s text runs as follows (73al7-23):
Then the bodhisattvas-- the bodhisattva Bhadrapala,
the bodhisattva Ratnakara, the bodhisattva Guhagupta,
the bodhisattva Naradatta, the bodhisattva Susima,
the bodhisattva Mahasusarthavaha, the bodhisattva
Indradatta and the bodhisattva Varunadeva-- these
eight men, having pursued the Way for innumerable
kalpas and still not having accepted Buddhahood,
took a vow to make all men of the world in the ten
directions attain Buddhahood: ’All those who are in
peril should call on the names of us eight men, then
they will be saved; and when the hour of death draws
nigh, we eight men shall then fly to meet them.
It is impossible to determine at this stage what the relationship is
between the list of eight bodhisattvas in this text and the same list in
the PraS. A connection is implied, but the whole tradition of the eight
(or sixteen) satpurusas/bodhisattvas remains to be clarified. (For addit
ional information, see Mochizuki, Bukky5 dai jiten, pp. 2 k l l - 2 k l 2 \ for the
eight bodhisattvas, ibid. p. *+2l8; see also Akanuma Chizen, Bukkyo ky5ten shiron, pp. *+19-^20. )
6
Tib. phyem red kyi dus kyi tshe nan du yan dag ’jog las Ians nas
(the expression occurs twice in IB and once in 1C) is related to the Pali
phrase sayanhasamayam patisallana vutthito, ’emerging towards evening
from solitude/solitary meditation’ (see e.g. Mi.UO, i.109, i.1^7), which
in Sanskrit is sayahna(kala)samaye pratisamlayanad vyutthaya (see e.g.
Mv i, 317*6; iii, 225.15)* For pratisamiayana = nan du yan dag (par)
’jog (pa) see Mvy lU88, l 6 k 2 (see also BHSD, s.v.). Sayahna-kala-samaya,
recorded by Conze (Materials, p. b23) for the Vajracchedika, is, however,
rendered phyi dro’i dus kyi tshe in the Tibetan version of that work (see
Lhasa Kanjur, Vol. 3*+, 115-2-7)- Is phyem red then the same as phyi dro
(/evening’) or not? Das gives it as ’the whole afternoon, e.g., from 1
P.M., to 3 P.M.’, but this does not seem quite correct, since the Zobun
jiten gives for the very similar phyim bred: phyi ’phred de phyi dro’i
min. Bred and red are of course virtual homophones, while phyim and
phyem are easily confused orthographically, phyim being possibly the
more correct (all Tibetan texts of the PraS consulted definitely read
phyem). Note also that Mvy 8250 gives phyi ’phred, phyi ’dred for
sayahnah. Therefore we are justified, I believe, in taking phyem red as
indicating here the late afternoon, around sunset or nightfall, in accord
ance with the traditional Pali phrase. T.Ul8 supports this, since its
£_u_-_shih
0| denotes the late afternoon, i.e. 3-5 p.m. T.^l6, however,
has ch ’en-chaojl ir’fl , ’early morning’, ’daybreak’, which cannot easily be
accounted for.

7
Lord’s presence.
Those five hundred bodhisattvas too, after emerging towards evening from
secluded meditation, came to the place where the Lord was, and having on
their arrival prostrated themselves at the Lord’s feet and circumambul
ated the Lord seven times, they sat down to one side in the Lord's
presence. 7
CICU Those five hundred bhiksus also, after emerging towards evening
from secluded meditation, came to the place where the Lord was, and hav
ing on their arrival prostrated themselves at the Lord's feet and circum
ambulated the Lord seven times, they sat down to one side in the Lord's
presence.
At that time also the Venerable Sariputra and the Venerable Mahamaudgalyayana, after spending the rainy season (varsa) in the great city
of Sravasti, journeyed in due course through the land with five hundred
bhiksus, and came to the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the
Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and
having on their arrival prostrated themselves at the Lord's feet and
circumambulated the Lord three times, they sat down to one side in the
r
Lord’s presence. 8

C1DD Then at that time the Lord performed such a working of magic (rddhyabhisamskaram abhisamskr-) that all those bhiksus staying and living in
different regions came to the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the
Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and hav
ing on their arrival prostrated themselves at the Lord's feet and circum

7
T.4l6 has placed this section after ID, although all other versions
agree with the Tib. The intention of the author of Jnanagupta's exemplar
may have been to revise the text so as to put Bhadrapala and his lay
bodhisattvas in their place, i.e. after the bhiksus and the bhiksunis.
But this runs counter to the whole tenor of the PraS_, in which Bhadrapala
and his fellow lay bodhisattvas occupy pride of place; it is thus
natural that he should be first to arrive in the presence of the Buddha.
Further, I think it is to be understood from IB and 1C that Bhadrapala,
along with the 500 bodhisattvas and the 500 bhiksus, is already in the
Venuvana, although not in the same part of it as the Buddha.
This alteration to the text as it appears in T.Ul6 may be connected with
other textual changes; see below, n. 9 *3 .
8
The arrival of Sariputra and Mahamaudgalyayana does not appear in
either T.U18 or T.U1 9 .

ambulated the Lord three times, they sat down to one side in the Lord's
presence, such was the working of magic that he performed.

And at that

time one hundred thousand bhiksus had gathered together and seated
themselves in the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood.
Then at that time the Lord performed such a working of magic that
9
10
thirty thousand bhik?unis headed by Mahaprajapati Gautami
came to the
great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo
Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and having on their arrival pros
trated themselves at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord seven
times, they sat down to one side in the Lord's presence, such was the
working of magic that he performed.
C1E3 Then at that time the Lord performed such a working of magic that:
the bodhisattva mahasattva Ratnakara"^

set out from the great city

of Vaisali, accompanied (parivrta) and followed (puraskrta) by 28,000
Licchavi youths (licchavi-kumara), and came to the great city of Raja
grha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the place
where the Lord was, and having on his arrival prostrated himself at the
Lord's feet and circumambulated him three times, he sat down to one side
in the Lord's presence;
12
the bodhisattva mahasattva Guhagupta
also set out from the great

city of Campa, accompanied and followed by 28,000 beings (pranin), and
came to the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in
the Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and having on his
arrival prostrated himself at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the
Lord three times, he sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;

9

T.Ul6 sets Mahaprajapati's retinue at 20,000 bhiksunls.

10
On Mahaprajapati Gautami, the Buddha's aunt and foster-mother, see
DPPN, s.v. Mahapajapatl Gotami.
11
On Ratnakara, the licchavi-kumara of Vaisali, see in particular
Lamotte, L 'Enseignement, p. 103, n. 3 8 . The translation of his name
given here (dkon mchog 'byun gnas) is at odds with that found in the rest
of the work (rin chen 'byun gnas); in addition, yans pa for Vaisali is at
variance with the standard yans pa can (as found at 3D). This may point
to an imperfectly realised attempt to revise and standardise previous
translations not in accordance with the 'new terminology' (see Text,
pp. x-xi).
12
Guhagupta (alternatively, Guhyagupta) from Campa is elsewhere de
scribed as the son of a merchant (sresthiputra); see e.g. 13E, and also
Traite I, p. U2 9 . Subhagupta is also found in certain texts (Traite I,
p. U28), in reference to the same person.

9
C1FH the bodhisattva mahasattva Naladatta CNaradatta?D

13

also set out

from the great city of Varanasi, accompanied and followed by 28,000
beings

Ik

, and came to the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the

Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and
having on his arrival prostrated himself at the Lord's feet and circum
ambulated the Lord three times, he sat down to one side in the Lord’s
presence;
the bodhisattva mahasattva Susima ^ also set out from the great
city of Kapilavastu, accompanied and followed by 28,000 beings, and came
to the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the
Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and having on his arrival
prostrated himself at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord three
times, he sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;
C1G3 the bodhisattva mahasattva Mahasusarthavaha
and the householder
17
(grhapati) Anathapindada
also set out from the great city of Sravasti,

13
Tib. 'dam bus byin, 'reed-given', implies a Sanskrit original such
as Naladatta, Nalada, etc., but confusion with the satpurusa-bodhisattva
Naradatta is almost certain (see BHSD, s.v. Naradatta, Nalaka, Nalada).
In any case I find no Naladatta in BHSD, etc., although -datta is defin
itely the last element in the name, as shown by the transliterations of
T.l+19 and T.*+l8. It is impossible to tell from the Chinese whether
Nara- or Nala- was the original form of the first element, but given the
regular occurrence of the name Naradatta in the lists of the satpurusa
I feel it is more likely than Naladatta here. Nevertheless, on the
basis of the Tib. the form Naladatta will be maintained in the translat
ion. Naradatta/Naladatta is said to be a young brahman from Varanasi,
but the TCTL gives his provenance as Mithila (Traite I, p. **29).
1*+

N,P,L: '25,000 beings’, but no Chinese version supports this.

15
Susima, the bodhisattva from Kapilavastu, is the only figure who
does not occur regularly in the traditional lists of the satpurusa, but
cf. n. 1.5 above for his appearance in the Astabuddhaka. His arrival
at the Bamboo Wood is not given in T.U1 6 . He is not to be confused with
the Devaputra of the same name who also appears in the PraS (see
Glossary).
16
Mahasusarthavaha, or Susarthavaha, is one of the traditional sat
purusa (see n. 1.5 above) and a merchant (sresthin) of Sravasti like
his companion Anathapindada (Traite I, p. ^+29). Elsewhere in the PraS
(e.g. 13E) he is designated as a householder. The usual equivalent for
his name is Ded dpon che bzan, rather than the Ded dpon chen po of 1G
(see also above, n. l.ll).
17
Anathapindada or Anathapindika was a famous wealthy lay supporter of
the Buddha in Sravasti. See BHSD, p. 22; DPPN I, pp. 67-72. He is not
one of the eight lay bodhisattvas, but merely accompanies Susarthavaha
from Sravasti.
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accompanied and followed by 28,000 beings, and came to the great city
of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the
place where the Lord was, and having on their arrival prostrated them
selves at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord three times, they
sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;
l8
the bodhisattva mahasattva Indradatta
also set out from the great
city of Kausambi, accompanied and followed by 28,000 beings, and came to
the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo
Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and having on his arrival pros
trated himself at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord three
times, he sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;
the bodhisattva mahasattva Varunadeva19 also set out from the great
city of Saketa, accompanied and followed by 28,000 beings, and came to
the great city of Rajagrha, to the Haunt of the Kalandakas in the Bamboo
Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and having on his arrival pros
trated himself at the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord three
times, he sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;

18

Indradatta is not mentioned at this point in T.U1 6 .

19
This reconstruction is made on the basis of T.U18--and
T.l+19-In T. klQ jjp
stands for Varuna (cf. Glossary, s.v.)
while 5^ at that time commonly did duty for deva or devi-- see e.g. Ui
Hakuju, Yakkyoshi kenkyu, pp. U98 (s.v. Gangadevi) and 539 (t$ = de).
Thus the given name of the Chinese monk Yen Fo-t'iao
(who worked
around the same time as Lokaksema and translated the Ugra-pariprcchasutra) is generally Sanskritised as Buddhadeva (see Ziircher, Buddhist
Conquest, p. 3*+ and n. 86). The testimony of T.U16 and the Tib. is
equivocal. T.Ul6 's^fv^v ('water-god') could simply denote Varuna, but
also renders Varunadatta (see Mochizuki, Bukkyo daijiten, p. 2*+12a) and,
I suspect, Varunadeva, since
would be clumsy. The Tib. chu lha
similarly suggests only Varuna, while chu lha'i lha for Varunadeva is in
fact attested (see TSD, s.v.); this could imply that in the copy of the
PraS used by the Tibetan translators the bodhisattva in question was known
simply as Varuna, but the evidence is not conclusive. Further, the
Varunadeva who appears in the SsP at 6.10 (along with other bodhisattvas
including Bhadrapala, Ratnakara (sic), Susarthavaha, Naradatta, Guhagupta,
and Indradeva) is translated by the Tibetans as Chu bdag lha, which
indicates a lack of standardisation (see P. Ghosh, ed. Ses rab kyi pha
rol tu phyin pa ston phrag brgya pa, pp. U-5). At any rate the passage
in the SsP demonstrates the existence of the name Varunadeva as opposed
to the more common form Varunadatta (see e.g. SP, p. 2), and also exemp
lifies the confusion between -datta and -deva, for instead of Indradatta
we find Indradeva, who nevertheless appears in the Tib. translation as
Dban pos byin.'
T.U16 gives Rajagrha as the hometown of Varunadeva, but this is not supp
orted by the other versions.
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£1H3 King Ajatasatru

20

also set out from the great city of Rajagrha,

accompanied and followed by 30,000 beings, and came to the Haunt of the
Kalandakas in the Bamboo Wood, to the place where the Lord was, and hav
ing on his arrival prostrated himself at the Lord’s feet and circumambul
ated the Lord three times, he sat down to one side in the Lord's presence;
the Four Great King£; Sakra, Lord of the Devas (sakra devanam indra);
_
^ _
21
Brahma Sahampati; and the Devaputra Sribhadra
also, accompanied and
followed by many hundred thousand kotinayutas of Devas, came to the place
where the Lord was, and having on their arrival prostrated themselves at
the Lord's feet and circumambulated the Lord three times, they sat down
to one side in the Lord's presence;
the Devaputra Mahesvara also, accompanied and followed by many thou
sands of Devaputras from the Realm of the Pure Abodes (suddhavasakayikadevaputra), came to the place where the Lord was, and having on his
arrival prostrated himself at the Lord’s feet and circumambulated the
Lord three times, he sat down to one side in the Lord’s presence;
ClII] the four Asura Lords also, with many hundred thousand kotinayutas of
Asuras; the Naga Kings Nanda and Upananda also, with many hundred thousand
kotinayutas of Nagas; the Naga King Anavatapta also, with many hundred
thousand kotinayutas of Nagas; the Naga King Manasvin also, with many
_

hundred thousand kotinayutas of Nagas; and the Naga King Elapatra

22

also,

with many hundred thousand kotinayutas of Nagas came to the place where
the Lord was, and having on their arrival prostrated themselves at the
Lord’s feet and circumambulated the Lord three times, they sat down to
one side:
such was the working of magic that he performed.
And at that time in this Trichiliomegachiliocosm (trisahasra-maha23
sahasra-lokadhatu) , from here on up as far as the Brahmaloka, there was
no space that was not so filled with highly exalted (mahesakhyamahesakhya)
20
On Ajatasatru, King of Magadha, see DPPN I, pp. 31-35* Since he
came to the throne eight years before the Buddha's death, the PraS is
represented as one of the Buddha's later teachings. T.Ul8 describes
Ajatasatru as the 'King of Rajagrha', while T.I4I6 has ’Lord of the King
dom of Magadha, son of Vaidehi'.
21
The Devaputra Sribhadra (lha'i bu Dpal bzan) occurs only in Tib. A
Naga king of that name is known (cf. BHSD, p. 536) and given in Mvy as
Dpal bzan, but the Devaputra is otherwise unknown.
22
T.*i18 omits Elapatra; all Chinese versions have the Nagaraja Sagara,
who is absent from the Tib.
23

For the significance of this term, see BHSD, p. 259-
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Devas, Nagas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras and Mahoragas that not even the point of a staff could be inserted in it.
[1JH Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, having risen from his
seat and arranged his upper garment on one shoulder, put his right knee
to the ground, extended his joined palms towards the Lord, and said to
the Lord (*atha khalu bhadrapalo bodhisattvo mahasattva utthayasanad
ekamsam uttarasangam krtva daksinam janumandalam prthivyam pratisthapya
yena bhagavaqis tenanjalim pranamya bhagavantam idam avocat*):
’Your Reverence (bhadanta), if the Lord would give me the opportun
ity to have the questions I ask elucidated, then I would question the
Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha on a certain matter (*prccheyam
aham bhagavantam tathagatam arhantamsamyaksambuddhamkamcid eva pradesam
sacen me bhagavan avakasam kuryat prstaprasnavyakarana.ya*).'
When this was said (evam ukte), the Lord said to the bodhisattva
mahasattva Bhadrapala:
’Bhadrapala, question the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha on what
ever you wish, and by elucidating those questions I shall delight your
mind (*prccha tvam tathagatam arhantamsamyaksambuddham yad yad evakan^
s 2h
ksasi. aham te tasya tasya prasnasya vyakaranena cittam aradhayisye*).’
11K1 When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to

the Lord:
’Lord, established in which samadhi do bodhisattvas mahasattvas
(l) become those whose learning (sruti) is like the sea, who have an

2*1 The formal structure of sections 1J-Y (including the standard
cliches found in 1J ) bears a close resemblance to that passage in the
Sgs (see Lamotte, Marche Herolque 6-7, pp. 120-123) in which the bodhi
sattva Drdhamati asks the Buddha which samadhi will produce a certain
range of qualities. Here in the PraS Bhadrapala also enumerates a long
list of qualities desirable for bodhisattvas (bodhisattva-gunas), each
one ending with the words rnams su ’gyur ba dan (except for the first,
which has gyur pa instead of *gyur ba). I have numbered these units
1 to l*+6 in order to facilitate any possible future study of the Chinese
versions. It should be noted that T.Ul8 and T.*+19 make no such formal
distinction between one quality and the next, but that T.*+l6 begins each
quality with the words
^
(’How shall they obtain/succeed in..?’)
and ends each with a subordinate clause terminating with
(’by1,
’through’, ’because of’), which corresponds to the frequent use of the
instrumental clause or phrase in the Tib. This is despite the fact that
the subordinate clause or phrase does not always have an instrumental or
causal significance. The Sanskrit prototype for this construction is
possibly to be identified as the instrumental case either of ordinary
nouns or of the -ta suffix appended to (usually verbal) nouns. A similar
list of gunas, for instance, is to be found in Sukh, pp. 51-5*+, with
examples of this construction (e.g. p. 52 , lines 13ff.).
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accumulation of learning (sruta-samnicaya); (2) become free of doubt
(kanksa), free of uncertainty (samsaya), and free of perplexity (vimati);
(3) become those who are not deficient (ahina) and not defective (aparihina) in supreme and perfect awakening (anuttara-samyak-sambodhi); (U)
25
become those who are not born in an inopportune birth (aksana_) , and who
remember their births (jati-smara); (5) become those who, even in their
dreams, are not deprived of the vision of the Tathagatas; (6) become fair
of form (abhirupa), beautiful (prasadika), handsome (darsaniya), and
endowed with the highest excellence of splendour and beauty (paramaya
subha-varna-puskarataya samanvagata); ( j ) become those who are of high
birth (ucca-kula) and noble birth (maha-kula); (8) become those whose
following (parivara) is numerous, whose following is indivisible (abhedyaparivara);
CIL^ (9) become endowed with understanding (gati); (10) become endowed
with mindfulness (smrti); (11) become endowed with intellect (mati); (12)
become endowed with illustriousness (sri); (13) become endowed with
steadfastness (dhrti); (l*0 become endowed with magic power (rddhi); (15)
become endowed with wisdom (prajna); (l6) become endowed with merit
(punya); (17) become endowed with modesty (hri) and bashfulness (apatrapya); (l8) become those who have destroyed pride (mana); (19) become
dwellers in friendliness (maitriviharin); (20) become endowed with cog
nition (jnana); (21) become endowed with intelligence (buddhi); (22) be
come endowed with energy (virya); (23) become intrepid (alina);
C1MD (2*+) become pursuers of meaning (artha); (25) become pursuers of
Dharma; (26) become pursuers of quietude (samatha); (27) become pursuers
of insight (vipasyana); (28) become pursuers of trance (dhyana); (29) be
come pursuers of samadhi; (30) become pursuers of wisdom (prajna); (31)
become those who are neither frightened nor afraid nor fearful (nottrasyanti na saiptrasyanti na samtrasam apadyante) of the dharmas of emptiness,
signlessness and wishlessness (sunyatanimittapranihita-dharma); (32) be
come keepers of the Dharma (dharma-dhara) and great preachers of the
Dharma (dharma-bhanaka), as well as not falling into the great abyss
(mahaprapata); (33) become those who are born in whatever Buddha-field
(buddha-ksetra) they wish to be born in, those who are not trapped (parigrhita) by all the abodes of the heretics (tirthikavasatha);

25

For the eight aksanas see BHSD, p. 2.

Ik

C1NH (3*0 become endowed with the power of causes (hetu-bala) but not
endowed with the power of conditions (pratyaya-bala); (3 5 ) become en
dowed with the power of resolve (asaya-bala); (3 6 ) become endowed with
the power of application (prayoga-bala); (3 7 ) become endowed with the
power of the organs of sense (indriya-bala); (3 8 ) become endowed with
the power of the objects of sense (arambana-bala); (3 9 ) become endowed
with the power of profound thought (nidhyapti-bala),; (*+0 ) become endowed
with the power of quietude (samatha-bala); (*4l) become endowed with the
26

power of insight (vipasyana-bala?)

; (*+2 ) become endowed with the power

of strong inclination (adhimukti-bala); (*+3 ) become endowed with the
27
power of vows (pranidhana-bala);
C10D (*+*+) become inexhaustible in resolve (apariksinasaya); (*+5) become
those who resemble the ocean, receptacle of water (jala-nidhi), in that
their learning is like the ocean; (*+6 ) become like the moon in their
perfection of the pure white dharmas (sukla-dharma); (*+7 ) become like
the sun in dispelling the darkness of ignorance; (U8 ) become like a lamp
in shedding light; (*+9 ) become like the sky in being unobstructed (anupalipta); (5 0 ) become those who are not fixed, in that their thoughts re
semble space (akasa); (5 1 ) become like vajra in their penetration of all
dharmas; (5 2 ) become like a mountain in the firmness of their might; (5 3 )
become characterised by firmness through their unshakeability; (5*1) be
come like a threshold-stone in their steadfastness;
C1P] (55) become like a catskin-bag (bidala-bhastra) in their mental
flexibility (citta-karmanya); (56) become untrammelled (nisparigraha)
by going wherever they wish like a bird; (5 7 ) become those whose pride
is destroyed, like the son of an outcast (candala); (58) become those who

26
For rnam par lta ba one would expect vilokana ('observation') or
vyavalokana ('examination'), but in view of the preceding zi gnas
(samatha) I have conjectured vipasyana, even though this is usually
translated lhag mthon (cf. 1M).
*
27
A list of ten powers (bala) peculiar to bodhisattvas is also to be
found in Mvy 759—769» but it has only three items in common with our
list, viz. asaya-bala, prayoga-bala, and pranidhana-bala. Another list
of ten, to be found in Dharmas 75, has only one item in common, i.e.
adhimukti-bala. See also Lamotte, Marche Herolque, pp. 25*+-255; Traite
III, pp. l605-l6l2; and Mochizuki, Bukky5 dai jiten, pp. 2 k0 3 -2 k0 k , where
the various lists of bodhisattva-balas are given in full. None of them
resembles the PraS. This list of ten balas (we count hetu-bala/pratyayabala as one) is unfortunately not found in T.*+l6, while its appearance
in T.U18 and T.*+19 is marked by obscurities. Both seem to begin with
a punya-bala, or perhaps kusalamula-bala (T. *+l8:
f)
; T.*+19: £). T.*+19 also appears to have taken most of the terms (original'
Sanskrit probably X-balavat) in the sense of 'possessing an X that is
powerful', rather than 'possessing the power of X'.
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enjoy forest-life (aranya) like wild animals and monkeys, and take no
pleasure in villages, cities, market-towns, royal cities, and royal cap
itals (grama-nagara-nigama-rastra-rajadhani); (59) "become unsullied
through consorting neither with householders nor with renunciants (pravrajita); (6o) become those who teach a gathering after they have con
voked it; (6l) become those who cannot be shaken (aksobhya) by all
beings (sarva-sattva); (62) become those whom all Maras find difficult
to subdue (duspradharsa); (6 3 ) become obtainers of the special knowledges
(pratisamvid) through their certainty (suniscaya) with regard to all
dharmas; { 6b) become those who cannot be led astray by others (aparapraneya) with regard to all Buddha-dharmas;
C1QD (6 5 ) become those who are insuperable (durabhibhava) and have a
>*28
resolve which is steadfast (drdhasaya) through the imperturbability
of their great friendliness (mahamaitri); (66) become those who have a
high resolve which is profound (gambhiradhyasaya) in that they course in
the unapprehended (anupalambha-carin) and have the ineffable as their
range (anabhilapya-gocara); (6 7 ) become those who are fully conscientious
(apramada) and have a resolve which is agreeable (madhurasaya? snigdhasaya?) through rejoicing because of the impact (vega) of Dharma; (68) be
come those who have a high resolve which is ample (vipuladhyasaya?)
through performing acts of worship and veneration to all Buddhas; (69)
become those who have a high resolve which is diverse (vicitradhyasaya)
through fulfilling diverse roots of goodness (kusala-mula); (70) become
those who have a high resolve which is good (kalyanadhyasaya) through
the purity of their adornment with adornments (alamkaralamkrta); (7 1 )
become those who have a resolve which is virtuous (bhadrasaya?) through
their rejection of the faults of falsehood and anger; (7 2 ) become those
who have a high resolve which is pure (parisuddhadhyasaya) through
28
The terms asaya (bsam pa) and adhyasaya (lhag pa'i bsam pa) are
difficult to translate (see BHSD, s.v.); although I have tried to adopt
standard renderings-- ’resolve' ( = asaya) and ’high resolve' ( = adhy
asaya ) are in fact little more than formal 'translation-markers'-- I have
not been able to adhere to them in every context (whenever a new render
ing is employed the Sanskrit will be given in parentheses).
A list of adhyasayas, with verse definitions, is also given in Mv
i.85-3ff. (Bagchi ed., pp. 63-66). Although the definitions bear no
relation to the wording of the PraS, some of the adhyasayas are common
to both texts. The twenty in the Mv are kalyana , snigdha, madhura,
tiksna, vipula, vicitra, gambhira, aparyadinna, anupahata, asadharana,
unnata, akrpana, anivarta, akrtrima, suddha, drdha, svabhava , trpta,
pudgala , and ananta. Where in IQ one Tib. word permits of several
Sanskrit equivalents, I have made a choice on the basis of the list in
the Mv.
On the meaning of asaya and adhyasaya see also Lamotte, L'Enseignement, pp. i+05-*+07.
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obtaining the radiance of omniscient cognition (sarvajna-jnana); (73)
become those who have a high resolve which is cheerful (saumanasyadhyasaya) through embracing extensive wisdom and having thoughts which are
pure (prasanna) and devoid of harshness (khila); (7*+) become those who
have a high resolve to take part in the great display (mahavyuha) through
the purity of their adorning with adornments all world-spheres (lokadhatu);
C1RJ (75) become pure in morality (sila) by being free of the habits of
thought (manasikara) of Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas; (76) become firm
in their vows (drdha-samadana) through perseverance (asthiti-kriya) in
all undertakings (arambha); (77) become those who lead all beings in the
pursuit of wholesome dharmas (kusala-dharma); (78 ) become fearless in
the rules of training (siks£) ana the perfections (paramita) of all
bodhisattvas; (79) become irreversible (avaivartika) in relation to all
Buddha-dharmas; (80) become those who are unvanquished (anabhibhuta) by
all Maras, heretics (paratlrthika) and rival teachers (parapravadin);
(8l) become those who apply themselves to all dharmas (sarva-dharmadhimukta) by directing their intent reflections (manasikara) to the Buddhadharmas; (82) become those who have a perception (samjna) of all Buddhas
as their father; (8 3 ) become those who are sustained (adhisthita) by all
29
Buddhas through throwing light on all dharmas C?] ; (8*4) become those
whose cognition is free from obstructions (anavarana-jnana) through all
Buddha-dharmas being immediately manifested (amukhi-bhuta?);
[1SH (85 ) become like an illusory man (maya-purusa) in their lack of vain
30
thought (manyana) with regard to all dharmas ; (86) become like phantoms
(nirmana/nirmitaka ) in having dharmas which are unproduced (ajata), do
not come into existence (anagatika) and do not pass away (agatika); (8 7 )

29
Cf. T.U16 (873c 7-8): 'How should they manage to be sustained by the
Buddha's power, through being born amidst the radiance of all the Buddhadharmas?'
30
This 'quality' contains two points worthy of note. Firstly, mayapurusa appears to have been translated as 'illusionist' by both T.4l8
(in
, ’master of illusion') and T.l+19 (
, 'the man who creates
illusions'); this then would yield the sense that the bodhisattva becomes
like a magician who is not fooled by the apparitions which he himself
creates.
The second point concerns rlom sems (Sanskrit manyana), translated here
as 'vain thought'. The word has two senses, one being 'vain imagining',
„'erroneous notion', the other being 'pride', 'conceit'.. 'Vain thought'
only imperfectly covers these two meanings, and the full sense of the
Sanskrit should be kept in mind whenever it is encountered hereafter in
the translation.

IT

become like [men inD a dream (svapnantaragata?) in their understanding
31
of the Three Times ; (88 ) become like reflections (pratibimba) in mani32
festing their own bodies in all world-spheres (lokadhatu) ; (89 ) become
like echoes (pratisrutka) in possessing the dharma which neither passes
on (asamkranti) nor abides, yet is unlocalised (aniketa); (90 ) become
like shadows (chaya) in all their deaths and births; (9l) become those
who abide in the cognition of non-existence (abhava-jnana) by eliminat
ing the perception of existing things (bhava-samjna); (92 ) become those
who resort to the dharma of marklessness (alaksana-dharma-parayana ) by
the habitual absence of duality (dvayasamudacarata); (93 ) become those
whose thought of awakening (bodhi-citta) is so measureless that the
dharma-realm (dharma-dhatu ) is their ultimate end (paryanta-nistha);
(9*0 become those who are unshakeable in all world-spheres through the
unshakeability of their mental processes (citta-saiptati); (95 ) become
those whose range is unattached (asanga-gocara) in all Buddha-fields;
[1TD (96) become those who have entered the Dharanl-doors (dharanimukha) through proficiency in the analysis of all Dharma-words (sarvadharma-pada-prabheda); (9 7 ) become vessels of Dharma (dharma-bhajana)
through having become vessels of all the Buddha-dharmas;' (98 ) become
those who are sustained (adhisthita) by all Tathagatas by being steadfast
through the majesty (tejas) of the Buddha; (99) become fearless (acchambin) in that they roar the roar of the bull and the lion; (lOO) become
unafraid through delighting all the world; (101) become undeluded (amoha)
by being similar to all Buddhas; (102) become those who understand
Suchness (tathata) by being free of doubt and unable to be led astray by
others (aparapraneya) as far as all dharmas are concerned; (103) become
those who are capable of elucidating all questions and are able to teach
the Three Periods of Time (tryadhva); (10*0 become those who desire the
welfare of others (hitaisin) through obtaining great compassion (mahakaruna ); (105) become indefatigable in teaching Dharma;
[1U3 (106) become those who abide in not forsaking (aparityaga) all
beings; (1 0 7 ) become unshakeable through guilelessness (amaya ); (l08)
become honest in being lamps for all worlds; (109) become unlimited

31
I.e. not differentiating between past, present, and future. Cf.
T.U16 (873cll): 'Ho w should they become like a dream, by observing the
Three Times as without coming or going?'

32
T._Ul8 provides a more explanatory translation: '...divide themselves
and travel to all buddha-ksetras everywhere, as the reflection of the sun *
shining in water is visible everywhere.'

18
33

(apramana?)

in all the Triple World (tridhatu); (110) become those

who dwell in peace (arana-viharin) through the examination (vicara) of
mere conventional expression (vyavahara-matra); (ill) become those who
dwell in an unsullied state through joy in the absence of attachment
(analaya ); (112) become those who dwell at the reality limit (bhutakoti_) by possessing the characteristic of non-discrimination (avikalpadharmin?); (113) become those who teach the discourses of the omniscient
by establishing all beings in the Mahayana; (ll*+) become those who have
attained fearlessness through being free of all fear and horror (romaharsa); (115) become familiar with the esoteric utterances (samdhabhasita) of the Tathagatas in all the discourses on Dharma in the sutras
(sarva-sutra-dharma-paryaya); (ll6) become those who show their faces
(mukha-darsana) everywhere by entering into all assemblies;
C1VD (llj) become those who, in the Mahayana, are worshipped by all the
world, and are lords of merit like the omniscient; (ll8) become those
who, being worthy of the offerings (daksiniya) of all the world, have
inexhaustible qualities; (119) become those who experience great joy
and faith at the feet of the Tathagata; (120) become those who have able
eloquence (kusala-pratibhana) in asking questions concerning all Buddhadharmas; (121) become those who, in eliminating fear and terror in
assemblies, are not disheartened (anavasada); (122) become those who are
like roaring tigers in overthrowing all rival teachers (parapravadin);
(123) become those who, in defeating all rival sects (parapaksa ), do not
violate their pledge (anupahata-pratijna); (12U) become those who with
the sanction of all Buddhas frequently utter the Lion Roar (simha-nada)
and occupy the Lion Throne (simhasana) with a view to the exposition
(upadesa) and elegant discussion (paurI-samkathya) of the Dharma; (125)
become those who in being aware of all entering into communication do
not teach all materialists (lokayatika)C?D ^ ; (126 ) become preachers of
33
'Unlimited’, 'immeasurable' (tshad med pa) = 'incomparable'? There
seems to be some original confusion between apramana and apamana here,
or so two Chinese versions suggest. T.U16 (87*+a2-3) has: ’How should
they become unable to be despised, through surpassing all the Triple
World?’, while T.U19 (921al-2) reads: ’...and no-one in the whole Triple
World can take them lightly.’
3b
Cf. T.U16 (87*+al9-21): ’How should they manage to avoid all sense
less worldly words, by understanding all true teachings?’ T.U18 and
T.U19 are very obscure. The former (90*+al3) has: ’CtheyD know fully
the Buddha’s ten thousand varieties of words, and enter completely into
the ten thousand kotis of sounds...’; while the latter (921al0) reads:
’...CtheyD do not fall among all those in the world
"ti-t = lokayatika?); with all actions of speech they abide in the knowledge of
entrances C?□.’ All this hardly serves to elucidate the Tibetan.
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the True Dharma (saddharma-bhanaka) by being established in the causes
of Buddhahood (buddha-hetu?); (127) become those who in following the
Tathagata aspire to the Dharma; (128) become those who are indefatigable
in doing honour to good friends (kalyana-mitra); (129 ) become those who
in wandering in the ten directions have no abode; (130) become those who
take the vow (pranidhana) to bring all beings to maturity;
L1WH (l3l) become those who, in their skill in giving repose in the most
35
excellent of jewels, have plunged into the sea of Dharma ; (132) become
those who, in adorning all world-spheres in various ways, are unshake
able tin] all world-spheres; (133) become those who experience the great
miracle (mahapratiharya) through the Buddha’s use of the easy mastery
(vikridita) of miraculous power (pratiharya)C?]

; (13*0 become those

who need only one instant of thought (eka-citta-ksana) for a vision of
the Buddhas;
[IX] (135) become those who, in having respect (gaurava) for the Dharma,
are filled with cognition (jnana-parivrta); (136) become those who re
semble space (akasa) in their understanding Cof it as?] similar to the
37
Body of Dharma (dharma-kaya) ; (137) become those who, in ensuring that
the lineage of the Buddha (buddha-vamsa) is not cut off, are inspirers
(samadapaka) of bodhisattvas; (138) become those who never discontinue
35
Tib. rin po che’i mchog la nal sos par bgyid pa la mkhas pas,
'through skill in giving repose in Cor: to] the most excellent of
jewels', makes little sense; it is likely here that visranana, ’gift’,
’donation', has been misread as visramana, 'causing to rest' (cf. BHSD,
s.v. visramayati), especially in light of the Chinese versions, e.g.
T.U1 6 : 'How should they enter the sea of dharmas, through being able
to give the treasure of the most excellent Dharma?'.
It should be noted here that in all Chinese versions 1W comes
after IX.

36
This quality is open to more than one explanation, and one can
even accept the variant of N and P (see Text, 1W, n. l) and hypothesise
an original buddhasya (or: buddha-) pratiharya-vikurvana-vikriditacarya, 'the Buddha's use of his easy mastery of miracles and works of
magic'. Unfortunately the Chinese versions are not instructive in this
regard.
37
The Tib. is by no means clear to me. T.*+l8 has 'attain the body
of the treasure of Dharma
^
)» signless (
^
) like empty
space
).' T.U19: 'Cbecome] like the sky ( -fz. = akasa) through
the formlessness ( ^ fj^ ) of the body of Dharma (
)•’ T.Ul6 : 'How
should they become like space, through the signlessness ( ^
of
all dharmas?' For all their obscurities, the Chinese versions confirm
the presence in the original of the terms 'signless' (animitta; not
found in Tib.), 'body of Dharma' (dharma-kaya), and space (akasa). The
most likely combination of these elements seems to me to be: 'become
those who understand the Body of Dharma to be signless like space',
but a question-mark must remain over this.
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all the practices of a bodhisattva (sarva-bodhisattva-carya); (139) be
come those who, being well-formed (susthita?), swift, and thoroughbred

38

(ajaneya), are armed with the great armour (mahasamnaha-samnaddha)

;

(ll+0) become those who are consecrated by consecration in omniscience
(sarvajnata) on the level (bhumi) of the ten powers (dasabala) of the
Tathagata [?]; (ll+l) become those who, by knowing the method and the way
of computation (ganana), understand all things subject to perception
*39
(sarva-samjna-gata) ; (ll+2) become those who, through the investigation
(upapariksana) of all things subject to calculation (sarva-samkhya-gata?),
are skilled in all dissolution and formation; (ll+3) become those who,
through the practice (pratipatti) of complete liberality (sarva-tyaga),
are neither fixated nor grasping; (1*+*+) become those who, being great
masters of giving (danapati) without regrets (avipratisarin), are skilled
in liberality (tyaga);
[1Y] (1 U5 ) become those who do not aspire to opportunities for rebirth
(jati-sthana?) in any of the states of being (sarva-bhava-gati); (ll+6)
which samadhi is it whereby they become those who see the Buddha-fields
of Buddhas and Lords resident in other world-spheres, and hear the Dharma,
retaining it and not forgetting it-- without it being [due to the oper
ation of] the five super-knowledges (abhijna), and without it being [due
to the operation of] the six super-knowledges, and without those bodhi
sattvas being in those Buddha-fields after passing away from this worldsphere-- whereby those bodhisattvas, while staying in this very worldsphere, see the Buddhas and hear the Dharma, and retain it all, so that
1+0

just as I

am free of any doubt or uncertainty as I stand in the Lord’s

presence now, so too those bodhisattvas will never be deprived.of the
In
sight of the Buddhas or the hearing of the Dharma, even in their dreams?’
CHAPTER ONE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
38

Perhaps ’harnessed with the great harness’ is more apt here.

Sarva-samjnagata (Mvy 6705 ) indicated by Chinese: T.l+19 has
» in
must equal -gata.
Cf. T.l+18, T.l+1 6 : — t,j)f if
’all conceived things'.
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't/)
j

1+0
It appears that T.l+16 has incorporated an erroneous gloss on ’I ’,
since it has: ’Just as now the Reverend Ananda...’ The 'I’, however,
is Bhadrapala, not Ananda.
1+1
The length of this last sentence, its clumsy wording so structur
ally dissimilar from the foregoing material, and its anticipation of
later elements in the text could suggest the interpolation of a gloss
of some sort. If this is so, it must have taken place very early,
since even the earliest Chinese translations have it.
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CHAPTER TWO

C2AH Thus addressed, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
’Good, good, Bhadrapala.

You, Bhadrapala, have set out for the

benefit of many beings (bahujana-hitaya), for the happiness of many
beings (bahujana-sukhaya), out of compassion for the world (lokanukampayai)> for the welfare, the benefit, and the happiness of the great body
of beings, of Devas and of Men (*mahato janakayasyarthaya hitaya sukhaya
devanaqi ca manusyanam ca*); it is good, Bhadrapala, that you have thought
to question the Tathagata thus on this matter.’
’You, Bhadrapala, have done your duty under former Jinas and planted
the roots of goodness (avaropita-kusalamula); you have worshipped many
hundred thousand kotinayutas of Buddhas; you aspire to the Dharma (dharmarthika); you desire the Dharma (dharma-kama); you lead the holy life
(brahmacarya) without any apprehension of a basis (anupalambha)^ ; you

1
Cf. Conze, Materials, p. 36: anupalambha-ciracarita-brahmacarya .
Upalambha and upalabdhi are difficult terms to render into English, yet
occur frequently in the PraS, usually in negative form, i.e. in Tib. mi
dmigs pa and-- dmigs su med pa. I have followed Conze (q.v.) in using
’apprehension’ or ’apprehension of a basis' as renderings; in fact,
wherever a form of the verb 'apprehend' occurs in the translation, the
reader may be sure that the Tibetan text has some form of the verb dmigs
pa. One must note, however, that the use of dmigs pa by the Tibetan
translators was by no means confined to rendering the derived forms of
upalabh-.
In‘this particular instance only the Derge text, by using the terminative
construction mi dmigs par, indicates that the term is connected with
tshans par spyod pa. N, P, and L (mi dmigs pa) represent anupalambha as
a separate adjective referring to Bhadrapala, as does T.^19 (921b3): ^ /fj
M i l
'are without any desire to grasp'. I have chosen the reading
of D as more faithful to the sense of what was probably the original
Sanskrit compound. T.U16 and T.U18 do not have any equivalent for mi_
dmigs par, but T.U16 contains an almost complete list of the dhuta-gunas
('qualities of the ascetic'), preceded by the words 'You now, by means
of the practices taught by Mahakasyapa, have few desires, know content
ment, etc ...'(87*+b28-c3). The appearance of Mahakasyapa at this point,
not found in any other version, is more comprehensible when we remember
that he is traditionally closely associated with the dhuta-gunas (see
BHSD, s.v. Kasyapa (2)). As for the dhuta-gunas themselves, their
appearance in the text could represent the inclusion of what was origin
ally a gloss on brahmacarya, but note that their presence is also
attested by the SCPPSL (68cl6-17): ’Bhadrapala is a householder-bodhisattva who is able to practise Has all dhuta; the Buddha expounded the
Pratyutpanna-samadhi-sutra to this bodhisattva...’. This is yet another
example of the close relationship of Jnanagupta’s text and that used
by the author of the SCPPSL.
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train bodhisattvas, delight bodhisattvas, teach (samdarsayasi)bodhisattvas,
inspire (samadapayasi) bodhisattvas, inflame (samuttejayasi) bodhisattvas,
instruct (upadisasi) bodhisattvas, bring bodhisattvas to fulfilment (sadhayasi); you desire the welfare of bodhisattvas, you have great compassion,
you have equanimity towards all beings, possess the excellent perfection
of complete mastery of the mind (sarva-cetovasita-parama-paramita); possess
the vision of the Buddhas, are great in vows (pranidhana ), have the pro
found as your range of activity (gambhira-gocara), have the thought of om
niscience (sarvajnata-citta), uphold awakening (bodhi), teach the lineage
of the Tathagata (tathagata-vamsa), possess a thought of awakening (bodhicitta) like, similar, and comparable to vajra; are expert in the resolves
(asaya) and behaviour (samudacara) of all beings, dwell in the presence of
all Buddhas-- Bhadrapala, if one were to recount your qualities, one would
never come to an end.’
C2BD 'Bhadrapala, there is a samadhi called the One who Stands Face to
Face with the Buddhas of the Present (pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita); if one preserves that Samadhi without forgetting it, if one listens
to it attentively (avahita-srotra) and succeeds in being mentally undistracted (aviksipta-citta), then those excellent qualities (guna-visesa)
will not be difficult to obtain.'
Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, would the Tathagata therefore please expound that
Samadhi, which would be for the benefit of many beings, for the happiness
of many beings, out of compassion for the world, and for the welfare, the
benefit, and the happiness of the great body of beings, of Devas and of
Men; and which would shed a great light for future bodhisattvas maha3
sattvas.'
Then the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala:
'In that case, Bhadrapala, listen well and consider it carefully,
and I shall expound it to you (*tena hi srnu sadhu ca susthu ca manasikuru. bhasisye 'ham te*).'

2

I.e. the qualities enumerated by Bhadrapala in Chapter 1 (lK-Y).

3
T.Ul6 contains a considerably amplified version of this speech of
Bhadrapala's (87 I+CI6-2 7 ).
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C2CD Saying:
’So be it, Lord,’
the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala and the world with its Devas, Men,
Asuras and Gandharvas listened to the Lord, and the Lord then said:
’Bhadrapala, if one dharma is practised (asevita), cultivated (nisevita), developed (bhavita), much rehearsed (bahulikrta), mastered
(yanikrta), actively pursued (vastu-krta), made to arise (samutthapita),
made familiar (paricita), fully purified (suparyavadata), fully concen
trated on (susamahita), and fully undertaken (susamarabdha), then one
will become distinguished by all qualities (sarva-guna-visista). What
is the one dharma?

Namely, the Samadhi called the One who Stands Face

to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, which brings to fulfilment the
qualities of which the first is great learning (bahusrutya-purvakadharma).’
CT.*il8: Chapter Two, Practice]
C2D] ’Bhadrapala, what then is the Samadhi called the One who Stands Face
to Face with the Buddhas of the Present?

Namely, (l) intent reflection

on thoughts which have the Buddha as their object (buddharambana-cittamanasikara); (2) the absence of mental distraction (aviksipta-citta);
(3) the presence of mindfulness (upasthita-smrti?); {k) the obtaining
of wisdom (prajna); (5) not renouncing energy (vlrya); (6) attending on
good friends (kalyanamitropasthana); (j) practising, developing, and re
hearsing emptiness (sunyata); (8) the elimination of the obstructions
(nivarana); (9) the elimination of torpor and drowsiness (styana-middha);
(10) the avoidance of talk; (ll) shunning bad friends (papa-mitra); (12)
keeping company (nisevana) with good friends; (13) undistracted facul
ties (aviksiptendriya?); (lU) moderation in eating (bhojana-matrajnata);
(15) having the energy not to sleep during the first or the last watch
of the night; (l6) the absence of attachment to robes, food, beds and
seats, medicine to'cure the sick, and personal belongings (civara-pindapata-sayanasana-glanapratyayabhai sajya-pariskara); (1 7 ) not giving up
living the forest-life (aranya-vasa); (l8) not attaching any importance
to one’s person; (19) disregarding one’s own life (jlvita); (20) the
renunciation of oneself (atma-parityaga); (2l) being of service to beings

h

See n. 2.2.

2h

C2ED (22) renouncing kin; (23) keeping away from one's birthplace (janmabhumi); (2 *+) practising (asevana) friendliness (maitrl); (25 ) obtaining
compassion (karuna); (26 ) abiding in sympathetic joy (mudita); (2 7 ) de
veloping disinterestedness (upeksa); (28 ) the elimination of the afflict-,
ions (upaklesa); (29 ) the perfection of the trances (dhyana) without
indulging in them (an-asvadanata); (30) the CmeditationalU undevelopment
(vibhavana) of the perception of form (rupa-samjna); (3 1 ) gaining the
perception of repulsiveness (asubha-samjna); (32 ) unwavering mindfulness
(smrti); (33) not grasping the aggregates (skandha); (3*0 the absence of
vain thought with regard to the elements (dhatu); (35 ) being unattached
to the sense-fields (ayatana); (36 ) not boasting of one's high birth;
(37) the annihilation of pride; (38 ) being without envy (Irsya) of the
possessions of others; (39 ) being a basis for the welfare of beings;
(40) equanimity (sama-citta) towards all beings; (*+l) not forsaking all
beings; (U2 ) emancipating all beings;
C2FD (*+3) the perception (samjna) of all beings as oneself; (*+*0 the
perception of all beings as one's mother; (*+5 ) the perception of them
as one's father; (*+6 ) the perception of them as one's son; (*+7 ) the
perception of them as one's kin; (*+8 ) the perception of all beings as
undefiled (nihklesa); (*+9 ) not grasping at all existing things (bhava);
(50) the absence of undue attachment to morality (a-sila-paramarsa);
(5 1 ) the cultivation (nisevana) of samadhi; (52 ) desiring great learning
(bahusrutya) yet not being made conceited by it; (5 3 ) flawlessness (acchidra) in the constituent of morality (slla-skandha); (5*+) immovability in
the constituent of samadhi (samadhi-skandha); (55 ) not doubting the
dharmas; (56 ) being in harmony with the Buddha; (57) not rejecting the
Dharma; (58 ) not causing schism in the Sangha; (59) the avoidance of
slanderous talk (paisunya); (60 ) entering the presence of the Holy Ones
(arya) and attending upon them; (6l) the avoidance of fools; (62 ) not
enjoying, taking no pleasure in, and keeping away from worldly talk (laukika-katha); (6 3 ) enjoying, taking pleasure in, liking, and employing talk
which transcends the world (lokottara-katha); (6*0 the rejection of what
is not tradition (anakhyana?)L‘l~Y>;

5
Gtam rgyud is given as akhyana ('communication', 'tradition') by
Mvy 7128, but I am by no means sure what is intended here by gtam rgyud
ma yin pa. The Chinese versions are puzzling, to say the least:
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C2G] (65 ) the practice of the six agreeable dharmas (?)^; (66 ) pleasant
speech (priya-vacana); (6j) the elimination of the five obstructions
(nivarana); (68 ) the practice of the five stages of emancipation (vimoksayatana); (69 ) the comprehension (parijnana) of the five aggregates
(skandha); (TO) the rejection of the ten bad ways of action (dasakusala-karmapatha); (Tl) the development of the ten good ways of action
(dasa-kusala-karmapatha); (T2) the perfecting of the ten powers (bala);
(73) the clearing away of the nine bases of ill-will (aghata-vastu);
(7 *+) the [meditational] undevelopment (vibhavana) of the nine perceptions
(samjna) ; (7 5 ) the elimination of the eight bases of sloth (alasyavastu?); (76 ) the cultivation of the eight bases of exertion (arambha-

g
vastu); (7 T) practising the eight stages of sovereignty (abhibhvayatana) ;
(78 ) the development of the eight emancipations (vimoksa); (7 9 ) the
obtaining of the eight reflections of the Great Man (mahapurusa9
"
vitarka) ; (80 ) being in harmony with the Holy Eightfold Path (aryastangamarga); (8l) being unattached to trance (dhyana); (82 ) the absence of
conceit (manyana) in learning (sruti); (8 3 ) the suppression of pride;
(8*+) the desire to hear the Dharma; (8 5 ) desiring the Dharma; (86 ) aspir
ing to the Dharma; (8 7 ) longing for the Dharma; (88 ) being bent upon the
Dharma (dharma-nimna); (89 ) being intent upon the Dharma (dharma-pravana );
T.U16 (875^22): ’although hearing words spoken, the mind does
not like listening to them.’
That T.U18 and T.l+19 both mention animals should provide some clue to the
Sanskrit original, but I for one am unable to arrive at it.

6

Here we strike a disagreeable problem. The Chinese versions read
as follows:
T.l+18 (90*+cl0): ’studying the six tastes (/\ 9^)'
T.1+19 (921c 5): 'studying the six firm dharmas (
^
)’
T.l+16 (875 a2 3 ): 'not becoming attached to the six tastes of
the world (
fai 7\ 9 ^ )' [The translation appears to be defect
ive around this point.]
The exact relationship between the six agreeable dharmas, the six firm
dharmas, and the six tastes eludes me at present, but what is probably
intended here is the group of six (in Pali) saraniya dhamma, in BHS
sarayanlya-dharma/samranj anlya-dharma, i.e. the six sociable or agreeable
rules of conduct (for which see Mochizuki, Bukkyo daijiten, p. 5080b-c).
Perhaps T.l+19 has confused sarayanlya with some form of sara (adj.),
'hard', 'firm', 'solid'. Note that the SCPPSL (87c3) has: 'cultivate
the six dharmas of deference (/£lityj- '
7
I.e. the nine asubha-bhavana, or meditations on repulsiveness. See
below, 3J.

8
See Mochizuki, Bukky5 daijiten, pp. U213c-U2ll+b, on the eight stages
of sovereignty.
9
See Mochizuki, Bukky5 daijiten, pp. l+217c-l+2l8a, where these are
described.

(90) being inclined to the Dharma (dharma-pragbhara); (91) applying one
self to the Dharma (dharmabhiyukta);
E2HD (92) freedom from vain thought due to the perception of self (atmasamjna); (93) the rejection of the perception of a being (sattva-samjna)
(9*+) not apprehending the perception of a life (jivita-samjna); (95)
the elimination of the perception of a person (pudgala-samjna); (96 ) the
removal of the perception of aggregates (skandha-samjna); (97) not abid
ing in the perception of existing things (bhava-samjna); (98 ) not desir
ing Nirvana; (99) not desiring the aggregates; (100) the perception of
transmigration (samsara) as a dreadful horror; (101) the perception of
the aggregates as executioners; (102) the perception of the elements
(dhatu) as poisonous snakes; (103) the perception of the sense-fields
(ayatana) as an empty village; (10*+) the perception of the Triple World
(tridhatu) as unhappiness; (105) seeing Nirvana as a blessing (anusamsa)
(106 ) the perception of desires as something to be got rid of like a
lump of phlegm (kheta-pinda); (107) the perception of food as disagree
able; (108 ) being intent on retiring from the world (abhiniskramana );
(109) taking no pleasure in the household life; (110) the perception of
sons and daughters as enemies; (ill) the perception of one's wife as a
demoness (raksasi);
C2IJ (112) unbroken faith (abhedya-prasada) in the Buddha's teaching;
(113) not being antagonistic (vipratyanika) towards all beings; (ll*+)
being homeless (aniketa) in all world-spheres; (115) being face to face
with all Buddhas (sarva-buddha-sammukhi-bhuta); (ll6) being properly
ordained (supasampanna) and leading the holy life (brahma-carya) well;
(117) understanding all bodies"^; (ll8) being pure in inclination
(adhimukti); (119) being virtuous in high resolve (adhyasaya); (120)
mental flexibility (citta-karmaniya); (121) the renunciation of improper
endeavours (ayuktarambha); (122) exerting oneself in proper endeavours
(yuktarambha); (123) the removal of all signs (nimitta); (12*+) the same
ness of the Three Times (tryadhva-samata); (125) the calling to mind of
all the Buddhas (sarva-buddhanusmrti); (126) the engendering of all the
roots of goodness (kusalamula); (12 7 ) the sustaining power (adhisthana)
of all Buddhas; (128) the mastery of all samadhis; (129) the absence of
attachment to the Buddha's bodily marks (laksanaj; (130) the sameness

10

All Chinese versions add: 'as resembling a dream'.
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of all dharmas (sarva-dharma-samata); (131) not disputing (avivada) with
the world; (132) not being averse (apratikula) to one’s duties; (133) the
understanding of conditioned co-production (pratitya-samutpada); (13*0
the acquisition of patient acceptance (ksanti) of the stage of the Tatha
gata on the road to deliverance (niryana-marga-tathagata-bhumi?);
L2JJ (135) the entrance to the dharma-realm (dharma-dhatu); (136) the
comprehension of the element of space (akasa-dhatu); (137) the absence
of fixation (anabhinivesa) to the realm of beings (sattva-dhatu); (138)
the unproduced (ajata), the unstopped (aniruddha), and the unabiding
(asthita); (139) coming face to face with the realm of Nirvana (nirvanadhatu); (l*+0) the purification of the eye of wisdom (prajna-caksus);
(l^l) the absence of duality in all dharmas (sarva-dharma-advaya); (l*42)
a thought of awakening which has no ends and no middle (anantamadhyabodhicitta); (l*+3) concentration of mind (cetasa ekotlbhava); (lUU) the
entrance into unobstructed cognition (apratihata-jnana) with C?□ all the
Buddhas'^; (1^5) cognition free of the obstructions (anavarana?); (l*+6)
a mind ripe for awakening; (ll+7) the independent cognition of a Buddha
(a-parapratyaya-buddha-jnana); (1^8) the perception of good friends as
the Teacher (sastr-samjna); (l*+9) not causing schisms among bodhisattvas;
(l50) the rejection of the deeds of Mara (mara-karma); (151) the simil
arity of all the world (sarva-jagati) to an apparition (nirmita?); (152)
the similarity to a reflection (pratibhasa) in [of?] the vision of the
Tathagatas (tathagata-darsana); (153) the search for the thought of
awakening (bodhicitta); (15*0 equanimity (citta-samata) towards the
perfections (paramita); (155) the sameness of the vision of the Tatha
gatas and the reality limit (bhuta-koti); (156 ) the sameness for all
Buddhas of all virtuous qualities. (sarva-guna-dharma-samata)-- this,
Bhadrapala, is the Samadhi called the One who Stands Face to Face with
the Buddhas of the Present.’

CHAPTER TWO OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

11
Or perhaps ’cognition not inimical (apratihata) to all the Buddhas.’
The problem here is the significance of sans rgyas thams cad dan. The
Chinese translations all appear to have taken sarva-buddha as connected
with the preceding cetasa ekotlbhava, which we might then interpret
loosely as ’mental identification with all the Buddhas' or perhaps ’ the
mental concentration of all Buddhas'. However, the wording of the
Chinese is rather obscure; see T.*+l6 (875bl3), T.Ul8 (90Uc27), and T.U19
(921c23-2U).
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CHAPTER THREE

C3A] 'Bhadrapala, since those dharmas will produce that Samadhi, what
then, Bhadrapala, is the Samadhi produced by those dharmas?

Namely, the

Samadhi called the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present.'
'And what, Bhadrapala, is the Samadhi called the One who Stands Face
to Face with the Buddhas of the Present?

In this regard, Bhadrapala, a

bhiksu or a bhiksunl, an upasaka or an upasika who observes the moral
precepts (_sila) in their entirety, having gone alone to a secluded spot
and sat down, should conceive the thought (cittam utpadayati): "in what
direction does the Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus'*'
live, dwell, reside, and teach the Dharma (tisthati dhriyate yapayati
dharmam ca desayati)?"

In accordance with what he has heard (yathasru-

tam) he reflects intently (manasikaroti): "One hundred thousand kotis of
Buddha-fields to the west of this Buddha-field, in the world-sphere
,2
Sukhavati , that Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus now
resides, lives, dwells, and teaches the Dharma, surrounded (parivrta)
and attended (puraskrta) by a host of bodhisattvas;" and he reflects
intently on the Tathagata with an undistracted mind (aviksipta-cittena).'

1
As I have pointed out elsewhere (Harrison, 'Buddhanusmrti'), the
pratyutpanna-samadhi is not devoted exclusively to Amitayus; rather, he
appears as an example, as one of the many possible objects of the Samadhi.
His employment here, however, does suggest that at the time when the PraS
was composed he was thought of as the pratyutpanna-buddha par excellence,
and that his cult was well-developed.
Amitayus ('Infinite Life') and Amitabha ('Infinite Light') are
functionally interchangeable names for the same Buddha. Amitayus (Tshe
dpag med) is the form usually found in the Tibetan text, although Amitabha
('Od dpag med) occasionally appears as a variant (e.g. Text, 3E, n. l);
the Chinese equivalent, A-mi-t'o
, is neutral, since it renders
only the first element of the name, viz. Amita. For a discussion of the
names Amitayus/Amitabha and their Tibetan and Chinese equivalents, see
I. Yamada, Karunapundarlka, Vol. I, pp. 175-188.
2
Sukhavati, Tib. Bde ba can, the Western Paradise of the Buddha
Amitabha, is described at length in the Mahayana sutra devoted to its
glorification, the Larger Sukhavati-vyuha. For parallels with the brief
description of Sukhavati's location given here, see Sukh, p. 26, lines
15-18, or Smaller Sukh (Vaidya's edition), p. 25*+, lines l*+-l6.
T.Ul6 (87 5c2) translates Sukhavati by
, but T.l+18 and T.l+19 both
have
(Hsii-mo-t'i ), common in eariy Chinese translations, which
is to be reconstructed as Sukhamatl (see Mochizuki, Bukkyo daijiten,
p. 9l+a-b, and p. 1157b-c; see also Brough, Gandhari Dharmapada, pp. 8890).
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C3BH ’Bhadrapala, just as for example (tadyathapi nama) some man or woman
in a dream while sleeping sees the appearance of forms (rupakara), sees
silver, or gold, or friends, or kinsmen, or maternal relations, or com
panions, things which are pleasing (manojna), dear (priya), not disagree
able (apratikula), and in that dream he dreams of playing (kridati),
dallying (ramati), and amusing himself (paricarayati) with them, of
speaking and conversing with them; when he wakes up he relates to others
all those things which he saw, heard, thought, was conscious of, spoke
and conversed about; and through remembering (anusmr-) the features
(nimitta) of the dream he sheds tears-- in the same manner (evam eva),
Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva, whether he is a householder (grhastha) or a
renunciant (pravrajita), goes alone to a secluded place and seats himself,
and in accordance with what he has heard reflects intently on the Tatha
gata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus; flawless in the constituent of mor
ality (sila-skandha) and unwavering in mindfulness (smrti) he should
reflect intently on him for a day and a night, or for two, or three, or
four, or five, or six, or seven days and nights.

If he reflects intently

with an undistracted mind on the Tathagata Amitayus for seven days and
nights, then, when a full seven days and nights have elapsed, he sees the
Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus.

Should he not see that Lord during the

daytime, then the Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus will show his face to him
in a dream while he sleeps.’
[3CH ’Bhadrapala, just as for example a man or a woman in a dream while
sleeping neither knows if he is at home nor knows if he is abroad, and
his organ of vision is not obstructed by walls, nor is it darkened or
3
obscured -- in the same manner, Bhadrapala, that bodhisattva mahasattva
too conceives a thought in such a way that the spaces between worlds do
not obstruct him, that Sumeru, King of Mountains, the Cakravada and the
Greater Cakravada, Kings of Mountains (sumeru-parvataraja-cakravadamahacakravada-parvataraja), and similarly the Black Mountains cannot
obstruct his organ of sight; though that bodhisattva does not see the
Tathagata through obtaining the divine eye (divya-caksus), does not hear
the True Dharma (saddharma) through obtaining the divine faculty of
hearing (divya-srotra-dhatu), and does not travel instantaneously to that
world-sphere through obtaining magic power (rddhi-bala), yet, Bhadrapala,

3
The Tib. translation appears to be defective here. All Chinese
versions indicate that the original had ’nor can darkness obscure it.’
According to them the dreaming man is further described as ’not knowing
whether it is night or day.’
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while remaining in this very world-sphere that bodhisattva perceives
(janati ) himself as being in that world-'sphere and seeing that Lord, the
Tathagata Amitayus, and he also hears the Dharma.

And he retains (adha-

rayati), masters (paryavapnoti), and preserves (dharayati) those dharmas
after hearing them expounded.

He honours (satkaroti), reveres (guru-

karoti), venerates (manayati), and worships (pujayati) that Lord, the
Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus.

And on emerging from that

Samadhi the bodhisattva expounds at length (vistarena) to others those
k
dharmas, such as he has heard, retained, and mastered.’
C3DD

BAMPO TWO
’Bhadrapala, it is just as, for example, one man living in the

great city of Rajagrha heard that there was a courtesan in the city of
Vaisali called Sumana; a second man heard that there was a courtesan
called Amrapali; and a third man heard that there was a former courtesan
called Utpalavarna.

Having heard of them they fell in love with them,

each with each; without those men ever having seen those courtesans,
through simply hearing of their names, appearance, and beauty, they con
ceived thoughts of passion.

While repeatedly (bhuyo bhuyas) reflecting

*1
Because of the importance of the content of 3C and the occasionally
difficult wording of the Tibetan, it might be helpful to give one of the
early Chinese versions of this passage. T.U19 (922al7-27) reads:
Just as the above-mentioned dreaming man, who thinks of
himself as dwelling in space, does not think ’night’ and does
not think ’day’, and his organ of sight is not obstructed by
walls nor obscured by darkness-- Bhadrapala, so it is with the
bodhisattva, who performs an act of thought like this, and thus
in the spaces between Buddha-fields, although there are Mt.
Sumerus, and there are Cakravada and Mahacakravada Mountains
as well as other Black Mountains, they cannot obstruct his eye
sight, nor can they obstruct his thought. Without having
obtained the divine eye, the bodhisattva sees the Buddha
Amitabha; without having obtained the divine ear, he hears
the sutra/dharma expounded by the Buddha Amitabha; without
having obtained magic power, he succeeds in going to Amitabha’s
Buddha-field. The bodhisattva also does not die from here
to go to be born there. Simply staying in this world as before
he sees the Buddha, the Tathagata Amitabha, and hears him ex
pounding the Dharma. As he has heard it he takes it up. The
bodhisattva then wakes from this concentration, and then ex
pounds widely to others the Dharma as he has heard it.
Note the absence in the Tib. text of the statement denying the fact that
the bodhisattva has to die before he can see Amitabha; this occurs, how
ever, in all Chinese versions (cf. 1Y). T.U18 is as usual very close
to T.U19 , while T.U16 is simply more detailed, and also mentions the
’worshipping’ of the Buddha (which is not found in the two early
versions).
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intently on them, they went to sleep, and in their dreams they perceived
themselves visiting those courtesans, so that just as those men con
ceived

such and such thoughts of passion while they were awake in the

great city of Rajagrha, so then when they fell asleep those men dreamt
in a dream that they saw those courtesans, consorted with them, indulged
in sexual intercourse (maithuna-dharma), and were relieved of their
sexual desire.

On waking up they remembered what they had seen, heard,

known, perceived and experienced in their dreams, Bhadrapala, and coming
to where you were they related those things to you.

Having heard those

things you taught the Dharma to them by means of this very teaching, in
such a way that they became irreversible from supreme and perfect
awakening.

I too predict (vyakaromi) that at a future time those men

shall become Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas named *Suvibuddha^.
Obtaining

patient acceptance (ksanti) those men today see and remember

(anusmr-) those previous signs (purva-nimitta)^.'

5
This reconstruction is entirely conjectural: no Chinese version
transliterates the Sanskrit, all of them translating it as ’Well-awak
ened' (see Glossary, s.v. *Suvibuddha).

6
Purva-nimitta (snon gyi mtshan ma), either the features of their
previous dream, or perhaps the former portents of their future rise to
Buddhahood. The Chinese is not very helpful in determining the exact
sense. T.Ul8 lacks an equivalent; T.*+19 (922b9): 'Those men, having
just obtained patience Cfor;^ read/^*3, see the characteristics
=
nimittall thus, truly see them thus'; T.U16 (876a20-2l): 'Thus the three
men, having obtained patience, further remember things of the past and
distinguish them clearly.'
The TCTL (llOb9-19) contains a paraphrase of this section of the
PraS; Lamotte's translation of it (Traite I, pp. k25-h26 ) runs:
Ainsi, au temps du Buddha, trois freres, l'aine, le
second et le dernier, entendirent parler de trois courtisanes
(vesya): Ngan lo p'o li (Amrapali) du pays de Vaisali, Siu
man na (Sumana) de Sravasti et Yeou po lo p'an na (Utpalavarna) de Rajagrha. Les trois freres, entendant chacun
vanter la beaute incomparable de ces trois femmes, y pensaient
jour et nuit et ne pouvaient en detacher leur pensee. En
songe, ils reverent qu'ils les possedaient. Une fois
reveilles, ils se dirent: "Ces femmes ne sont pas venues a
nous et nous ne sommes pas alles a elles; pourtant le plaisir
s'est produit. A cause de lui, nous nous sommes eveilles.
Tous les Dharma sont-ils de ce genre?". Alors ils se
rendirent aupres du bodhisattva P'o t'o p'o lo (Bhadrapala)
pour l'interroger sur cette affaire. Bhadrapala leur dit:
"Tous les Dharma sont bien ainsi; ils sont tous issus de la
pensee"; puis il expliqua adroitement (upayena) a ces trois
hommes la vacuite (sunyata) des Dharma, et tous trois
devinrent des CBodhisattvaD sans regression (avaivartika).
It can be seen that the author of the TCTL has taken this parable from
the PraS and made explicit what had originally been unstated, namely,
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C3ED ’In the same manner, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who possesses this
Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Pres
ent hears of the Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus, while
staying in this very world-sphere.

Having simply heard of that Tatha

gata ’s name, appearance, and qualities, with undistracted thoughts he
calls to mind (samanusmarati) the Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksam
buddha Amitayus.
Tathagata.

By repeatedly reflecting intently on him he sees that

Established in that Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands

Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, when he sees that Tatha
gata, he asks the question:
’’Lord, what dharmas must the bodhisattva mahasattva possess to be
reborn in this world-sphere?”
In this way whenever one wishes to be reborn in any Buddha-field whatso
ever, one asks the Tathagata.'
C3FD ’Thus questioned^the Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus says to that
bodhisattva:
’’Son of good family (kula-putra), if the calling to mind of the
Buddha (buddhanusmrti) is practised (asevita), cultivated (nisevita),
developed (bhavita), and rehearsed (bahulikrta), then one is reborn in
this world-sphere.

If the calling to mind of the Buddha is practised,

cultivated, developed, and rehearsed, then one will be reborn in this
Buddha-field.

the realisation which the three men experience because of their dream,
and the way in which Bhadrapala interprets their experience for them.
The key term in this passage is ksanti, i.e. anutpattika-dharma-ksanti.
The three dreamers of Rajagrha are represented as generalising the
unreality of their dream-experience into an appreciation of the funda
mental unreality of all phenomena, the realisation, in other words, of
the fact that no dharma is ever ’produced’. Anutpatt ika-dharma-ksant i
is thus an important concept in the PraS (see Glossary, also s.v. ksanti,
for other occurrences of the term), and the fact that its attainment is
coupled with the practice of the Samadhi was no doubt one of the principal
reasons why Mahayana theorists assigned the pratyutpanna-samadhi to the
eighth bhumi (see Introduction, p. xxvii, nn. 10, ll)-- the bhumi_ trad
itionally distinguished by the concepts of anutpattika-dharma-ksanti,
vyakarana, and avaivartika (see Lamotte, Marche Herolque, p. 157; also
p. 208, n. 209). And here in section 3D we do indeed have all these
three elements.
Another point of interest in the TCTL passage is that whereas all
versions of the PraS mention only Vaisali in connection with Sumana, it
names a city for each courtesan (see Lamotte’s translation above).
Although Amrapali is traditionally associated with Vaisali (see DPPN,
s.v. Ambapali), the other two courtesans are otherwise unknown.
See also Lamotte, ibid. n. 1, for citations of similar passages con
cerning dream-experiences in the Pitrputrasamagama-sutra and the Bhavasamkranti-sutra.
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What then, son of good family, is the calling to mind of the Buddha?
Namely, when one reflects intently on the Tathagata thus: ’He is the
Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha, Endowed with Knowledge and Conduct, the
Sugata, the Knower of the World, the Leader of Men to be Tamed, the
Supreme, the Teacher of Devas and Men, the Buddha and Lord (*tathagato
’rhan samyaksambuddho vidyacaranasampannah sugato lokavid anuttarah
*7 ,
purusadamyasarathih sasta devanam ca manusyanam ca buddho bhagavan*)
endowed with the thirty-two marks of the Great Man (dvatrimsan-mahapurusa-laksana) and a body with a colour like gold, resembling a bright,
shining, and well-formed (susthita?) golden image (suvarna-rupa?), well
adorned like a bejewelled pillar (ratna-stambha?), and teaching the
Dharma in the midst of an assembly of disciples (sravaka-sangha), teach
ing whatever is in accordance with imperishability (yathavipranasam
tatha samdarsayati?).
imperishable.

What is imperishable (avipranasita)? Earth is

Water, fire, air, creatures Cor: demonsD(bhuta), the

Q

Devas, brahmans, and Prajapati are imperishable . Form (rupa) is imper
ishable.

Feelings (vedana), perception,(samjna), predispositions (sam-

skara), and consciousness (vijnana) are imperishable.’-- when one does
not think vainly about (manyate), does not apprehend (upalabhate), does
not fixate on (abhinivisate), does not falsely perceive (samjanati),
does not falsely imagine (kalpayati), does not falsely discriminate
(vikalpayati), and does not review (samanupasyati) the Tathagata, when
one obtains the Samadhi of emptiness (sunyata-samadhi) by so reflecting
intently on the Tathagata without apprehension of a basis, that is known
as the calling to mind of the Buddha.

7
For these titles of a Buddha, see Traite I, pp. 126-1hh. The ten
titles (or synonyms: adhivacana) are a traditional part of prescriptions
for buddhanusmrti, both in Pali and Sanskrit. See also Traite III, pp.
13*+0ff. Note that this section, along with much of the rest of the
chapter, is summarised in the TCTL, 276al7-cl3 (Traite IV, pp. 19261930).
8
There are two problems with the Tib. in this sentence. The first
is that ’byun po (bhuta) could mean ’element’, in which case it should
stand in apposition to earth, water, fire and air (or: wind); here, how
ever, as in Tibetan^it has been translated as a separate member of the
compound. The second difficulty is bram ze, which renders Sanskrit
brahmana , i.e. a member of the brahman caste. All Chinese versions
indicate that the original text had Brahma, or Mahabrahma, whom Indian
lore conceived of as surviving the destruction of the universe at the
end of each kalpa. It is probable that bram ze is based upon a misread
ing of the Sanskrit text at some point in its transmission.

3*+

C3GD 'After he has developed that Samadhi and concentrated (samahita)
upon that Samadhi, that bodhisattva, when he emerges from that Samadhi,
will come to where you are, Bhadrapala, and arriving there will tell
you of that Samadhi.

Then, Bhadrapala, you teach the Dharma so that

that bodhisattva becomes irreversible from supreme and perfect awaken
ing.

Then I also predict that at a future time that man shall become
9
a Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha by the name of *Pratibhanaprapta .'
'Bhadrapala, you yourself, the Elder (sthavira) Mahakasyapa, the
bodhisattva Indradatta, the bodhisattva Suslma'*'^, and other bodhisattvas
who have obtained this Samadhi, have gained mastery (vasibhuta) in this .
Samadhi.'
C3H] 'Bhadrapala, formerly (bhutapurvam), in the past‘d, a certain man
travelled into a deserted wilderness, and having become hungry and
thirsty was overcome by torpor and lethargy; he fell asleep, and in a
dream obtained much food and drink.
his hunger and thirst vanished.

On obtaining it he ate his fill, and

Since, when he awoke, neither his body

nor his provisions had grown any larger, he thought: "in this way, as a
dream, so is a dharma,” and understanding that to be so he obtained the
patient acceptance of the fact that dharmas are not produced (anutpattikadharma-ksant i ); and he also became irreversible from supreme and perfect
awakening.'
'In the same manner, Bhadrapala, if a bodhisattva, whether he is a
householder or a renunciant, hears that a Tathagata resides in such and
such a direction, and reflects intently on that Tathagata in that dir
ection, he will obtain a vision of the Buddha.

He should not have any

perception of an existing thing (bhava-samjna), but should have the

9
This reconstruction is hypothetical. However, spobs most often ren
ders pratibhana ('brilliance', 'eloquence', 'presence of mind'), while
T.l+16 (876c7), which has
, suggests the same word taken in its
meaning of 'brilliance', 'radiance'. T.l+18 and T.l+19 do not have this
vyakarana.
10

All Chinese versions: the Devaputra Suslma.

11
So also T.l+19, but T.U18 (905b2U) and T.l+16 (876cll-12) differ.
E.g. T.l+16: 'Bhadrapala, I remember that of old there was a Buddha, a
Lord called Hsii-po-jih
; at that time a certain man, etc...'
T.l+18 has the same characters for the past Buddha's name, which could
be regarded as a suspicious co-incidence, given the fact that T.l+16
usually translates names in preference to transliterating them.
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perception of empty space (akasa-samjna); by being properly established
in the perception of empty space and by reflecting intently on the per
ception of a Buddha (buddha-samjna), that bodhisattva will see the
Tathagata face to face, beautiful (subha) and resembling an image of
12
beryl (vaidurya-pratima) ; that bodhisattva will see such a Tathagata
Arhat Samyaksambuddha.’
C3I3 ’Bhadrapala, it is just as if, for example, some man or other travels
from his native land to another country, and arriving there he calls to
mind his native land; after reflecting intently on things as he used to
see, hear, know, and perceive them he is overcome by torpor and lethargy,
and falls asleep; in a dream he travels to his native land and perceives
himself to be there, and he sees those things just as he formerly used
to see, hear, perceive and be aware of them; he both goes there and comes
back.

Waking up, he tells of those things among his relatives, friends,
kinsmen, and maternal relations13 , saying:
"Thus did I go, these things I saw, these things I experienced in
that place."'
’In the same manner, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva, whether he is a
householder or a renunciant, when he hears that a Tathagata resides in
such and such a direction should reflect intently on the Tathagata in
that direction with mindfulness and undistracted thoughts, in order to
obtain a vision of the Buddha.

In that way the bodhisattva will see
lU
the Tathagata as a beryl image standing beautifully [?] .'

12
It is difficult to know what is intended here. Sku gzugs, 'image',
suggests pratima, but vai durya-prat ima could equally well mean 'like
beryl'. Certainly the Chinese versions do not speak of images:
T.l+18 (905c 2-3): 'like a gem placed upon beryl, thus the
bodhisattva sees in the ten directions countless Buddhas clearly.'
T.Ul6 (876c 22): 'he succeeds in seeing that Buddha, whose
brilliance is as translucent as clear beryl.'
T.l+19 (922cl+-5): 'clear Cor: pure] as beryl, chief among gems,
thus he reflects and then sees the Tathagatas.'
While allowing the sense of the Tibetan to stand, we must admit the
possibility that the Sanskrit merely likened the clarity of the vision
of the Buddha to that of beryl, a gem renowned for its brilliance and
transparency (see below, l6G). For the identification of vaidurya (Pali
veluriya) with beryl, see A. Masters, 'Indo-Aryan and Dravidian',pp. 3 0 l + f f .
13
On the basis of the Tib. one could quite justifiably construe gnen
'dab...snag gi gnen mtshams rnams kyi nan du as part of the speech of the
man who travels in his dreams; all Chinese versions, however, support the
paragraphing as I have given it in the Text.
ll+
Or perhaps ’as standing in splendour similar to beryl’. Cf. n. 3.12;
the Chinese is much the same as for 3H, except for T.l+16 (877a3-l+): 'will
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C3JH 'Bhadrapala, it is just as if, for example, when a bhiksu performing
- 15
the meditation on the repulsive (asubha-bhavana)
sees in front of him
bloated corpses (vyadhmataka), when he sees in front of him corpses that
have turned blue (vinilaka), that are putrefied (vipuyaka), that are
bloody (vilohitaka), that are eaten (vikhaditaka), that the flesh has
gone from (udgata?), or that have no flesh or blood, or are white, or the
colour of shells, or those that are skeletons (asthi), then those things-from the blue corpse to the skeleton-- have come from nowhere, and have
gone nowhere.

They are not made by anyone, nor are they stopped (niruddha)

by anyone, yet, Bhadrapala, by that bhiksu's mastery of mental one-pointedness (ekagrata) he sees the skeleton lying in front of him.'
'In the same manner, Bhadrapala, whatever direction Tathagatas Arhats
Samyaksambuddhas might dwell in, those bodhisattvas supported (parigrhita)
by the Buddha who are established in this Samadhi reflect intently (manasikaronti) on that direction, in order to obtain a vision of the Buddhas.
By reflecting intently on that direction they see the Tathagatas Arhats
Samyaksambuddhas in that direction.
obtaining of a vision
this Samadhi.

Why is that?

Namely, Bhadrapala, this

of the Buddhas is the natural outcome (nisyanda) of

The bodhisattva who is established in this Samadhi sees the

Tathagatas, and they appear to him, through the combination and concurrence
of these three things: the might of the Buddha (buddhanubhava), the power
of the roots of goodness (kusala-mula) engendered by himself, and the fact
of obtaining the Samadhi.'
C3KI 'Bhadrapala, it is just as if, for example, there is a man or a
woman naturally disposed (svabhava) towards washing his head and putting
on ornaments, and he has a mind to look at himself in a vessel of clear
oil, or a vessel of clear water, or a well-polished round mirror (adarsamandala), or a piece of ground painted with indigo C?D

see that Buddha, whose image (
pure golden colour.'
15

.

If he sees

is either like beryl or like a

On the asubha-bhavana see Traite III, pp. 1311ff.

16
I do not know what is meant by mthin bus bskus pa'i sa phyogs (below:
sa chen po). All Chinese versions have
, i.e. 'crystal', e.g. T.U18
( 9 0 5 c 2 0 ) : ^ j g y < & , 'flawless crystal'. Mthin in the compound mthin
zin (Mvy 5921) can denote rajapatta, which according to MW is 'a kind of
precious stone or diamond of inferior quality', but in the absence of
better evidence we had better take it here as = nila or nil!, 'dark blue'
or 'indigo dye'.
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there his own form (rupa), Bhadrapala, what do you think (tat kirn manyase)?

Does the appearance of the form of the man or woman in that

vessel of clear oil, or vessel of clear water, or well-polished round
mirror, or piece of ground painted with indigo-- does it mean that the
man or the woman has gone inside them or entered them?’
Bhadrapala said:
’Reverend Lord, that is not the case.

Reverend Lord, because that

oil and water are clear and undisturbed, or that round mirror is wellpolished, or that large piece of ground painted with indigo is clean, the
reflection (pratibimba) stands forth; the body of the man or woman does
not arise from that water, oil, mirror, or large piece of ground, it has
not come from anywhere nor gone anywhere, it has not been produced from
anywhere, nor has it been stopped (niruddha) anywhere.’
L3LD The Lord said:
’Good, good, Bhadrapala.
Bhadrapala.

You are right, Bhadrapala.

So it is,

As you have said, when the forms (rupa) are good and clear

(suparisuddha) the reflections (pratibimba) appear.

In the same manner,

when the bodhisattva develops this Samadhi properly, that bodhisattva
sees the Tathagatas with little difficulty (alpa-krcchrena). Having
seen them he asks questions, and is delighted by the elucidation of
those questions.
somewhere?

After thinking: ”Did these Tathagatas come from

Did I go anywhere?” he understands (prajanati) that the

Tathagatas did not come from anywhere.

Having comprehended (sampra-

jna-) that his own body also did not go anywhere, he thinks: "Whatever
belongs to this Triple World (traidhatuka) is nothing but thought (citta17
matra) . Why is that? Namely, however I discriminate things (vikalpayati), so they appear.”’
C3M] ’That thought is not apprehended as interior, or as exterior, or as

17
Cf. Dasabhumika
matram idam yad idam
of this statement in
see L. Schmithausen,
esp. pp. 172-176.

(ed. J. Rahder, Paris/Louvain: 1926 ), p. h9: cittatraidhatukam. For a discussion of the significance
the historical development of Mahayana ’idealism’,
’Spirituelle Praxis und philosophische Theorie’,
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neither of the two

l8

, it arises conditionally upon (pratitya) apprehend

ing it in a different way (anyatha)C?]. That which is produced condit
ionally (pratItya-samutpanna) has no existence (abhava).

That which has

no existence is unborn (ajata). That which is unborn cannot be appre
hended (anupalambha ).
being (svabhava-sunya).
(aprajnapanlya).

That which cannot be apprehended is empty of ownThat which is empty of own-being is indefinable

That which is indefinable is unable to be seen, dis

cerned (vijnata), fixated upon (sakta?), demonstrated (desita), destroy-,
ed (vipranasta?), or revealed (prabhavita?).’
c 3n : cappears in

Ch i n e s e o n l y ; t .Ui 8 g i v e n :

’Thought creates the Buddhas, thought itself sees them.
are thought, thought the Tathagatas.

The Buddhas

Thought is my body, thought sees

the Buddhas.

Thought cannot itself know thought, thought cannot itself

see thought.

Thought with CfalseD perceptions (samjna) is stupidity;

thought without CfalseD perceptions is Nirvana. These dharmas are not
enjoyable 19 . They are all produced by thinking (manyana). Since think
ing is empty (sunya), then whatever is thought is thus ultimately non
existent.

Bhadrapala, such is the vision of the bodhisattva established
20

in the Samadhi.'

l8
Cf. the parallel expression in KP 1^3: na te adhyatmena na bahirdha
nobhayam amtarenopalabhyamte; Tib. de dag ni nan na yan med / phyi rol
na yan med / gni ga med pa la yan mi dmigs te....
It can be seen that
the Tibetans have construed na ubhayam amtarena not as ’not between the
two’ but as ’not in the absence of the two’, cf. MW, s.v. antarena.
Certainly ’neither inside nor outside’ makes more sense than ’between
inside and outside’. The same expression also occurs in the VKN (see
Lamotte, L ’Enseignement, p. 273).
This section of the PraS (3M) is not found in any Chinese version,
so we may regard it as a probable later accretion. There is no indicat
ion as to whether it is spoken by the Buddha, or is a continuation of
the bodhisattva’s reflections begun in 3M. I have taken it as spoken by
the Buddha, and have done the same for the verses of 30, even though in
the original form of the PraS these verses were prose and did indeed
represent a continuation of the bodhisattva’s reflection (see Appendix A)
, literally: ’no-one can enjoy these dharmas’.
However, the Tibetan equivalent (30v*0 is chos ’di dag ni snin po med,
’these dharmas are insubstantial’, snin po med translating Skt. asara(ka)
’without pith’, ’insubstantial’, ’worthless’. This is indicated by the
other Chinese versions, e.g. T.U19 (923a6) h a s ^ f £ , ’without firmness’.
Therefore how does asara become ’not enjoyable’? Cf. n. 2.6 for another
example of what appears to be the same problem; see also Appendix A.
20
So also, with minor differences, T.U19 and T.U16 . As can be seen,
this section presents in prose the material which is taken up in verse
in 30. The complete sequence (3N-0) raises special text-historical
problems which will be discussed below in Appendix A.
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C30D Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses (atha khalu bhagavams tasyam velayam ima gatha abhasata):
1.

'By thought is the Buddha produced;
And by thought alone (cittenaiva) is he seen.
21
For me
the Buddha is only thought,
Only thought is the Tathagata.

2.

My body is only thought,
And the Buddha is seen by thought.
For me awakening (bodhi) is only thought;
22
Thought only is without own-being (svabhava).

3.

Thought does not know thought,
Thought does not see thought.
The perception of thought (citta-samjna) is ignorance,
The non-perception of thought (a-citta-samjna) is Nirvana.

k.

23

These dharmas are insubstantial (asara),
They all arise from vain thinking (manyana).
Whatever is vainly thought (manyita) is from emptiness (sunyata),
That vain thinking (manyana) is empty here.'

CHAPTER THREE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

21
Tib. sems nid na yi sans rgyas te is probably not 'Thought only
is my Buddha'. T.l+19 and T.l+16 clearly take the me in Sanskrit as
referring to citta, i.e. 'The Buddhas are only my thought.'
22
The last two padas of 30v2 are not represented in the prose of the
Chinese versions.
23
I have understood the Tibetan as a contraction of sems su mi 'du
ses, in accordance with the Chinese.

l+o

CHAPTER FOUR

Cl+AD ’Such, Bhadrapala, is the cognition (jnana) of that bodhisattva
who is established in this Samadhi.
CT.l+1 8 : Chapter Three, The Four Things (dharma);
T.l+16: Chapter Two, The Practice of the SamadhiD
'Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas a bodhisattva mahasattva
obtains this Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas
of the Present.

What are the four?

Namely, (l) inalienable faith

(asamharya-sraddha); (2 ) irreversible energy (avaivartika-virya); (3 )
wisdom that others cannot lead astray (aparapraneya-prajna); and (1+)
attendance upon (upasthana) good friends.

If he possesses those four

dharmas, Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi of
the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present.'
Cl+BU 'Further, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas a bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, (l) for

three months not giving rise to the perception of a self (atma-samjna)
even for the time it takes to snap the fingers (antasa acchata-samghatamatram); (2 ) for three months not being overcome by sloth and torpor
(styana-middha) even for the time it takes to snap the fingers; (3 )
having put forth energy (viryam arabhya) and set oneself to walking up
and down (camkrama), not sitting down on the ground for three months,
except to defecate and urinate; (1+) giving extensively to others the
gift of the Dharma (dharma-dana) and, in addition (upari), not expecting
gain, honour or praise (labha-satkara-sloka).

If he possesses those

four dharmas, Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
[1+CD 'Further, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas a bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, (l) ex

horting beings to see the Buddha; (2) exhorting beings to hear the
Dharma; (3 ) exhorting beings to produce the thought of awakening; and
(1+) being free of envy (irsya).

If he possesses those four dharmas,

Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'

1
This sentence, or a variant of it, is to be found in all Chinese
versions at the end of 3N.

1+1

Ll+DD ’Further, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas a bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, (l)

through desire for this Samadhi having an image (pratima) of the Tatha
gata made, or even just having a picture painted; (2) through desire
for this Samadhi, for the sake of making this Samadhi endure for a long
time (cira-sthiti-hetor) and in order that this Samadhi be preserved,
copying it well and presenting it as a book (pustaka); (3) establishing
conceited persons (abhimanika-pudgala) in the Dharma which is free of
conceitedness (abhimana), namely, in supreme and perfect awakening; (1+)
being devoted to the protection, preservation, and maintenance of the
Tathagata's teaching.

If he possesses those four dharmas, Bhadrapala,

a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
Cl+ED Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

2

'Have faith in the teaching of the Sugata,
Do not disparage the exposition of the dharma of emptiness;
Having put forth energy and eliminated torpor,
Do not once sit down for a full three months.

2.

Without attachment to gain, honour, or praise
You should expound the Dharma spoken by the Sugata;
You should spread the peerless teaching.
If you are without attachment, you will obtain this Dharma.

3.

Free of envy, you should not give way to anger.
With desires eliminated, and thoughts liberated,
Concentrated (samahita), and delighting in trance (dhyana),
If you make an effort (prayuj-), you will obtain this Dharma.

1+.

Call to mind the Buddha with the excellent marks of merit (varapunya-laksana),
Who possesses a golden colour and the hundred-merit marks (satapunya-laksana),
3
Is beautiful, everywhere suffused Cwith light] ,
And as pleasing to look upon (darsaniya) as a figure of gold.

2
Twelve gathas follow. The same verses in the same order are to be
found in T.l+l6 (see Concordance), while T.l+19 omits only Verse 3. As
for T.l+18, K has preserved a prose translation of Verses 1-12 (again
omitting only Verse 3), while SYM has a verse translation of all twelve
gathas.
3
Tib. kun nas yons su rgyas par gyur, 'become everywhere very exten
sive/full/spreading'. The Sanskrit original was probably some form of
(pari)spharati, perhaps parisphuta (for which see BHSD, p. 613), meaning

k2

5.

Making obeisance (krtanjali), call to mind
Past Buddhas, or those yet to come;
And call to mind the Sugata, in order to worship
Those Best of Men (narottajna) who exist at present.

6.

With thoughts full of faith (prasanna-citta) worship the Sugata
With flowers (puspa), garlands (malya),
Pure ointments (vilepana), food and drink;
This Samadhi will not be hard to obtain.

7.

Since you desire this most excellent of samadhis,
With glad thoughts and joy incomparable
Make music for the matchless relics (dhatu?)
With the music (vadya) of drums (dundubhi), conches (samkha),
and tabours (mrdamga).

8.

Since you desire the most excellent of samadhis,
Paint pictures (citra) well, and construct incomparable (atulya)
images (pratima),
Which have the marks (laksana) complete, resemble the colour
of gold,
Are large, and flawless.

9.

Having put to the fore (puraskrt^ra) the agreeable dharmas
(sarayaniya-dharma?) ,
If you are pure in morality (sila), seek learning (sruti),
And have eliminated the bases of sloth (alasya-vastu?),
You shall obtain this Samadhi before long (na cirena).

10.

Harbour no ill-will (aghata) towards anyone;
If you abide in friendliness (maitri) and abide in compassion,
And regard the sense-qualities (kama-guna ) with disinterested
ness (upeksa),
You shall obtain this Samadhi before long.

'pervaded’, ’filled’, ’suffused’ (with light). Cf. T.^19 (923a28):
’radiance shining everywhere’. T.U16 (877clO) suggests parisphuta
taken in the sense of ’fully developed’: ’perfect like a flower in
bloom’; the simile of the flower would appear to be Jnanagupta’s own
addition.
h

Cf. n. 2.6 and n. 3-19-

*+3
11.

So towards the preacher of Dharma (dharma-bhanaka) also
foster friendliness,
And always evoke (upasthapayati) the perception of Teacher
(sastr-samjna);
Be not proud, eliminate craving,
Never be miserly with the gift of the Dharma (dharma-dana).

j_2.

Acquire these excellent blessings (anusamsa);
The item of instruction (upadesa-pada?) is taught by the Sugata
This is the teaching of many Buddhas;
This Samadhi will not be hard to obtain.’

CHAPTER FOUR OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER FIVE

CT.l+1 6 : Chapter Three, The Vision of the BuddhaD
C5AH 'Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva mahasattva who desires this
Samadhi should have respect and reverence for the bhiksu who preaches
the Dharma (dharmabhanaka-bhiksu), he should apply himself to this
Samadhi when he has conceived Ctowards himD the perception of Teacher,
without any intention of finding fault (na uparambhabhiprayena ). If,
Bhadrapala, that bodhisattva harbours thoughts of ill-will (aghatacitta), or harbours harsh thoughts (khila-citta), or harbours thoughts
devoid of faith (aprasanna-citta) towards that bhiksu who preaches the
Dharma, then, Bhadrapala, there is no possibility or chance (asthanam
anavakaso) of that bodhisattva obtaining this Samadhi.

And there is no

such possibility if he does not conceive the perception of Teacher with
regard to that bhiksu who preaches the Dharma.'
'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Because through disrespect the True

Dharma (saddharma) disappears.'
C5B] 'Bhadrapala, it is as if, for example, a man endowed with sight
(caksusmat) were to look upwards into the midnight sky on a clear and
cloudless night and see there many stars (taraka-rupa).'
'In the same manner, Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva mahasattva who,
supported by the Buddha, is established in this Samadhi, because he has
the perception of space properly established (supasthita-akasa-sam.jna?)
and the perception of the Buddha properly controlled (svadhisthitabuddha-samj na?), and by means of the might (anubhava) of the Buddha
and the development (bhavana) of this Samadhi, if he looks east to other
world-spheres, then with little difficulty many Buddhas will appear to
his organ of sight.

With little difficulty many hundred Buddhas, many

thousand Buddhas, many hundred thousand Buddhas, many kotis of Buddhas,
many hundred kotis of Buddhas, many thousand kotis of Buddhas, many
hundred thousand kotis of Buddhas, many hundred thousand kotinayutas of
Buddhas will with little difficulty appear to his organ of sight.'
'In the same manner he should cover the south, the west, the north,
the four intermediate points, the nadir and the zenith, and if in that
way he looks in the ten directions, that bodhisattva mahasattva will
with little difficulty have many Buddhas appear to his organ of sight.
With little difficulty many hundred Buddhas, many thousand Buddhas, many
hundred thousand Buddhas, many kotis of Buddhas, many hundred kotis of

1+5
Buddhas, many thousand kotis of Buddhas, many hundred thousand kotis of
Buddhas, many hundred thousand kotinayutas of Buddhas will with little
difficulty appear to his organ of vision.’
E5CU ’Thus, Bhadrapala, bodhisattvas mahasattvas who, supported by the
Buddha, are established in this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands
Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present will with little difficulty
have many Buddhas appear to their organ of sight.

With little difficulty

many hundred Buddhas, many thousand Buddhas, many hundred thousand
Buddhas, many kotis of Buddhas, many hundred kotis of Buddhas, many
thousand kotis of Buddhas, many hundred thousand kotis of Buddhas, many
hundred thousand kotinayutas of Buddhas will with little difficulty
appear to their organ of sight.’

1
Section 5C presents a number of problems. It is not found in either
T.1+18 or T.l+19, although the gatha which relates to it, 5Ev6, is found
in both translations (see below). T.l+16, however, contains an expanded
version of the section (878al9-27):
Further, Bhadrapala, just as, in the world-sphere of
that Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Amitayus, the bodhi
sattvas who are reborn in that land look towards the east
on the first day and see many Buddhas, see many hundred
Buddhas, up to: see many hundred thousand kotinayutas of
Buddhas; and therefore on the second day they look towards
the south in the same way, up to: all the ten directions
in this fashion-- in the same manner, Bhadrapala, bodhi
sattvas mahasattvas who have perfected the Samadhi of the
Bodhisattva who Meditates on the Buddhas Manifesting, such
bodhisattvas in their own country look in the ten directions
and see many Buddhas, s§e many hundred Buddhas, up to: see
many hundred thousand kotinayutas of Buddhas.
If this reference to the Buddha Amitayus and the bodhisattvas of Sukha
vati (cf. Sukh, p. 11, Vow No. 7 ) was indeed part of the original Sanskrit
text, it must have made its way into the text after the second century
(T.1+18 and T.l+19). The de ltar with which 5C begins in the Tib. text
could imply the existence of a preceding point of comparison (tad yathapi
nama...evam eva...), but this is not necessarily the case; and usually
evam eva in this context is rendered by de bzin du. Such a comparison,
however, is certainly to be found in the gatha which relates to this
section, viz. 5Ev6:
/
/
/
/

ji ltar byan chub sems dpa' tshe dpag med skyes nas /
’jig rten mgon po brgya ston man po mthon gyur pa /
de ltar byan chub sems dpa’i tin ’dzin ’di thob na /
sans rgyas dpa’ bo man po brgya ston mthon bar ’gyur //

I have translated the first pada ’Just as a bodhisattva with an unlimited
life-span (amitayus/aparimitayus), once born...’, but T.1+18 (K and SYM)
and T.l+16 have understood the amitayus as a proper name:
T.1+18 (K: 906cl3-907al): ’The Buddha said: As the bodhisattvas
of the buddha-ksetra of the Buddha Amitayus constantly see
innumerable Buddhas...’
T.1+18 (SYM: 906, n. 19): 'As the bodhisattvas of Amitayus’ land /

1+6

C5DD ’Bhadrapala, it is just as, for example, Tathagatas Arhats Samyak
sambuddhas possess a Buddha-eye, the Buddha-eye endowed with which Tatha
gatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas know everything and see everything.’
’In the same manner, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattvas mahasattvas who,
supported by the Buddha, are established in this Samadhi of the One who
Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present with little difficulty
fully accomplish (paripurayanti) great learning (bahu-srutya). They
fully accomplish the perfection (paramita) of giving (dana), the perfect
ion of morality (sila), the perfection of patient acceptance (ksanti), the
perfection of energy (virya), the perfection of trance (dhyana), and the
perfection of wisdom (prajna). They fully accomplish morality, samadhi,
wisdom, emancipation, and the cognition and vision of emancipation (silasamadhi-prajna-vimukti-vimuktijnanadarsana). They fully accomplish all
qualities (£una_) of bodhisattvas.

They fully accomplish the faculty

(indriya) of supreme wisdom, and supreme and perfect awakening.’
[5EI Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

2

’As for example a man endowed with sight, when he is alone at night,
Gets up at midnight, and in the clear sky (akasa)
Sees many hundred thousand stars;
Having memory, if he thinks of them, he recalls them by day also;

2.

In the same manner a bodhisattva, having obtained this Samadhi,
Sees many hundred thousand Buddhas, Heroes (vira);
He remembers them even when he emerges from it,
And declares to the assembly: "The Lords of the World (lokanatha)
are like this.”

See countless hundred thousand Buddhas...’
T.l+16 (878bl6): ’As those bodhisattvas of Sukhavati / See many
incalculable Buddhas, Lords...’
Only T.l+19 stands apart, albeit obscurely (923cll):
1
’As incalculable ( = amita?) bodhisattva-forms (
= ?)/ See
Buddha-lands by the kotis and ten thousands...’
In view of the nature of the evidence we have no way of determining
whether an original verse reference to the Buddha Amitayus has been
passed over by the Tibetans and possibly T.l+19, or whether on the other
hand the Chinese have misread an ordinary bahuvrihi-- a(pari)mitayus-as a proper name and in addition (in the case of T.l+16 or its exemplar)
have interpolated a prose passage on the strength of it.
2
The following eight gathas appear in T.l+16, T.l+19, and the ’Three
Editions' text of T.1+18 in the same order; but in the Korean edition of
T.1+18 Verse 6 appears between Verses 7 and 8.

bl
3.

Just as my eye, the pure, undimmed (vitimira),
3
And clear Buddha-eye sees the world ,
So the eye of the sons of the Jina, the bodhisattvas,
Is this spotless (viraja) Samadhi, which sees the Lords of Men
(narendra).

k.

When they see the Dasabalas, Lords of the Two-footed (dvipadendra),
Lords of the World,
Sages (muni) never conceive the perception of existing things.
Hear the excellent qualities of the foremost bodhisattvas,
Who have destroyed the poisons, are pure, and free of the
perception of existing things.

5.

Hear also those excellent and cool (sltala) dharmas.
Quickly call to mind the felicitous dharma of emptiness.
I also, having obtained the awakening of a Jina, shall expound
This felicitous dharma to mankind, to many men.

.

6.

.
k
Just as a bodhisattva with an unlimited life-span, once born ,
Sees many hundred thousand Lords of the World,
So if one obtains this bodhisattvas’ Samadhi,
One will see many hundred thousand Buddhas, Heroes.

7.

Just as the good bhiksu Ananda, endowed with memory (smrtimat ),
Accepts and retains what he hears from me,
So the bodhisattva, if he obtains this Samadhi,
Hears many dharmas and retains them all.

8.

On hearing this Samadhi, experience joy,
And discard all the various spells (mantra) of the world;
Be quick to have faith, and give the gift of the Dharma;
That way you shall attain this stage (bhumi) of purity and calm.’
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3
The second pada of this verse in the Tib. has two syllables too
many, pointing to some interference with the text.
U

See n. 5.1.

bQ

CHAPTER SIX

CT.U1 8 : Chapter Four, Similes;
T.^1 6 : Chapter Four, True Faith!]
E6A3 ’Therefore, Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva should obtain this Samadhi,
and he should produce great enthusiasm (utsaha) and energy so as to
perfect it.’
'Bhadrapala, it is as if, for example, an ocean-going ship laden
with jewels, after sailing across the ocean and avoiding all perils, were
to break up on the hither shore; then the men of Jambudvlpa would send up
a great cry, a great clamour, and a wailing.

Through great affliction

they would also lament, saying:
"We have lost (hina) these jewels.'"'
'In the same manner, Bhadrapala, any son of good family, or daughter
of good family, or bhiksu, or bhiksunl, or upasaka, or upasika^to whose
hearing such a precious Samadhi (samadhi-ratna) as this has come (sravanapatham agacchati), if on hearing it they do not copy it in book form
(pustakagatam likhanti), teach it (desayanti), recite it (vacayanti),
preserve it (dharayanti), read it (pathanti), expound it (uddisanti),
develop it (bhavayanti), or put it into practice (pratipattya sampadayanti), then, Bhadrapala, the world with its Devas will send up a great
cry, a great clamour and a wailing.

Through great affliction they will

also lament, saying:
"After hearing such a profound and precious Samadhi (gambhlra-samadhi-ratna) as this, praised by the Buddha, extolled by the Buddha, glor
ified by the Buddha, which leads to the attainment of all Buddha-qualities, those beings who do not copy (likhanti), teach (desayanti), recite
(vacayanti), preserve (dharayanti), read (pathanti), expound (uddisanti),
develop (bhavayanti ), or put it into practice (pratipattya sampadayanti),
who are overcome by pride, are ignorant, and do not hold to the complete
accomplishment of great learning, they have lost (parihina) such a
precious Samadhi as this.'"'
C6BD 'Bhadrapala, those beings who do not wish to hear this Samadhi, and
who will not accept this Samadhi, they, Bhadrapala, have been described
by me as being subject to loss (parihani-dharmin).

Bhadrapala, those

beings who on hearing such a precious Samadhi as this do not copy, teach,
recite, preserve, read, expound, develop, or put it into practice, see
how great their loss is!

Bhadrapala, I have said that to beings of that

b9

kind such dharmas as those are of little importance.'^
:6c: ’Bhadrapala, it is as if, for example, some naturally foolish (balajatlya) and naturally stupid (duspraj na-j atlya) man is given some fresh
red sandalwood (candana), yet conceives the notion that it is impure, and
conceives the notion that it is dirty. A naturally clever man, a sandal
wood merchant, says to him:
’’Sir, do not conceive the notion that this fresh sandalwood is im
pure, do not conceive the notion that it is dirty.
delightful its fragrance is.

Sir, just smell how

And see, sir, how attractive its colour

is.M
But the naturally foolish and naturally stupid man, on seeing that red
sandalwood, does not himself take hold of it, because he does not wish
to smell it, and he shuts his eyes, because he does not wish to see it.’
C6DD 'In the same manner, Bhadrapala, at a future time bhiksus who
falsely think themselves to be bodhisattvas (bodhisattva-manin?)C?3 , who
are undeveloped in body (abhavita-kaya), undeveloped in mind, undeveloped
in morality, undeveloped in wisdom, immoral, not accepting the precious
definitive meaning of the True Dharma (saddharma-nitartha-ratna), reject
ing the precious definitive meaning of the True Dharma, stupid, deficient
in wisdom, overproud of their attainments of trance (dhyana), attached to
person (pudgala), holding the view of a person (pudgala-drsti), estab
lished in person, fixated on the apprehension of a basis (upalambha) in
dharmas, and frightened by the exposition of emptiness-- when they hear
this Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present expounded, if they will not give ear or listen to it, will not
have faith in, nor accept (udgrahisyanti), master (paryavapsyanti), keep
(dharayisyanti), or read it, how much less (kah punar vadah) will they
expound it in full to others (parebhyo vistarena samprakasayisyanti)?
If they on its account do not experience great friendliness and joy, how
much less will they put it into practice in accordance With thusness
(tathatvaya pratipatsyanti); and on top of that (uttari) when they hear
it they will reject it, not have faith in it, not accept it, and not
apply themselves (adhimoksyante) to it.'

1

This section (6b ) is not found in T.*+l8 or T.U19.

2
Dge slon byan chub sems dpa' rlom sems can permits of several inter
pretations. No indication is given by the Chinese; e.g. T.l+l6 has simply
'evil bhiksus'.
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C6EJ 'With the intention of belittling it, with the intention of derid
ing it, and with the intention of reviling it they will say:
"The blazing forth C?3

of these scriptures (pravacana), the

appearance in the world thus of the likes of the bhiksu Ananda, and the
appearance of such sutras as these are indeed great wonders.'"
and going to a secret place they will revile it, saying to each other:
"Such sutras as these they made themselves, they are poetic invent
ions; they were not spoken by the Buddha, nor were they authorised (anujnata) by the Buddha.'"
but such stupid men as those are to be known as those who have lost (parihina) the precious True Dharma, as those who have rejected the precious
True Dharma.'
'Bhadrapala, just as, for example, that naturally foolish man, on
seeing that red sandalwood, blocks his nose so as not to smell it and
closes his eyes so as not to see it, in the same manner, Bhadrapala,
those stupid men too, on hearing of such a precious Samadhi as this, will
not wish to hear more and more of it, and will not wish to accept, master,
keep, or read it, and on top of that when they hear it they will go away
from that place, simply because they do not wish to listen to it.'
C6F3 'Bhadrapala, it is as if, for example, some man who sells jewels
was to think of showing a priceless gem of beryl (anargha-vaidurya-mani
ratna) to those naturally stupid men, and those naturally stupid men, on
seeing that gem (mani-ratna), then said to him:
"Sir, how much is this gem worth?"
The jewel-seller said to them:
"Give me, covered in all four directions with the seven precious
things (sapta-ratna), that area of ground which is lit up by the radiance
of this gem.

Why is that?

That is the full value of this gem."

Hearing from him the value of that gem those naturally stupid beings
laugh at him, abuse and deride him, and measure that gem by [the area
h 5
covered by?1 two hands .'

3
'bar ba, translated literally as 'to blaze forth', 'to blossom', I
take here to mean 'sudden appearance'. The Chinese versions of this
passage are hardly helpful, but T.U19 (92Ua9) has: 'This sutra is like
a fire in a brazier', which may point to a Sanskrit expression also
meaning 'to flame up (suddenly)'.
*+
Lag pa gnis, literally 'two hands', is also used to translate the
Sanskrit panitala, 'palm of the hand', which is, among other things, a
unit of weight and value (see e.g. the Tib. translation of Sukh in. Jodo
sanbu-kyo, p. 262, 1. 3, corresponding to Ashikaga ed., p. 26, 1. l);
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C6GD ’In the same manner, Bhadrapala, at a future time those bhiksus who
are very understanding (?), have done their duty under former Jinas, and
have planted the roots of goodness, when they hear this Samadhi of the
One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, in order to
propagate it they will take up, master, copy, cause to be copied, keep,
read, and expound it in full to others, they will have faith, be very
understanding (?), full of zealous application (adhimukti), pure in the
modes of deportment (Iryapatha), endowed with modesty (hri) and contrit
ion (kaukrtya), they will desire training (siksa), be strongly inclined
to the profound (gambhiradhimukta), be endowed with wisdom, be greatly
learned (bahusruta), abide in friendliness and obtain compassion;

be

cause they have heard this Samadhi, wherever they go they will teach and
demonstrate it.

They will generate the thought: "May such a bodhisattvas’

Samadhi as this, spoken by the Buddha, by all means endure for a long
time.'

May it spread.'"'

C6HD 'Then too, Bhadrapala, there will be certain other beings who have
scant merit (j^un^a), have not planted the roots of goodness, have not
done their duty under former Jinas, are tormented (pidita?) by pride, are
tormented by envy, are tormented by gain, honour, and praise, are impure
in morality, have not obtained the samadhis, have not obtained the wis
doms, have scant learning (alpa-sruta), do not associate with a teacher
(acarya), have the view of a person (pudgala-drsti), hold to person,
abide in person, and are fixated on the apprehension of a basis (upalambha) in dharmas, and are frightened by the exposition of emptiness;
and when they hear this Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with
the Buddhas of the Present, they will not understand, have faith in,
believe, or incline strongly towards it, and on top of that, when they
we cannot ascertain, of course, whether or not panitala was used here.
As usual, the Chinese versions compound the problem; both early versions
have the unappreciative simpletons comparing the gem's value in some way
with the price of an ox. E.g. T.l+19 (92l+all+-15): '.. . then they weigh
the gem, and say to the merchant: "Barter Cread:”Pg 3 this gem for one
ox; as for the jewel, we will then regard this as its value C?3."'
T.1+18 (907b6-9) runs along similar lines: 'Those men do not at all under
stand its value; they deride this gem, saying: "is its value not equal
to one ox? Could you barter it for one ox, we think it would not be
excessive. If you give it to us, good; if you are unwilling, so be it."'
Both translations from the Chinese here are partially conjectural.
5
T.1+18 and T.l+16 add another sentence to the end of 6F; e.g. T.l+16
(879a21-23): 'So in this way, Bhadrapala, those evil bhiksus of future
times, on hearing of the most excellent and precious Samadhi in this
Sutra, will be without thoughts of faith, will deride it greatly, and
will slander it.' T.1+18 is similar.
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hear it they will laugh at it, deride and revile it.

Going to a secret

place they will abuse and reject it among themselves, saying:
"These bhiksus are arrogant (pragalbha). These bhiksus are garru
lous (mukhara).

It is a great wonder indeed that they should give the

name of ’sutra’ to that which was not spoken by the Buddha, that which
they made themselves and is a poetic invention, that which is a motley
of words and syllables (padaksara-nanatva) and which was uttered in mere
conversation.’”
And saying:
"These sutras were not spoken by the Buddha,"
they will make other men believe so too.

In that way those men who are

stupid, have scant merit, have not planted the roots of goodness, have
not done their duty under former Jinas, have rejected the supreme and
precious Dharma (anuttara-dharma-ratna), and are excluded (bahirbhuta)
from the precious Dharma, they will cultivate (nigev-), develop, and
increase (bahulikr-) the paucity of their merit (alpa-punyata?).’
:6l] ’Bhadrapala, in the presence of these assemblies with their Devas,
Men and Asuras I announce to you, I inform you : should a son or daughter
of good family fill this Trichiliomegachiliocosm (trisahasra-mahasahasralokadhatu) with the seven precious things (sapta-ratna) and offer it to
the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha; and should a son or daughter of good
family listen to this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face
with the Buddhas of the Present, and, having heard it, understand, have
faith in, and give credence to it, firmly believe "This is the truth,"
and also declare: "it was spoken by the Buddha," then the merit of the
latter son or daughter of good family will be more greatly increased
Cthan that of the formerD.’
l6jl Then at that time, in order to clarify that very matter, the Lord

7
uttered these verses :

6
This expression is common in sutra-literature. Khyod mos par bya’o //
khyod kyis khon du chud par bya’o is the usual equivalent for Sanskrit
arocayami vah prativedayami vah (see e.g. Sukh p. 62, 1. 23, and its
Tib. version, J5do sanbu-kyo, p. 316, 11. 15-16). See also BHSD, s.v.
arocayati.
7
Of the ten gathas which follow in Tib., eight appear in the Chinese
versions, nos. 6 and 7 being omitted. The order of verses in the Chinese
is as follows:
T.1+18 (K: 907b2U-c7): 1,2,3 ,1+,5 ,10,8,9T.1+18 (SYM: 907, n. 18) : 1,2,3,*+,5,10(?) ,8,9T.l+19 (92l+bl-l6): 1,2,3,1+,5,10,8,9.
T.l+16 (879b29-cl5): 3,l+,5,10,8,9,1,2.
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'Compared with the one who fills with precious things
The entire Trichiliocosm (trisahasra)
And offers it to the Lord of the World,
In order to win supreme awakening,
If someone, on hearing a Sutra-Samadhi like this,
Commended by the Buddha,
Believes strongly in it,
His merit is superior (visista).
Fraudulent, deceitful, and dishonest,
Haughty (uddhata), with uncollected faculties (indriya),
Fallen into the clutches of bad friends,
The evil-minded do not have faith.
Immoral (duhsila), evil in nature (papa-dharmin),
Firmly fixed in pride, saying "I",
When they have gathered together
They laugh at the Jina's teaching.
Those unrestrained (asamvrta) people
Also say such words as:
"Those sutras were not spoken
By the King of Dharma, the Buddha."
Whoever, on hearing this Samadhi-sutra,
Does not understand it
Is wicked (visama?), lost (vinasta), and ignorant,
Pernicious in views (kudrsti), and apprehending a basis.
Those who have scant merit and are established in apprehension
Will not be able to have faith
In sutras of this sort,
Which were spoken by the Buddha.
Whoever hears such a sutra as this
And rejoices in it,
Do not doubt
That he will become a Supreme Man (narottama).
Whoever is pure in morality,
Ever righteous in his views (drstij,
And respectful towards this Dharma-For him have I expounded the Dharma.

5^

10.

Those who have seen the Great Hero (mahavlra),
The Lord of the World, the Light-bringer (prabhakara)
For their sake it has been expounded;
May they also take up the Dharma.'

CHAPTER SIX,
THE CONCEITED ONES (ADHIMANIKA),
OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ET.^l6: Chapter Five, Acceptance!]
:t a :

bampo th re e

’Bhadrapala, as for those who encounter (aragayanti) me now as I
expound this Samadhi, there is no possibility or chance (asthanam anavakaso) of their rejecting or reviling this Samadhi when they hear it in
the last time, in the last age, in the final five hundred years (pascime
kale pascime samaye pascimayam pancasatyam vartamanayam)\ unless they
fall into the hands of bad friends (papa-mitra), or are separated from
good friends (kalyana-mitra).’
’In this respect, Bhadrapala, if certain stupid men on hearing this
Samadhi do not have faith in, believe, or incline strongly towards it
even after falling into the hands of good friends, then how much less so
will those who have fallen into the hands of bad friends?
Bhadrapala?

Why is that,

That great learning is so difficult to perfect.

of the Buddha is so difficult to obtain.

That vision

Bhadrapala, it is so difficult

to apply oneself (adhimucyate) to the Buddha-dharmas.

Bhadrapala, this

Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of
the Present, which produces all Buddha-dharmas, is also so difficult to
perfect.’

1
The PraS makes much of the idea of the ’last age’, a common theme
in Buddhist literature. For a resume of the subject, see In particular
Lamotte, Histoire, pp. 210-222. Various schemes are found, usually in
volving multiples of 500 years. Since the PraS represents itself as
being actually rediscovered and propagated during the last 500 years
(see Chap. 13), and since it was first translated into Chinese in A.D.
179, it would not, I think, be out of order to assume that its compiler
subscribed to the scheme involving two 500-year periods, i.e. the
earliest form of the idea (Lamotte, Histoire, pp. 211-212). What
distinguishes the PraS from most other sutras which discuss their own
propagation in the ’last age’ is its claim that it will disappear
until the ’last age’, and then re-appear. This refinement is an unusual
one, and allows us, in my opinion, to settle upon a rough terminus post
q.uem for the composition of the PraS (or of that part of it which
includes Chap. 13) of approximately 500 years after the Buddha’s Nirvana,
i.e. c. lU A.D. if one adopts the standard ’long chronology’ (placing
the Nirvana in about U86 B.C.), or c. A.D. 132 if one opts for the ’short
chronology’ (Nirvana c. 368 B.C.). Whichever chronology one chooses to
follow, they both make it unlikely that the PraS was composed before the
first century A.D., and naturally A.D. 179 stands as the terminus ante
quem.
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C7BD ’Bhadrapala, any bodhisattva, whether householder or renunciant, who
on hearing a Samadhi such as this is not afraid, is not frightened, and
is not fearful (nottrasyati na samtrasyati na samtrasam apadyate), who
does not laugh at, revile, abuse, or reject it, but further, on hearing
it rejoices at, has faith in, believes, and aspires to it, and conceives
the desire to teach, take up, master, keep, read, copy, expound and
develop this Samadhi-- Bhadrapala, all such sons or daughters of good
family are seen by the Tathagata; they are known to the Tathagata.’
C7C3 ’How, Bhadrapala, are such good men (satpurusa) as those seen by the
Tathagata, and how are they known to the Tathagata?

Such good men as

thosejwho will take up, master, keep, read, copy, teach, and develop this
Samadhi, Bhadrapala, they are not immoral (duhsila), are not without
faith, are not those who do not desire the Dharma, do not hold wrong
views (mithya-drsti), and are not fixated on the apprehension of a basis
(upalambha); Bhadrapala, such sons or daughters of good family as those
have faith.

That is, such sons and daughters of good family as those

who accept dharmas like these have great understanding, have great
application (adhimukti), are believing, desire the Dharma, and are
strongly inclined to the profound (gambhiradhimukta). Bhadrapala, such
sons or daughters of good family as those are not poor in merit (alpapunya), nor poor in the roots of goodness (alpa-kusalamula), but, Bhadra
pala, such sons or daughters of good family as those have done their
duty under former Jinas and have purified the roots of goodness (uttaptakusalamula).’^
C7D3 'Bhadrapala, such sons or daughters of good family as those have not
worshipped one Buddha, nor have they planted the roots of goodness under
one, two, or three Buddhas;

Bhadrapala, such sons of good family as those

have worshipped a hundred Buddhas.

Such sons of good family as those

have planted the roots of goodness under a hundred Buddhas.

On hearing

this Samadhi from those Tathagatas such sons or daughters of good family
as those have rejoiced at it and inclined strongly towards it.

In the

last age, the last time, in the final five hundred years also, when they
hear this Samadhi they will not reject it, but rather when they hear it
they will rejoice at it, applaud it (sadhukaram da-), keep, read, instruct,
expound, and exert themselves in the endeavour to develop it.’

2

This section (7C) does not appear in T.*il8.
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’Bhadrapala, if any sons or daughters of good family, on hearing
this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas
of the Present, are not afraid or frightened or fearful, and do not reject
it, but rather on hearing it rejoice, have faith, believe, and incline
strongly to it, applaud it, and on hearing it accept, master, keep, read,
copy, cause to be copied, teach, and exert themselves in the endeavour
to develop it even if only for a day and a night, then, Bhadrapala, those
sons or daughters of good family will on that basis engender considerable
merit.

They will engender an immeasurable, incalculable mass of merit

(punya-skandha).

Those sons and daughters of good family will become

irreversible (avaivartika) from supreme and perfect awakening.

They

will also obtain fulfilment in accordance with their resolve (yathasayam).f3
C7ED ’However, Bhadrapala, in order to make this very matter particularly
complete I shall teach you a simile.

Bhadrapala, if, for example, a

certain man, having appeared, should smash this Trichiliomegachiliocosm
into atoms of dust (paramanu-rajas), and should smash into atoms of dust
all the grasses, branches, foliage and leaves, even those as much as four
inches long, of this Trichiliomegachiliocosm; and should that man then
take therefrom a single atom of dust, and split it into as many parts
as there are those atoms of dust altogether, in that fashion splitting
all those atoms of dust into that many parts, then, Bhadrapala, what do
you think?

Would those atoms of dust be many?’

The bodhisattva Bhadrapala said:
’Reverend Lord, they would be many.

Reverend Sugata, they would be

many. ’
The Lord said:
’Bhadrapala, if some son or daughter of good family were to fill
with the seven precious things (sapta-ratna) as many Buddha-fields as
there are parts of those atoms of dust, and give them as a gift to the
Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, would he on that basis produce much
merit?’
He replied:
’Reverend Lord, it would be much.

Reverend Sugata, it would be much.’

3
The version of this section presented by T.Ul6 is more amplified and
differs somewhat in organisation.
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C7F3 The Lord said:
_

il

’Bhadrapala, -I announce to you, I inform you.

Bhadrapala, compared
I
with a son or daughter of good family who fills that many Buddha-fields
with the seven precious things and gives them as a gift to the Tathagatas,
if, Bhadrapala, a son or daughter of good family, on hearing this Samadhi
of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present,
understands, has faith in, believes in, and inclines strongly to it, and
having understood, had faith in, believed in, and inclined strongly to it
then accepts, masters, keeps, reads, copies, expounds in full to others,
teaches, and proclaims it-- if a mass of merit greater than the former
root of goodness is produced for this son or daughter of good family, then
how much more will it be so (kah punar vadah) for the one who continues to
exert himself in the endeavour to develop Cthis SamadhiD even if only for
the length of time it takes to milk a cow (go-doha-matram )?’
’Bhadrapala, I cannot describe the extent of the mass of merit of
those sons or daughters of good family who, on hearing this Samadhi, accept,
master, keep, read, copy, explain (gamayante), teach and proclaim it to
others in full, how much less (kah punar vadah) of those sons or daughters
of good family, Bhadrapala, who perfect it, train (siksanti) in it in
accordance with thusness (tathatvaya), and put it into practice in
accordance with thusness (tathatvaya pratipadyante)?’
C7GD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:^
1.

’He who filled these Megachiliocosms
With precious things and gave them as a gift,
I would describe his fruit as small,
Compared with him who heard a dharma like this.

2.

The bodhisattva desiring much merit
Who keeps and reads this Samadhi,
And, having heard it, teaches it indefatigably
Becomes possessed of an infinite mass of merit.

h

Cf. n. 6.6.

5
T.U18 and T.Ul6 both reproduce the following seventeen gathas in
the same order as the Tibetan, omitting only Verse 12.
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3.

Compared with him who broke and split this world-system
Into atoms (paramanu ), reducing it to dust,
And, filling that many world-systems
With precious things, gave them as a gift,

h.

He who masters a single four-line verse (gatha)
From this Samadhi bestowed by the Buddha
And commended by the Sugata
Has merit which is beyond comparison;

5*

Not to mention him who for an instant,
Or even for the time it takes to milk a cow,
Masters it, or preserves and reads it-His merit is immeasurable beyond even that.

6.

If all beings became Sugatas^
Pure in knowledge and proficient in the ultimate truth (paramartha),
And if they for a great many kotis of kalpas
Or more were to exalt C?D the merit of expounding one verse;

7.

If they were to attain Nirvana
After having taught many kotis of dharmas for that long,
The merit of him who keeps a verse from this Samadhi
Would CstillJ not be easy to measure.

8.

Compared with filling with precious things
As many world-systems as there are in the four directions, the
nadir, and likewise the zenith,
And giving them as a gift to the Knower of the World (lokavid)
Out of a desire for merit,

9.

The merit of him who develops well
And teaches to others this peaceful, spotless Samadhi-The world-system, in its extent,
Does not approach a fraction or a comparison of it (kalam apy
upamam nopaiti).

6
Cf. Sukh, p. hi , 11. Uff. Although the gist of these two verses (6
and 7) is commonplace in sutra-literature, the wording of the Tibetan is
not clear to me. I have translated in light of the Chinese, which is
more readily comprehensible. E.g. T.U18 (908a20-23):
If everyone became Buddhas
Pure in noble knowledge, foremost in wisdom,
And all for a koti of kalpas and beyond that number
Were to expound the merit of one gatha,
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10.

He who develops this peaceful Samadhi
Is never unsure or uncertain;
He never has fear of calamity (vinipata),
Nor does it occur to him to doubt the Dharma.

11.

By developing this Samadhi, spoken by the Buddha,
He has worshipped me as well;
He has also acquired vast and inconceivable (acintya) merit;
The bodhisattva becomes distinguished (visista) for his learning.

12.

He who on hearing this Samadhi preserves it
In the last age, in the time of great terror,
He will have worshipped me,
The Buddhas of the past, and those of the future as well.

13.

I announce to you, I inform you:
Apply energy with vigilance (apramada).
Exert yourselves strongly with joyful thoughts.
This Samadhi will not be hard to obtain.

Ik.

If one enquires about this Samadhi,
He has propitiated (aragayati) a hundred Jinas,
He who in the last age, in the time of great terror,
On hearing the Samadhi has faith in it.

15.

He who relates to others, with thoughts of faith,
This holy, peaceful Samadhi,
He sees me, these bhiksus,
And you too, Bhadrapala, the householder.

lb.

If he has obtained this great Samadhi,
The bodhisattva is known as greatly learned (bahusruta).
7
This Cdharani?D is extolled by all Buddhas together ;
-

Learning (sruti) also produces the awakening of all Buddhas.

Were to extol that merit up until their Nirvana,
All praising it for numberless kotis of kalpas,
They would not be able to exhaust that merit
From one gatha of this Samadhi.
T.l+16 (880c9-12) has substantially the same sense.
7
Both Chinese versions have words for dharani in their version of
this pada (see T.1+18, 908blO; T.l+16, 880c28). I am at a loss to square
this with the Tibetan-- unless perhaps bsnags was originally snags.
x

6l

17.

If one has studied well (su-abhyas-) this Samadhi
Authorised by the Buddha and extolled by the Wise,
Then one hears (pratisrnoti?) the lineage of learning (srutiP)
kula?)
As it is authorised and extolled by the Sugata.’

CHAPTER SEVEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

8
Thos pa’i rigs: thos pa can be sruti or sruta, rigs most probably
kula, or perhaps gotra or vamsa. Since thos pa’i rigs seems to be
equated with the Samadhi (both are ’authorised and extolled by the
Buddha(s)’), the sense may be that the Samadhi constitutes the framework
whereby learning is perpetuated, i.e. the ’family-line’ of learning.
The Chinese is not very helpful-- T.U18 (909bl2) has: ’Hearing his
lineage ( = sruta-kula?) he obtains sambodhi ’, while T.*+l6 (88lal) has:
’He shall obtain lineage and great learning’, also indicating the presence
of the compound sruti-kula ( or something similar), taken by Jnanagupta
as a dvandva. ’Obtain’ in both Chinese versions also suggests that Tib.
rab tu thos par ’gyur is a misreading for rab tu thob par ’gyur ( = prapnoti), in which case the original sense might have been ’He attains
[i.e. enters amongJ the lineage of the learned’. Thos pa’i rigs occurs
also at 15H.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CT.4l8: Chapter Five, Non-attachment;
T.U1 6 : Chapter Six, Contemplation!]
[8A] 'Bhadrapala, how then is this Samadhi of bodhisattvas mahasattvas
to be developed?

Bhadrapala, just as, for example, I am at present

sitting before you and teaching the Dharma, in the same manner, Bhadra
pala, should the bodhisattva reflect intently (manasi-kr-) on the Tatha
gatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas as sitting on the Buddha-throne and teach
ing the Dharma.

He should reflect intently on the Tathagatas as being

endowed with all the finest aspects (sarvakaravaropeta), handsome,
beautiful, good-looking, and endowed with bodily perfection (kaya-parinispatti).

He should see that each one of the Marks of the Great Man

(mahapurusa-laksana) belonging to the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas
has been produced by a hundred merits.

He should also single out the

features (nimitta). Without looking down on the top of the head (anavalokita-murdhata)^ he should ask questions.

Having asked questions he

should also single out the features (nimitta) of the Marks of the Great
Man.

Having singled them out he should train in this way:
"0 how marvellous the beauty of those Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksam

buddhas.'

I too at a future time shall be endowed with such bodily per

fection.

I shall perfect such marks.

morality (sila).

I too shall be endowed with such

I shall be endowed thus with samadhi, thus with wis

dom, thus with emancipation, and thus with the cognition and vision of
emancipation.

I too shall in the same way be fully awakened to supreme

and perfect awakening (anuttaram samyak-sambodhim abhisambhotsyami). And
being fully awakened I shall expound the Dharma to the four assemblies
and the world with its Devas.'"
-- thus should he train.'
[SB] 'Having so reflected intently upon them as being endowed with all
the finest aspects (sarvakaravaropeta), he should also train in this
way:
"What is that dharma called 'I'?
'mine'?

What too is that dharma called

What too is that awakening (bodhi)?

And who is it that is

1
Spyi gtsug bltar mi mthon ba yan, literally 'even not looking so
as to see the top of the head', a reference to the fact that it was
forbidden to look down upon the Buddha's head from above; for a discuss
ion of anavalokitamurdhata, see Traite III, p. 13*+6, n.l; and H. Durt,
'Note sur l'origine de 1'Anavalokitamurdhata'.
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fully awakened to awakening?

Does one become fully awakened to awaken

ing through the body, or does one become fully awakened to awakening
through the mind (citta)?M
"if it is said that one is fully awakened to awakening through the
body, then since the body is senseless (j_ada_), immobile (acala?), inact
ive (niscesta), unthinking (acetana?), and similar to grass, trees,
stones, walls, and reflections (pratibhasa), whilst awakening is formless
(arupin/arupya ), incommunicable (anidarsana), non-apparent (anabhasa),
2
and indefinable (avijnaptika) , then how can one be fully awakened to
formless, incommunicable, non-apparent, and indefinable awakening by
means of a senseless, immobile, inactive, and unthinking body?’1
"if, however, it is said that one is fully awakened to awakening
through the mind, then since the mind is formless, incommunicable, nonapparent, indefinable, and like an illusion (mayopama), whilst awakening
is formless, incommunicable, non-apparent, and indefinable, then how can
one be fully awakened to formless, incommunicable, non-apparent, and
indefinable awakening by means of a formless, incommunicable, non-appar
ent, indefinable, and illusory mind?"
-- thus should he train.’
[8C3 ’Bhadrapala, then the bodhisattva should train in this way:
"One is not fully awakened to awakening through the body.
not fully awakened to awakening through the mind.

One is

That which is devoid

of mind (acitta) is not fully awakened to awakening through mind.

That

which is formless (arupin) is not fully awakened to awakening through
form (rupa).

Mind is not fully awakened to awakening through mind.

Form is not fully awakened to awakening through form."
-- thus should he train.’
'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

The body of the Tathagata (tathagata-

kaya) has rejected all holding to extremes (anta-graha), and consequent
ly the Tathagata proceeds observing the body as the body (kaye kayanupasyi carati); he proceeds observing the mind as the mind (citte cittanupasyi carati).’3

2 • Cf. KP 56, 98* See also BHSD, s.v. anabhasa. The terms are not
precisely clear to me; cf. Weller’s translation of them (Zum Kasyapaparivarta, Heft 2, pp. 96-97): ’...das Gestaltlose, das nicht Aufzuzeigende, das nicht Erscheinende, das ohne Ausdrucksgebarde des Wollens.’
3

This latter paragraph of 8C is not found in Chinese.
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C8DU ’Bhadrapala, even the wisdom (prajna) which makes known (prajnapayati) all dharmas, the formless, incommunicable, non-apparent, indefin
able, and outflow-free (anasrava) wisdom is not fully awakened; nor is
it not fully awakened.

Why is that?

Namely, if the Tathagatas’ body

is free of the outflows; if the Tathagatas’ mind is free of the outflows;
if the form (rupa) of the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas is also free
of the outflows; and if the feelings, perception, predispositions, and
consciousness (vedana-samjna-samskara-vijnana) of the Tathagatas Arhats
Samyaksambuddhas are also free of the outflows, then how much more free
of the outflows are the morality, the samadhi, the wisdom, the emancipa
tion, or the cognition and vision of emancipation of the Tathagatas
Arhats Samyaksambuddhas?

Bhadrapala, all dharmas of the Tathagatas

Arhats Samyaksambuddhas are also free of the outflows.

Whatever True

Dharma has been, is being, or will be expounded by the Tathagatas Arhats
Samyaksambuddhas is also free of the outflows; and while this is unknown
to the foolish and unwise, it is understood by the wise.’
C8EU ’Bhadrapala, at that time the bodhisattva should train in this way:
"is one fully awakened to awakening through the body, or is one
fully awakened to awakening through wisdom?"
-- thus should he train.

Then, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva should train

thus:
"One is fully awakened to awakening neither through the body, nor
through wisdom."
Why is that?

Because that wisdom is free of the outflows, and even if

CheU searches for it in every CpossibleU way CheU cannot apprehend it;
for that reason he becomes disinterested (upeksaka) in the search for
awakening.

Why is that?

Because.that awakening is also free of the

outflows, and even if CheU searches for it in every CpossibleU way CheU
cannot apprehend it.

Even if he searches for his own body and his own

mind he cannot apprehend them.

In the same way, even if he searches for

all dharmas he cannot apprehend them.

CHeU cannot apprehend either any

one who is fully awakened to awakening, nor can CheU apprehend that
through which one is fully awakened to awakening, nor can CheU apprehend
or see anything that is to be fully awakened to awakening.

If he

discerns all dharmas in that way then he does not see them correctly.
Even though he does not review (samanupasyati) all dharmas as being
by their own-being calmed (svabhavena santa), they are not by their
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own-being calmed.

Why is that?

Because what is unproduced (ajata) is

not calmed (asanta). He understands all uncalmed dharmas to be calmed
dharmas.

He understands all calmed dharmas to be devoid of calming.

Having so understood, he should not understand that dharmas are calmed,
nor should he understand that they are not calmed.
pala?

Why is that, Bhadra

Because all dharmas are unproduced (ajata) and uncompleted (apari-

nispanna).’
C8FU ’Bhadrapala, if, for example, a certain man should say of a fire
that has not been lit and is not burning: ”l shall extinguish (samayati)
this fire,” then, Bhadrapala, what do you think?

Would that man be

speaking correctly' (samyag-vadamano vadet)? *
Bhadrapala said:
’Reverend Lord, he would not.’
The Lord said:
’So it is, Bhadrapala, because all dharmas cannot be apprehended.
If someone were to say:
’’Setting worldly convention aside (sthapayitva loka-samvrtim)^, I
shall know all dharmas.
(saksat-kr-) all dharmas.

I shall reject all dharmas.

I shall develop all dharmas.

all dharmas calm (samayati).

I shall make

I shall obtain all dharmas.

the fruit of Stream-entering (srota-apatti-phala).
fruit of the Once-returning (sakrdagami-phala).
fruit of the Never-returning (anagami-phala).
I shall obtain

I shall realise

I shall obtain the

I shall obtain the
I shall obtain Arhatship.

self-awakening (pratyeka-bodhi).

awakened to supreme and perfect awakening.

I shall obtain

I shall be fully

Having been fully awakened

to supreme and perfect awakening I shall teach the Dharma.

I shall

deliver beings from transmigration (samsara),” then would he be speaking
correctly (samyag-vadamano vadet)?’
Bhadrapala said:

/T
’Reverend Lord, he would not.’

U
It is difficult to find a satisfactory English equivalent for santa
(Tib. zi ba) and other forms of the verbal root sam-. When a dharma is
referred to as santa, I take it to mean that it is finished, extinguished,
spent, that its potential is exhausted, that its activity has ceased.
Obviously ’calmed’ does not do full justice to the sense.
5
I.e. ’in a real sense’, ’not simply as a matter of verbal convention’
Although generally anything which follows a ’di skad du is qubted material
an alternative interpretation would be not to include this expression in
the following speech, i.e. (roughly)’If someone were to say the following,
in any sense but that of worldly convention: ”l shall...”’ In either case
the essential meaning of the passage is unchanged: it is perfectly alright
to say such things from the point of view of convention, but not other-
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C8GD The Lord said:
’Therefore, Bhadrapala, the sons or daughters of good family who
desire perfect awakening, and the sons or daughters of good family who
desire self-awakening (pratyeka-bodhi) and who desire Arhatship should
understand those dharmas in that way.

Having understood those dharmas

in that way they should not understand that dharmas are calmed, nor
should they understand that dharmas are not calmed.’
’Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Namely, if with regard to all dharmas

which are nothing (akimcana?), unproduced (ajata) and uncompleted (aparinispanna) someone were to understand: "All dharmas are calmed", this
would be one extreme.

If one were to understand: "All dharmas are not

calmed", this would be the other extreme.

Bhadrapala, when one does not

apprehend, understand, fabricate (vithapayati), reflect on, and practise
(samudacarati) these two extremes of ’calmed’ and ’not-calmed’, this is
known as the middle way (madhyama pratipad) in the manner of reckoning
(ganana) according to the teaching of worldly convention (loka-samvrti),
but as far as the ultimate truth (paramartha) is concerned, neither
extreme nor middle can be apprehended here.’
L8HU ’Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Namely, all dharmas are similar to empty

space (akasa) and equal to Nirvana; they are uninterrupted (anuccheda),
imperishable (akuthita?), impermanent (anitya), not unchangeable (akutastha), unlocated (adesastha), unlocalised (apradesastha), signless
(animitta), and incalculable (asamkhyeya), and since even wise men cannot
apprehend them or get near them by calculation (samkhya), all dharmas
are known as incalculable (asamkhyeya). Bhadrapala, when the bodhisattva
has seen those Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas in that way^ he should
not fixate (abhinivisate) on them.

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

All dharmas

are free of fixation (anabhinivesa), and, there being no fixation to
them, they are called severed at the roots (ucchinna-mula?), devoid of
roots (vigata-mula?), and unsupported.

Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva should

develop this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the
Buddhas of the Present in such a way that , if he sees those Buddhas
and Lords, he will be free of clinging (paramarsa), apprehension of a

wise, i.e. not if one believes that one is talking about entities that
have real existence.
For the construction samyag-vadamano vadet, see Conze, Materials, s.v.

6

8F is not found in T.Ul8 .
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basis, and wrong attachment.

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Because the

Tathagata has said that all dharmas are ungraspable (agrahya), quite
calm, similar to empty space, and equal to Nirvana.1
£813 ’For example, Bhadrapala, wise men do not take hold of a lump of
gold which has been heated and made red-hot, like an iron ball.
that, Bhadrapala?

Why is

Namely, it is essentially hot, Bhadrapala, and even

though it is gold, the best of precious substances, nevertheless, Bhadra
pala, they will not take hold of it, precisely because it is very hot.
In the same manner, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva sees those
Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas he should not fixate (abhinivisate)
[on them3.

Nor should he fixate on CtheirU form, feelings, perception,

predispositions, or consciousness.

Nor should he fixate on Ctheir3

morality, samadhi, wisdom, emancipation, or cognition and vision of
emancipation.

He should also not fixate on all the Buddha-dharmas; and

he should not fixate on all the aspects (sarvakara). Why is that,
Bhadrapala?

Namely, fixation (abhinivesa) engenders all the dharmas

of suffering which characterise transmigration (samsaratmaka-duhkhadharma?).’
C8J3 'However, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva sees those
Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, then thinking thus: "How marvellous
(ascarya) are the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas who are endowed
with wonderful dharmas of quality (adbhuta-guna-dharma), namely, great
cognition, Buddha-cognition, Tathagata-cognition, Self-existent cognit
ion (svayambhu-jnana), cognition equal to the unequalled (asama-samajnana), cognition more excellent than all the Triple World (trailokya).'", he should desire in that way the excellent dharmas of quality
(visista-guna-dharma).

The bodhisattva mahasattva should not fixate on

that cognition which is to be desired here.

Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva

mahasattva should not fixate on this Samadhi either.
Bhadrapala?

Why is that,

These dharmas become manifest (amukhi-bhavati) to those

who are free of fixation (anabhinivesa)C?3.’
7
C8K3 Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:

7
Of the following 23 gathas, all are to be found in T.^l6 (882al8c5) in the same order, except only that Verses 21 and 22 are transposed.
The same is true of T.Ul8 (908c26-909bll), which, however, omits Verse 5*
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'A woman, having adorned herself, observes her face
In a polished mirror or a vessel of oil,
And having conceived a passion for it
Rushes around seeking her desire.
The woman, deluded (viparyasta) with regard to a non
existent dharma,
Is horribly tormented and afflicted by desire;
The woman, beguiled by her own body,
Does not know that these dharmas are void (tuccha); similarly-- ’
"I shall be awakened to awakening, taste its nectar,
And deliver beings afflicted by suffering.'"
The bodhisattva whose thoughts run thus
Is called a CmereU being because of his ignorance.
From the standpoint of ultimate truth no being is apprehended
Who is born, dies, and attains Nirvana;
Dharmas are ungraspable, like the moon in space;
Even when sought, awakening cannot be found.
Like a reflection (pratibimba), like the moon in space,
Like an illusion, empty, like a mirage (marlci),
Dharmas are without existence (abhava), and empty of own-being;
With regard to them fools always have the notion that they exist.
If he who is proficient in awakening knows
That in this world men are free of any defilement (klesa),
And knows the ultimate truth, that the world is a delusion (bhranti?),
He becomes a Buddha, a Chief in the World (loka-jyestha).
The awakening of a Buddha is discerned (?) by mind (citta),
And mind is pure and luminous (prabhasvara) by its own-being,
Unpolluted (anavila) and unsullied (asamsrsta) by all
destinies (sarva-gati)-He who knows that will be awakened to the highest awakening.
All dharmas are free of the outflows (anasrava) and formless,
Isolated (vivikta), empty, and free of discrimination (avikalpa)-He who, devoid of desire and liberated in mind,
Knows this, obtains this Samadhi.

9.

Having made the Jina's body the basis of attention (arambanikrtya),
Listen to the Dharma which is pure in its own-being.
Without doing here any development or undevelopment (bhavanavibhavana) at all,
This Samadhi will not be hard to obtain.

10.

If one has established oneself in the perception of space (akasasamjna),
The perception of atoms (paramanu) will be suppressed.
He obtains this Samadhi, who knows
That [things areD unconstructed (akalpa), uncreated (akrta), and
undestroyed (avinasita?).

11.

Knowing that all forms are unconstructed (akalpa),
Wherever he looks his vision is unattached (asanga),
And so he will see the Buddhas
Like seven suns rising on this world.

12.

He whose vision is pure and whose hearing is pure,
Who has put forth energy, is mindful and fully conscious (samprajana),
And has developed this Samadhi well,
Receives inconceivable (acintya) great learning.

13.

That which is the Samadhi of not seeing,
And that which is the Samadhi of all beings,
Unseen by anyone, and undiscerned by anyone C?D,
With regard to this many heretics (paratirthika) come to grief.

1*+.

If he has cleared away perceptions of sign (nimitta-samjna),
He sees the Buddhas, pure in mind (visuddha-citta);
Having seen them he does not see them again;
He becomes a Buddha, a Chief in the World (loka-jyestha).

15.

Before him neither earth nor water exists,
Nor fire, nor air, nor space exists,
But he will apprehend the Buddhas
Sitting and expounding the True Dharma.

16 . Just as those who desire the Dharma
See me sitting and expounding the Dharma now,
So for him no other apprehension will arise
Except of the Buddhas and likewise the highest Dharma.

17.

For those who are endowed with such,
No other sight or sound (sravana-darsana) will be apprehended,
Except for this spotless Samadhi, well-perfected (susamapta),
And expounded by many Buddhas.

18 . No Buddha has appeared in the past,
And no future one exists anywhere
Who has not expounded and will not expound
This peaceful, holy Samadhi.
19.

I also, who have appeared in the world in the present
As the Supreme Man (narottama), for the benefit of beings,
Having called to mind these Buddhas and Guides (nayaka),
Expound this peaceful Samadhi, difficult to behold.

20.

When one has established oneself in this Samadhi
Out of the wish to seek the qualities of the Buddha,
Without regard for one’s person or similarly one’s life,
The awakening of a Buddha is not difficult to obtain.

21.

If he sees many Supreme Men, whose nature is one,
The wise man wishes to question them;
Quickly, quickly, with all haste
He should develop the spotless, pure Samadhi.

22.

He who has set out for the benefit of beings
And seeks great learning of inconceivable extent,
Quickly, quickly, with all haste
He should develop the spotless, pure Samadhi.

23«

Herein there is no desire and no hatred,
Herein there is no delusion and no envy,
Herein there is neither knowledge nor ignorance,
Therefore know this peaceful Samadhi.’

CHAPTER EIGHT OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER NINE

CT.U1 8 : Chapter Six, The Four Classes;
T.U1 6 : Chapter Seven, The Fulfilment of Morality]
C9AD This having been said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said
to the Lord:
’Reverend Lord, how marvellous is this profound Samadhi thus ex
pounded by the Lord.’ Reverend Lord, if bodhisattvas mahasattvas who
have gone forth (abhiniskranta) from the household life wish, when they
hear this Samadhi, to receive instruction in it or develop it, then,
Lord, established in which dharmas should those bodhisattvas receive
instruction in or develop this Samadhi?'
This having been said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
'Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who has gone forth from the household
life and who wishes, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive instruction in
it or develop it should be pure in morality; he should be flawless
(acchidra? nirdosa?) in morality.'
C9B3 The bodhisattva Bhadrapala said:
'Reverend Lord, in what way is the bodhisattva who has gone forth
from the household life pure in morality and flawless in morality?'
The Lord said:
'Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva who has gone forth from the household
life who, on hearing this Samadhi, wishes to receive instruction in it
or develop it, that bodhisattva should be restrained by the restraints
of the Pratimoksa (pratimoksa-samvara-samvrta)^~; he should be perfect
in his conduct and associations (acara-gocara-sampanna), should see
even the slightest blameworthiness as a danger(anumatresv avadyesu
bhayadarsin), and be pure in deportment (lryapatha); taking them upon
himself (samadaya) he should train himself in the rules of training
(siksapada); he should incline strongly to the profound and have
patient acceptance (ksanti) of the absence of apprehension (anupalambha);
when he hears the dharmas of emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness
(sunyatanimittapranihita) he should not be afraid, nor frightened, nor
fearful.

In that way, Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva who has gone forth from

the household life is pure in morality and flawless in morality.'

1

Cf. KP 13*+, which has many elements in common with this section.
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C9C3 The bodhisattva Bhadrapala said:
’Reverend Lord, in what way is the bodhisattva who has gone forth
from the household life impure in morality, flawed in morality?’
The Lord said:
'Bhadrapala, whenever a bodhisattva who has gone forth from the
household life leads the holy life (brahmacaryam carati) established in
form, leads the holy life established in feelings, perception, predis
positions, and consciousness, and says: "By virtue of this morality,
austerity (tapas), and holy life of mine may I become a Deva or any
^
2
Deva whatsoever (kascid deva?)C?3
this, Bhadrapala, is impure moral
ity, this is flawed morality on the part of a bodhisattva who has gone
forth from the household life.

That is, he is impure in morality because,

being attached (paramrsya) to the perception of existing things (bhavasamjna), he wishes to cultivate (sev-?) desire (kama), and he wishes to
get an opportunity for rebirth (upapatti-sthana) in existence.'
C9D3 'Therefore, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who has gone forth from the
household life and who wishes, on hearing this Samadhi, to expound or
develop it should be pure in morality; he should be flawless in morality;
he should be unsullied in morality; he should be unimpaired (anupahata)
in morality; he should be uncontaminated (?) in morality.

He should be

one whose morality is unsupported, whose morality is free of clinging
(paramrsti), whose morality is free of apprehension of a basis, whose
morality is incorruptible (akuthita? ), whose morality is praised by the
Wise, and whose morality is praised by the Holy.

He should rejoice in

the giving of gifts (dana), that is, he should put forth energy with
regard to the highest gift, the supreme gift, the gift of the Dharma.
He should station himself in mindfulness.
faith.

He should be endowed with

He should possess gentleness (sauratya) and modesty (hri), and

be endowed with bashfulness (apatrapya-sampanna).

He should be unattached

to gain, honour, and praise (labha-satkara-sloka). He should be free of
meanness (matsarya) and jealousy (irsya), and have the ascetic qualities
and frugality (dhutaguna-samlekha).

He should not aspire to worldly

discourse (laukika-katha), but, rejecting Cthatll discourse, should aspire
to supramundane discourse (lokottara-katha).

He should be grateful (krta-

2
I do not understand what the Tib. means by lha 'am lha la la zig tu
gyur cig. T.*4l8 (909b23-2*+) has: 'May I in a later life be born either
as a Deva or as a Cakravartin King;' while T.Ul 6 (883a3-*0 reads: 'May I
in the future obtain rebirth in heaven, or be born to power among men,
having rebirth and receiving rewards.'
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jna) and appreciative (krtavedin).
his speech to a minimum.
ence.

He should keep his voice down and

He should be endowed with respect and rever

That is, because of the rarity (durlabha) of good friends, he

should be enthusiastic in (utsahate) doing honour to teachers and pre
ceptors (acaryopadhyaya ).

That person from whom he will hear,

accept, and copy in book-form such dharmas as these, and whom he
will rely upon for the elucidation of words, and that person from whom
he masters or will master, copies in book-form or will copy in bookform such a Sutra as this, towards him he should engender the perception
of father; he should engender the perception of good friend; and he
should engender the perception of Teacher.

For the sake of such dharmas

as these and for the purpose of bringing awakening to ripeness he should
engender towards him great joy, faith, and respect.’
C9EU ’If, Bhadrapala, sons or daughters of good family who are adherents
of the Bodhisattvayana (bodhisattvayanika), or adherents of the Sravaka
yana, or adherents of the Pratyekabuddhayana, do not engender joy, faith,
and respect towards the bhiksu who preaches the Dharma of such dharmas
as 'these, and if they do not engender the perception of good friend and
engender the perception of Teacher, then, Bhadrapala, there will be no
possibility or chance that those sons or daughters of good family, who
*

are adherents of the Bodhisattvayana or adherents of the Sravakayana or
adherents of the Pratyekabuddhayana, will master such dharmas as these,
dharmas that they have not CalreadyD mastered, or that the dharmas that
they have mastered will remain, not be lost (vipranasyanti?), and not
vanish.

Nor will there be any possibility of that son of good family

who is an adherent of the Bodhisattvayana obtaining this Samadhi.
is that, Bhadrapala?

Why

Namely, because the True Dharma disappears through

lack of respect.’
C9FD ’If, Bhadrapala, those sons or daughters of good family who are
adherents of the Bodhisattvayana or those sons or daughters of good
*

family who are adherents of the Sravaka- or Pratyekabuddhayanas engender
joy, faith and respect, and also evoke the perception of good friend and
the perception of Teacher towards the bhiksus who teach such dharmas as
these and towards those from whom they master, have mastered, and have
copied in book-form such a discourse on Dharma (dharma-paryaya) as this,
then, Bhadrapala, the possibility will exist, it will be possible that
those sons or daughters of good family who are adherents of the Bodhi__
*
sattvayana, or adherents of the Sravakayana, or adherents of the Pratyekabuddhayana^ will master dharmas that they have not CalreadyU mastered,

lb
and that the dharmas that they have mastered will remain, not be lost,
and not vanish.'
C9G3 'Therefore, Bhadrapala, I announce to you, I inform you (arocayami
vah prativedayami vah): one should engender in this way joy, faith, and
respect towards the bhiksus who teach such dharmas, one should engender
the perception of good friend, and the perception of Teacher-- this is
my admonition (anusasani).'
H9H3 'P'urther, Bhadrapala, that bodhisattva who has gone forth from the
household life and who wishes to receive instruction in and develop this
Samadhi should be free of troubles of conscience (kaukrtya).

He should

enjoy forest-life (aranya), be inclined to forest-life (aranya-nimna),
bent upon forest-life (aranya-pravan a ), set
pragbhara).

upon

forest-life (aranya-

He should take no pleasure in inhabited regions (janapada).

By not wishing for the houses of friends or the houses of givers of food
he should have no regard for Chis ownD life.

Through renouncing the body

he should be unattached to the body and obtain the perception of forestlife (aranya-samjna?).

He should not hold to gain, honour, or praise,

and should hold fast to the True Dharma.

He should not be attached to,

or hoard up bowls or robes (patra-clvara).

He should beg for alms

without requiring invitations (upanimantrana).
and be remorseful (vipratisarin? ).

He should have shame

He should not appropriate gold.

Through being without obsession (paryutthana) he should be free of
troubles of conscience (kaukrtya).
abide in friendliness.

Through eliminating anger he should

Through eliminating harmfulness (himsa) he

should abide in compassion.
abide in sympathetic joy.

Through eliminating joylessness he should
Through eliminating all signs (nimitta) he

should abide in disinterestedness.
should desire training (siksa).

Through putting forth energy he

Unconquered by sloth or torpor he

should take to walking up and down (cankrama).

Therefore, Bhadrapala,

that bodhisattva who has gone forth from the household life and who
wishes, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive instruction in it and
develop it, he should receive instruction in, and develop this Samadhi
established in those dharmas.'
C9I3 When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to
the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, how wonderful are these dharmas so great and ex
cellent, which are taught and spoken by the Tathagata.''
'Reverend Lord, those lazy bodhisattvas who appear

will be afraid,
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frightened, and fearful when they hear this Samadhi.

They will not feel

great joy, gladness, and faith with regard to those who expound those
dharmas so excellent.

They will think: "We shall perfect this Samadhi

under other Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas.

At present we are

physically feeble and have many infirmities," and when they hear this
Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present they will be discouraged and dismayed, and they will not put
forth the energy to perfect this Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to
Face with the Buddhas of the Present .

1

C9JJ ’Reverend Lord, those bodhisattvas mahasattvas who appear-- who will
have put forth energy (arabdha-virya), be established in mindfulness,
seek the Dharma, respect the Dharma, accept the Dharma, teach the Dharma,
preach the Dharma, take up the Dharma, pursue the dharmas concomitant
with Dharma (dharmanudharma-carin), renounce person and life, not be
dependent on gain, honour or praise, not seek renown for their qualities,
be unattached to bowls and robes, take no pleasure in villages, cities,
market-towns, inhabited regions, kingdoms, realms, and royal capitals,
be inclined to the forest-life, be set upon the forest-life, and be bent
upon the forest-life---when they hear this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva
who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, they will not
be discouraged or dismayed, or afraid, or frightened, or fearful, but
rather (uttari) they will feel great joy, gladness, and faith.

And they

will put forth great energy in order to accept, master, k e e p r e a d , copy,
teach, and develop this Samadhi.'
C9KD 'Reverend Lord, these sons or daughters of good family will not
seek great learning from future Buddhas, nor will they exert themselves
for the sake of attaining formulas (mantra), qualities, or excellent
dharmas (dharma-visesa ).

Since that is so, Reverend Lord, at a future

time those sons or daughters of good family who will appear having done
their duty under former Jinas and put forth energy, they will, on hear
ing such a Samadhi as this spoken by the Tathagata, think: "We would
rather that in this very place our body, skin, flesh, blood, bone, sinew
and marrow should dry and shrivel up than that we should thus die having
grown lazy, or that we should reject energy without having mastered,
expounded, and developed such great and excellent dharmas as these.'";
and so they will put forth energy.

Such good men (satpurusa) as those,

ever putting forth energy, on hearing such sutras as these spoken by the
Tathagata, will, as soon as they hear them, feel very great joy, glad
ness, and faith.'
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C9L3 When this was said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
'Well done, well done, Bhadrapala.'

Your exposition, Bhadrapala,

of the concomitant dharmas (anudharma) is without error (aviparyasa),
just so, correct, and well done.

I also rejoice (anumodami) at it, and

whatever I rejoice at, at that the Buddhas and Lords of the past,
future, and present also rejoice.'
C9MU Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

3

'If one trains in all those items of training (siksa) of
the Pratimoksa
Expounded by me, keeps to the forest-life,
And always pursues the ascetic qualities (dhuta-guna ) ,
This Samadhi is not difficult to obtain.

3
The five gathas which follow are not found in this position in T.l+l6 ,
but the first four of them do appear at a later stage (885cl 2 -19 ), in a
collection of verses which I have designated as 13L, which follows the
verse portion proper of Chap. 13 (see 13L, n. 13-21).
In T.l+16 the
prose sections of Chaps. 11 and 13 succeed the prose of Chap. 9 without
any indication of a formal break, the prose parts of Chap. 10 and Chap.
12 being omitted in their entirety (along with the gathas of 12 ; the
verse section of Chap. 10 is also included in 13L, together with some of
the verses of Chap. 11). All this notwithstanding, Chaps. 9-12 appear
in T.1+18 basically as they do in the Tibetan.
Leaving the question of the verses for the time being (once again, see
n. 1 3 .2 1 ), what we have here is a substantial re-organisation of the
text.
The absence from Jnanagupta's translation of most of the material
dealing with female followers of the Mahayana (Chap. 10 with bhiksunis,
Chap. 12 with upasikas) should, I believe, justify our assuming the
existence of a separate redaction of the PraS (which we might conven
iently label the 'Misogynist Redaction'.').
Of course, we cannot be
absolutely sure that the removal of these chapters was not at the dis
cretion of Jnanagupta himself, but we might point out here that the
SCPPSL, in which the quotations from the PraS are clearly based on a text
very close to that used by Jnanagupta, contains a good deal of the prose
of Chaps. 9 and 11 (bhiksus and upasakas), yet shows no trace of Chaps.
10 and 12. Naturally we cannot place too much weight on an argument ex
silentio, but a separate Sanskrit redaction of the PraS does appear to
be indicated here. As has been pointed out elsewhere, T.U16 does in
general represent a slightly more amplified or developed form of the
text by contrast with the Tib. version, and it may well be that the
process which effected that amplification also accomplished the omission
of certain portions of the text; in any case an examination of T.1+18
shows that these chapters on women followers of the Mahayana were
included in an early form of the PraS, and we must admit that it is more
likely that in this case original material has dropped out of the text,
rather than that T.l+16 represents an even earlier form of the work than
T.1+18.
To return to the matter of the gathas, T.1+18 preserves-- in the
'proper' place-- six verses (910a 3-ll+) of which only the first two
correspond with any closeness to the Tibetan; the last four run as

TT
2.

Having rejected all invitations,
And having eliminated all desire for tastes,
Have the perception of Teacher towards him from whom it is heard,
Evoke the perception of sameness and equality.

3.

Having eliminated envy, desire, and pride,
And having eliminated lust, hatred, and delusion,
And having fostered thought connected with trance (dhyanasamprayukta-citta? ),
One should enter into this Samadhi.

^4.

Being free of envy, having eliminated lust,
Being well restrained, and having eliminated anger,
And having purified o n e ’s object of attention '(arambana), the
Jina’s body C?D,
One should enter into this Samadhi.

follows:
3.

He who recites and practises this Samadhi
Must be energetic, and not lazy;
Not grudging with the sutra-dharma,
He does not seek offerings, yet gives the Dharma.

k.

He who accepts this Samadhi,
He is then a son of this Buddha;
He who studies and practises it thus
Will obtain the Samadhi before long.

5.

Constantly exert strength, do not be lazy,
Eliminate torpor, liberate the mind;
You should shun evil companions,
Then pursue the practice of this dharma.

6.

Discarding indulgence, not resting,
Ever avoiding the meetings of the multitude,
The bhiksu seeking this Samadhi
Should do this, following the Buddha’s teaching.

However, at 13L T.Ul 8 also has four verses, like T.U 16 , which
correspond with the first four verses of 9M (see 912a23-bl). As for
the fifth verse in the Tib., it could possibly be a contraction of the
last two verses given above from T.U1 8 , utilising those phrases which
I have underlined.
It does not appear in T.U 16 . See n. 13.21 for a
further discussion of the possibilities involved; see also 13L for a
translation of the verses found in T.U16 .
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Without discarding energy or being overcome by torpor,
Without associating with relatives and friends,
Walking up and down (sacankrama?), reject the multitude
and companions C?D,
And develop that spotless (viraja) Samadhi.*

CHAPTER NINE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER TEN
C10A3

BAMPO FOUR
When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to

the Lord:
’Reverend Lord, if any bhiksunl who has set out in the Mahayana
(mahayana-samprasthita) wishes, when she hears this Samadhi of the One
who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, to receive
instruction in it or develop it, then, Reverend Lord, established in
which dharmas should she receive instruction in and develop this
Samadhi?’
C10B3 When this was said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
’Bhadrapala, any bhiksunl who has set out in the Mahayana who
wishes, when she hears this Samadhi, to receive instruction in it or
to develop it should always be respectful.
of envy, and not be angry.

She should always be free

She should have conquered pride, be free

of arrogance, and put forth energy.
and eliminate sloth and torpor.

She should be free of laziness,

She should exert herself in the

endeavour not to sleep, and eliminate all striving after gain, honour,
and praise (labha-satkara-sloka), robes, food, beds and seats, medicine
to cure the sick, and personal belongings (civara-pindapata-sayanasanaglanapratyaya-bhaisajya-pariskara).

She should be pure in her living,

and unattached to her person or her life.

She should always desire the

Dharma, and exert herself in the quest for great learning.
have thoughts which are free of lust, hatred, and delusion.
reject the followers of Mara (mara-paksa ).

She should

She should do away with

massaging, ornamentation, and bodily decoration.
attached to bowls or robes.

She should

She should not be

She should not hanker after fame, she

should be free of slander (paisunya) and eliminate fickleness.’
’Therefore, Bhadrapala, the bhiksunl who has set out in the Maha
yana who wishes, when she hears this Samadhi, to receive instruction in
/
it or to develop it should receive instruction in this Samadhi while
evoking the perception of Teacher with regard to her teacher (acarya);
she should develop this Samadhi when she is established in those dharmas.’
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C10CD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:^1.

’If any bhiksunl, through desire for this Samadhi,
Has shown respect and eliminated envy, anger,
Pride, and likewise arrogance,
This Samadhi will not be difficult to obtain.

2.

If she has come to seek this Samadhi,
When she has put forth energy, eliminated torpor,
And eliminated all striving,
Let her desire the Dharma without attachment even to life.

3.

She who wishes to take up this Samadhi
Should not remain with thoughts of lust and hatred,
Afflicted by the defilements (klesa);
And let her never be caught in Mara’s snare.

U.

She who wishes to take up this Samadhi
Should not conduct herself with deceit (maya),
And should reject all massaging, ornamentation,
Slander, and fickleness.

5.

She takes no thought, not even for an instant,
For the sake of bowls and for the sake of praises;
Having the perception of Teacher towards him from whom it is heard,
Let her evoke the perception of sameness and equality.'

CHAPTER TEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

1
T.4l8 (910a27-b9) has these five gathas, plus an extra one which
appears between (Tib.) Verses 4 and 5» It runs:
Rejecting small friendliness, ever greatly friendly,
Honouring the good friend unceasingly,
She should avoid all evils,
Thus she should seek the Samadhi.
A variant translation of Verses 1, 2, 3, and 5 may be found in T.Ul 8 at
13L (912b6-15). As mentioned above, T.kl6 contains no prose version of
Chapter 10, but does preserve its gathas at 13L (886al-10), to which I
refer the reader for its translation of them.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

C H A D When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to
the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, if a householder bodhisattva .wearing the white garb
and living in a household should wish, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive
instruction in it or develop it even for one or two days, then, Reverend
Lord, established in which dharmas should he receive instruction in and
develop this Samadhi?'
[11BD The Lord said:
'Therefore, Bhadrapala, if a householder bodhisattva wearing the
white garb and living in a household should wish, on hearing this Samadhi,
to receive instruction in it or develop it even for one or two days, or
even for the length of time it takes to milk a cow, then that householder
bodhisattva wearing the white garb and living in a household should be
possessed of faith.

He should be free of avarice, and be free in his

liberality (mukta-tyaga).

He should delight in distributing gifts, and

should give away all of his wealth without expecting recompense (vipakapratikanksin).

He should take refuge in the Buddha.

in the Dharma.
morality.
pada).

He should take refuge

He should take refuge in the Sangha.

He should be pure in

He should undertake the Five Rules of Training (panca-siksa-

He should have no other g o d s \ and his resolve should [be toD

follow the Buddha.

He should be faultless in morality, and when he has

taken up and fulfilled the Ten Good Ways of Action (dasa-kusala-karmapatha) he should inspire others to them also; and he should turn away from
the drinking of intoxicants.

He should not tempt [others to it?D.

He

should describe to others the unpleasantness of intoxicants and not give
intoxicants to others; he should disparage desire to others and live the
holy life (brahmacarya).

He should be without envy.

He should be pure

in his living.'
[11CD 'He should not covet sons.
not covet his wife.
a household.

He does not covet daughters.

He should not covet wealth.

Let him

He should not covet

He should delight in going forth (pravrajya), and have his

1
Tib. lha gzan med par b y a , probably from Sanskrit ananyadeva. Cf.
BHSD, s.v. ananyadeva; but 'not having other gods' is hardly 'implausible'
here (see also 12B and 12Cv2).
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mind bent on going forth.

He should be intent on this Samadhi of Cwhile

observing?] the Eightfold Fast (astangopavasa), and he should stay in the
.

-

vihara.

2

He should possess shame and modesty, have his mind bent upon

awakening, and not desire any other vehicle (yana).

He should not abuse

bhiksus who are endowed with morality.

He should have respect and rever

ence for those who lead the holy life.

Towards that teacher (acarya) from

whom he has received instruction in this Samadhi he should have the
thought that he is very dear, he should have faith and respect; he should
also evoke the perception of good friend; he should also evoke the per
ception of Teacher.

He should provide him with all things needful for

comfort (sukhopadhana).

He should continue to be grateful, appreciative,

and respectful-- in that way, Bhadrapala, the householder bodhisattva
living in a household should apply himself to this Samadhi; and established
in the dharmas he should develop this Samadhi.’
C11DD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

3

'A bodhisattva living in a household
Who, having wished to take up this Samadhi,
Has become always pure in morality,
And has fostered the firm thought of going forth,

2.

When he has undertaken the Five Rules of Training
And performed the Eightfold Uposatha (astanga-posadha),
Staying in the vihara without renouncing his household,
He should enter upon this Samadhi.

2
Mention of the Samadhi at this point by the Tib. is a little
puzzling, and it is not found in the Chinese (nor in the SCPPSL). T.Ul 6
(88Uali+) has: 'Jie observes the Eightfold Fast, staying constantly in the
monastery (/)fjy
> usual rendering of sangharama). ' T.H18 (910bl8) is
more specific: ’He always upholds the Eightfold Fast, and at the time of
the Fast he should always fast in the Buddha-monastery
What the Tib. implies is that the lay bodhisattva is to practise the
Samadhi while observing the Uposatha within the confines of the monastery
(cf. 11Dv 2 ) ; but 'samadhi' here may be an interpolation, since no other
version supports it. However, note that N, P, and L omit 'di_ (Text,
p. 96 , 1. 1 5 , n. l), thereby suggesting that one ought merely to practise
samadhi, or meditation in general, during the Upavasa.
3
Six gathas appear in T.U18 at this point; they contain most of the
subject matter found in the Tibetan, but it is differently organised, and
there is seldom the one-to-one correspondence between verses which we
usually encounter.
T.U18 also preserves separate translations of Verses
h and 5 in 13L (912b2-5).
T.U 16 has four verses of Chap. 11 (l, 2, h and
5) at 13L (885c20-27), but nothing at this point.
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3.

He should not give anyone intoxicants to drink,
And having rejected all beverages not commended by the Buddha
And established himself in these items of training,
He should receive instruction in this Samadhi.

^4.

Not desiring sons, not desiring daughters,
Not desiring wife, nor desiring household,
When the upasaka is endowed with shame
He should enter upon this Samadhi.

5.

He should be healthy (aroga?), and not consort
1+
Or speak with anyone, rejecting all the multitude C?H ;
Having established himself in faultlessness and patient acceptance
He should enter upon this Samadhi.

6.

If one enters upon this holy Samadhi,
Let him always be respectful to the Buddha and the Dharma,
And let him, with thoughts faithful, unshakeable, and free of envy,
Be willing to do honour to the Sangha.'

CHAPTER ELEVEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

Very doubtful translation on my part.
For mi bsnen mi brjod one
could conceivably understand mi snan mi brjod, i.e. negative of m i snan
brjod p a , Skt. avadhyayati, ’to revile', 'to slight'. This at least is
what is suggested by T .Ul 8 (in 13L, 912bU) for this pada: 'He takes no
pleasure in abusing CothersD, and eliminates all evils.' The Chinese
also suggests that in the first pada nad means 'harm' or 'injury'
rather than 'sickness'; see T.Ul 6 , 13Lv8: 'He should not evoke the
thought of harm towards any other.'
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CHAPTER TWELVE

C12AU When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala addressed
the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, if an upasika who has set out in the Mahayana (mahayana-samprasthita) should wish, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive
instruction in it or to develop it, then, Reverend Lord, established in
which dharmas should she receive instruction in and develop this
Samadhi?'
C12BJ When this was said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
'Therefore, Bhadrapala, an upasika who has set out in the Mahayana
who wishes, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive instruction in it or
develop it should undertake the Five Rules of Training.
Bhadrapala, the
_ . 1
2
upasika should go to the Three for refuge , and not have any other gods.
Bhadrapala, the upasika should reject marvels and omens (kutuhalamangala? ) , and be free of deception (maya).

Bhadrapala, the upasika

should be without pretence in the modes of deportment (Iryapatha), and
be free of avarice.

Bhadrapala, the upasika should rejoice in the

distribution of gifts, and desire the Dharma.

Bhadrapala, the upasika

should be given to questioning (pariprcchana-jatlya), and be respectful
and reverent.

If she sees bhiksus or bhiksunls she should offer them

a seat.'
'Therefore, Bhadrapala, if an upasika who has set out in the Mahayana
should wish, on hearing this Samadhi, to receive instruction in it or to
develop it, then that upasika should receive instruction in and develop
this Samadhi while being established in dharmas of that sort.'

1

T.1+18 defines the 'Triple Refuge' at this point (910cl0-ll).

2

Cf. n. 11.1.

3
Doubtful rendering.
Dge mtshan dan ltas could perhaps stand for
kautuka-mangala (cf. TSD, s.v. dge mtshan: gzigs mo dan dge mtshan),
'an auspicious ceremony (esp. the ceremony with the marriage-thread
preceding a marriage)'-- MW, s.v. kautuka. Cf. T.1+18 (910cl2): 'She
does not obtain omens (/fs ) and lucky days (
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C12C3 Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

k

’The upasika who aspires to this Samadhi
Authorised (anujnata) by the Buddha and praised by the Sugata,
Should enter upon this Samadhi
Having undertaken the Five Rules of Training.

2.

Respectful, and having no other gods
Apart from the Buddha, the Dharma, and likewise the Sangha,
Having rejected all wrong paths,
She should enter upon this Samadhi.

3.

Not killing living things, not taking what is not given,
And not uttering falsehoods,
Never committing sexual misconduct,
She should receive instruction in this Samadhi.
Free of avarice, not expecting recompense,
Having done away with all affectations of deportment,
Eliminating envy, pride, and anger,
She should receive instruction in this Samadhi.

5.

If she sees bhiksus and likewise bhiksunis,
She should rise respectfully and offer them a seat;
Desiring the Dharma, and asking: "What is beneficial?”C?U,
She should receive instruction in this Samadhi.’

CHAPTER TWELVE,
THE UPASIKA,
OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

1+
Six gathas appear in T.Ul 8 (910cl8-29), which correspond roughly
in order and sense to their Tibetan counterparts. Verse 2 in Tib. is
expanded into two verses in T.U1 8 . As noted before, this chapter is
totally unrepresented in T.U 16 .
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
ET.1+18: Chapter Seven, The Prediction!]
C13A] When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to
the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, how marvellous it is that for the sake of bodhi
sattvas who have gone forth from the household life, for the sake of
bodhisattvas of great desire (?), those.endowed with high resolve (adhy
asaya- sampanna ), those who have put forth energy, those who do not give
up exertion, and those who have set out for supreme and perfect awaken
ing, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha has thus described the great
and excellent dharmas established in which they should receive in
struction in and develop this Samadhi.’'
’Reverend Lord, at a future time, in that age after the Nirvana of
the Tathagata, will this Samadhi circulate (pracarati) and spread here
in Jambudvlpa?’
C13B3 The Lord said:
’Bhadrapala, for four thousand years'*’ after my Parinirvana this

1
Despite the fact that the Tibetan text definitely has ’four thousand
years', there are several good reasons for believing that this represents
a later form of the PraS, and that earlier forms of the text had 'forty
years'.
First of all, the scenario that is put forward in the gathas of this
chapter (see esp. 13Kv8-ll) is that of a band of 500 faithful followers
who undertake responsibility for the preservation of the Sutra. After
the Buddha's Parinirvana they write the Sutra down and conceal it in
various places before their own demise and subsequent rebirth in one of
the Deva-worlds.
There they remain until the 'last time', when they are
once more born in the world of men, rediscover the Sutra, and proclaim
it to others.
To assert then that the Sutra circulates for four thousand
years after the Parinirvana before disappearing underground would be to
assign an excessive life-span to these 500 followers of the Buddha.
Forty
years, on the other hand, is a reasonable length of time for them to
survive their master and to deposit the text in the various locations
suggested by 13Kv9The second reason for assuming an original reading of 'forty years'
is the fact that it is supported by two Chinese versions, namely T.1+18
and the SYM text of T.l+16 . Because of the importance of the passage, the
rendering of section 13B in these two versions is here given in full:
T.1+18 (911a5-10):
The Buddha said to the bodhisattva Bhadrapala: 'After my
Parinirvana this Samadhi will appear for forty years; there
after it will no longer appear.
Then, in the latter age of
confusion, at the time when the Buddhadharma is about to
perish, when bhiksus no longer accept the Buddha's teaching,
at the time of the latter age of confusion, when kingdom
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Samadhi will circulate and spread in Jambudvipa.
into a cave in the ground.

Thereafter it will go

Further, when the last five hundred years,

the last time, the last age, the last five centuries occur, when the ruin
of the True Dharma occurs, the ruin of sramanas occurs, the rejection of
the True Dharma occurs, the ruin of beings occurs, the state is in dis

takes up arms against kingdom, at that time this Samadhi
will again appear in Jambudvipa; because of the Buddha’s
might, this Samadhi will again emerge.’
T.l+16 (881+a27-b7):
The Buddha said to the bodhisattva Bhadrapala: ’Bhadrapala,
after my Nirvana this Samadhisutra will circulate widely
in the world, in Jambudvipa, for forty CK: four thousandU
years; then, during the last hundred years of the last
five hundred years C.’II when the True Dharma perishes, when
the conduct of bhiksus is bad, when the True Dharma is
reviled, when the True Dharma is destroyed, when those
who uphold morality decrease, when those who violate
morality are numerous, when kingdoms take up arms against
each other, at this time there will be a few beings with
purified roots of goodness, who have formerly attended
Upon Buddhas, made offerings, cultivated themselves, and
planted good seeds, and so that these heroes may obtain
this Sutra, this Samadhisutra will again circulate in
Jambudvipa, that is, by virtue of the Buddha’s might, so
that they, after my Nirvana, may on hearing this Sutra
rejoice and copy it, read it, take it up, meditate on
its meaning, expound it to others, and practise it as
expounded.’
Lastly, a reading of ’four thousand years’ would, when taken with
the traditional notion of the last five hundred years, produce a date
for the final disappearance of the True Dharma of l+,500 years after the
Buddha’s Parinirvana, more if we take into account the unspecified period
of time the Sutra spends ’underground’. Such an exaggerated chronology
is hardly to be expected in a sutra in circulation by the end of the
second century A.D. (see Lamotte, Histoire, pp. 211-217, esp. pp. 215ff.
for examples of the longer chronologies which became current at quite a
late date, i.e. 5th and 6th centuries).
We ought also to consider the intentions of the composer of the
PraS. The scenario outlined above constitutes an authenticating device
that both explains the sudden appearance of the Sutra in the world and
vindicates those who champion it by identifying them with Bhadrapala and
his 500 followers (see e.g. 13Kvl3-15).
The composer of the PraS is
therefore likely to have regarded himself as living in the last age
(possibly the second of two 500-year periods, which would have begun
sometime around the first century of our era). However, as the horizon
of the Buddhist apocalypse receded and longer and longer chronologies
began to gain currency, thereby pushing the event into the distant
future, the actual historical existence of the PraS in the world became
a problem which could only be explained away by extending the initial
1+0-year period of its circulation.
This is conceivably the reason why
in later forms of the text of the PraS ’forty years’ became ’four
thousand years’.
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order, when the time comes when the party of the moral ones dwindles,
when the time comes when the party of the immoral ones increases, when
the time comes when the party of the True Dharma dwindles, when the time
comes when the dharma of the party of untruth increases, when the time
of destruction (ksaya-kala) comes, a few beings will appear who, for the
sake of obtaining such a sutra as this, will have purified the roots of
goodness (uttapta-kusalamula), done their duty under former Jinas, planted
the roots of goodness, ripened the roots of goodness, and planted seeds,
and for the benefit of such beings as those, that is, by the might of the
Buddha (buddhanubhavena), this Samadhi will circulate and spread in
Jambudvipa .

1

'And they, on hearing this Samadhi, will feel great joy, gladness,
and faith.

Having heard it they will accept, keep, read, master, copy,

expound, spread, and exert themselves in the endeavour to develop it;
they will even copy it in book-form and keep it.'
C13CD Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva
mahasattva Ratnakara, and the Licchavi youths (1icchav i-kumara) , on
hearing from the Lord that in the last time this True Dharma would
3
change E?H and be destroyed , wept and shed tears through the impact of
Dharma (dharma-vega); thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala,
the bodhisattva mahasattva Ratnakara, and the Licchavi youths wiped away
their tears, and having risen from their seats and arranged their upper
garments on one shoulder, they put their right knees to the ground,
extended their joined palms towards the Lord, and said to the Lord:

2
Both Chinese versions and later indications in the Tibetan itself
(e.g. mention of the eight satpurusa in 13Kvl3) show that the Tibetan
translation at this point-- byan chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po rin
chen 'byun gnas dan / li tsa bl gzon nus-- is in error: Ratnakara is both
a Licchavi and a bodhisattva, and there is no question here of more than
one person.
But I have rendered the Tibetan as it stands, since the
original translation (and possibly even the Sanskrit text on which it was
based) undoubtedly did not understand licchavi-kumara here to be an
epithet of Ratnakara.
In this case as in others, I consider myself en
titled to emend the Tibetan text only when its errors are transmissional.
3
I have translated the Tib.-- dam p a 'i chos 'di 'gyur ba dan / rnam
par 'jig pa-- literally here.
It is difficult to know the precise sig
nificance of 'gyur b a , but what may underly the Tib. is some nominal
phrase derived from the usual saddharmavipralope vartamane, 'when the
ruin of the True Dharma occurs' (e.g. SP, p. lb9»2U), perhaps saddharmavipralopam vartamanam. Otherwise 'gyur ba could represent some Sanskrit
word for 'change', e.g. viparinama. See also 13E, 13G.
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C13DD ’Reverend Lord, even when the last five hundred years after the
Tathagata's Nirvana occur, when the last time, the last age, the last
k

five centuries occur, and when the True Dharma is rejected , we shall
accept, master, copy, preserve, read, propagate, and exert ourselves
in the endeavour to develop such sutras as these.

Why is that?

Reverend

Lord, we never tire of hearing, copying, accepting, mastering, preserv
ing, reading, expounding, propagating, and developing such profound sutras
as these, spoken by the Tathagata.'
C13E3 Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva, the householder (grhapati)
Mahasusarthavaha; the bodhisattva mahasattva, the merchant's son (sresthiputra) Guhagupta; the bodhisattva mahasattva, the brahman youth (manavaka)
Naladatta'’; the bodhisattva mahasattva Susima; the bodhisattva mahasattva
£

Indradatta; and the bodhisattva mahasattva Varunadeva , on hearing from
the Lord that in the last five hundred years, in the last time, the last
age, in the last five centuries this True Dharma would change and be
destroyed, wept and shed tears through the impact of Dharma.

Thereupon

the bodhisattva mahasattva, the householder Mahasusarthavaha; the mer
chant's son Guhagupta; the brahman youth Naladatta; the son of good family
Susima; Indradatta; and the bodhisattva mahasattva Varunadeva wiped away
their tears, and having risen from their seats and arranged their upper
garments on one shoulder, they put their right knees to the ground, ex
tended their joined palms towards the Lord, and said to the Lord:
C13F□ 'Reverend Lord, at a future time, even when the last five hundred
years after the Tathagata's Nirvana occur, when the last time, the last
age, the last five centuries occur, and when the True Dharma is rejected,
we shall also accept, master, copy, preserve, read, expound widely to
others, and develop such sutras as these.'
'Reverend Lord, we shall perpetuate, magnify, and spread this supreme
and perfect awakening which has been achieved by Tathagatas Arhats Samyak
sambuddhas over hundreds and thousands of kotinayutas of kalpas.
that, Reverend Lord?

Why is

We accept and proclaim dharmas which have never

before been heard (asrutapurvadharma).'

h

Cf. T.Ul 6 (88UblO-lM, where the full formula is rehearsed (as in 13B).

5

See n. 1.13.

6

See n. 1.19.
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'Reverend Lord, we shall develop and teach the profound Dharma in
which all the world will not believe.'
C13G3 Thereupon from those assemblies five hundred beings-- bhiksus,
bhiksunis, upasakas, and upasikas-- rose from their seats, and being
respectful and reverent, when they heard from the Lord of the time during
which the True Dharma would be destroyed and the True Dharma would not
be accepted, when the last five hundred years had occurred, when the last
time, the last age, the last five centuries had occurred, they wept and
shed tears through the impact of the transformation (viparinama?) of the
True Dharma.
Thereupon those five hundred beings wiped away their tears, and
having arranged their upper garments on one shoulder and put their right
knees to the ground, they extended their joined palms towards the Lord
and said to the Lord:
C13HU 'Reverend Lord, when the last five hundred years after the Tatha
gata 's Parinirvana occur, when the last time, the last age, the last
five centuries occur, we shall accept, develop, and proclaim widely to
others such sutras as these.

We shall also perform personal service

(vaiyavrtya) to these good men.

At that time we shall also listen to

such a sutra as this, spoken by the Tathagata.
up the True Dharma.

There too we shall take

With this jewel of the True Dharma we shall also

serve others who are fit vessels (bhajana-bhuta) of the True Dharma.
Lordj we request you to entrust this Samadhi to these good men.

Lord,

we request you to impart this Samadhi to these good men.'
:i3i: Thereupon at that time the Lord smiled a smile the colour of gold,
which filled infinite world-systems with light; after mounting right up
to the Brahmaloka it surpassed even the light of the sun and moon; on
returning, it circled the Lord three times from the right side, and
vanished into the parting (siman) of the Lord's top-knot (usnisa_).
C13JU Thereupon the Venerable Ananda, having risen from his seat and
arranged his upper garment on one shoulder, put his right knee to the
ground, extended his joined palms towards the Lord, and praised the
7
Lord with these appropriate verses:

7
Six verses appear in both T.Ul 8 and T.U 16 (see Concordance), al
though the last three gathas in both versions exhibit considerable
variation in the arrangement of the material.
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1.

’Pure in morality, pure in range (gocara),
Great in magic power even among those of great might,
Most excellent of all beings,
Fair as the spotless sun,

2.

Endowed with unattached cognition, with mind thoroughly liberated,
Endowed with the voice of the Kalavinka, 0 Deva of Devas,
Unperturbed by all rival teachers (parapravadin),
What is the reason for smiling this smile?

3.

Out of concern (hitaya), 0 compassionate (anukampaka) Lord of
the Two-footed (dvipadendra),
I request you to teach with the luminous ultimate truth;
If one hears your delightful voice,
One obtains holy and spiritual (niramisa) joy.

b.

Since the Best of Jinas, the Guide, the Supreme Person
Does not smile without a reason,
Out of concern for the world I ask you, compassionate one:
What is the reason for smiling this smile?

5.

Lord of the World, since you have smiled,
To whose great advantage will it be today?
Who will be firmly established in Buddha-cognition?
Who today will obtain the highest kingship?

6.

Who today will be firmly established in merit?
Who will take up this treasury of the Dharma?
Who today will put on the great diadem (mukuta ) ,
Setting it on their own head with their own hands?'
—

C13K] Thereupon the Lord replied to Ananda with these verses:
1.

8

’Ananda, behold these five hundred companions assembled,
Standing before me with joyful thoughts
And declaring:
"Let us obtain this Dharma!"

8
Here follow in the Tibetan 3b verses.
T.Ul 8 has them all, but
transposes Verses 6 and 7 and features one extra verse (912all-12)
between Verses 29 and 30. T.lil6 follows the Tibetan exactly.
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2.

They also look at me,
Saying: "When shall we become like this?"
"We accept this highest awakening,"
They declare, standing before me.

3.

In order to proclaim these sutras
In the future, the last time, when such things have come to pass,
These five hundred have stood forward
Headed by these eight wise men.

4.

I announce to you, I inform you:
In this my cognition is unchecked (asanga);
These men have not stood forward
After making obeisance (anjali) to ConlyU one Jina.

5.

I remember them of old, when, in previous births,
Full eighty thousand Buddhas appeared;
Before them also these men, led by the eight, stood forth
In order to proclaim these dharmas.

6.

Much longer ago even than that
There appeared eighty thousand kotinayutas
Of those pure in morality, great in renown,
And from them also they accepted this extensive (vipula?) dharma.^

7.

Aspiring to and taking up
My great teachings (pravacana) as well,
With joyful thoughts and incomparable gladness
They urge many to the thought of awakening (bodhi-citta).

8.

In the last time, after I have entered Nirvana,
And all the relics (sarlra) have been distributed,
They, having taken up well this 10 Buddha-awakening,
Having copied it and placed it in a casket (pitaka?),

9

In T.Hl 8 the order of Verses

6 and 7 is reversed (see 911b21-2U).

10
Text has byan chub ’di dag; ’these awakenings’ (i.e. these texts
which embody awakening) is possible, but dag here is more likely to be
a metric filler; see Hahn, Lehrbuch, pp. b 5, 206.
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9-

And having put the sutra in a stupa,
In the earth, and rocks, and mountains,
And into the hands of Devas and likewise Nagas,
They proceed to a state of association (sahavrata) with the Devas.

10.

In the last time and age, in different families
Having descended again, giving up everything,
They, taking up well this awakening

12

of a Buddha,

Will act in accordance with their resolve (yathasaya).
11.

Through the desire for this dharma they will proceed
Hither and thither (dese dese), and obtain this excellent sutra;
Having obtained it, with minds rejoicing
They will bestow it on many men without attachment.

12.

Having renounced their persons and likewise their lives
Those wise ones, with their insatiable desire for the Dharma,
Will not agree with any rival teachers,
And will give the Dharma which is excellent (pranita) and
extensive (vipula?).

13.

Apart from all these five hundred
Who have stood forth in my presence,
No-one else will accept,
Preserve, or read this sutra.

lU.

The eight bhiksus and likewise, in the north (uttare),
Many who accept and rejoice in preserving the Dharma,
And who desire the Dharma, compassionate and concerned for the
world,
Will appear, m

order to accept it.

13

11
I.e. are reborn in the Devaloka, as both Chinese versions make
quite clear.
On sahavrata, see BHSD, s.v.
12

Cf. n. 13.10.

13
This is a difficult verse to translate, as the relationship of its
terms is not exactly clear.
T.1+18 (911c8-9) is of no assistance at all,
apart from suggesting that the 'eight bhiksus' of the Tib. should be
taken as referring to the eight bodhisattvas:
These eight bodhisattvas-- Bhadrapala,
Ratnakara, Naladatta,
Mahasusarthavaha, Varunadeva,
Indradatta, Susima, and Guhagupta--T.H 16 (885a28-29) has something closer to the Tibetan:

9b
15-

They who shall appear there, unattached to praise and gain,
And preserve the Expanded Texts (vaipulya)
Will comprise all of these
Five hundred hhiksus, headed by the eight.

16 .

These wise and unavaricious bhiksus,
Bhiksunis, upasakas, and upasikas
Who have stood forth as upholders of the Dharma in the last time-They shall all become Supreme Men, Jinas.

17.

Endowed with all inconceivable qualities,
Golden colour, and the marks of a hundred merits (sata-punyalaksana),
Being concerned and compassionate, they shall deliver many beings,
Dispense happiness and remove all defilements (klesa).

18 .

When they have passed away from here they shall after that
Never go to a state of downfall (vinipata-bhumi?);
Meeting together in all their rebirths
They shall encounter (aragayati) the Supreme Men.1^

19.

They have done away with the eight untimely rebirths (aksana),
They have done away with all states of woe (apaya),
They have acquired so much immeasurable merit
That one cannot describe the extent of their qualities.

Then these eight bodhisattvas
Will come to Northern India and impart this Dharma;
Constantly rejoicing in spreading it for the benefit of many,
They magnify this very profound sutra.
We may assume that the Sanskrit text originally had uttare, which the
Tib. has taken as ’in the north’ (byan phyogs su), as has T.l+16 : ’north
ern India’
However, it seems to me just as likely that uttare
was intended in another sense (for which see BHSD, s.v. uttari), but we
must translate in accordance with the Tib., and remember to exercise
care when it comes to speculation concerning the place of origin of the
PraS. It is to be noted here that Verses ll+-l6 in T.1+18 (911c8-13) dis
play an arrangement of the material different from that found in T.l+16
and the Tib.
ll+
I translate aragayati (mnes par byed p a ) here, as elsewhere, in its
sense of ’to meet’ rather than ’to propitiate’ (cf. BHSD, s.v. aragaya
ti ); not so the Chinese, who have understood it as meaning ’to attain’;
e.g. T.1+18 (911cl7): ’Afterwards they shall attain the supreme awaken
ing.’ T.l+16 (885b8) has a similar sense: ’The bodhi that they attain
(
: ’meet with’) will be most excellent.’ Cf. 13Kv22,2l+.
For other occurrences of aragayati in our text see Glossary; note
that the Chinese versions almost always translate it as ’to encounter’.
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20.

The Buddha that they shall encounter (aragayati)
Having met together in this Buddha-field,
They shall venerate, seeking the supreme path of peace (santipatha?)
Out of concern and compassion Cfor othersD.1^

21.

Being at one in their manner of acting

3.6)
, having met together

And worshipped the Lord of the Two-footed,
They shall obtain holy and spiritual (niramisa) acceptance (ksanti)
For the sake of supreme, spotless awakening.
22.

They also, as upholders of the Dharma,
Having pursued this holy course (brahmacarya) there
In the last time and likewise the intermediate time
Shall encounter (aragayati) the Buddha of unlimited life-span
17
(aparimitayus?).

23.

However many Benefactors of the World and Illuminators
Appear in this Bhadrakalpa,
Their rule of Dharma (dharma-netr 1 ) they also uphold,
As

2k.

heroes who abide in the Three Times.

When they have performed great worship
To those many kotis of future Buddhas,
Who are inconceivable and immeasurable,
They shall attain (aragayati) the awakening of a Buddha.

25 . They shall experience peaceful awakening;
Having arrived at that, they shall be revered C?D.
When many nayutas of kalpas have elapsed,
During that time the seeds will become substance C?3.

15
Translation very doubtful, but from the Chinese it is clear that
the Buddha they will meet in this Buddha-field is, as we would expect,
Maitreya.
E.g. T.l+18 (911c20-2l):
They shall then encounter the Buddha Maitreya,
And they shall all of one accord take refuge in him;
Worshipping him together, equally compassionate,
They shall attain to the supreme station (
= pada) of peace.

16

Tib. bskal pa gcig l a , almost certainly eka-kalpa, but hardly to be
understood as 'in one kalpa'.
I have based my translation on the Chinese;
see e.g. T.1+18 (911c22). Another possibility is that the Tib. originally
had skal ba gcig l a , 'in a common destiny'.
17

In both Chinese versions named as Maitreya; cf. n. 5-1*
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26.

This householder Bhadrapala,
And Ratnakara, mine of jewels,
Susarthavaha, and the brahman youth Guhagupta
Shall see as many Buddhas as there are sands in the Ganges.

27.

They will uphold the Dharma of them
And many kotis of Buddhas besides C?D,
Whose numbers I might describe for many kotis of kalpas
And still not come to an end.

28.

Those great beings (mahasattva) who, even in a dream,
Hear the names and the means (upaya) of these Heroes
l8
Shall become great Jinas.

29.

If those who, after having seen or even heard them,
Desire them or have faith in them
Will doubtless all reach awakening--How much more so will those who worship them?

30.

19

They take up this inconceivable Dharma;
Inconceivable [its? their?3 name and likewise life-span;
Inconceivable radiance, inconceivable qualities,
Wisdom and cognition likewise inconceivable.

31.

Seeking supreme awakening
They have also given great gifts
To former Buddhas, pure in morality,
Who have appeared, as inconceivable as the sands of the Ganges.

32.

Even expounded by many kotis of Buddhas,
Their merit would not at all be measurable;
There is no doubt that such sons and friends as they
Shall attain awakening.

18

One pada of this verse has dropped out.

Cf. T.U16 (885b27-28):

If certain beings hear the name,
Either while awake or in a dream,
And can utter the heroic Lion Roar,
They shall all become honoured by Devas and Men.
19
At this point T.1+18 has a verse not found elsewhere (see 912all-12),
which reads, if I understand it correctly:
If people who become angry with them, and abuse them,
And having evil intent beat them
Through the grace and might (anubhava) of these eight men
Are made to become Buddhas, how much more so those who honour them?
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33.

Ananda, rejoice in him who
Accepts or preserves or reads this sutra,
Without doubting
Those five hundred people C?D.

3*+.

20

Ananda, whoever strengthens his zeal
For the purpose of seeking this sutra
And puts forth energy after eliminating sloth,
21

Shall easily obtain this Samadhi.’

20
Or perhaps lna brgya tshan ba po ni de dag la / the tshorn med par
is to be understood as ’without doubting Cthat he is oneD of those full
five hundred people’? The Chinese seems to support this (cf. T.l+l6 ,
885c8-9; 912al 9-20 ).
21
Here follows in Tibetan one verse only, but T.l+16 has fourteen before
that one, while in T.1+18 eleven verses intervene.
I have designated
these intervening verses as 13 L, and the last verse (which is common to
all three extant versions of the PraS) as 13M. Although somewhat arti
ficial from the point of view of the Tibetan text alone, this seemed to
me the best way of handling substantial passages which appear in Chinese
but are not represented in Tibetan.
The question that confronts us in
relation to such passages is: were they originally parts of the Sutra
which dropped out of the text before it was translated into Tib. (this
is an essentially linear view of the text’s history)? Or did the Sutra
originally lack them, and were they subsequently incorporated by one
strand of the textual tradition (i.e. that one represented in China)?
Such questions do not admit of an easy answer.
To return to 13L, the problem is further compounded when we realise
that these ’extra’ verses in Chinese {lk in T.l+16 , 11 in T.1+18) are
nearly all of them verses that we have encountered before, namely,
gathas from Chaps. 9, 10, and 11, dealing with the behavioural require
ments for Mahayana bhiksus, upasakas, and bhiksunls.
If we number the
verses from 1 to ll+ according to the order in which they appear in T.l+16
(and in my translation), we can set out the correspondences in the
following fashion:
T.l+16

T.1+18

1 (885c12-13)
2 (clU-1 5 )

1 * (912a 23 -2l+)
2 * (a25-26 )

3 (cl6-17)
1+ (cl8-19)
5 (c20-2 1 )
6 (c22-23)
7 (c2U-25)
8 (c26-27)
9 (c 28-29)
10 (886al- 2 )
11 (a3-l+)
12 (a5 -6 )
13 (a7-8)
lk (a9-10 )

3
1+

(a27-28)
(a29-bl)

-

7

8

(b2-3)
(bl+-5)

-

10 * (b6-7)
ll*(b8-9)
12 * (bl0-ll)
13?(bl2-13)
ll+*(all+-1 5 )

Tibetan
9Mvl
9Mv2
9Mv3
9Mvl+
llDvl
11D v 2
llDvU
HDv5
No corres]
lOCvl
10Cv2
10Cv3
10Cvl+
10Cv5

► bhiksus

upasakas

► bhiksunis

* denotes those verses previously translated by T.1+18. It will be remembered that in Lokaksema’s version of Chaps. 9-12 not all of the
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C13L: CAPPEARS IN CHINESE ONLY; T.l+16 GIVEN3
1.

'According to the Pratimoksa expounded by me in the Vinaya,
Bhiksus study living in the aranya;
If they are capable of the non-rejection of the dhutaE-gunaJs,
They shall doubtless obtain this Samadhi.

C = 9MvlD

gathas corresponded to those in the Tibetan.
It is not easy to describe what has happened here, far less explain
it. In T.U 16 the prose parts of Chaps. 9, 11, and 13 are run together,
to be followed by the verse portion of Chap. 13, most of the gathas of
Chap. 9, most of the gathas of Chap. 11, and all of the gathas of Chap.
10 (the verses of Chap. 12, dealing with the upasika, are not to be
found). All this is designated as one chapter, the seventh, called 'The
Completion of the Practice of Morality' (
In T.1+18 the
situation is much more confused.
Chaps. 9, 10, 11, and 12 appear in
their 'proper' order, each followed by its own set of gathas (many of
which correspond with those found in the Tibetan version), and all this
is designated as the sixth chapter, 'The Four Classes' ( >*?
= catusparisad). Then follows Chap. 13-- in T.1+18, Chap. 7, ’The prediction'
( W l K . = vyakarana)-- the verse section of which ends similarly to
T.l+16, i.e. with a collection of verses relating to (Tib.) Chaps. 9, 10,
and 1 1 .
One way of explaining this mess is to regard T.1+18 as representing
the text as it was at an early stage of its history, when it contained,
for one reason or another, chunks of verse material in one chapter which
either repeated verses found in earlier chapters or related specifically
to the prose passages of those chapters.
Given this, one might then
consider T.l+16 and the Tib. as embodying two different later attempts
to rationalise this state of affairs. That is, T.l+16 represents the
removal of the earlier occurrences of the verse material (along with
some of the prose, for reasons which might possibly be described as
monastic and misogynist; see above, n. 9«3), while the Tibetan shows the
removal of the later occurrence of the verse material, with the sub
sequent use of some of the verses removed to replace those originally
found in Chaps. 9-12. This would explain why the Tib. verses for these
chapters do not always correspond with the verses of T.1+18; for example,
in the case of Chap. 9, Tib. (i.e. its exemplar) has taken 13Lvl-l+ as
they appear in T.1+18 and T.l+16 , and telescoped the last two verses as
they appear in T.l+l8 's version of the gathas of Chap. 9 to produce the
five verses we now have in Tibetan.
It may be objected that this is an unnecessarily linear view of
the textual history of the PraS, i.e. that it is not necessarily the
case that T.l+16 and the Tib. are both direct descendants of the text that
Lokaksema had in front of him-- that there may be three or more separate
strands of textual tradition rather than one which later split into two.
The validity of this objection cannot be denied, especially since the
explanation given above is far from satisfactory.
It must be admitted
too that in dealing with the text-historical problems of Buddhist
sutra-literature we are for the most part groping in the dark, as no
methodology has as yet been established for this particular branch of
study.
An alternative solution to the problem under consideration turns on
the possibility of T.1+18 being a conflation of two translations, one by
Lokaksema and the other by a later hand.
Thus Lokaksema's text may
have resembled the Tibetan in not having the extra verses at 13L, while
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2.

Being able to reject completely all special invitations,
Doing away with all fine tastes,
Always evoking the thought of Buddha with regard to their teacher-Who can say they will not realise this Samadhi?

3.

C = 9Mv2H

First understanding the afflictions of lust, anger, and delusion,
Avoiding both arrogance and envy,
With feelings free of impure attachment, reflecting on the
unconditioned (asamskrt a )C?3

22

,

They recite and develop the excellent Samadhi.
1+.

I = 9Mv3J

Their thoughts pure, they abide in non-attachment;
They control their faculties (indriya) and put a stop to hatred;
23
Singlemindedly they reflect upon the Tathagata's body ;
They recite and accept the true

5.

Samadhi.

I = 9Mvl+D

If a bodhisattva lives in a household,
His thoughts are always firmly set on leaving the household-life;
Accepting and reciting CitD, accomplished in word and deed,
His mind always thinks of studying this Samadhi.

2h

C = llDvlD

the later text might have belonged to the same tradition as T.l+16 ( the
'Misogynist Redaction'). When conflated, the two translations repre
senting two redactions may have been combined without any attempt to
resolve anomalies like the one we are faced with here. The advantage
of this hypothesis is that it explains why the same verses translated
in two different places in T.1+18 can have so little resemblance to
each other.
For 13L I have translated the verses as they appear in T.U 16 in the
light of their Tibetan counterparts in earlier chapters.
Occasional
references are made to T.1+18, which is generally closer to the Tibetan
than T.l+16 is. Considering the difficulties of Buddhist Chinese, the
translation of these verses is put forward as a tentative effort only;
I cannot pretend to have done full justice to their obscurities.'
22

'CThey3 evoke the thought of awakening (
(9Mv3): bsam gtan
sbyor sems yan dag bskyed byas t e .
'V

Cf. T.1+18 (912a29):

= bodhicitta) and are free of doubt'; and Tib.

23
Cf. T.1+18 (912bl):
Buddha's Dharma.'
2k

Verses 5 and

'With energy they uphold the teaching of the

6 are not found in T.1+18.
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6.

Constantly he should cultivate the five-fold moral precepts,
And frequently undertake the eight-precept fast (uposatha);
Ever staying in the monastery and rejecting property,
He recites and develops this Samadhi.

7.

C = 11D v 2H

He should not be attached to wives and concubines,
Nor love sons and daughters or possessions;
The upasaka should practise shame;
He should bear in mind only this Samadhi.

8.

I = llDv^D

He should not evoke the thought of harm with regard to another,
And only think of eliminating all flirtatiousness;
Without abiding in attachment, he is established in patient
acceptance;
He should only consider developing this Samadhi.

9.

I = 11Dv53

He should have no attachment to material possessions,
To flowers, perfumes, unguents, powders, or garlands;
Without abiding in attachment, he is established in that
patient acceptance;
He should only accept this Samadhi.

10.

I

=

?H

If a bhiksuni seeks th'is sutra ^
J3he should be reverent and eliminate envy,
Flirtatiousness, arrogance, and pride,
And it will not be difficult to realise that bodhi.

11.

C = lOCvlD

She should put forth energy and destroy torpor,
Cutting off all striving;
Her mind rejoicing in Dharma, pure in her living,
She should only recite this Samadhi.

12.

C = 10Cv2]

Her thoughts should not be accompanied by desire;
She should not give rise to anger, but be free of affliction;
She should not ensnare beings with Mara's bonds;
She should only accept this Samadhi.

13.

C = 10Cv3D

She should not do anything with deception;
She should not desire fine robes or cosmetics;
She should not be a liar, and should avoid others;
She should only accept this Samadhi.

C = 10Cv^]
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14.

Taking no thought for the sensual pleasures C?D of men and women,
Ever calmed, free of all wrong thoughts;
Evoking the perception of Buddha with regard to her teacher,

6he should only accept this Samadhi.’

I = 10Cv5H

C13M:
1.

’Having accepted such sutras as these,
They become those who have gained a true gain, eliminated
the evil destinies,
Who are unfailing (amogha) in the Sugata's teaching,
And have done away with all untimely rebirths (aksanaj.'

CHAPTER THIRTEEN,
THE EVOCATION OF ENTHUSIASM (AUTSUKYA?),
OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

102

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
LT.1+18: Chapter Eight, Protection;
T.l+1 6 : Chapter Eight, In Praise of Qualities!!
Cll+AD Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala; the bodhisattva
mahasattva Ratnakara, the Licchavi youth; the bodhisattva mahasattva
Guhagupta, the merchant’s son; the bodhisattva mahasattva Naladatta,
the brahman youth; the bodhisattva mahasattva Susima, the son of good
family; the bodhisattva mahasattva Susarthavaha, the householder; the
bodhisattva mahasattva Indradatta; and the bodhisattva mahasattva
Varunadeva, together with those five hundred bodhisattvas, because he
had spoken well1 , covered the Lord’s body with five hundred double pieces
2
of cotton cloth (dusya-yuga) ; they also scattered jewels over the Lord;
and they asked the Lord if they could perform service to him.
Then, by means of a discourse on Dharma, the Lord delighted (sampraharsayati), inspired (samadapayati), inflamed (samuttejati), and
gladdened those five hundred bodhisattvas mahasattvas led by Bhadrapala.
And they made obeisance (anjali) and sat down in the Lord's presence
with joyful thoughts, faultless thoughts, tender thoughts, desirable
o
thoughts, faithful thoughts, and unobstructed (niravarana) thoughts.

1
The Tibetan appears to have omitted 'rejoiced' here; cf. T.i+l8
(912b22) and T.l+16 (886a22), which both have something to that effect.
2
T.l+16 (886a25): ’five hundred outer garments’, but T.1+18 (912b22):
’five 'hundred karpasika-cotton robes’ ( reading^iS , ’cotton’, for$j-> ,
’brocade’). On
= karpasika, see Nakamura, Bukky5go daijiten,
p. 393a, s.v. kohaikue, which he cites from T.l+1 7 , 901c2.
3
Both Chinese versions of this paragraph differ from the Tibetan;
e.g. T.l+16 (886a2l+-29) has:
Thereupon the Lord said to Ananda: ’This bodhisattva
Bhadrapala will be for this assembly of five hundred
disciples the teacher of doctrine and he will expound
the essentials of the Dharma, will teach, comfort, and
make them rejoice; and by that rejoicing they shall
then obtain a mind of obedience, a mind of truth, a
mind of purity, a mind free of desires, they shall
eliminate the afflictions (klesa) and be free of the
coverings (nivarana?).’
Then the five hundred made obeisance with one mind, paid
their respects, prostrated themselves, withdrew and
remained on one side.
T.1+18 (912b23-27) is similar.
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LlhBl Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to the Lord:

’Lord, how many dharmas must a bodhisattva mahasattva possess to
obtain this Samadhi?'
When this was said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
'Bhadrapala, a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi if he
possesses four dharmas.

What are the four?

Namely, not relying on the

magic formulae (mantra) of the heretics (anya-tirthika); not being
attached to the sense-qualities (kama-gun a ); not being defeated (ajita)
by the ascetic qualities and frugality (dhuta-guna-samlekha)C?H; and
disparaging opportunities for rebirth (upapatti-sthana) in the states
of existence (bhava-gati).

If he possesses those four dharmas, Bhadra

pala, a bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
mUc:

'Bhadrapala, if any bodhisattva keeps, reads, copies, preserves,

masters, or expounds widely to others this Samadhi, then it should be
known, Bhadrapala, that there are five hundred qualities

k

for that bodhi

sattva which he will acquire in this very life (drstadharme).
the five hundred?

What are

Bhadrapala, just as, for example, the body of a

dweller in friendliness (maitrI-viharin) is unharmed by poison, is un
harmed by weapons,.does not drown, is not burned by fire, and kings
seeking to get at him (avatara-preksin) cannot find a weak spot (na
avataram labh-), in the same way, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who
preserves this Samadhi is also unharmed by poison, is unharmed by
weapons, does not drown, is not burned by fire, and kings seeking to get
at him cannot find a weak spot.'
'Furthermore, Bhadrapala, if, when the kalpa goes up in flames, the
bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi were to leap into the midst of
that mass of fire (agni-skandha), then that mass of fire would be ex
tinguished, just as, for example, a large pitcher of water extinguishes
a Csmall^D mass of fire.'
ClHDH 'Bhadrapala, as for that bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi,
if kings, or robbers, or fire, or water, or living beings, or Nagas, or
Vetalas, or Yaksas, or Raksasas, or lions, or tigers, or dogs, or foxes,

b
So also T.U 18 (912c3); but T.U16 (886b9) has simply ’five qualities
No five hundred qualities are in fact listed.

5

So both Chinese versions.

10b
or wolves, or humans, or Amanusyas, or Pretas, or Kumbhandas [attempt toJ
interfere with him, there is no possibility or chance, it is impossible
that they should interfere with his person, or his life, or his almsbowl, or his robes, or his holy life, or his preaching, or his memoris
ation (svadhyaya), or his trance (dhyana), or his fundamental intent
reflection (yoniso-manasikara)-- except as retribution for former acts
(purva-karma-vipakam sthapayitva).’
’Bhadrapala, as for that bhiksu who preserves this Samadhi, there is
no possibility or chance, it is impossible that he should suffer any
malady of the eyes, or suffer any malady of the ears, or suffer any
malady of the nose, or suffer any malady of the tongue, or suffer any
malady of the body, or suffer any malady of the mind, or that that
bodhisattva’s life should cease through any other form of malady besides
those---except as retribution for former acts.
Cl^EH ’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, the Devas also protect (raksam kr-) the
bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi.
The Yaksas also protect him.
protect him.
him.

The Nagas also protect him.

The Gandharvas also protect him.

The Amanusyas also protect him.

The Garudas also protect him.

Mahoragas also protect him.

Men also

The Asuras also protect

The Kinnaras also protect him.

The

The Four Great Kings, Sakra, Lord of the
7

Devas, Brahma Sahampati, and the Devaputra Susima

also protect him.

Other very mighty Devaputras besides these also protect him.
mahasattvas also protect him.

Bodhisattvas

Buddhas, Lords also protect the bodhisattva

who preserves this Samadhi.’
ClUF3 ’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, that bodhisattva mahasattva becomes one
who is dear (priya) to the Devas, Nagas, Yaksas, Asuras, Garudas,

s

_

Kinnaras, Mahoragas, to Sakra, to the Brahmas, to the Great Kings, to
bodhisattvas, and to Buddhas, Lords.’

6

T.Ul 6 (886 c 6-10) adds the following passage, not found elsewhere:
Furthermore, Bhadrapala, if those young men or women have
obtained this Sutra, have thus heard it, thus seen it,
thus come to know it, thus accomplished it, it is not
possible that they should not encounter a Buddha, or
abuse the True Dharma, or destroy the community of bhiksus,
or reject Buddha-bodhi.
You should know, Bhadrapala, that
those young men and women who hold to the Sutra cannot be
impeded by any of the above things, except for the irre
versible misfortune due to past acts.

7
There is no mention of any lha’i bu mtshams bzan ( = Devaputra
Susima) in either of the Chinese versions of this passage.
For the
Sanskrit text of this section, see Appendix B.
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ClUG□ ’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, the Devas also sing the praises (varnam
bhasante) of that bodhisattva mahasattva.
praises.

The Nagas also sing his

The Yaksas also sing his praises.

The Amanusyas also sing his praises.

also sing his praises.

The Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras, and

*

Mahoragas also sing his praises.

Men also sing his praises.

—

Sakra, Brahma, and the Great Kings

Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, Lords also sing the

praises of that bodhisattva mahasattva.’
Zlkm

’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, the Devas also wish to see that bodhi

sattva who preserves this Samadhi.
Yaksas also wish to see him.

The Gandharvas also wish to see him.

Kinnaras also wish to see him.
also wish to see him.
see him.

The Nagas also wish to see him.

Men also wish to see him.

The
The

The Amanusyas

The Asuras, Garudas, and Mahoragas also wish to

The bodhisattvas and the Buddhas, Lords also, even in a dream,

show their countenances to that bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi,
and they declare their names.’
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattvas also wish to see that
bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi.

The Buddhas, Lords also desire

to behold him.’
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, the Devas also go to see the bodhisattva
who preserves this Samadhi.

The Nagas also go to see him.

The Yaksas,

Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, and men also go to see him.
A

Sakra, Lord of the Devas, Brahma Sahampati, and the Devaputra Susima
also go to see him.’
ClUlU ’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, to that bodhisattva who preserves this
Samadhi, sutras unexpounded to and unheard by him will be spoken and
their uttering heard even in dreams.’
’Bhadrapala, if I could sing the praises and proclaim the qualities
for a kalpa or more than a kalpa of the bodhisattva who preserves this
Samadhi, who takes up, masters, keeps, reads, copies, or expounds this

g

Samadhi, then how much more [could ID of those who accomplish it?’
[lUJD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:^

8

For the Sanskrit and Chinese versions of lUH and lUl, see Appendix B.

9
The Sanskrit fragment of the PraS preserves 15 of the following 1 6
verses, while both Chinese versions have all l 6 , in the same order as the
Tibetan.
See Appendix B for translations of all these.
It will be noted
that the Tibetan text is not by any means an exact rendition of the
Sanskrit as we have it.

io6
'To describe the qualities
Of the bodhisattva who expounds
This Samadhi spoken by the Sugata
Would be like taking one [grain of sandD from all the sands
of the Ganges.
He who expounds this Samadhi,
Fire and weapons do not harm him,
Robbers do not injure him,
Kings show him no unkindness.
If venomous snakes, enraged and terrible,
Beset men with evil intent,
They become venomless through the power
Of him who embarks upon this Samadhi.
Men, Nagas, Yaksas, and Raksasas,
Enemies enraged and terrible,
Cannot ever endure the power
Of him who embarks upon this Samadhi.
Whatever fierce wild beasts of the forest there are-Wolves, jackals, and likewise lions and tigers-They also become the companions and servants
Of him who lives in a forest retreat.
If Yaksas and Pisacas, terrible snatchers of vital force,
Beset men with evil intent,
They become downcast because of the power
Of him who embarks upon this Samadhi.
He who expounds this Samadhi
Is free of any malady of the ear or malady of the body;
His organ of sight is never impaired;
His words are lucid, and he speaks with inspired eloquence.
For him who embarks upon this Samadhi
There is never hell or evil destiny;
Disease does not afflict his body;
For him there is never fear of a downfall.

9.

If, having recited it Cby heartD, he teaches it to others,
Devas, Nagas, Kumbhandas,
Asuras, and Mahoragas protect him;
Even those of evil intent become gracious towards him.

10.

If, having recited it, he teaches it to others,
Devas, Men, Nagas, and Asuras,
Yaksas and Kinnaras sing his praises greatly;
The Buddhas also extol him as if he were an only son.

11.

If, having recited it, he teaches it to others,
Doubt as to the dharmas does not occur to him;
Doubt as to awakening does not occur to him;
And no-one appears who is his equal in beauty.

12.

To him who recites this Samadhi
Harm and hunger do not come,
Even when kings are in turmoil and likewise beings are in turmoil,
And famine and desolation have come to pass.

13.

He who recites this Samadhi,
Even when Mara stands over beings,
He fears not, nor does the hair of his body stand on end;
His qualities are inconceivable.

lU.

As many torments, calamities, and afflictions
As have been described by me,
They cannot injure his person,
Except as retribution for former acts.

15.

Those into whose hands these great sutras pass
At the time of the final destruction,
Placed to the fore as CmyD eldest sons
Are they lauded, extolled, and their praises sung.

16 .

With vigilance put forth energy.
Practise the Dharma also in conformity (?).
Those who preserve, read, and teach CitD,
For your sake are these things expounded.'

CHAPTER FOURTEEN,
IN PRAISE OF THE PREACHER OF DHARMA,
OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
CT.^18: Chapter Nine, The Buddha *Ksemaraja;
T.i+l6 : Chapter Nine, BeneficenceD
C15A3

BAMPO FIVE
And the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala:
’Bhadrapala, I remember (abhijanami) that in the past, in an age

and a time incalculable, vast, immeasurable, inconceivable, and infinite
kalpas ago, there appeared in the world a Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
named ^Ksemaraja1 , Endowed with Knowledge and Conduct, a Sugata, a Knower
of the World, a Leader of Men to be Tamed, a Supreme One, a Teacher of
Devas and Men, a Buddha and Lord.’
[15B3 ’Bhadrapala, at that time there was a merchant’s son (sresthi2
putra) named Sudatta , who, accompanied (parivrta) and followed (puraskrta) by twenty thousand beings, went to the place where the Tathagata
Arhat Samyaksambuddha *Ksemaraja was; and having on his arrival prostrat
ed himself at the feet of the Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
*Ksemaraja and circumambulated him three times, he sat down to one side.
And having sat down to one side, the merchant’s son Sudatta questioned
the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha *Ksemaraja about this Samadhi.’

1

Tib. Bde b a ’i rgyal po; T.Ul 6 ^'^_-^* : T.U18
As usual
Tib. and T.^l 6 translate the name, while T.U18 transliterates it and
thus provides us with the means of reconstructing it. The name consists
of two elements, and there can be no doubt that -raja is the second (for
= raja, see also n. 15.7)- When we refer to the TSD, we find that
the most common Sanskrit equivalent for bde ba is sukha, but that another
equivalent, ksema, is much nearer c h ’an ■Jh in pronunciation, especially
in its Prakrt form khema. If Ksemaraja was the original form, then it
would appear that Jnanagupta understood ksema as ’safe’, ’secure’ ( so
, literally ’fearless’) rather than as ’happy’. To my knowledge
sukha cannot be interpreted in this way.
Interestingly, the name of the
translator of T.1+18, Lou-chia-ch’an
> has been reconstructed
either as Lokaksema or Lokaraksa.
The fact that
and'^?’ are homophones,
while
4
’ ’ here is fairiy certainly ksema, would tend to support
the former reconstruction.
2
Tib. Bzan sbyin; T.Ul 6
There can be little
doubt about the reconstruction of this name as Sudatta.
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C15CD 'Thereupon, Bhadrapala, that Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
*Ksemaraja too, knowing the high resolve (adhyasaya) of the merchant's
son Sudatta, taught and expounded this Samadhi in full (vistarena).'
'Then, Bhadrapala, on hearing this Samadhi, the merchant's son
Sudatta retained it.

Having retained it he developed it.

Having devel

oped it he shaved off his hair and beard, donned dyed robes (kasayavasana), went forth from the household life into the homeless state,
and pursued the holy life under that Lord, the Tathagata Arhat Samyak
sambuddha *Ksemaraja.
Samadhi.

For 80,000 years he continued to develop this

Having retained everything he heard from that Lord, the Tatha

gata Arhat Samyaksambuddha *Ksemaraja, and having also retained every-

3

thing he heard from [subsequent?] past Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas ,
he became possessed of inconceivable (acintya) great learning (bahusrutya ). '
[15D3 'At a later time (aparena kalena) he passed on (jati-vyativrt-),
his body perished and he died, and he was reborn to the same lot (sabhagata) as the Devas of the Thirty-three (trayastrimsa-deva) in a
heaven, a happy state (sugati-svargaloka).

And having been reborn, in

that very world-sphere he encountered (aragayati) a second Tathagata
called *Vidyuddeva .

In that very kalpa he was born into a great

ksatriya family (ksatriya-mahasalakula), and having gone forth from
that great ksatriya family he went forth under that Tathagata Arhat
Samyaksambuddha *Vidyuddeva, and for 80,000 years'* he developed this
Samadhi and lived the holy life.'^

3
I.e. those Tathagatas who appeared in the world after *Ksemaraja,
according to T.^l6 (887cl7)- Are these perhaps to be equated with the
second and third Tathagatas whom Sudatta is said to encounter in 15D-E?
Tib. Glog gi lha; T.U l 6 i
T.Ul8$J
ifcjjLTwo elements
are involved, as usual. The first is a word for 'lightning'; vidyut
is the most common, and may have been pronounced by Lokaksema in its
Prakrt form vijju. If this is so, then^fj f£\ in T.1+18 may be explained
thus:
is to be read she ( = jju) rather than tu; while fyj (shu) may
be a miscopy for wei
( = vi). As to the second element, there is
little doubt that it is -deva (Tib. lha). Jnanagupta is notably
promiscuous in his use o f ^ ^ to translate all and everything (see Gloss
ary, s.v. Ratnakara, Susima, etc.), and in copying a careless scribe
might have inverted the characters - t U l - a standard Chinese translit
eration of deva. However, only a complete study of Lokaksema's translit
erations will enable us to restore this and other names found in the
PraS with any certainty.
k

5

T.l+16 (887 c 23):

'81+,000 years'.

6

The Tib. translation appears to be faulty.

Both Chinese versions
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C15EJ ’He encountered (aragayati) a third Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
called *Rasmiraja .

In that very kalpa he was born into a great brahman

family (brahmina-mahasalakula), and having gone forth from that great
brahman family he went forth under that Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
*Rasmiraja, aid for 8^,000 years he developed this Samadhi and lived the
Q
holy life.
And eight kalpas later that merchant's son Sudatta became
fully awakened to supreme and perfect awakening.'
L15FD 'Bhadrapala, if you entertain any doubt, uncertainty, or suspicion
that the merchant's son named Sudatta who appeared in that time, in that
age was any other, then, Bhadrapala, you should not see it so (*syat
khalu punas te Bhadrapalaivam kanksa va vimatir va vicikitsa vanyah sa
tena kalena tena samayena Sudatto nama sresthiputro 'bhut na khalu punas
tva.yaivam drastavyam*).

Why is that?

Because the Tathagata Arhat Samyak

sambuddha Dipamkara was in that time, in that age the merchant’s son named
Sud at t a (*tat kasya hetoh?

ayam eva sa DIpamkaras tathagato ’rhan samyak'
o
sambuddhas tena kalena tena samayena Sudatto nama sresthiputro ’bhut*).'
’See, Bhadrapala, how that merchant’s son Sudatta strove for the

Dharma, desired the Dharma, and was zealous for the Dharma, and for that
reason quickly became fully awakened to supreme and perfect awakening!
See, Bhadrapala, how very beneficial this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who
Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present is for bodhisattvas
mahasattvas to engender Buddha-cognition and become similar to the sea
in their learning!’

make it clear that the Tathagata *Vidyuddeva is the one who ’goes forth’
from the ksatriya family (see especially T.U1 6 , 887c20-2U).
If this is
so, perhaps we could correct the Tib. so that we could translate: ’And
having been reborn, in that very world-sphere he CSudattaU encountered
a second Tathagata called *Vidyuddeva, who in that very kalpa had been
born into a great ksatriya family and had gone forth from that great
ksatriya family.
He CSudattaD went forth under that Tathagata...’
7
Tib. ’0d zer gyi rgyal p o ; T.U16
= raja (rgyal p o ,3 L ), so the problem lies only with the first element.
According to TSD, ’od zer usually stands for rasmi, and indeed the name
’0d zer rgyal po ( = Rasmiraja) is given (cited from the Bhadrakalpikasutra, No. 519; see Weller, Tausend Buddhanamen, pp. 62-63*)"~ Could
T.Ul 8 ’s $ ft (lai-p *i ) conceivably stand for rasmi (perhaps in its
Prakrt form rassi)?

8

As in 15D, the Tib. translation is at odds with the Chinese versions,
who have the Tathagata *Rasmiraja being born in, and going forth from,
the great brahman family. Cf. n. 15-6.
9
A common formula of identification of characters appearing in such
jatakas; see e.g. Lamotte, L 'Enseignement, p. 385, n.28.

Ill

C15GD ’Therefore, Bhadrapala,. you should take up, master, copy, preserve,
and read this Samadhi.

Having taken it up and mastered it, you should

expound, teach, and proclaim it in full to others, and you should exert
yourself in the endeavour to develop it.

Why is that, Bhadrapala? It is

thus: if one cultivates, develops and rehearses this Samadhi more and
more (bhuyo bhuyas), one obtains Buddha-cognition, one obtains Tathagatacognition, Self-existent cognition (svayambhu-jnana), omniscient cognit
ion, inconceivable cognition (ac intya-j nana), cognition which equals the
unequalled (asamasama-jnana), supreme cognition, and unexcelled cognit
ion-- one does not obtain any other dharma apart from that.’
C15HH ’Further, Bhadrapala, when those who speak correctly (samyagvadamana) say of something: "it is an eye.

It produces bodhisattvas.

It

produces the Buddha-dharmas,” it is of this Samadhi, Bhadrapala, that
they are speaking correctly.’
'Further, Bhadrapala, when those who speak correctly say of some
thing: "it is the lineage of the Buddhas (buddha-vamsa).

It is the

lineage of the Dharma.

It is the

It is the lineage of the Sangha.

level of a Buddha (buddha-bhumi).
is the ocean of learning.
the basis of learning.

It is the lineage of learning.

It is an accumulation of learning.

It is an accumulation of qualities.

production of patient acceptance (ksanti).
friendliness.

It

It is
It is the

It is the production of

It is the acquisition of compassion.

It is the dharma

which produces awakening," it is of this Samadhi, Bhadrapala, that they
are speaking correctly.'
C15I3 'Further, Bhadrapala, when those who speak correctly say of some
thing: "it is a dharma which dispels the darkness of the world with its
Devas, Men, and Asuras.

It is a dharma which emits a great light," it

is of this Samadhi, Bhadrapala, that they are speaking correctly.'
'Further, Bhadrapala, when those who speak correctly say of some
thing: "it is the dharma which produces the ten powers of a Tathagata,
the four Assurances (vaisaradya) of a Tathagata, the four special knowl
edges (pratisamvid) and the eighteen dharmas exclusive to a Buddha (avenika-buddha-dharma)," it is of this Samadhi, Bhadrapala, that they are
speaking correctly.'
'See, Bhadrapala, how great this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who
Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present is, which thus enables

10
For this construction cf.
in English.

8F.

I have rendered it only approximately •

112
bodhisattvas mahasattvas, while seated right here, to see the Buddhas
of other world-spheres, to hear the Dharma, and to see the Sangha
also! '
[15JH 'Therefore, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva mahasattva who wishes to
perfect this precious Samadhi (samadhi-ratna) should consolidate the
practice of the four Applications of Mindfulness (smrtyupasthana).
Bhadrapala, how should a bodhisattva mahasattva consolidate the practice
of the four Applications of Mindfulness?

In this regard, Bhadrapala,

the bodhisattva mahasattva should observe the body in the body, but
should not think any discursive thoughts connected with the body (kaye
kayanudarsi viharati, na ca kayasahagatan vitarkan vitarkayati?).

He

should observe feelings in feelings, but should not think any discursive
thoughts connected with feelings (vedanasu vedananudarsi viharati, na ca
vedanasahagatan vitarkan vitarkayati?).

He should observe thought (citta)

in thought, but should not think any discursive thoughts connected with
thought.

He should observe dharmas in dharmas, but should not think any

discursive thoughts connected with dharmas.
C15KD 'Bhadrapala, who can have faith in this Samadhi, apart from Tatha
gatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, irreversible (avaivartika) bodhisattvas
.

12

_

mahasattvas, and Sravakas who are direct witnesses (kaya-saksin)
is that, Bhadrapala?

?

Why

All foolish common people (bala-prthag-j ana) are in

error as regards this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face
with the Buddhas of the Present.

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Although one

should reflect intently on those very dharmas, and should see those very
dharmas, and should reflect intently on the Buddhas, Lords, and should
see the Tathagatas, and should hear the Dharma, one should not fixate
(abhinivisate) Con themD.'

11
T.1+18 preserves a fuller form of the formula for the four smrty
upasthana : 'What are the four Stations ( j Ll. ) of Mindfulness? The
first is that one observes one's own body and observes the bodies of
others, but although one observes one's own body and observes the
bodies of others, there is originally no body...(and similarly for
feelings, thought, and dharmas).'
Cf. the formula as it is found in the Ssp, fase. XV, p. 11+27 (I
have corrected several inconsistencies in the text): iha...bodhisattvo
mahasattvo 'dhyatmakaye kayanudarsi viharati / na ca kayasahagatan vi
tarkan vitarkayati...bahirdha kaye kayanudarsi viharati / na ca kaya
sahagatan vitarkan vitarkayati...(see also Conze, Large Sutra, p. 153;
the Satipatthanasutta, Majjhima Nikaya 10).
12
T.1+18 (91^+all) simply: 'Arhats'; T.l+l6 (888blO):
whose outflows are exhausted.'

'those Arhats
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C15LD 'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

All these dharmas are empty by own-

being (svabhavena sunya), pure (parisuddha) by own-being, and calmed
from the very beginning (adyupasanta).

Bhadrapala, all these dharmas,

being subject to apprehension (upalabdhi? ), are [themselves?! without
apprehension (anupalambha)[?H.

All these dharmas are isolated (vi-

vikta) through the very act of intent reflection (manasikara).

All

these dharmas are ungraspable (agrahy a ) because by their own-being they
cannot be apprehended.

All these dharmas are unattached (alipta? )

because they are similar to space.

All these dharmas are utterly pure

(suvisuddha) because they are devoid of perceptions of a self (atman)
and a being (sattva).

All these dharmas are undefiled (nihklesa) be

cause they have appeared on account of causes (hetu-vasat? ).

All these

dharmas are incalculable (asamkhyeya) because neither a life (jivita)
nor a person (pudgala) is apprehended.

All these dharmas are equal to

Nirvana through being by their own-being luminous.

All these dharmas

are near at hand (asannl-bhuta?) because no existing thing (bhava) is
apprehended.'
[15MD 'Bhadrapala, if any son or daughter of good family wishes to
develop this Samadhi, he should enter the entrance of signlessness
(animitta-mukha) by entering by means of various signs, in such a way
that he sees the Buddhas, Lords and develops the awakening-factor of
mindfulness (smrti-sambodhyanga) connected with the calling to mind of
the Buddha (buddhanusmrt i ), that he hears the Dharma and develops the
awakening-factor of discrimination of Dharma (dharma-pravicaya-sambodhyanga) with regard to the Dharma, without either apprehending a
13
self or becoming arrogant with the Dharma.'
[15NH 'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

'Namely, he who has a perception of

existing things (bhava-samjna) will not see the Buddha.

He who has

a perception of dharmas [or: Dharma?] will not see dharmas.

He who

expects recompense (vipaka-pratikanksin) will not become perfect in
liberality (tyaga).

He who delights in meditational development

(bhavana) will not become pure in morality.

He who is miserly with

the Dharma will not become greatly learned (bahusruta).
to a'person'

(pudgala) will not attain Parinirvana.

He who adheres

He who delights in

worthless chatter (pralapa) will not see solitude (viveka).
takes pleasure in dwellings will not obtain the fruit.

He who

He who has

13
On the seven (sam)bodhyanga, 'factors of awakening', see Dayal,
Bodhisattva Doctrine, pp. 1^9-155•

Ilk
attachments (anunaya) will not see ChisD fault.

He who delights in

malice (vyapada) will not attain to patient acceptance and gentleness
(ksanti-sauratya).

He who harbours hatred and enmity will see no

blessing (anusamsa).

A son or daughter of good family who is a follower

of the Sravakayana will not realise this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who
Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, on account of which
one obtains patient acceptance.
does not arise.

In a bodhisattva miserliness (matsarya)

He who apprehends a basis (aupalambhika) will not

develop emptiness.

He who is lazy will not obtain intuitive comprehen

sion (abhisamaya).

Those who adhere to desire will not attain to

quietude (samatha).

Those who are attached will not perfect meditational

development.’
C150H ’Therefore, Bhadrapala, so that the Samadhi will not disappear I
entrust it to the world with its Devas.'
’As LI,D the Lord expounded this discourse on Dharma (dharmaparyaya), eighteen nayutas of Devaputras of the Realm of Desire (kamavacara) and the Realm of Form (rupavacara) conceived the thought of supreme
and perfect awakening (anuttara-samyak-sambodhi-citta).

And eight thou

sand beings, comprising Devas, Men, and Asuras, also conceived the
thought of supreme and perfect awakening.’
’If they who have conceived the first thought of supreme awakening,
after becoming liberated in thought (vimukta-citta) under Tathagatas as
numerous as the sands of the River Ganges, shall all become fully
awakened to supreme and perfect awakening under different names

lk

but

with the one life-span, then, Bhadrapala, how much more so will they
who propitiated me when formerly I was pursuing the bodhisattva-course?
How much more so shall they who befriended me when formerly I was
pursuing the bodhisattva-course?

They shall quickly become fully awak

ened to supreme and perfect awakening.’
’Bhadrapala, during the exposition of this dharma innumerable
beings have also engendered cognition and vision (jnana-darsana); and
eight hundred bhiksus have had their minds freed from the outflows,
without further clinging (anupadaya asravebhyas cittani vimuktani).’

Not so T.l+16 (888cl 6 ): ’Then, in the future, after kalpas exceed
ing the sands of the Ganges, they shall all completely attain anuttarasamyak-sambodhi; they shall all share the one name, being called the
Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha *Su vimukt a (
).. . ’ It is
difficult to determine from T.l+16 or from the Tibetan whether all of
this section is actually spoken by the Buddha or not; unfortunately,
T.1+18 lacks 150.

lk

C15P3 Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:1^
1.

’They who have preserved this Samadhi,

Their wisdom is utterly immeasurable;
Their morality is measureless, spotless, and immaculate (vimala)
Their morality is pure, pure also their thought.
2.

They who have preserved this Samadhi,
Their wisdom is never deficient;
Having heard the Samadhi they are never deficient;
They display all qualities like the moon.

3*

They who have preserved this Samadhi
Will extol inconceivable Buddhas;
They will also see inconceivable Dharmas;
Inconceivable Devas will protect them.

k.

Inconceivable former Buddhas have appeared
Expounding inconceivable Dharmas;
He who has preserved this Samadhi
Has seen them and worshipped them all.

5.

He who has preserved this Samadhi
Has revered those Jinas
Who, as saviours from all suffering,

Have appeared and do abide for the sake of the world.
6.

The bodhisattva who wishes to see
The many inconceivable Buddhas of the future,
In order to worship them with thoughts of faith-Let him preserve this most excellent Samadhi.

7.

They who have preserved this Samadhi,

Those men have an inconceivable gain;
They are welcome (svagata) in the world of men;
They have performed the going-forth well, they have eaten their
alms-food (pindapata) well.

15
The following eight gathas appear in the same order in both T.U18
and T.U 16 (see ConcordanceT^
There are, as usual, certain variations
in content.

They into whose hands will pass
This most excellent Samadhi in the last age,
Will gain very well a goodly possession,
And will also receive inconceivable dharmas .

1

CHAPTER FIFTEEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
CT.4l8: Chapter Ten, Invitation to the Buddha;
T.hl6: Chapter Ten, Fulfilment of the Five DharmasD

C16a : Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, having risen from
his seat and arranged his upper garment on one shoulder, put his right
knee to the ground, extended his joined palms towards the Lord, and said
to the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, will you, out of compassion (anukampam upadaya),
accept my invitation to dinner tomorrow together with the community of
bhiksus?'
Out of compassion the Lord showed his acceptance to the bodhisattva
mahasattva Bhadrapala by remaining silent (tusnimbhavena).
C16b : Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, knowing that by
remaining silent the Lord had accepted, prostrated himself at the Lord's
feet, circumambulated him three times, and left the Lord's presence; he
went to where the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati was, and having on his arrival
prostrated himself at the feet of the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati Gautami he
sat down to one side.

And having sat down to one side, the bodhisattva

mahasattva Bhadrapala said to the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati Gautami:
'Noble lady (arya), will you, out of compassion, accept my invitat
ion to dinner tomorrow together with the community of bhiksunls (bhiksu
n l-sangha )?'
Out of compassion the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati Gautami showed her
acceptance to the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala by remaining silent.
C16C□ Thereupon the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, knowing that by
saying nothing the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati Gautami had accepted, prostrat
ed himself at the bhiksunl Mahaprajapati Gautami's feet, circumambulated
her three times, and went away.

And having gone away he went to where

the Licchavi youth Ratnakara was, and on his arrival said to the Licchavi
youth Ratnakara:
'Kinsman (jnati), as many upasakas from here in Rajagrha or from
other regions as have assembled here in Rajagrha, in the Bamboo Wood, in
the Haunt of the Kalandakas, together with their retinues, please invite
them all in my name (mama vacanena) to dinner at noon tomorrow.'
Then the Licchavi youth Ratnakara said to all those upasakas who had
assembled in that congregation:
'The bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala has invited you to dinner
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tomorrow, along with your retinues.’
:i6DJ Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, the Licchavi youth
Ratnakara, the householder Mahasusarthavaha, the merchant’s son Guha
gupta, the brahman Naladatta, the householder Varunadeva, the house
holder Indradatta1 , and other householders as well, after rising each
from his own seat, prostrated themselves at the Lord’s feet, circumambu
lated the Lord three times, and prostrated themselves also at the feet
of the community of bhiksus; leaving the Bamboo Wood they made their way
_

2

to the great city of Rajagrha, to the house of Bhadrapala , and on their
arrival there they prepared that very evening many pleasing drinks,
foods, savouries, and delicacies; they prepared and made ready food of
a hundred flavours (sata-rasa-bhojanam) for all of them, and even for
the beggars.

Why is that?

Bodhisattvas mahasattvas are established in

magnanimity (udarasaya?) and the absence of disdain, and have attained
to equanimity with regard to all beings.
Cl6E: Thereupon Sakra, Lord of the Devas, Brahma Sahampati, the Devaputra
3
Susima, and the Four Great Kings , conjuring up (abhinirmaya) many men,
exerted themselves in one incarnate guise or another £?D to assist and
ripen the awakening of those householders.
Then the bodhisattva Bhadrapala, the Licchavi youth Ratnakara, and
the other householders, each with his own relatives, cleaned well what
had to be cleaned throughout the great city of Rajagrha, draped it with
silken streamers (daman), perfumed it with censers of incense, and
strewed it with loose flowers (mukta-puspa).
Cl6F □ Then, after the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala with his relatives
had both decorated the great city of Rajagrha and prepared a meal of a
hundred flavours, when that night had passed he made his way, accompanied
and followed by his relatives, to where the Lord was, and having on his
arrival prostrated himself at the Lord’s feet and circumambulated the
Lord three times, he informed him that it was noon, saying:

1
T.1+18 (91^9-11) mentions all eight bodhisattvas, including Susima;
while T.l+16 has only the first five of the Tibetan list.
Susima is
similarly omitted in the Tib. at l 6H and l 6l.
2

Most of what follows here appears in T.1+18 after section l 6E, at

9ll+cl8 .
3
T.l+16 (889b9-10): ’the four Great Deva-kings, Dhrtarastra and the
others...’ This is not found elsewhere.
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’Reverend Lord, the time for the meal has come.
meal-hour has come.

Reverend Lord, the

The meal has been prepared, and I wish you to know

that the time for it has now come.’
Thereupon in the forenoon (purvahna-kala) the Lord put on his robe
(clvara) and undergarment (nivasana), took up his bowl, and accompanied
and followed by the community of bhiksus, the community of bhiksunis,
and the assemblies of upasakas and upasikas, he made his way to the house
of the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala.
CI6GJ Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala thought:
’It would be good if the Lord could perform such a working of magic
(rddhyabhisamskaram abhisamskr-) that, by his performing that working of
magic, my house would become extensive, large, and like blue beryl (vaidurya) , so that all the men of the town could see CinD and that these
numerous assemblies could also be seated as they pleased (yathestam).’
Thereupon the Lord, knowing in his mind the drift of that bodhi
sattva mahasattva’s thought, performed such a working of magic that, by
his performing that working of magic, the house of the bodhisattva maha
sattva Bhadrapala became extensive, large, and like blue beryl, so that
all the men of the town could see EinJ and all those assemblies could
be seated as they pleased.

b
I.e. transparent.
The Chinese versions of this passage (see Con
cordance) are more explicit than the Tibetan.
A similar reference to a transparent building made out of beryl
occurs in the Mv (i, p. 32), where Sudharma, the assembly hall of Sudarsana, the city of the Devas of the Thirty-three, is described as
sarvavaiduryamayi. There the text appears to be saying that Sakra and
the Devas can be seen from outside in conclave, and that they themselves
can also look out over the whole of Sudarsana:

yatra deva trayastrimsahsakro ca devanam indro sannisana
sannipatita devakaraniyesu vahyato devasabhayam drsyanti
deva pi trayastrimsa sudharmaye devasabhaye nisanah sarvam
sudarsanam devanagaram pasyanti
(see also Jones’ translation, Vol. I, p. 27).
Stories of magical transformations of the kind we have here in the PraS
were obviously popular narrative elements in Mahayana sutras; see e.g.
the C h ’eng-chii kuang-ming ting-i ching
.fa.
(attributed
to Chih Yao
, a near-contemporary of Lokaksema, who himself is
also supposed to have made a translation of this text), in which the
lay bodhisattva Shan-ming
( = Suprabha?) invites the Buddha and
his followers to dinner, fears that his house is too small to accommodate
his guests, and then has it miraculously enlarged and transformed so that
everyone can dine in comfort (T.630, l+52all-b23).
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:i6h: Thereupon the Lord entered the house of the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala.

And having entered he seated himself on the seat prepared,

together with the communities of bhiksus and bhiksunls and the assemblies
of upasakas and upasikas.
Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, the Licchavi youth
Ratnakara, the householder Mahasusarthavaha, the merchant’s son Guha
gupta, the brahman Naladatta, the householder Indradatta, and the house
holder Varunadeva, perceiving that the Lord had seated himself, and per
ceiving that the community of bhiksus, the community of bhiksunls, and
the assemblies of upasakas and upasikas had also seated themselves, with
their own hands they fed and satisfied with the many pleasing drinks,
foods, savouries, and food of a hundred flavours the community of bhiksus,
the community of bhiksunls, and the assemblies of upasakas and upasikas,
beginning with the Buddha.
When they had with their own hands fed and satisfied them with many
pleasing foods, drinks, savouries, and food of a hundred flavours, they
perceived that the Lord had finished his meal, washed his hand and put
away E?3 his bowl'*; fetching suitable (yathayogam) seats, they sat down
in front of the Lord, in the Lord’s presence.
Cl6l3 Thereupon with a discourse on Dharma (dharma-katha) the Lord
delighted, inspired, inflamed, and gladdened the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala, the Licchavi youth Ratnakara, the householder Mahasusartha
vaha, the merchant’s son Guhagupta, the brahman Naladatta, the house
holder Indradatta, the householder Varunadeva, and those four assemblies.
And after he had delighted, inspired, inflamed, and gladdened them with
a discourse on Dharma he rose, and in the company of the community of
bhiksus made his way back.

5
For bcabs as the past tense of the verb ’chab p a , ’to wash’ (resp.),
see Walter Simon, ’Vowel Alteration in Tibetan’, p. 9^, n. 36 . I cannot
find the verb gyu ba in the lexicons, but what underlies the Tibetan
here must be a stock Sanskrit phrase related to the Pali onita-pattapani (see PTSD, s.v. onlta). Such a phrase is indeed found several
times in the M v , e.g. at i, 325.13: atha khalu krki kasiraja bhagavantam
kasyapam bhuktavim dhautapanim apanitapatram viditva; at iii, lh2.h: atha
khalu bhagavam bhuktavi dhautahasto apanitapatro...; and at iii, 257 .1 0 :
bhagavam...bhuktadhautapanir apanitapatro. Here the meaning is that the
Lord has eaten, washed his hand, and put away his bowl, and no doubt our
text-- bcom ldan ’das bsos gsol phyag bcabs / lhun bzed gyu ba signifies
something similar.
The discovery of some parallel passages in Sanskrit
(with Tibetan translations) should resolve the difficulty.
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Cl6J3 Thereupon, after finishing the meal (bhaktakrtyam krtva), the
bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, together with his own friends, relat
ives, and kinsmen, and accompanied and followed by a full 100,000 beings,
made his way to where the Lord was, and having on his arrival prostrated
himself at the Lord's feet and circumambulated him three times, he sat
down to one side.
The bodhisattva mahasattva Ratnakara, Mahasusarthavaha, Guhagupta,
Naladatta, Susima, Indradatta, and the bodhisattva mahasattva Varunadeva,
having prostrated themselves at the Lord's feet together, and having
circumambulated him three times, sat down to one side.
C16k : Then the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, perceiving that all the
assembly was seated, said to the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, how many dharmas must the bodhisattva mahasattva
possess in order to obtain this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands
Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present, to listen to it and hear
it, to take it in by virtue of an undistracted mind (aviksipta-citta),
to not forget it, and, having taken it in, to obtain it?'
[16l D This having been said, the Lord said to the bodhisattva mahasattva
Bhadrapala:
'Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva possesses five dharmas
he obtains this Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with
the Buddhas of the Present; he listens to it and hears it, he takes it in
by virtue of an undistracted mind, he does not forget it, and having
taken it in he obtains it.'
'Bhadrapala, what are the five?

If here the bodhisattva mahasattva

possesses patient acceptance of the profound dharma (gambhira-dharmaksanti), if he possesses patient acceptance of the fact that dharmas are
not produced (anutpattika-dharma-ksanti), indestructible (aksaya), devoid
of destruction (ksayapagata), imperishable, utterly imperishable, unpoll
uted (anavila), gone beyond pollution (avila-samatikranta?), unstained
(vimala), devoid of stain (vigata-mala), untainted (araja), devoid of
taint (viraja), gone beyond taint, free of all taint-- if, Bhadrapala, he
possesses this first dharma, then the bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this
Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the
Present.'
6
T.*a6 (889cl9-25) divides this first of the five dharmas into five
dharmas again, and so for the remaining four (l6M, N, 0, P), thus arriving
at five sets of five dharmas each, which the bodhisattva mahasattva must
acquire; for this see T.Ul6.
T. Iil8presents the first dharma (l6L: anutpattika-dharma-ksanti) as a
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C16m : ’Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva disparages all
conditioned things (samskara), and, except as a base for awakening, does
not desire any opportunity for rebirth (jati-sthana? ); if he wishes to
see the Buddhas and Lords and does not rely on any of the things on which
the heretics depend (tirthyayatana) or on any of the heretics’ formulas
(mantra); if he does not wish for the enjoyment of desire (kama-bhoga);
if he delights in the holy life and has given up sexual intercourse
(maithuna-dharma), being unattached to desire even in his thoughts, far
less in the joining of the two organs-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses this
second dharma, then the bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi .

1

CI6NH ’Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva has developed
the Thoughts of Infinitude (apramana-citta), and, having well-composed
(susamgrah-) his mind, has thoughts which are free of ill-will (vyapada);
if he has an equal regard (sama-citta) for all beings and attracts all
beings with the Four Means of Conversion (samgraha-vastu)-- what are the
four?

The four are giving (dana), kindly speech (priya-vacana), bene

faction (artha-carya), and empathy (samanarthata)---if, Bhadrapala, he
possesses this third dharma, then the bodhisattva mahasattva obtains
this Samadhi.’
CI60H ’Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva is possessed of
great friendliness (mahamaitr!), and courses in great compassion (mahakaruna ) , great sympathetic joy (mahamudita), and great disinterestedness
(mahopeksa ) ; if he does not accuse (codayati) bhiksus or bhiksunls who
have committed a fault (apattim apanna), but accepts them patiently

unit, more or less in agreement with the Tibetan, although, as in the
Tibetan, it is difficult to determine whether the string of adjectives
from (to cite the Tib. counterparts) zad mi ses pa to rdul thams cad dan
bral ba modifies dharma or ksanti. However, T.U 18 follows its version of
l 6L with (915a25-27):
Further, Bhadrapala, taking no more pleasure in places of birth,
this is the second; taking no more delight in heresy, this is the
third; taking no more pleasure in desire, this is the fourth; selfrestraint and practising the Infinitudes
apramana ? ).
It will be seen that dharmas two to four here relate to l 6M in Tib., while
no. 5 relates to 16N. There is no equivalent in T.1+18 for most of Tib.
i 6n-p.
Note also that the SCPPSL (86cl3-28) has material corresponding to
I 6L-U; in its organisation of this it is closer to the Tib. than to T.lil6 ,
but since no two versions are in full agreement with each other, it would
appear that the structure of these sections has been a matter of some
confusion right from the outset.
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through being of a tolerant nature (adhivasana-svabhava); if he is
respectful and reverent towards his preceptors (upadhyaya) and teachers
j

(acarya) and perceives them as the Teacher ; if he is not an asserter
(vadin) of ’me* and 'mine’, not an asserter of ’being', not an asserter
of ’life' (jiva), not an asserter of 'person' (pudgala), not an asserter
of 'soul' (posa ) , not an asserter of 'man' (purusa), not an asserter of
'human'

(manuja), not an asserter of 'human being' (manava), and admon

ishes others concerning this dharma-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses this
fourth dharma, then the bodhisattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
C16P] 'Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva puts into
practice (pratipadyate) the dharma which conforms to the Dharma (dharmanudharma); if he is pure in bodily activity, pure in the activity of speech,
pure in mental activity, pure in views (drst_i), pure in livelihood, and
greatly learned (bahusruta ) ; if, together with the Buddhas, Lords, he is
skilled in speech with an esoteric meaning (samdha-bhasy a )---if, Bhadra
pala, he possesses this fifth dharma, then that bodhisattva mahasattva
obtains this Samadhi.'
'Bhadrapala, if he possesses those five dharmas, the bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
C16QH 'Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva possesses five
other dharmas, he obtains this Samadhi.

What are the five?

Bhadrapala,

if here the bodhisattva mahasattva gives gifts as a lord of giving (danapati), is neither mean nor miserly in his thoughts, is abundantly liberal,
open-handed (pratata-pani ), rejoices in giving gifts, gives away all his
wealth without expecting any recompense (vipakapratikanksin), is comp
assionate (anukampin) towards beings, free of regret (avipratisarin), and
has no regrets after giving gifts-— if, Bhadrapala, he possesses this
first dharma, then the bodhisattva mahasattva manages at the very least
to hear this Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas
of the Present.'
CI6RD 'Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva gives gifts as
a lord of giving, that is, if he gives the supreme Dharma, if he has
established himself in the giving of the gift of the supreme Dharma spoken
by the Tathagata, the teaching of the principle (naya? ) of the profound
and ultimate truth (paramartha) with its words and syllables well-analysed
(sunirukta-padaksara), its words and syllables unobstructed (apratihata?),

7

The remainder of l60 has no equivalent in any Chinese version.

12k
and its etymology (nirukti) unobscured; if he is perfected in patient
acceptance (ksant i-sampanna) and perfected in gentleness (sauratya-sampanna); if, even though driven off (utpatita) and abused by others, he
does not get angry, nor revile them, nor do them harm, nor become
bewildered, nor despair, nor become wrathful, yet is self-assured (visarada)-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses this second dharma, the bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi .

1

C16S3 ’Further, Bhadrapala, on hearing this Samadhi the bodhisattva
mahasattva should, in order to perpetuate and propagate the True Dharma,
accept, master, preserve, and read it, he should expound it in full to

g

others, copy it in book-form and preserve it , and not be miserly with
the Dharma-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses that third dharma, the bodhi
sattva mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.’
CI6TD ’Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva is free of

*

envy, free of distress (?), free of sloth and torpor (styana-middha), free
of the obstructions (nivarana), and does not praise himself or disparage
others-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses that fourth dharma, the bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.’
C16UU 'Further, Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva mahasattva has faith, is
full of faith; if he is respectful and reverent towards elders, those of
middle age, and young people; if he is grateful and appreciative, and
appreciates even the slightest action, not to mention the more consid9
erable ; if he is established in truthful speech, and says nothing
false-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses those five dharmas, the bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this Samadhi.'
Cl6v: Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses :10

8
Cf. T.1+18 (915b9): '...copy this sutra on a fine piece of white silk
and make it last a long time.'
9
T.1+18 (915bl2-13) follows this with: 'The bodhisattva always has
joyful respect for the Dharma (or: the sutras); he discards the meanings
that are not repeated, he always keeps in mind those that are repeated C?J.'
10
T.l+16 (890bl3-cll) agrees with the Tib. in order and number of verses.
T.1+18 (915bl5-c9), however, has only 12 gathas, of which the fourth and the
tenth (b21-22 and cl+-5) bear little relation to anything in Tib.; disting
uishing these with the letter 'X', the order of correspondence with verses
in Tib. runs: 1, 1+, 5, X, 6 , 7, 9, 10, 11, X, 13, ll+. For the verses
marked 'X', see n. l 6 .ll and n. 16.12 below.
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1.

’He who generates patient acceptance of the profound dharma,
Loathes (vijugupsate) all destinies (gati),
And does not desire any of the six destinies-Such a one quickly obtains the Samadhi.

2.

He who does not adhere to any rival teachers (parapravadin),
And does not listen to their secret formulae (mantra), far less
(kutas) accept them;
And is averse to the five sense-qualities (kama-guna )-Such a one quickly obtains the Samadhi.

3.

He who is pure in morality, abides in the holy life,
Never thinks about women,
Has rejected desire, and become a son of the Sugata-Such a one quickly obtains the Samadhi.

4.

Giving gifts without expecting recompense,
Having given without attachment he is not distressed;
On giving a gift he has not the slightest wish,
Apart from experiencing Buddha-cognition.

5.

On giving a gift out of compassion for beings,
He does not suffer or have any regrets;
He is always established in giving, self-control, and
restraint (dana-dama-samvara)-Such a one will obtain this Samadhi.

6.

1

He who gives as a lord of giving without miserliness
Gives the gift which is excellent (pranita) and pleasing;
On giving it he is also jubilant (attamanas)-Such a one will obtain this Samadhi.

7-

They who are lords of the gift of the Dharma (dharma-danapati),
Who expound the excellent sutras
Profound and peaceful, spoken by the Sugata-Such ones will obtain this Samadhi.

11
The last two padas of this verse in T.hlQ (915b20) are significantly
different: ’He is always established in giving, morality, patient
acceptance, / Energy, trance, and wisdom.’ The next verse in T.iil8
(915 b 21 - 22 ) runs:
Endowed with the six perfections and embracing all Cbeings?],
Having the four equal C?J thoughts of friendliness, compassion,
sympathetic joy, and disinterestedness,
Putting expedients to good use ( = upaya-kausalya) in delivering
beings--
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8.

He who has established himself always in the Dharma,
Who, free of envy, is established in patient acceptance
and gentleness,
And does not get angry if others are angry-Such a one will obtain this Samadhi.

9.

They who recite this Samadhi
And, in order to perpetuate this dharma,
Teach it to others and, having copied it, preserve it-Such ones will obtain this Samadhi.

10.

Never miserly with the Dharma,
Not expounding it for any gain or honour,
Except in order to become a son of the Sugata-Such a one will obtain this dharma.

11.

Free of envy, the obstructions (nivarana) eliminated;
Free of sleep, free of distress (samtapa? );
Not praising himself or disparaging others-He easily obtains the perception of non-self (anatma-samjna).

12

Faithful, guileless, and unshakeable,
He believes in the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha;
He is grateful and appreciative-For him there is not the slightest difficulty in obtaining it.

13

12

He always speaks words of truth,
Be they small or few, many or good C?□

13

,

His good conduct is ever incorruptible-For that lover of Dharma it is not difficult to obtain.

He who acts thus obtains the Samadhi.
This has no equivalent in Tib. or T.l+16 . These two verses in T.1+18 are
significant in a text which makes little mention of the paramitas (listed
in full only once in Tib. at 5D) and none at all of upaya-kausalya.
12

T.1+18 (915c U-5 ) has a different verse:
When he has calm concentration, thoughts do not arise;
Then he can understand this Samadhi-wisdom of the Way;
He has discarded flattery and his mind is pure,
Therefore he quickly attains the patient acceptance of non
origination.

13
T.l+18 (915c6): 'His aspirations are fulfilled without any dimin
ution'; T.l+16 (890c8): 'All of his actions are not lost.'
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lk.

Pure in morality, appreciative,
He who preserves this dharma
Will have no difficulty in obtaining awakening,
Far less this peaceful Samadhi.’

CHAPTER SIXTEEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
CT.l+1 6 : Chapter Eleven, PredictionH
C17AH ’Bhadrapala, I remember (abhijanami) that in time past I obtained
this Samadhi from the Tathagata DIpamkara as soon as I saw him.

As soon

as I obtained this Samadhi, in that moment countless, incalculable
Buddhas, Lords appeared to my sight (darsana-patha), I heard the True
Dharma they expounded and retained it all just as I had heard it.

Those

Buddhas, Lords also predicted (vyakr-) to me:
"Young brahman (manavaka), at a future time you shall become a
Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha by the name of Sakyamuni, One Endowed
with Knowledge and Conduct, a Sugata, a Knower of the World, a Leader
of Men to be Tamed, a Supreme One, a Teacher of Devas and Men, a Buddha
and Lord.'"
'Therefore, Bhadrapala, you should train in this dharma, which is
holy, rejected by fools, and devoid of all signs (nimitta).

Thus it will

not be difficult for you who are established in this Samadhi to attain
supreme and perfect awakening.'
[17BH Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses :1
1.

'After seeing the Buddha DIpamkara,
I developed the Samadhi also;
And after seeing many Buddhas
I obtained the highest Dharma too.

2.

Just as those who act meritoriously (punyakrt)
Fulfil their good resolves,
You must also course in the Dharma,
And you shall obtain the highest awakening.

1
Both Chinese versions contain only the first two verses, of which
the second is somewhat different from the Tibetan.
E.g. T.U 18 (915c2122 ) runs:
Just as a virtuous man goes to gather gems,
And quickly obtains that which he hopes for, according to
his wish,
So also the bodhisattva mahasattva
Seeks gems in the Dharma Cor: in the sutra(s)D and obtains
Buddhahood.
T.l+16 (890c29-891al) is closer to the Tibetan.
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3.

Endless, infinite,
Inconceivable were the kotis of Buddhas
Whom I formerly honoured,
Seeking peaceful awakening.

k.

Obtaining that awakening,
I turned the Wheel of Dharma;
Many were the kotis of beings
Whom I established in awakening.

5.

Devas, Nagas, Yaksas,
Gandharvas and Kinnaras
Worship me with worship,
Saying: ,T0.’ How inconceivable the Buddha is.’"

6.

Those wise men also
Who wish to cultivate (sev-) the Buddhadharmas
Should teach zealousness (chandikata? )
For the sake of becoming greatly learned.

7.

2

Thirty kotis strong were the Buddhas
Whom I, Lion of the Sakyas, Best of Men,
Formerly honoured,
While seeking peaceful awakening.

8.

If those inconceivable Buddhas
Had not made the prediction for me then,
I would not have become established
In the cognition which is without apprehension.

9.

Thus in brief (samksiptena?),are made known C?H
The Buddhas, Lords, Protectors,
In their many nayutas of kotis,
Whom I formerly honoured.

10.

Even when those Tathagatas, knowing my resolve,
Had made that prediction,
I was not CyetD established
In inconceivable Buddha-cognition C?□.

2
This verse is not at all clear.
It could mean: ’Certain wise men,
/Because they wish to cultivate the Buddhadharmas,/Should be taught, etc.’
Further, if we were to accept the two variants shown by N, P, and L, the
meaning would change to something like: ’Wise men who wish to teach
others the Buddhadharmas should teach zealousness in becoming greatly
learned.’
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11.

For that reason one must make
Goodly efforts for the ultimate truth,
And one must also train in the highest cognition
Of inconceivable Buddhas.

12.

Having trained in this Sutra,
In the sphere (gocara) of the Lord of the World,
One will comprehend the supreme,
Highest, inconceivable cognition.

13.

Thinking: "0.’ How inconceivable
Is the supreme cognition, the cognition of a Buddha.’"
Bhadrapala’s thoughts are jubilant,
And he has become reverent.

ll+.

Thinking: "At a future time we also
Shall be bearers of the Dharma at the last.’"
Those five hundred as well
Are jubilant in their thoughts and reverent.’

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
CT.1+16: Chapter Twelve, The Profound]
:i8a:

bampo six
When this was said, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala said to

the Lord:
'Reverend Lord, how should the bodhisattva develop this Samadhi?'
The Lord said:
'Bhadrapala, if any son or daughter of good family should wish to
develop this Samadhi, he should not abide in form (rupa), he should not
abide in feelings (vedana), in thought (citta), or in dharmas; he should
not abide in birth; he should not abide in all dharmas; he should not
abide in emptiness, signlessness, or wishlessness; he should not abide in
friendliness.

What then, Bhadrapala, is the Samadhi?

It is the practice

of these dharmas (etesu dharmesu pratipatti), and not the incorrect
practice (vipratipatti).
CI8BD 'Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who abides observing the
body in the body, but does not think any discursive thoughts connected
with the body (kaye kayanudarsi viharati, na ca kayasahagatan vitarkan
vitarkayati), and who with regard to the feelings, to thought, and to
dharmas abides observing dharmas, but does not think any discursive

2

thoughts connected with dharmas-- that bodhisattva obtains this Samadhi.
Why is that, Bhadrapala?

It is thus: if the bodhisattva mahasattva

abides observing the body in the body, and yet does not think any dis
cursive thoughts connected with the body, and if, with regard to the
feelings, to thought, and to dharmas he abides observing dharmas, but
does not think any discursive thoughts connected with dharmas, then he

1
Cf. T.l+16 (891a2-10) where, instead of form, feelings, thought, and
dharmas, we read that the bodhisattva should in turn contemplate, but
not become attached to, form, sound, smell, taste, touch, dharmas,
births, and all places (?), and that 'with respect to these dharmas he
should foster the practice of truly great friendliness (mahamaitri).'
Cf. also T.U1 8 , which is very brief.
2
For the smrtyupasthanas, see 15J and n. 15.11.
in T.1+18.

l 8B is not found

does not apprehend (upalabhate) all dharmas.

He who does not apprehend

all dharmas does not speculate or think discursively (na tarkayati na
vitarkayati?)[about themH.

Bhadrapala, he who does not speculate or

think discursively does not see any dharmas.

Bhadrapala, whenever one

does not see any dharmas, that is called unobstructed cognition (anavarana-jnana).

Bhadrapala, that cognition which is unobstructed is,

Bhadrapala, called CtheD Samadhi.1
'Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who possesses this Samadhi sees
immeasurable, incalculable Buddhas, and he also hears the True Dharma.
On hearing it he masters it.

He also obtains the unobstructed cognition

and vision of liberation (vimukti-jnana-darsana) and the unhindered
cognition (aprat ihata-jnana) of those Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas.
[l8C3 'Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva abides observing the body in
the body, and so abiding he does not see any dharmas.

Not seeing them

he does not speculate or think discursively [about them], even though he
is neither blind nor deaf.

In the same way with regard to the feelings,

to thought, and to dharmas he abides observing dharmas, and so abiding
he does not see any dharmas.

Not seeing them he does not rely [upon

themU; not relying [upon themU he develops the path (marga); by virtue
of having developed the path he has no doubts with regard to dharmas;
and by being without doubts he sees the Buddhas.

And when he has seen

the Buddhas, liberation (vimoksa) is produced by virtue of the fact that
all dharmas are not produced (sarvadharmanutpada? ).'
[IBD] 'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

If the bodhisattva should adopt the

perception of dharmas (dharma-samjna), that itself would be for him the
false view of apprehension of a basis (upalambha-drsti).

That itself

would be the view of existence, the view of a self, the view of a being,
the view of a life, and the view of a person.

That itself would be the

view of aggregates, the view of elements, the view of sense-fields, the
view of signs (nimitta), the view of existing things (bhava), the view
of causes (hetu), the view of conditions (pratyaya), and holding to the
apprehension of a basis.'
[l8EH 'Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Bodhisattvas see all dharmas as being

by own-being empty (svabhavena sunya), all dharmas as being signless
(animitta), ungrasped (agrhita? ), and ungraspable (agrahya), and they
do not apprehend all dharmas, do not think vainly about them (na manyante), and do not see them.

How is it, Bhadrapala, that they do not

apprehend them, nor think vainly about them, nor see them?

Just as, for

example, a heretic (paratlrthika) or a disciple of a heretic who is
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established in the perception of a self, who is established in the
perception of a being, of a life, and of a person, and who is established
in the perception of all dharmas, apprehends, thinks vainly about, and
sees dharmas; in such a way, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva does not see
them.’
CI8FD ’H o w then, Bhadrapala, does the bodhisattva see?

Bhadrapala, just

as, for example, Tathagatas, irreversible bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas,
__

and Arhat Sravakas see all dharmas, in that way, Bhadrapala, should the
bodhisattva regard all dharmas.
them.

Seeing them he should not delight in

The bodhisattva who, through being free of delight, takes no

delight, who is devoid of delight and has eliminated delight develops
this Samadhi.’
’Just as, for example, Bhadrapala, space (akasa) is immaterial
(arupin), incommunicable (anidarsana), unlocalised (aniketa), utterly
pure (suvisuddha), and undefiled (nihklesa), so the bodhisattva regards
all dharmas, and with regard to conditioned and unconditioned dharmas
(samskrtasamskrta-dharma) his vision becomes unhindered.’
C18GH ’T o that bodhisattva whose vision is unhindered dharmas become
immediately manifest (amukhi-bhu-), and if he reflects intently upon
them, he sees the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas like a decorated
golden pillar; like the sun (rasmi-raja) uprisen; like the full moon
surrounded by stars; like the'Wheel-turning king (cakravarti-raja)
surrounded by hosts of the mighty; like Brahma, seated on the throne
of Brahma in the Brahma-world; like Sakra, King of the Devas, surrounded
by the Devas of the Thirty-three; like fire blazing on a mountain-top;
like the King of Physicians (vaidya-raja) dispensing medicine; like the
maned lion, king of wild beasts, fearlessly terrifying all the jackals;
like the chief of geese in his flight through the heavens; like Sumeru,
King of Mountains, rising out of the ocean; like the Himalayas, Kings
of Mountains, teeming with flowers and medicinal herbs (osadhi); like
the Cakravada mountains, supported and held up by the offspring of the
3
^
son of the wind (maruta-suta?) ; like the mass of water (vari-rasi),

3
The Chinese does not serve to elucidate this apparent reference to
current cosmological notions.
T.Ul 6 (891c2-3): ’Like the Encircling
Mountains, upholding the wild winds...’; T.U18 (9l6a2l): ’Like the Vajra
mountains of the great realm of Heaven and Earth, warding off filth...’
See also l 8Kvll.
That earth rests upon the water, the water on wind
(air), and the wind upon empty space (or ’ether’) is a common element of
Buddhist cosmology (see de la Vallee Poussin, ’Cosmogony and Cosmology
(Buddhist)’, in ERE, p. 131).
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supported by the mass of air; like the land-mass, supported by the mass
of water.f
C18HD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses CsicH :
'The beautiful summit of Sumeru,
Spotless, immaculate, and pure,
Similar and like unto space,
k

Is well adorned by the Devas.'
llQll

'Bhadrapala, in that manner the bodhisattva mahasattva, having

taken as the object of his attention (arambanlkrtya) those Tathagatas
Arhats Samyaksambuddhas brilliant, radiant, and shining (bhasanti,
tapanti, virocanti) with glory and splendour in all Trichiliomegachiliocosms, sees them and hears the Dharma they expound.
accepts, masters, and keeps it.

Having heard it he

And on rising from this Samadhi that

bodhisattva teaches and expounds to others in full the Dharma as he
has heard it, as he has accepted it, and as he has mastered it.'
□18J □ 'Thus, Bhadrapala, this Samadhi is of great benefit to bodhi
sattvas.

That is, it produces many qualities of dharmas both worldly

and supramundane (loka-lokottara-dharma).

Therefore, Bhadrapala, a son

or daughter of good family who desires awakening should accept, master,
keep, read, and copy this Samadhi; should expound, teach, and proclaim
it in full to others; and should exert himself in the endeavour to
develop i t .'^
C18KD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:

6

U
This gatha does not appear as such in either Chinese version; T.1+18
(9l 6a 22-2 3 ) has a prose version of it, while a prose passage with some
similarities occurs in T.U16 (891c3-^): 'Like the great wheel of wind,
purifying the realm of space; like the beautiful palace of the Devas on
the summit of Sumeru...'
5

6

18J is not found in T.1+18.

T.l+16 (891cl7-892all) has twelve verses; T.U 18 (9l6a27-bl9) has
eleven.
Both Chinese versions are quite clearly based upon a single
original text, probably an original short version later expanded into
what we find in the Tib. Using the Tib. verse numbers, the order
for the two translations is:
T.U 1 8 : 1 , 2 , 3, U , 1 0 , 9, l1*, 15, 16 , 17, 23;
T.U 1 6 : 1 , 2 , 3 , it, 5, 7, 1 0 , 9, l1*, 16 , 1 7 , 23 .

’Spotless,

stainless, and immaculate are the Buddhas,

Unattached and worshipped by many men;
The Benefactors are to be honoured by a hundred instruments,
By the beating of drums, and by the sounds of gongs and
celestial instruments.
Having strewn them with loose flowers
Many men worship the relic-stupas

(mukta-pusp a ) ,

(dhatu-stupa? );

And in search of this Samadhi they deck them out (pra jnapayanti? )
With divers celestial wreaths, perfumes, and parasols.
He who, after establishing himself in conventional truth (samvrti),
Analyses the Expanded Dharma (vaipulya-dharma), excellent
and difficult to see,
He calls to mind the Jinas, whose cognition is unattached,
And never falls away from emptiness.
With pure thoughts he calls to mind the Jinas
As being like the spotless moon, the risen sun,
Or Brahma, enthroned in the Brahma-world;
And he never rejects emptiness.
As the King of the Devas of the Thirty-three
Surpasses the Thirty-three with his appearance,
So the Jina, surpassing the world,
Is brilliant, radiant, and shining with glory.
Like fires spreading through the greatest of forests,
Like a lamp burning, like flames leaping,
Like the rising of a thousand suns (sata-rasmi),
So behold the Jinas as great in marks.'
As physicians, curers of illness,
Treat the sickness of sick people,
So the Jinas, Lions among Men, the Best of Physicians,
Utter the discourses of a Sugata as is appropriate.
Uttering the Lion-roar in the assembly,
The Bulls, the Buddhas fear none in the world;
They subdue all the rival teachers,
As the forest-dwelling lion does the jackals.
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9.

As the excellent geese-kings
Are white, pure and handsome in their flight through the air,
So the eldest sons of the Sugata call to mind
The golden Sugatas.

10.

As the kings of mountains, the Himalayas, or as ksatriya kings,
Brilliant and radiant C?H,
And as a pillar adorned with various jewels,
So see the Jinas as adorned with marks.

11.

Like the vajra, immovable and unbreakable,
Like the Cakravada, upheld by the offspring of the son of the
wind,
So the Sugatas take the side of the kalpa C?D,
Beneficent, benevolent, and great in Dharma.

12.

As the earth rests upon the waters,
As the waters also rest upon the air,
As the air rests upon empty space,
So the Jinas are established in all qualities.

13.

As in the CHeaven of the!] Thirty-three King Sumeru
Looms over everything, shining and radiant,
So the Sugatas, like Sumeru,
Are beautiful, seated amidst masses of jewels.

lk.

If one calls to mind the Jinas, whose thoughts are unattached,
That Samadhi, which is free of obscurity and darkness,
Spotless, and pure, becomes an eye;
He Lit?!] is devoid of all perceptions of existing things (sarvabhava-samjna).

15.

If one calls to mind the Jinas, whose thoughts are pure,
One is free of stain or spot, and done with anger;
Free of ignorance, his cognition is pure;
For him cognition which is immaculate shall arise.

16 .

If one calls to mind the Jinas, whose morality is pure,
His cognition will be undimmed (vitimira) and pure;
For him no more the false view of me and mine;
Nor will the perception of an existing thing ever arise.

17.

He is free of the wrong view of a succession of
existences (bhava-samtati? );
Free of the way of doubt, pure in cognition,
He never has the perception of form (rupa-samjna),
And he listens to the dharma of coolness (sitlbhava) and the
way of peace C?U.

18 .

Earth, water, fire and air
Are without own-being, all are empty;
When he has heard the teachings of the Best of Jinas,
The perception of an existing thing does not occur to him.

19*

Extirpating all knowledge of objective entities (vastu?),
And knowing that all destinies (gati) are empty,
As a bird is unattached in the sky,
His mind is never attached.

20.

He who has honoured the Best of Jinas
Through being established in the magic powers (rddhi-bala) and
keen of mind,
Illuminates the world everywhere in the ten directions,
And possesses all immeasurable qualities C?D.

21.

Even though he gives up hands, feet, likewise head and eyes,
All his kingdoms, horses, and bulls,
And all the precious things in the world,
He does not give up the constituent of morality (sila-skandha).

22.

Out of compassion, for the sake of the whole world,
He reveals the excellent jewel of the Dharma (dharma-pradhana-ratna);
Even though he renounces all conditioned things, without remnant,
He does not give up his thought of awakening (bodhicitta).

23-

Bhiksus and the sons of the Jina who have set out well,
Likewise bhiksunls, upasakas,
And upasikas

who have faith and are free of attachment--

If they have called to mind Cthe Buddha?3 they obtain this station.
2h.

Whoever expounds this peaceful Samadhi,
To that son of the Sugata, skilled in samadhi,
Those many qualities will accrue,
Manifold superior stations will accrue.’

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
CT.l+1 8 : Chapter Eleven, Signlessness;
T.U1 6 : Chapter Thirteen, Ten Dharmas
and Eight Dharmas in the Pratyutpanna-samadhi 3
C19AH ’Therefore, Bhadrapala, that bodhisattva who wishes to expound or
obtain this Samadhi should from the very beginning rid himself of per
ceptions of sign (nimitta-samjna).

Having rid himself of perceptions

of sign he should not be proud; when he has eliminated pride and has a
mind devoid of signs, the bodhisattva should receive instruction in this
Samadhi, and he should not be disputatious.
atious (avivada)?
atious.

How then is he not disput

He who does not reject emptiness, he is not disput

Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who puts non-disputatiousness first

(avivada-pradhana?) should receive instruction in this Samadhi.’
L19BJ ’Bhadrapala, should any son or daughter of good family wish to
receive instruction in this Samadhi, he should possess ten 1 dharmas,
and be instructed in this Samadhi.

What are the ten?

Namely, Bhadra

pala, a son or daughter of good family (l) who has conquered pride,

(2 )

who is not envious of others’ gain, honour, and praise, (3 ) who is
respectful and reverent, (4) who is grateful and appreciative, (5) who
is innocent of miserliness and free of regret, (6) who is full of faith
2
and very understanding C?3 , (7 ) who has put forth energy and taken to
walking up and down (cankrama), (8) who begs his food without angling
for invitations, and (9) who is strongly inclined to the profound
(gambhiradhimukta) should receive instruction in this Samadhi.

(lO) Evok

ing the perception of Teacher towards that person from whom he wishes
to receive instruction in this Samadhi, a son or daughter of good family
should be instructed in, recite, and preserve this Samadhi; if he
possesses those ten dharmas, Bhadrapala, that son or daughter of good
family should receive this Samadhi.’

1
Ten dharmas are listed (and numbered) in both T.U 16 and T.1+18 (see
Concordance), but there is no exact correspondence between the two
versions or between them and the Tibetan.
2
P, however, has brtag pa med pa, perhaps ’free of discursive
thought’ (avitarka, avikalpa, etc.); but see T.U16 (892b 2 ).

139
C19C□ ’He who has so begun (evam pravrtta?) receives eight dharmas.
What are the eight?

Namely,

(l) purity of morality (sila-visuddhi) on

account of thorough cleansing (vyavadana? ); (2) purity of view (drsti_visuddhi) through the possession of wisdom; (3) purity of wisdom
through not being subject to rebirth (punarbhava); (1+) purity of liber
ality (tyaga-parisuddhi) through not aspiring to all transmigration
(sarva-samsaranarthikata)^; (5) purity of learning through not forgetting
anything (asampramosa ? ); (6) purity of energy through the winning of
awakening;

(7) winning of honour (satkara) through being without support

(anasraya?); (8) being unable to be swayed by all beings from supreme
and perfect awakening-- Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva receives these eight
dharmas.’
C19DH Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:^
1.

’The wise man will not give rise to the perception of a sign;
He will reject pride (mana) and egotism (asmimana);
When he has produced patient acceptance, immaculate and
unconditioned (asamskrta),
He should receive instruction in this Samadhi also.

2.

The wise man should not take issue with emptiness,
Signlessness, or peace and Nirvana;
Characteristically unshakeable (aksobhya-dharmin?)^ , and in
accord with the Teacher,
Such a one must receive instruction in this Samadhi.

3.

The wise man is not proud or envious;
Appreciative, he has faith in the Buddha,
The Dharma, and the Sangha, and is unshakeable;
He must quickly receive instruction in this Samadhi also.

3
Both T.l+16 and T.1+18 (see Concordance) number the eight dharmas; the
lists they give agree substantially in order and content with the Tib.
1+
’Khor here stands not for ’assembly’ or ’retinue’, as it usually does,
but for samsara (generally = ’khor b a ). This is evident from the Chinese
translations, since T.1+18 (9l6c9) has: ’the fourth is purity of eye C?H,
and no further desire for birth-and-death’, while T.l+16 (892bl2) has:
’the fourth is purity of giving, by not desiring the fruits of all
conditioned states (sarva-samskara).* Whether the Sanskrit originally
had samskara or samsara is difficult to tell from the Chinese, since
T.l+l8’s
> literally ’birth-and-death’, renders both these terms;
but the Tib. is certainly based on samsara. See also BHSD, s.v. anarthika
and anarthikata for the use of these terms with samsara.
5

The same ten verses appear in the same order in both T.l+16 and T.1+18.

Not miserly, not stupid (vigata-tamas), not abusive,

b.

Endowed with understanding (?) and well-endowed with faith,
Having taken to walking (cankramabhirudha), he puts forth energy;
He should desire this Samadhi.
5.

The bhiksu should always beg for food,
Rejecting invitations, not to mention hoarding;
Proficient in the ultimate truth and the absence of apprehension,
Let such a one receive this Samadhi.

6.

If he copied this holy Samadhi from someone,
Or preserved it or taught it to others,
Then towards that one from whom he first obtained it
The wise man conceives the perception of Teacher.

7.

He who, established in this attainment of qualities,
Receives instruction in this Samadhi,
Quickly acquires eight dharmas
Commended by the Jinas, immaculate and pure.

8.

The wise man in whom these qualities appear.
Becomes pure also in morality;
Pure in samadhis, likewise pure in views,
He has purified existence after existence C?D.

9.

7

The wise man in whom these qualities appear^
Being not subject to rebirth (punarbhava )} is pure in wisdom;
Being without any supports his liberality is pure,
He is greatly learned and does not lose Cwhat he learnsH.

10.

The wise man in whom these qualities appear
Has put forth energy and does not fall away from awakening;
Not relying in the least on gain or honour,
He will attain to supreme awakening.'

CHAPTER NINETEEN OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
.... — —— -—

6
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Both Chinese versions:

'not slandering the Dharma'.

7
Cf. T.U 18 (9l6c28): 'Regarding CthemU as empty he is pure in birth
and-death'; T.l+16 (892c5): ’He is able to be pure amidst all existences

lUl

CHAPTER TWENTY
CT.U1 8 : Chapter Twelve, The Eighteen Exclusives and the Ten Powers;
T.4l6: Chapter Fourteen, The Exclusive Qualities ! 1
C20AH 'Bhadrapala, if he possesses these eight dharmas, the bodhisattva

2

acquires the ten powers of a Tathagata (tathagata-dasabala) .

What are

1
With this chapter we run into major differences between the Tib.
and the Chinese in the organisation of the material of the last seven
chapters (20-26). As may be seen from the Concordance and the Compara
tive Table of Chapters, in the two Chinese translations (T.1+18 and
T.U1 6 ) the prose section of Chap. 20 (20A-J) is preceded by the prose
section of Chap. 22 (22A), and is followed by a single verse summing
up the material contained in these two chapters.
Chap. 21 is omitted
altogether.
In specific terms, the Chinese versions detail the 18
dharmas exclusive to a Buddha (avenika-buddha-dharma), and then the ten
powers of a Tathagata, but they make no mention at all of the four
assurances (vaisaradya). On the face of it, the inclusion of the four
assurances (Chap. 21) appears to have taken place in the course of a
substantial re-arrangement of the original form of the text as found
in T.Ul 8 and T.^l 6 .
2
For the ten powers of a Tathagata see especially Traite III, pp.
1505-1566; for the full Sanskrit formula I refer the reader to the
same, pp. 1506-1508 (whence I have drawn the Sanskrit equivalents cited
in the text). The wording of the Tibetan---which is never entirely
regular from one item to the next-- differs somewhat from the formula
as given by Lamotte, while that of T.^l 6 is more in accord with it,
being very full indeed.
T.U 1 8 , however, gives the barest description
of the ten powers, with many attendant obscurities (917a2U-bl). In
certain cases it is virtually impossible to identify T.^l 8 with the
Sanskrit.
The order of the items in each of the three versions is as follows:
Tib.

1 . sthanasthana
2 . karma-vi p aka
3.
h.

5.

6.

sarvatragaminiprat ipad
nana-dhatu
nanadhimukti
indriyaparapara

dhyana-vimoksasamadhi-samapatti
8 . purva-nivasa
9 . divya-caksus
10 . asrava-ksaya
7.

T.U 16
sthanasthana
sarvatragaminipratipad
nana-dhatu

T.U18
sthanasthana
karma-vipaka (?)
dhyana-vimoksasamadhi-samapatti
indriyaparapara
nanadhimukti
nana-dhatu (?)

nanadhimukti
indriyaparapara
dhyana-vimoksasamadh i-samapat t i
sarvatragaminikarma-vipaka
pratipad
divya-caksus
divya-caksus
purva-nivasa
purva-nivasa (?)
asrava-ksaya
asrava-ksaya

Note also that in the verses of the Tib. text the order of balas
differs from the prose for the following nos.: 3 -- n a n a d h i m u k t i --indriyaparapara; 5-- nana-dhatu; and 6---sarvatragamini-pratipad.

Ih2

the ten?

Here, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality

(yathahhutam prajanati) the possible as possible (sthanam ca sthanatah)
and knows according to reality the impossible as impossible (asthanam
casthanatah), and, Bhadrapala, when the Tathagata knows according to
reality the possible as possible, and the impossible as impossible, this,
3
Bhadrapala, is the first Tathagata-power of Tathagatas ; on the basis of
(nisritya) that power the Tathagata knows the position of leader of the
herd (arsabham sthanam pratijanati), goes into the assembly and roars
the Lion’s Roar correctly (samyak simha-nadam nadati), and turns the
Wheel of Brahma (brahmam cakram vartayati)^ which neither sramana, nor
brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor Brahma, nor anyone in this world is
able to turn in accordance with the Dharma.'
C20B3 ’Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the locations (sthana), causes (hetu), and consequences
(vipaka) of past, future, and present acts (karma) and the undertaking
of acts (karma-samadana); this, Bhadrapala, is the second Tathagatapower of Tathagatas^; on the basis of that power the Tathagata knows
the position of leader of the herd, goes into the assembly and roars
the Lion’s Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of Brahma which neither
sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor Brahma, nor anyone in the
world is able to turn in accordance with the Dharma.’

3
Cf. T.l+16 (892c27): ’the power of place and not-place (
f t )’;
and T. 1+18 (917 & 21+): ’th£ first is the complete knowledge of the restricted
and the unrestricted ( M f t * k ^ %
)•'

f

1+

On the ’Wheel of Brahma’ see Traite III, pp. 1598-1603.

5
T.l+16 (893b22-25) ’...the Tathagata, with regard to the manifold
distinctions of all acts and the innumerable distinctions in the retrib
ution that these are likely to incur in the future, the Tathagata knows
these.. .-this is the Tathagata’s power of the knowledge of acts (karmajnana-bala). ’ T.1+18 (917&21+-25): ’the second is the complete knowledge
of beginnings and ends
), past, future, and present.’
Note that here the Tib. text breaks the usual pattern, since the
’power’ is not repeated as it is elsewhere.
This points to a scribal
error early in the transmission of the Tib. text, which is easily account
ed for:
having written the mkhyen of mkhyen te (cf. Text, p. 169 , 1.8),
the copyist has returned to the mkhyen of mkhyen pa (cf. 1 .1 0 ), thereby
omitting the intervening material: te_ / bzan skyon / gan yan de bzin gsegs
pas ’das pa dan / ma ’ons pa dan / da ltar byun b a ’i las rnams dan / las
yan dag par ’dzin pa rnams kyi gnas dan / rgyu dan / rnam par smin pa
mkhyen pa yan dag pa ji Ita ba bzin du rab tu mkhyen.

Ib3
C20CD 'Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the way that leads everywhere (sarvatragamini pratipad),
and, Bhadrapala, when the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the way that leads everywhere, this, Bhadrapala, is the
third Tathagata-power of Tathagatas^; on the basis of that power the
Tathagata knows the position of leader of the herd, goes into the
assembly and roars the Lion's Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of
Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor
Brahma, nor anyone is able to turn in accordance with the Dharma.'
C20DD 'Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality
the cognition of the world with its manifold elements (dhatu) and its
various elements, and, Bhadrapala, when the Tathagata knows according
to reality the cognition of the world with its manifold elements and
its various elements, this, Bhadrapala, is the fourth Tathagata-power
7
of Tathagatas ; on the basis of that power the Tathagata knows the
position of leader of the herd, goes into the assembly and roars the
Lion's Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of Brahma which neither
sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor Brahma, nor anyone in the
world is able to turn in accordance with the Dharma.'

6
T.l+16 (893a7): 'the Tathagata's power of the way that goes every
where ';. T.Ul 8 (917a28): 'the seventh is that he understands all,
comprehends all, and knows all C?U. ' The identification for T.U 18
is doubtful.
7
T.l+16 (893al5-l6): 'the Tathagata's power of the various elements
of the world is that with regard to the immeasurable distinctions of the
world's various elements, the Tathagata knows these as they really are,
through correct knowledge...'
T.U18 (917a27-28) has: 'the sixth is the
complete knowledge of the countless events of so many kinds of trans
formations (
= ?), but the translation is doubtful, as is the
identification with dhatu-jnana-bala. See below, n. 20.12. Cf. also
Traite III, pp. 15l+9ff• , where dhatu in this context is translated as
'disposition acquise'.
I have preferred the standard translation of
'element', but if the interpretation of the TCTL is to be accepted as
authoritative, then dhatu ought perhaps to be understood as 'element
of the personality'.

11+1+
C20ED 'Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality
the cognition of the manifold inclinations (adhimukti) of other beings
and other persons, and, Bhadrapala, when the Tathagata knows according
to reality the cognition of inclinations, of the manifold and various
inclinations of other beings and other persons, this, Bhadrapala, is
Q
the fifth Tathagata-power of Tathagatas ; on the basis of that power
the Tathagata knows the position of leader of the herd, goes into the
assembly and roars the Lion's Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of
Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor
Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able to turn in accordance with the
Dharma.'
C20F3 'Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality
the cognition of the superiority and inferiority of the faculties
(indriya-paraparata) of other beings and other persons, and, Bhadrapala,
when the Tathagata knows according to reality the cognition of the
superiority and inferiority of the faculties of other beings and other
9
persons, this, Bhadrapala, is the sixth Tathagata-power of Tathagatas ;
on the basis of that power the Tathagata knows the position of leader
of the herd, goes into the assembly and roars the Lion's Roar correctly,
and turns the Wheel of Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor
Deva, nor Mara, nor Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able to turn in
accordance with the Dharma.'

8

T.l+16 (893a2l+-25): 'the Tathagata's power of mental acts
)
is that, with regard to the immeasurable distinctions of the various
mental acts of beings, he knows them all...' T.1+18 (917a27):
(917a27): 'the
fifth is the complete knowledge of various beliefs (/ 7 [/y^ = adhimukti).'
9
T.l+16 (893bl+-5): 'the Tathagata's power of the distinction of
beings' faculties is that, with regard to the various distinctions of
the faculties of beings, he knows them all...' T.1+18 (917a26) has: 'the
fourth is the complete knowledge of the various, separate thoughts
( / ' H - = ?) of the faculties and energy
' ; but I do
not understand this.
One might note, however, that at 2D T.1+18 (90l+b29)
appears to translate indriya (attested to by Tib. and T.l+16) with^j 3$, .
Lokakgema might there have understood indriya as 'virile power' rather
than 'organ' or 'faculty'; but this does not explain the present
instance, where both
and ■ % tL are found together.

1^5
C20GH ’Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
defilement (samklesa), purification (vyavadana), and the emergence
(vyutthana)

of trances (dhyana), emancipations (vimoksa ) , concentrations

(samadhi), and attainments (samapatti), and, Bhadrapala, when the Tatha
gata knows according to reality the defilement, purification, and emerg
ence of trances, emancipations, concentrations, and attainments, this,
Bhadrapala, is the seventh Tathagata-power of Tathagatas1 1 ; on the basis
of that power the Tathagata knows the position of leader of the herd,
goes into the assembly and roars the Lion’s Roar correctly, and turns the
Wheel of Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara,
nor Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able to turn in accordance with
the Dharma.’
C20H! ’Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the recollection of former existences (purva-nivasanusmrti),
and, Bhadrapala, when the Tathagata knows according to reality the cog
nition of the recollection of former existences, this, Bhadrapala, is
the eighth Tathagata-power of Tathagatas

12

; on the basis of that power

the Tathagata knows the position of leader of the herd, goes into the
assembly and roars the Lion's Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of
Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor
Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able to turn in accordance with the
Dharma.'

10
Vyavasthana, 'distinction', is also possible (cf. Traite III, p.
1506; TSD, s.v. rnam par gzag p a ), but T.U 16 supports vyutthana (see
n. 20.ll).
See also Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine, p. 20 and n.69 .
11
T.^l6 (893bl3ff. ): 'the Tathagata's power of dhyana and samadhi is
that, with regard to all dhyanas,' emancipations, and samadhis, their
arisings ( }
Jf= vyutthana), defilements and their eliminations, the
Tathagata knows them...' T.^l8 (917a25-26) has: 'the third is the
complete knowledge of the purity of emancipations
vimoksa ? )
and samadhis (Jj£^ )• '
12
Cf. T.U 16 (893cl9-89l+a7) for a full description of this 'power'
(which incidentally conforms by and large to the Sanskrit formula given
by Lamotte in Traite III, p. 1507, no. 8):
Further, Bhadrapala, the ^Tathagata's power of the cog
nition of former existences
) is that by means
of his cognition of former existences the Tathagata is able
to know the past events of former existences, to wit, that
a being was born here and died there, or that in a certain
place he first underwent one birth (jat i ) or two or three
or five or ten or a hundred or a thousand, up to: he under
went countless hundred births, countless thousand births,
countless hundred thousand births, and so on until: countless kalpas of devolution (
= samvarta-kalpa? ), count-

li+6

L20IU 'Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the divine eye (divya-caksu s ), and, Bhadrapala, when the
Tathagata knows according to reality the cognition of the divine eye,
13
this is the ninth Tathagata-power of Tathagatas
; on the basis of that
power the Tathagata knows the position of leader of the herd, goes into
the assembly and roars the Lion's Roar correctly, and turns the Wheel of
Brahma which neither sramana, nor brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor
Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able to turn in accordance with the
Dharma.’

'J t ip

less kalpas of evolution (
= vivarta-kalpa?), count
less kalpas of devolution and evolution (
samvarta-vivarta-kalpa?)-- he knows all or it truly; also
he knows truly, with regard to the destiny in which that
one was born, that he had such a place, such a family,
such a lineage, such a name, such an appearance, such a
clan (iM* = jatya), such food and dress, such activities,
such good and evil, such suffering and joy, such pain and
pleasure, up to: so many years of life; also he knows
fully when he cast off his body in one place and was reborn
in another place, that he had such a physical form, that
he talked like this and experienced that, up to: his
length of life, and all the events of his past. There
fore, Bhadrapala, by means of his cognition of various
countless former existences, the Tathagata is able to
know what that being has experienced in his former exist
ences, from one birth to countless births; and he knows
truly the events of his past, up to the length of his
life.
This then is the Tathagata's power of the cog
nition of former existences.
T. 1+18 (917a29) has: 'the ninth is the complete knowledge of infinite
beginnings and endings', but this identification is doubtful.
The
purvanivasajnana may possibly be identified with no. 6 of the list
given in T.1+18 (917a27-28), 'the complete knowledge of the innumerable
events of so many kinds of transformations C?3.'
13
T.l+16 again preserves a fuller formula (893c2-ll+) which compares
very closely with that given by Lamotte (Traite III, p. 1507, no. 9):
Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata's power of the
divine eye is that, by means of his pure divine eye, which
surpasses men's eyes, the Tathagata always sees those
future beings dying here and being-reborn there, and
whether the bodies they receive are beautiful or ugly,
good or bad, whether the forms (
= rupa? varna ? ) they
get are fair or foul, fine or coarse, whether they are
born to a good destiny (sugati) or born to a bad destiny
(durgati); he also sees whether the acts beings have
performed are good or evil, that some beings, who are
evil in bodily acts (kayaduscaritena samanvagata), evil
in acts of speech and evil in mental acts (vanmanoduscaritena samanvagata), who revile the Holy Ones, abuse
the True Dharma, and disrupt the Sangha, on account of
their being endowed with such bad acts, their bodies

lUT
C20JD ’Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata knows according to reality the
cognition of the destruction of the outflows (asrava-ksaya), and, Bhadra
pala, when the Tathagata knows according to reality the cognition of the
destruction of the outflows, this is the tenth Tathagata-power of Tathagatas

ih

; on the basis of that power the Tathagata knows the position of

leader of the herd, goes into the assembly and roars the Lion’s Roar
correctly, and turns the Wheel of Brahma which neither sramana, nor
brahman, nor Deva, nor Mara, nor Brahma, nor anyone in the world is able
to turn in accordance with the Dharma.’
’Bhadrapala, these ten powers of a Tathagata will be acquired by the
bodhisattva.’

disintegrate, their lives end, and they are reborn in
an evil destiny; while other beings, who are good in
bodily acts (kayasucaritena samanvagata), good in acts
of speech, and good in mental acts, who revere the Holy
Ones, honour the True Dharma, and make offerings to the
Sangha, on account of their being endowed with such
good acts, at the end of their lives they obtain rebirth
in the good destinies of men and Devas-- such things as
these, he knows them all truly.
Bhadrapala, by means of
his pure divine eye the Tathagata sees beings dying here
and being reborn there, and so on up to: at the end of
their lives being reborn in heaven. This then is the
Tathagata’s power of the cognition of death and rebirth
(cyutyupapada-jnana-bala).
Cf. T.1+18 (917a28-29): ’the eighth is the complete knowledge of the un
obstructed vision of the eye.’
lk

T.l+16 (89l+a8-13) has the following (cf. Traite III, p. 1508, no.

10 ):
Further, Bhadrapala, the Tathagata’s power of the
destruction of the outflows
i
) is that the
Tathagata is able to exhaust all existence and have no
more outflows, having become liberated i n m i n d and wisdom,
and having himself realised the Dharma (
• a mistake
for drsta eva dharme?); therefore he announces: ’My births
are exhausted, the holy life has been established, I have
done my duty and will not undergo any rebirth.’ Bhadra
pala, that the Tathagata can thus destroy the outflows
through himself realising the liberation of his mind
and wisdom, and therefore say: ’My births are exhausted,
up to: I will not undergo any rebirth,’ and know it truly,
this then is the Tathagata’s power of the cognition of the
destruction of the outflows.
Cf. T.1+18 (917bl): ’the tenth is that he is perfectly equal towards past,
future, and present, and has no further attachment (
~ anasrava?). ’

1U8
[20K3 Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:1^

1.

'If he establishes himself in this Samadhi,
The bodhisattva will obtain
The stage (bhumi) of the powers expounded
By the Lord of the World, the Protector.

2.

The cognition according to reality
Of the possible and likewise the impossible
Is the first power of the Buddhas,
The Lords of the World, the Protectors.

3.

It is the first power of the Self-existent Ones (svayambhu),
The Lords of the World, the Protectors;
Established in it the Fully Awakened Ones (sambuddha)
Teach the Dharma to beings.

b.

The cognition of acts
Past, future, and present
Is the second power of the Buddhas,
The Lords of the World, the Protectors.

5«

The cognition of inclinations (adhimukti),
Inferior, superior, or middling,
That is the third power
Of the glorious Fully Awakened Ones.

6.

Skill in the distinction of acute,
Middling, and inferior faculties
Is the fourth power of the Buddhas,
The Great Seers, the Fully Awakened Ones.

7.

The cognition of the various elements (dhatu),
And the perfection (paramita) of elements-These stations are the fifth power
Of the Self-existent Ones.

8.

To walk here and there (tatra tatra)
On the ways that lead everywhere,
And to know them all
Is the sixth inconceivable power.

15
One verse only in both T.l+16 (89^a21-22) and T.1+18 (917b^-5). T.l+16
reads: 'Eighteen are the dharmas exclusive to an Awakened One, /The powers
of the Lords of the World now are ten; / Should one take up this Samadhi, •
/ Before long one will quickly obtain them.'
T.U18 is similar.

lU9
9.

To know the defilements
Of trances, emancipations, and attainments,
And to know when they are possible or not possible,
Is called the seventh power.

10.

The cognition of former existences
In which one has formerly existed,
As many as a koti of them back,
That is the eighth power.

11.

The acquisition of the perfection of vision (caksus-paramita)
Which knows deaths and rebirths (cyutyupapada),
And sees the heavens (svarga) and the states of woe (apaya),
This is the ninth power.

12.

Whichever Deva or whichever man
CKnowsH "My outflows are all destroyed,
For me rebirth is destroyed,"
It is the tenth inconceivable power.

13

These powers of the Self-existent Ones,
The Lords of the World, the Protectors-All of them are not difficult to obtain
If one establishes oneself in this Samadhi.’

CHAPTER TWENTY OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE1

C21All 'What, Bhadrapala, are those assurances (vaisaradya) of a Tatha
gata which a bodhisattva will obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi?
Bhadrapala, there are four of these assurances of a Tathagata which a
bodhisattva will obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi.
four?

What are the

Namely, I do not see any reason (nimitta) why a sramana, or

brahman, or Deva, or Mara, or Brahma, or anyone in the world could
rightfully accuse (sahadharmena codayed) me, saying that for me who am
perfectly awakened here are these dharmas with respect to which I am not
fully awakened; not seeing any such reason, I remain in good heart
(asvasaprapto viharami), I remain fearless (abhayaprapta), I remain
secure (ksemaprapta), and I remain assured (vaisaradyaprapta).
into the assembly, I shall roar the Lion's Roar correctly.

Going

I shall turn

the Wheel of Brahma which has never been turned in accordance with the
Dharma by any sramana, brahman, Deva, Mara, Brahma, or anyone in the
world.

Such, Bhadrapala, is the first Tathagata-assurance of Tathagatas

which a bodhisattva will obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi.'
C21BH 'Further, Bhadrapala, I do not see any reason why a sramana, or
brahman, or Deva, or Mara, or Brahma, or anyone in the world could right
fully accuse me, saying that for me whose outflows have been destroyed
(ksinasrava), there are these outflows which have not been destroyed;
not seeing any such reason, I remain in good heart, I remain fearless, I
remain secure, and I remain assured.
roar the Lion's Roar correctly.

Going into the assembly, I shall

I shall turn the Wheel of Brahma which

has never been turned in accordance with the Dharma by any sramana,
brahman, Deva, Mara, Brahma, or anyone in the world.

Such, Bhadrapala,

is the second Tathagata-assurance of Tathagatas which a bodhisattva will

1
As mentioned above (n. 20.1), Chap. 21 does not appear in the Chinese
versions.
It must therefore be regarded as having been inserted into the
text of the PraS at a comparatively late date (although not necessarily
later than 595 A.D., the date of T.Ul6).
Chap. 21 treats of the four
assurances (vaisaradya) of a Tathagata, which, along with the ten powers
(Chap. 20) and the eighteen attributes exclusive to a Buddha (Chap. 22),
are regarded in the Mahayana as the distinguishing characteristics of an
Awakened One. For general information on the four assurances I refer the
reader to Traite III, pp. 156 T-I 60H. A standard Sanskrit formula for the
assurances may be found ibid. p. 1568, and the reader may compare it with
the Tibetan of our text, which differs slightly in form.
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obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi.1
C21CU 'Further, Bhadrapala, I do not see any reason why a sramana, or
brahman, or Deva, or Mara, or Brahma, or anyone in the world could right
fully accuse me, saying that those things declared by me to be obstruct
ive dharmas (antarayika-dharma) turn out not to be obstructive dharmas
if one cultivates (pratisev-) them; not seeing any such reason, I remain
in good heart, I remain fearless, I remain secure, and I remain assured.
Going into the assembly, I shall roar the Lion's Roar correctly.

I shall

turn the Wheel of Brahma which has never been turned in accordance with
the Dharma by any sramana, brahman, Deva, Mara, Brahma, or anyone in the
world.

Such, Bhadrapala, is the third Tathagata-assurance of Tathagatas

which a bodhisattva will obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi.'
C21DD 'Further, Bhadrapala, I do not see any reason why a sramana, or
brahman, or Deva, or Mara, or Brahma, or anyone in the world could right
fully accuse Cme3, saying that the Dharma expounded by me as holy (arya),
conducive to deliverance (nairyanika), and leading to the complete
destruction of suffering (samyag-duhkha-ksaya) for him who practises it
(tatkarasya) Cdoes not lead to deliverance! ; not seeing any such reason,
I remain in good heart, I remain fearless, I remain secure, and I remain
assured.
ly.

Going into the assembly, I shall roar the Lion’s Roar correct

I shall turn the Wheel of Brahma which has never been turned in

accordance with the Dharma by any sramana, brahman, Deva, Mara, Brahma,
or anyone in the world.

Such, Bhadrapala, is the fourth' Tathagata-

assurance of Tathagatas which a bodhisattva will obtain if he enters upon
this Samadhi.’
C21E! Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

’Whatever assured (visarada) Buddha there is
Will expound the assurances;
Having roared the Lion’s Roar,
He also teaches the Dharma to the assemblies.

2
The Tib. text (Text, p. 179, 1.8) appears to be defective, omitting
the required negative ’accusation’. One might therefore insert a hypo
thetical la nes par ’byun bar mi ’gyur ro / zes na (or similar wording)
between the chos bsad pa de and the la ’jig rten na of line 8. Once
again, a copyist seems to have returned to the right word in the wrong
place (cf. n. 20.5).

2.

He is not seen who can accuse
Him who claims to be perfectly awakened
Saying: "To this dharma you are not awakenedj"
Therefore the Buddha is assured.

3.

In the world with its Devas
He is not seen who can accuse
Him who claims the outflows destroyed,
Saying: "These outflows are not destroyed."

U.

He is not seen who can accuse me,
Saying: "Whatever obstructive dharmas
Anyone ever cultivates
Turn out not to be obstructive."

5.

The most excellent Dharma which was expounded by me
For the purpose of winning Nirvana
Is the most excellent station (pada) of Nirvana,
Therefore no-one can accuse me.

6.

The bodhisattva established in this Samadhi
Will obtain
These assurances described
By the Lord of the World, the Protector.'

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO1

C22A3 ’Bhadrapala, what are those eighteen exclusive Buddha-dharmas
(astadasavenika-buddha-dharma) belonging to Tathagatas which the bodhi
sattva will obtain if he enters upon this Samadhi?

Namely, Bhadrapala,

between the night on which the Tathagata is fully awakened to supreme
and perfect awakening, and the night on which he undergoes Parinirvana
in the realm of Nirvana without any substratum remaining (yan ca ratrim
tathagato 'nuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisambuddho yan ca ratrim nirupadhisese nirvanadhatau parinirvasyaty etasminn antare),(l) the Tatha
gata does not stumble (nasti tathagatasya skhalitam); (2 ) his speech is
not faulty (nasti ravitam); (3 ) his memory is not defective (nasti
musitasmrtita); (4) his thoughts are never uncomposed (nasty asamahitam
cittam); (5 ) he has no perception of diversity (nasti nanatvasamjna);
(6 ) his disinterestedness is never unconsidered (nasty apratisamkhyayopeksa ) ; (7 ) he has no loss of zeal (nasti chandaparihanir); (8 ) he has
no loss of energy (nasti viryaparihanir); (9 ) he has no loss of mind
fulness (nasti smrt iparihanir); (1 0 ) he has no loss of samadhi (nasti
samadhiparihanir); (1 1 ) he has no loss of wisdom (nasti prajnaparihanir);
(1 2 ) he has no loss of emancipation (nasti vimuktiparihanir); (1 3 ) he
has no loss of the cognition and vision of emancipation (nasti vimuktijnanadarsanaparihanih); (lU) with regard to past time he possesses un
impeded and unattached cognition and vision (atlte 'dhvany apratihatam
asangam jnanadarsanam pravartate); (1 5 ) with regard to future time he
possesses unimpeded and unattached cognition and vision (anagate 'dhvany,
etc.);

(l6 ) with regard to present time he possesses unimpeded and un

attached cognition and vision (pratyutpanne 'dhvany, etc.); (1 7 ) all the
Tathagata’s bodily activity is preceded by cognition and follows cogn it ion (sarvam tathagatasya kayakarma jnanapurvamgamam jnananuparivarti);
(l8 ) all the Tathagata's activity of speech is preceded by cognition and

1

As noted above, the prose section of Chap. 22 (22A) appears before
Chap. 20 in both Chinese versions, T.1+18 and T.Ul 6 . It deals with the
eighteen attributes exclusive to a Buddha (astadasavenika-buddha-dharma),
for a general survey of which see Traite III, pp. 1525-1703 (whence come
the Sanskrit equivalents cited in the translation).
In T.U 18 we have
what must be one of the earliest datable appearances of this classific
ation.
It will be seen that the Tib. actually gives nineteen avenika-dharmas.
T.U18 and T.U16 both give eighteen, the former omitting Tib. no. 12,
while the latter omits Tib. no. 9- T.H 18 in other respects agrees with
the order of the Tib., but the list in T.U 16 is quite differently
arranged-- (by the numbering of the Tib.) 17-19; l^-l 6 ; 1-8; and 10-13-
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follows cognition (sarvam tathagatasya vakkarma, etc.); (19 ) all the
Tathagata’s mental activity is preceded by cognition and follows cog
nition (sarvam tathagatasya manaskarma, etc.).’
’These, Bhadrapala, are the eighteen exclusive Buddha-dharmas be
longing to Tathagatas which the bodhisattva will obtain if he establishes
himself in this Samadhi.’
C22BD Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:
1.

’Listen to me as I expound
The dharmas exclusive to a Buddha,
Established in which the Tathagatas
Turn the Wheel of Dharma.

2.

The night on which the Awakened One,
The Tathagata, attained awakening,
And the night on which he underwent
Nirvana without substratum,

3.

' Between them whatever was said,
Is said, and will be said
Is all in accordance with reality (yathabhutam);
That is the first exclusive (avenika).

U.

I do not stumble in the least,
I am not faulty in speech;
I am not deficient in speech,
Nor am I despondent.

5.

I am not forgetful,
My disinterestedness is not unconsidered;
I do not make distinctions between dharmas,
And I am always composed.

6.

My zeal does not fail,
Nor does my energy fail;
I do not waver from samadhi,
And it is unfailing for me.

7.

My wisdom is unfailing,
My emancipation also unfailing;
My cognition and vision of emancipation
Are unfailing for me also.

8.

With regard to past time too
My cognition is unimpeded.
With regard to future time too
There is no obstruction (avarana ? ) for me.

9.

With regard to present time too
I am unattached;
I, the Protector, have unobstructed cognition
With regard to all dharmas.

10.

All my bodily activity
Follows cognition;
All my activity of speech and mind
Is preceded by cognition.

11.

These are the eighteen
Dharmas exclusive to an Awakened One (sambuddha),
Established in which the Tathagatas
Turn the Wheel of Dharma.

12.

If one has developed this Samadhi,
The eighteen Buddha-dharmas,
The ten powers of a Teacher,
And the assurances are not difficult to obtain.f

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE
CT.1+18: Chapter Thirteen, Encouragement1 ;
T.l+16: Chapter Fifteen, The Merits of Rejoicing!
C23A! ’Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva should rejoice in this Sama
dhi with four rejoicings (anumodana).

What are the four?

Namely: MAs

those former Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, when they formerly
pursued the bodhisattva-course, on hearing and receiving instruction in
this Samadhi rejoiced in order to perfect great learning for the sake of
supreme and perfect awakening, so I too, on hearing this Samadhi, rejoice
in order to perfect great learning for the sake of supreme and perfect
awakening.'"

This, Bhadrapala, is the first rejoicing of the bodhi

sattva. ’^
C23B! 'Further, Bhadrapala: "As those future Tathagatas Arhats Samyak
sambuddhas, when they pursue the bodhisattva-course, will, on hearing
and receiving instruction in this Samadhi, rejoice in order to obtain
great learning and perfect great learning for the sake of supreme and
perfect awakening, so I too rejoice.'"

This, Bhadrapala, is the second

rejoicing of the bodhisattva.'

1
The title of the first part of this chapter in T.1+18 is
$) ,
'encouragement'.
This could be a scribal corruption of
, 'rejoic
ing', T.1+18's usual rendering of anumodana being jjWj tyZxi ( flf) = anu-).
See also n. 23.6; and Appendix A.V.2.
2
Cf. T.l+16 (89l+a28-b5) for a more ordered statement of the first
'rejoicing':
What are the four rejoicings? Namely, that bodhisattva maha
sattva should think thus: 'As all those past Tathagatas Arhats
Samyaksambuddhas, when each of them practised as bodhisattvas
in the past, obtained this Samadhi through rejoicing, perfected
great learning because of the Samadhi, and quickly attained
anuttara-samyak-sambodhi by means of great learning, so today
I also should thus obtain this Samadhi through rejoicing, per
fect great learning because of the Samadhi, and quickly attain
supreme bodhi by means of great learning!' This, Bhadrapala,
is the bodhisattva mahasattva's first heap of merit connected
with rejoicing.
In general T.l+l6's treatment of 23A-D is fuller and more coherent than
that found in the Tibetan.
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C23CD ’Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva should declare: "As at the
present time those present Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, when they
formerly pursued the bodhisattva-course, on hearing and receiving in
struction in this Samadhi rejoiced, perfected great learning, and have
become fully awakened to supreme and perfect awakening, and as bodhi
sattvas at present rejoice in this Samadhi, so I too, on hearing this

3

Pratyutpanna-samadhi C?U , rejoice in order to perfect great learning
for the sake of supreme and perfect awakening!"

This, Bhadrapala, is the

third rejoicing of the bodhisattva.’
C23DD ’Further, Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva should declare: "May all this
merit connected with rejoicing, being shared (sadharani-kr-) by me with
all beings, lead to supreme and perfect awakening; may it lead to the
obtaining of this Samadhi; may it lead to the perfecting of great learn
ing!"

This, Bhadrapala, is the fourth merit connected with rejoicing of

the bodhisattva.’
’Bhadrapala, when the bodhisattvas who obtain this Samadhi and the
merit connected with rejoicing have fulfilled the dharmas conducive to
awakening (bodhipaksika-dharma), they will quickly become awakened to
supreme and perfect awakening.’
C23ED 'Bhadrapala, I shall give an illustration (upama) of how great the
mass of merit is, which will be acquired by the bodhisattva when he re
joices in this Samadhi with those rejoicings and transfers (parinamayati)
Lthe resulting merit!.’
’Bhadrapala, it is as if, for example, there was a certain man whose
life was to last for many hundred years, who was to live for many hundred
years, and who was as swift and powerful as the wind; if he was to travel
east without resting for a full hundred years, and was likewise to travel
south, west, north, and towards the nadir and zenith as well, then,
Bhadrapald,, what do you think?

Would any man be able (utsahate) to calc

ulate, measure, conceive, or assess how many yojanas had been travelled
by that man whose life lasted for hundreds of years, who lived for
hundreds of years, and who was as swift and powerful as the wind, that
man who had travelled without resting in the six directions, going one
hundred years in each direction?’

*•

The bodhisattva Bhadrapala said:

3
Da ltar gyi tin ne ’dzin is possibly pratyutpanna-samadhi, but not
definitely so, since da ltar gyi may be adverbial: ’in the present’. The
Chinese versions give no clue as to the correct interpretation.
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’Reverend Lord, that would be impossible, except for the Tathagata

*
Arhat Samyaksambuddha, the Elder Saradvatiputra, and irreversible bodhi1+

sattvas.’
C23F! The Lord said:
’If any man or woman should fill with gold and silver the areas
within the range (gocara) of that man who lived hundreds of years and
travelled as swiftly as the swiftness of the wind, and should offer that
to the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas, and yet not hear this Samadhi;
and if any bodhisattva should on hearing this Samadhi rejoice with those
four rejoicings, and having rejoiced should also transfer Cthe merit!,
out of a desire for great learning, for the sake of supreme and perfect
awakening-- then, Bhadrapala, that former mass of merit would not approach
even a hundredth part of this Clatter! mass of merit.

It would not

approach even a thousandth part, a hundred-thousandth, a hundred-koti
part, a hundred-thousand-kotinayuta part, a number (samkhya), a fraction
(kala), a counting (ganana), a likeness (upama), or a comparison (upanisad).’
SEVENTH AND FINAL BAMPO
’See, Bhadrapala, how valuable to bodhisattvas is the mass of merit
connected with rejoicing in this Samadhi.’

Therefore, Bhadrapala, it

should be understood that the mass of merit connected with rejoicing in
this Samadhi in this manner (anena paryayena) is a valuable thing for
bodhisattvas.’
[23G! [EXISTS IN T.Ul8 ONLY!5
Then the Lord recited gathas, saying:
1.

’With regard to the teaching Of this Sutra
They possess

four articles of rejoicing (anumodana-dharma),

The Lords of the past, the future,
And the present.

U
Cf. T.U16 (89^b28-cl5) for a more elaborate version of this section.
T.U1 8 , although condensed, agrees more with the Tibetan than with T.l+16.
5
The six gathas which follow are to be found only in T.^l 8 (917c6-l8).
Their appearance here is quite comprehensible, as they recapitulate the
preceding prose section on ’rejoicing’ (23A-F) and mark it off from the
following passages (23H-V), which, although they occasionally refer back
to the four rejoicings, can nevertheless be regarded as constituting a
separate chapter.
In fact, T.U18 designates them as such: ’Chapter
Fourteen, The Buddha Simhamati’.
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c

2.

The practice of the merit of encouragement
Liberates [those in] the ten directions;
[EvenH those things that flutter and wriggle
Shall all attain equal awakening.

3.

For example, around here
In the four directions, and up and down,
A man, once born, travels a hundred years,
Travels without resting till the end of his life.

h.

Should one want to measure the distance [he travels],
Its extent would be hard to calculate;
Only the Buddha [and the?] disciple would know,
And the irreversible bodhisattvas.

5.

To fill [the worlds he traverses] with precious things and
make a gift [of them]
Would not compare with hearing this dharma;
As for the four articles of encouragement,
Their merit exceeds that other.

6.

Further, Bhadrapala, observe these
Four articles of rejoicing;
Gifts by the myriads of kotis
Are not equal to encouragement [?].'
CT.Ul8: Chapter Fourteen, The Buddha Simhamati]

[23H] 'Bhadrapala, long ago in the past, at a time and in an age more
incalculable than incalculable, vast, immeasurable, inconceivable kalpas
ago (*bhutapurvam bhadrapalatite 'dhvany asamkhyeye kalpe 'samkhyeyatare
vipule 'prameye 'cintye yadaslt tena kalena tena samayena*)there appeared
in the world a Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha by the name of Simhamati,
One Endowed with Knowledge and Conduct, a Sugata, a Knower of the World,
a Leader of Men to be Tamed, a Supreme One, a Teacher of Devas and Men,
a Buddha and a Lord.'
[231] 'At that time, Bhadrapala, this Jambudvipa was prosperous (samrddha),
extensive, happy, affluent (subhiksa), pleasant (ramaniya), populous, and
thickly peopled.

At that time, Bhadrapala, here in Jambudvipa there were

6
Here, as also in Verses 5 and 6, we continue to find an apparent
confusion between 'rejoicing' and 'encouragement'; cf. n. 23.1.

68,000

7
great cities, all of them made of the seven precious things,

containing nine kotis of households, and measuring twelve yojanas.

At

that time, Bhadrapala, this Jambudvipa was extensive and vast, being

g

namely 68,000 yojanas

in extent.

At that time, Bhadrapala, here in

Jambudvipa the place where that Tathagata was born was namely a certain
9
great city by the name of *Bhadramkara , and in that great city lived
sixty kotis of beings.'
C23J] 'Further, Bhadrapala, at that time, at the first assembly of
disciples (sravaka-samnipata) of that Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha
Simhamati, ninety kotis of arhats10 assembled.

After seven days, at the

second assembly of disciples, ninety kotis of disciples assembled. After
another seven days, at the third assembly of disciples, ninety kotis
assembled.

Ninety kotis of pure bodhisattvas also assembled.

Thereafter

the disciples of that Lord passed beyond computation.'
'At that time and in that age, Bhadrapala, those men fully adhered
to the ten good ways of action (dasa-kusala-karmapatha), just as, for
example, beings under the teaching (pravacana) of the Tathagata Arhat
Samyaksambuddha Maitreya shall be endowed with the ten good ways of
action.

At that time, Bhadrapala, the life-span of beings amounted to

81+,000 years1 1 .'

7
T.1+18 (917c27):
'1 8 ,000 '.

'6,1*00,000 cities ( 7 \ B

» t %

©

)'; T.l+16 (895a3)

8
T.1+18 (917c26): '180,000 kotinayutas of yojanas'; T.l+16 (895a3):
'18,000 yojanas'.
9
Tib. Bzan po byun ba. T.l+16 translates with
^
, while T.1+18
transliterates with
(Pa-teng-chia). The first element must be
some form of bhadra, while the ^§j£- of T.1+18 suggests the anus vara
bhadram-.
Bhadraqikara is most likely; see BHSD, s.v. bhadrika (6 ).
10
According to T.l+16 (895a9-12) ninety kotis of men attained arhatship
at each of Simhamati's first three assemblies.
This section is not found
in T.1+18.
11
T.l+16 (895al6-17) adds: 'exactly the same as the life-span of men
at the time of Maitreya.' According to other sources, the life-span*of
human beings under the reign of Maitreya will be 80,000 years; see
Traite I, p. 1+, n. 3, for references to the literature on Maitreya, the
future Buddha.

l6l
L23KJ

'At that time, Bhadrapala, there was in that great city a Wheel-

12
turning King (cakravarti-raja) by the name of Visesagamin
, endowed with
13
the seven precious things
and having a full thousand sons, and he went
to that Lord, the Tathagata Simhamati, and worshipped him.

Then, Bhadra

pala, the Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Simhamati, knowing the resolve
of that king Visesagamin, taught and expounded this Samadhi.

Thereupon,

Bhadrapala, on hearing this Samadhi that king Visesagamin rejoiced.

And

having rejoiced he sprinkled handfuls of gems over that Lord.'
C23LH ’Thereafter he died, and by virtue of that root of goodness he was
reborn here in Jambudvipa into that very royal house, after the Nirvana
of that Tathagata.

At that time, Bhadrapala, there had appeared under

that Tathagata's teaching a bhiksu and a preacher of Dharma (dharmabhanaka) called *Ratna^\ who taught in full and proclaimed this Samadhi
to the four assemblies.

At that time, Bhadrapala, that king called

Visesagamin had become a prince by the name of Brahmadatta, and he heard
that bhiksu expounding this Samadhi.

Hearing it, as soon as he heard

it he experienced faith, and with thoughts of faith he sprinkled a
hundred thousand gold pieces and a double length of fine cloth (dusyayuga) over that bhiksu.'
C23MI] 'Then, Bhadrapala, that prince Brahmadatta, after hearing this
Samadhi from that bhiksu, and after covering that bhiksu Cwith gold and
clothD on account of his fine exposition, conceived the thought of
supreme and perfect awakening.

Having conceived the thought of supreme

and perfect awakening, and out of a desire for the Samadhi, he, and a

12
Tib. Khyad par du 'gro ba; T.Ul 6
; T.U18
(Wei-ssuch'in). Visesagamin is the most likely reconstruction; it appears as the
name of a former incarnation of Sakyamuni (see BHSD, s.v.), while KP 6
has khyad par du 'gro ba rendering visesagamita.
13
I.e. the cakravartinam sapta-ratnani, or the seven precious possess
ions of a 'Universal Monarch', namely cakra-, hasti-, asva-, mani-,
stri-, grhapati-, and parinayaka-ratnas. T.U 18 does not mention them,
but T.U 16 gives the full list (895al8-20), and describes the king's
qualities in greater detail.
lU
Tib. Rin chen mchog suggests Ratnavara, Ratnottama, but the Chinese
do not bear this out (see Glossary, s.v. *Ratna). Further, the Tib. text
at 23VvU has simply Rin chen; consequently our hypothetical reconstruction
will be just *Ratna.
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full thousand beings with him, desiring the Dharma, shaved off hair and
beard, donned yellow robes (kasaya), and faithfully went forth from the
household life into the houseless state under that bhiksu and preacher
of the Dharma.

Having gone forth, even though he worshipped and followed

that bhiksu for

8,000 years together with his retinue of a thousand

beings, he never obtained this Samadhi from that bhiksu, except for that
one hearing.

Having heard it not twice, but once only, did he rejoice
15
Cin itD with those four rejoicings.'

C23N3 'Through that root of goodness he, along with those full thousand
beings, encountered (aragayati) 68,000 Buddhas.

Expounding this Samadhi

and proclaiming it in full to others in all his rebirths, he also en
countered another 68,000 Buddhas in succession (anupurvena ).

Through

obtaining this Samadhi and that very root of goodness connected with
rejoicing, he perfected the dharmas conducive to awakening (bodhipaksikadharma); having become fully awakened to supreme and perfect awakening,
he became a Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha by the name of Drdhavlrya

,

and established immeasurable hundred thousand kotinayutas of beings in
supreme and perfect awakening.'
'Those thousand beings also, by virtue of this same root of goodness
ripened by the Samadhi, perfected the dharmas conducive to awakening, and
were fully awakened to supreme and perfect awakening; they all became
Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas by the name of *Drdhasura

IT ,

and

established innumerable hundred thousand kotinayutas of beings in supreme
and perfect awakening.'

15
T.l+16 (895blO-ll): '...hearing it he rejoiced, and taking the merit
of the four kinds of rejoicing he redirected (parinam-) it towards
anuttara-samyak-sambodhi.'
16
Tib. Brtson 'grus brtan pa renders drdhavlrya ('of steadfast energy')
in KP 153, and it is most probable that it does so here too. T.l+16 has
, which gives the same meaning, while T.1+18's transliter
ation clinches the matter: it has
is clearly
drdha, and for
= virya see Lancaster, Analysis, p.*383 (no. T 8 ),
where »
used for virya is cited from the translations of the Asta_
by Lokaksema and ?Dharmapriya.
The
in T.1+18 is probably a scribal
error; in T.1+1T (902a27 -28 ) the name is given simply as
^
.
At 23Vvl0 T.1+18 has the translation
•
IT
Tib. Dpa' brtan pa. T.l+l6 has
^
(both here and at 23Vvll) while
T.1+18 has the transliteration
(T i (?)-lo-shou-lo-yuch'en) at 23N, and the translation
at 23 Vvll. T.1+1T (902a29) has
only
once again is clearly drdha, but the second
element, meaning 'heroism', 'courage'
or 'hero' is problematical.
T.1+18's %
could well be sura, but TO yjfj remains an obstacle. For the •
time being I have adopted the reconstruction *Drdhasura.

Ti.
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C230H 'See, Bhadrapala, how valuable is the mass of merit connected with
rejoicing in this Samadhi.'

If one may thus, merely by a declaration

connected with rejoicing, accomplish supreme and perfect awakening,
Bhadrapala, then how much more will the bodhisattva CaccomplishD who on
hearing this Samadhi accepts, masters, keeps, reads, and proclaims it in
full to others, and continues to exert himself in the endeavour to devell8
op it?
And who is there, Bhadrapala, who on hearing this Samadhi
would not rejoice in it, not receive instruction in it, not master, not
keep, nor proclaim it in full to others, and not continue to exert him
self in the endeavour to develop it?

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

It is

because through hearing this Samadhi all the dharmas conducive to awak
ening of bodhisattvas are perfected.'
C23PH 'Therefore, Bhadrapala, I announce (arocayami) to you, I inform
(prativedayami) you: if bodhisattvas who are endowed with high

resolve

(adhyasaya-sampanna) and who aspire to awakening should hear that this
19
Samadhi is a yojana
away, then, Bhadrapala, those bodhisattvas who are
endowed with high resolve and who aspire to awakening should travel that
distance of a yojana in order to hear this Samadhi.

Having heard it

they should accept, master, keep, and read it, they should teach, ex
pound, and proclaim it in full to others, and they should take pleasure
in developing it.'
C23QJ 'Bhadrapala, to say nothing of a yojana, and to say nothing of two
yojanas

20

, or three yojanas, or four yojanas, or from five yojanas up to

ten yojanas, Bhadrapala, even if bodhisattvas should hear that this
Samadhi is a hundred yojanas away, that in such and such a region this
Samadhi of the Bodhisattva who Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of
the Present is circulating, then, Bhadrapala, if those bodhisattvas who
are endowed with high resolve and who aspire to awakening should with
unremitting exertion of energy and thoughts free of despondency, indiff
erence, fear, idleness, and distress travel those hundred yojanas even

18

These first two sentences of 230 are not found in T.1+18.

19

T.1+18 (9l8a27):

'forty li_ (^fL )'; T.l+16 (895c2):

'a hundred yojanas'.

20
T.l+1 6 ,' having begun with a hundred yojanas in 23P, continues in 23Q
with 200, 300, 1+00 yojanas, etc.
Cf. T.1+18 (9l8bl-5), where the point
being made is somewhat obscure; in general sections 23P-U in T.1+18 are
considerably briefer than in the other two versions.

l6k
in order to hear just a little of this Samadhi, then how much more so
would they in order to receive instruction in, master, proclaim, and
develop it?

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

Namely because the dharmas con

ducive to awakening of bodhisattvas depend on this Samadhi.'
C23RH ’In that respect, Bhadrapala, those bodhisattvas who are endowed
with high resolve and who aspire to awakening should conceive the per
ception of Teacher towards the master (acarya) from whom they hear this
Samadhi after travelling those one hundred yojanas.

They should serve

that son of good family who preaches the Dharma with all forms of
service, and they should follow him.

If they should follow him for one

year, or two, or three, or four, or five, or ten years, or a hundred, or
for as long as they live merely in order to hear this Samadhi, how much
more should they do so in order to receive instruction in, master, copy,
keep, proclaim, and develop it?’
C23S3 'Bhadrapala, that son or daughter of good family should relinquish
his own mind, and having relinquished it should become of like mind with
that master.

He should follow the master with reverence and respect.

He should follow him with obedience.

He should follow him by not being

disobedient, by constancy of devotion, by the elimination of fickleness,
and by the absence of wrong views.

He should conceive the perception

of good friend; towards him he should also evoke the perception of Teach
er.

Bhadrapala, if that bodhisattva behaves (pratipadyate) in that way

towards that master, then there will be no possibility or chance, it will
be impossible that he should not at the very least manage to hear this
Samadhi, unless (sthapayitva) he formerly performed and accumulated acts

21

conducive to the ruin of Dharma (dharma-vyasana-samvartaniya?)

.'

C23TD 'That bodhisattva should be bashful, thankful, and appreciative
towards that master.

If in that way for him that Samadhi's words and

syllables will long endure and be unobscured, Bhadrapala, then how much
more will it be so for a bodhisattva who, when he hears that this Samadhi
is in another town, or hears that it is in the area of another town,
having so heard should go there, even if only for the sake of hearing
it?

And how much more so, if it is for the sake of receiving instruction

21
Cf. Conze, Materials, p. 211. T.Ul 6 (895c27-29) is slightly differ
ent: '...excepting only Cthose of 3 impure acts, for whom the time has come
when their former act of reviling such a profound sutra has matured, and
they fall into an evil destiny C?□.' For this section T.4l8 (9l8b8) has
only: 'This bodhisattva is not self-centred ( 5 - t u n
), but should
follow that teacher's teaching.'
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in it, mastering, keeping, reading, copying, developing, and proclaiming

22

it to others?’

L23U3 ’Bhadrapala, if the bodhisattva who in his search for this Samadhi
manages even to hear this Samadhi-- Bhadrapala, I announce to you, I in
form you-- if that bodhisattva is to be known as one who is irreversible
from supreme and perfect awakening by virtue of the root of goodness of
seeking this very Samadhi, the root of goodness of aspiring to the Dharma,
the root of goodness of desiring the Dharma, and the root of goodness of
putting forth energy, then, Bhadrapala, how much more so is the bodhi
sattva who receives instruction in, masters, keeps, and reads this Sama
dhi, and after having received instruction in, mastered, kept, and read
it, teaches, announces, and proclaims it to others, and continues to
exert himself in the endeavour to develop it?'

23

22
T.U 16 (896a2-7) makes a different point. After remarking that the
bodhisattva should regard his teacher with all due gratitude, etc., it
continues:
Why is that, Bhadrapala? By means of the preaching of this
teacher of Dharma, this Sutra is caused to exist for a long
time, and does not disappear.
Further, Bhadrapala, if a bodhi
sattva should travel to a place a thousand yojanas distant for
the sake of this Samadhi, then if it is to be found near at
hand in a city, a country, a village, a desert, or a mountain
ous wilderness, how much more CreadilyD would he not travel to
hear and read it, meditate on its meaning, and proclaim it to
others?
T.U18 (9l8b8-lU) shows 23T and 23U in a condensed form, and yields quite
a different sense from the Tibetan:
'He should always be mindful of his teacher's kindness.' The
Buddha said: ’I therefore say to you: If a bodhisattva hears
that this Samadhi exists ^,000 li_ distant, and wishes to go
to that place, then even if he does not manage to hear this
Samadhi,' the Buddha said, 'I tell you that that man, by
virtue of his energetic searching, will never again lose the
Way of the Buddha [ = bodhiII. He will be able to attain
Buddhahood for himself. Do you not see, Bhadrapala, that the
bodhisattva who, hearing of this Samadhi, thinks of searching
for it unremittingly obtains a most exalted benefit?'
23
For T.^l 8 's version of this section, see the preceding note.
In a
similar vein T.l+16 declares that even if the bodhisattva goes a thousand
yojanas for the sake of this Samadhi and yet does not succeed in hearing
it (the Tibetan appears to have dropped this negative),nevertheless,
through the merit of seeking it he attains irreversibility.
So how much
more likely to become irreversible are those who do_ hear it, and then
accept, read, develop it, etc.? They attain a considerable accumulation
of merit. Whether people hear it or not, they all attain irreversibility,
so how much more blessed are those who, having heard it, accept it, read
it, meditate on it, etc.? The sense given here is borne out by the
verses: see 23Vvl3-li+ in all versions.
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C23VH Then at that time the Lord:-uttered these verses:

1.

2k

TI recall a former Tathagata,
A Supreme Man by the name of Simhamati,
Under whom that king, lord of men,
Heard at that time this Samadhi.

2.

On hearing this Samadhi the king
Accepted it with incomparably joyful thoughts,
And scattered handfuls of jewels
Over that Supreme Man, the Buddha Simhamati.

3.

"May this Samadhi, well spoken by the Lord,
Be to the benefit of all beings!
Today I take refuge in you!"
So thinking, he also declared it.

U.

By virtue of his action that king,
Having died, was reborn in the same place,

«

And saw the bhiksu by the name of *Ratna,
Widely renowned and of great might.
5*

He heard the sameCSamadhi1 again from him,
And hearing it experienced great joy;
Experiencing it, he rejoiced, bent upon awakening,
Having covered the bhiksu with gold and robes.

6.

Out of the desire for this Samadhi
He went forth, together with a thousand beings;
And for a full

8,000 years

They all followed that bhiksu.
7-

Not twice, but only once did they hear
This Samadhi, which is like an ocean of learning;
With unwearying recollection of it,
They sought this peaceful Samadhi.

8.

Because they had all performed this act,
They encountered a full 68,000
Buddhas of great might;
From them they heard this Samadhi.

2k
The following fifteen verses are also to be found in T.Ul 8 and T.Ul 6
in the same order as in the Tibetan.
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9.

Thereupon they also worshipped
A full 68,000 other Sugatas,
Declaring: ’’We rejoiced
Under the Sugata Simhamati!M

10.

By that act of merit that king
Became a Buddha by the name of Drdhavlrya

25

;

Inconceivable kotinayutas of beings
Were all delivered by him from birth-and-death.
11.

The thousand too, following his example (anusiksitva),
Became Buddhas by the name of *Drdhasura

26

,

Renowned in the world with its Devas;
If they experienced awakening just through the sound of this Samadhi,
12.

How much more-- there can never be a doubt--Will they attain awakening
Who teach this Samadhi in full,
Without relying on all existences?

13-

Even if this peaceful Samadhi, spoken by the Buddha,
Should be a hundred yojanas distant,
The aspirant to awakening, not resting night or day,
Should go and hear it .

lU.

If, having gone, he does not obtain it,
His merit is nevertheless immeasurable;
And if that produces awakening for him,
How much more so for him who goes and does hear it?

Ip.

27

Therefore he who desires this Samadhi
Must first remember that Brahmadatta.
To the bhiksu who has this Samadhi
One should resort with indefatigable thoughts.'

25
Cf. T.1+18 (9l8cU), whose version of these two padas runs: ’Receiving
this merit Che] was born in a royal house, / And saw a Buddha called
Drdhavlrya. ' T.l+l6 agrees with the Tib.
26
As in Verse 10, T.1+18 (9l8c6) presents a different version of the
first two padas: 'After reciting and studying this dharma, / CTheyD then
saw another Buddha called *Drdhasura.’ Again, T.l+16 supports the sense
of the Tibetan.
27
T.1+18 (9l8cl3): ’How much more for him who, having heard it, then
accepts it?’; T.l+16 (896bl9): ’How much more he who, having heard it,
considers it and expounds it?’
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CT.1+18: Chapter Fifteen, The Buddha Satyanama;
T.l+16: Chapter Sixteen, Awakening]
OA
:23w: CAPPEARS IN CHINESE ONLY; T.l+16 GIVEN3
Then the Lord again addressed the bodhisattva Bhadrapala, saying:
’Bhadrapala, I remember that formerly, more than many immeasurable
asamkhyeya-kalpas ago, there appeared in the world a Buddha called Satya
nama, a Tathagata Arhat Samyaksambuddha, endowed with all the Ten Titles
(dasadhivacana).

At that time there was a bhiksu called Varuna, who

after the Nirvana of the Buddha proclaimed and expounded this Samadhi
sutra.

At the time I was the king of a great kingdom, and single-minded-

ly sought this sublime Samadhi.
this Samadhi announced.

Then in a dream I heard the location of

On waking I thereupon went in person to where

the bhiksu-teacher was, in search of this Samadhi, and then asked that
teacher of Dharma if I could shave my hair off and leave the household
life in order to seek, hear, and receive this Samadhi.

In the personal

service of the teacher of Dharma Varuna I spent 36,000 years, but, impeded
by Mara, I did not manage to hear it.'
Then the Lord again addressed the bhiksus, bhiksunls, upasakas, and
upasikas, saying:
'I now tell you that you should in all haste hear and accept this
King of Samadhis without delay and without forgetfulness, serving the
teacher well and without fail, seeking this Samadhi and making its
acquisition your goal.

Whether it takes one kalpa or up to a hundred

thousand, if you do not become lazy-minded there is nothing you will
not gain.

Bhadrapala, if a man seeks this Samadhi singlemindedly he

should constantly follow his teacher and never forsake him, he should

28
The following prose section, which presents the material that is re
capitulated in verse in 23X, is missing from the Tib. text, but appears
both in T.1+18 and T.l+16 (see Concordance); it is also summarised in
T.l+1 7 . In content this section echoes both the avadana given earlier
(23H-N) and the observations made following it (230-U); Simhamati becomes
Satyanama; King Visesagamin, reincarnated as Prince Brahmadatta, becomes
an unnamed king, later to be Sakyamuni; and *Ratna becomes Varuna.
The
story built around these characters inculcates the extreme value of the
Samadhi (by which is understood both the Sutra and the practice it ex
pounds), the huge sacrifices one willingly makes to hear and acquire it,
and the devotion one should accord to those that preach it. The sub
stance of all this is repeated in 23Xvl-15*
By the time of the Tib. translation this prose section had clearly
dropped out of some versions of the PraS in circulation; in point of fact,
however, one wonders if this had not happened earlier, since T.l+l6, usually
much more detailed and rounded out than T.1+18, here follows T.1+18 suspic
iously closely, in content if not in diction. This is not to say that
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make him offerings, namely of medicinal broths, drink and food, clothes,
bedding, and various utensils, even all his gold, silver, and jewels.
All his wealth he should offer to his teacher without begrudging it, and
if he has nothing of his own he should beg for it and then offer it.

He

shall quickly obtain the Samadhi and not give rise to thoughts of dis
satisfaction.

Bhadrapala, setting aside these customary offerings, if

the teacher has need of them, that seeker of the Dharma should go so far
as to cut off his own body, his flesh, his limbs and trunk, and offer
them to his teacher.

If his teacher has need of his life he should still

not begrudge it, so how could he not offer external things to his teacher?
Such is the way, Bhadrapala, in which this seeker of the Dharma, in serv
ing a Teacher of Dharma, will assist and obey him.

Further, he will

serve his teacher as a slave obeys his master; as a minister serves his
prince so will he serve his teacher.
the Samadhi.

Thus this man will quickly obtain

Having obtained the Samadhi he should remember it and bear

it in mind, being ever grateful to his teacher and constantly thinking of
how to repay him.’
’Bhadrapala, this jewel of a Samadhi is not easy to hear.

Even if

a certain man for over a hundred thousand kalpas seeks only to hear its
name he might still not manage to hear it, much less copy it, read it,
keep it, and then expound it to others once he has heard it.

Bhadrapala,

if as many Buddha-fields as there are sands in the Ganges were filled
with jewels and used to perform an offering, although the merit of that
would be considerable, it would still not compare with that of hearing
the name of this Sutra, and the merit acquired by copying one gatha
would be beyond comparison.’
then the Lord uttered these gathas in order to further elucidate
29
this meaning:

all the material found in T.^l 6 , 23W, is to be found in T.U1 8 , but almost
all of it is, and what is not could well be the result of a clever para
phrase of the more formulaic portions of the earlier text. Another
suspicious point is that T.Ul 6 's transliterations of proper names (Satya
nama, Varuna) follow T.U18 exactly, although generally T.U 16 translates
names, and does not transliterate them.
I have raised the point merely
so that we can be aware of the possibility that Jnanagupta, faced by the
same form of the text which confronted the Tibetan translator(s ), might
have had recourse to the earlier Chinese version to fill the lacuna.
29
Here follow 15 verses in Tib. T.1+18 has 12 verses (Tib. 1-9; an
amalgam of 10 and 11; one not found in Tib.; and 12), while T.Ul 6 has
13 (Tib. 1-9; an amalgam of 10 and 11; 12; and two not found in Tib.).
See below for details.
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C23X3 CFROM THE TIBETAN!

1.

’I remember how, in a former birth,
Even though I constantly waited on (sev-) a preacher of Dharma
For a full 36,000 years

30

,

I never heard this Samadhi.
2.

The former Buddha Satyanama appeared;
Then, subsequent to the teaching of the Sugata,
31
A young bhiksu , greatly learned,
Held at that time this very Samadhi.

2.

Then I, as a ksatriya king,
Heard in a dream of this Samadhi:
32
"Such and such a bhiksu
has this Samadhi;
In his presence hear it well!"

k.

Quickly rising, I sought in haste
The bhiksu who held this thing;
Finding him, I went forth (pravraj-), and then
[Asked! if I could hear it sometime.

5.

For a full 66,000 years

33

I worshipped that bhiksu joyfully,
But because I was controlled (adhisthita) by Mara,
I never once heard it.

6.

Therefore I declare to, and I inform
Bhiksus and bhiksunls,
Upasakas and upasikas:
On hearing this Samadhi accept it quickly!

7-

And after remaining there for a whole kalpa,
Worshipping and waiting on that bearer of the Samadhi,
After worshipping him well for a thousand kalpas,
He expounded this Samadhi.

30

Both Chinese versions:

'60,000 years’ (for T.U 16 adopt SYM reading).

31
Both Chinese versions give the bhiksu’s name: Varuna. Tib. has prob
ably misread Varuna as taruna ( = gzon n u ), or this mistake has crept into
the text used by the Tibetans.
32

Once again, both Chinese versions name the bhiksu.

33
Not 36,000, as in the prose of 23W. According to T.1+18 (919al9),
80,000 years; but T.U 16 (897a3) has 36,000.
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8.

To that bhiksu, who was engaged in this spotless Samadhi,
As he begged in the town^
Were given food, drink, bedding,
And likewise clothes by the koti.

9*

Setting aside all the many kotis
Of drink, food, beds, seats, and likewise clothes,
If one arrives at giving o ne’s own flesh,
How much more [readily the gift of! food and drink, if one acts
rightly?

10.

Having become his constant servant, attending upon him,
And also seeking this peaceful Samadhi,
The wise man, even though he performs it quickly when he obtains it,
Is not [able to be sufficiently?! appreciative towards him.

11.

3b

Even though one seeks it for many kotis of kalpas,
It is very difficult to obtain this Samadhi,
Let alone memorise (svadhyayati) it and teach it,
When one has heard its words at last.

12.

It is less easy to grasp the measure of the merit of him
Who has taught a verse (gatha) from this,
Than of him who has filled with jewels, and made a gift of
35
As many world-systems as there are sands in the Ganges.

3b
This verse and those preceding it (7-9) are not at all clear to me,
and I am far from satisfied with the translation I have given.
For Verse
10 the Chinese is of little assistance; the tenth verse in both Chinese
versions appears to consist of the last two padas of Tib. 10 and the
first two of Tib. 11. E.g. T.1+18 ,(919a29-bl) runs as follows:

The wise man, obtaining the dharma, quickly takes it and
practises it;
Allowed to study the sutra he is thankful.
This Samadhi is difficult to find;
One must ever seek it for kotinayutas of kalpas.
T.U16 (897al3-ll+) is fairly similar. On the basis of the Chinese, the
Tib. byas pa gzo ba ma yin no looks decidedly strange.
After the verse quoted above, T.1+18 adds an extra verse (9l9b2-3):
Wherever in one’s going around ( = ?) one hears this dharma,
One should proclaim it widely to students;
If for kotis of thousand nayutas of kalpas
One seeks this Samadhi, it is difficult to hear.
This is not found in T.l+16.
35
Verse 12 appears in both Chinese versions, but Verses 13-15 do not.
T.1+18 has nothing, while T.l+16 has two verses (897al7-20):
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13-

It is less easy to grasp the measure of the merit of him
Who has taught a verse from this,
Than of him who is constantly putting forth energy
For as many kotis of kalpas as there are sands in the Ganges.

lk.

It is less easy to grasp the measure of the merit of him
Who has taught a verse from this,
Than of him who detachedly cultivates trance (dhyana)
For as many kotis of kalpas as there are sands in the Ganges.

15.

It is less easy to grasp the measure of the merit of him
Who has taught a verse from this,
Than of him who is constantly established in wisdom
For as many kotis of kalpas as there are sands in the Ganges.'

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

If he who correctly expounds one gatha
Exceeds nayutas of kalpas,
How much more one who, hearing it, can propagate it--This man's merit is indescribable.
If a man delights in coursing in bodhi,
He should seek this dharma for the sake of all;
Certainly he will be capable of correct awakening, the highest
way :?!;
Having heard it, he abides securely in this concentration.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR1
CT.U1 8 : Chapter Sixteen, The Buddha’s Seal;
T.i+l6 : Chapter Seventeen, The Entrusting!)
C2UAII ’Therefore, Bhadrapala, a faithful son or daughter of good family
should listen to this Samadhi respectfully (satkrtya).
it he should accept, master, copy, keep

and read it.

And having heard
And having accept

ed and mastered it, he should proclaim it in full to others; he should
copy it well and lay it up.

2

Why is that, Bhadrapala?

At a future time,

after I have passed away, there will appear many bodhisattvas who have
faith, are trusting, and are very understanding (?), and they will seek
great learning for the benefit and happiness of beings.

Searching for

great learning they will travel in CallD the directions and the inter
mediate directions in search of the True Dharma, and, Bhadrapala, it is
for the benefit and sake of such beings as they, beings who aspire to the
Dharma, incline strongly to the Dharma, desire the Dharma, uphold the
Dharma, and uphold the Expanded Texts (vaipulya \ that one should give
instruction in and teach this Samadhi, and, being sustained (adhisthita)
by the sustaining power (adhisthana) of the Tathagatas, copy it well as
a big book, seal it with the seal (mudra) of the Tathagatas, and lay it
up. ’
C2UBD ’What then, Bhadrapala, is the seal of the Tathagatas?

Namely,

that all dharmas are powerless to act (niscesta), without activity
(akriya?), not brought about (anabhisamskrta), unattached (asanga),
unable to be apprehended (anupalambha), emptiness (sunyata), signless
(animitta), wishless (apranihita)^ markless (alaksana), without duality
(advaya), without action (apravrtti?), independent (anilambha?), incalc
ulable (asamkhyeya), undifferentiated (avyavasthapita), ungraspable
(agrahya), unrejectable (aniryuha), transient (aniketa), that all dharmas
are impermanent (anitya), uninterrupted (anuccheda), exhausted of causes

1
Only the first two sections of this chapter appear in the Chinese
versions (see Concordance).
2
Gzag par bya; no equivalent in T.U 18 (in which 2hA is much compressed), but T.^l 6 (897a26) has ’securely place it in a store-hpuse
).’ Cf. below (897b*0: ’securely place it in a casket (f£
)•’

IT1*
(ksina-hetu?), exhausted of suffering (ksina-duhkha?), exhausted of ex
isting things (kslna-bhava?), unborn (ajata), unceasing (aniruddha),
without duration (asthita), indestructible (avinasa), without a path
(amarga), without the fruit of a path (amarga-phala), not mistaken by all
the Holy Ones, rejected by all fools, forsaken by the ignorant, embraced
by the wise-- this, Bhadrapala, is the seal of all the Tathagatas, the
seal which the Tathagatas affix to that which has been uttered by Tatha
gatas. ’
C2UCD 'Therefore, Bhadrapala, a son or daughter of good family who
aspires to awakening, who might wish in the last time and the last age
to be instructed in this Samadhi should, when he has been instructed in
it and has memorised it, proclaim it in full to others also.’
fIn that regard, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas a bodhi
sattva will strive at the very least to hear this Samadhi, not to mention
to receive instruction in it and memorise it.

What are the four?

The

purification of his former high resolve (adhyasaya); the fact of having
made a former vow (purva-pranidhana); strong inclination (adhimukti)
towards omniscient cognition (sarvaj na-jnana) ; and the acceptance of all
the rules of Dharma (dharma-netri? ), after thinking how one might pre
serve and teach this treasure of the precious Dharma (dharma-ratna-kosa)
which has been perfected by Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas over many
hundred thousand kotinayutas of kalpas---if, Bhadrapala, he possesses
these four dharmas he will strive to hear, accept, and keep this bodhi
sattvas’ Samadhi.'
C2UDD 'Further, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas the bodhisattva
will exert himself in the search for this Samadhi, even if it is only to
copy it.

What are the four?

Namely, intent reflection (manasikara) on

the Buddha; skill in the repeated calling to mind of the Dharma (dharmaanusmrti); intent reflection on the accurate definition (pariccheda) of
the apprehension of a basis (upalambha) in all dharmas; and skill in the
destruction of all signs (nimitta)-- if, Bhadrapala, he possesses those
four dharmas, the bodhisattva will exert himself in the search for this
Samadhi, even if it is only to copy it.'
C2UED 'In that regard, Bhadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas the
bodhisattva is to be known as one who exerts himself in the search for
this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, by the knowledge which

accurately defines (paricchid-) the state of ungraspability (agrahyabhava?) of all dharmas is the bodhisattva to be known as one who exerts
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himself for this Samadhi.

By skill in the CmeditativeH undevelopment

(vibhavana) which has as its objective basis (arambana ) the body of the
Buddha C?3 is the bodhisattva to be known as one who exerts himself for
this Samadhi.

By intent reflection which, from among all CpossibleU

objective bases, has the Buddha as its objective basis (buddharambana )C ?3
is the bodhisattva to-be known as one who exerts himself for this Samadhi.
By skill in the strong belief (adhimukti) that all dharmas are devoid of
an existing thing is the bodhisattva to be known as one who exerts himself
for this Samadhi.

If he possesses those four dharmas, Bhadrapala, the

bodhisattva is to be known as one who exerts himself in the search for
this Samadhi.'
C2^F3 ’Bhadrapala, in the last time, the last age, when the True Dharma
is in disorder in the last five centuries, if any have exerted themselves
in the search for this Samadhi for the welfare of all beings and out of
compassion for all beings, and have conceived the thought: nHow can this
Samadhi become widespread, great, and enduring?", then for those sons of
good family much merit will be produced, and it would be impossible to
know the limits of that mass of merit, apart from it being understood
that that mass of merit is directed towards omniscience (sarvajnatanimna).’
'That mass of merit of theirs will be speedily directed towards
omniscience through the power of their vows (pranidhana), and they shall
all fulfil everything in accordance with their resolve (yathasaya), they
shall all be delivered (niryati) in accordance with their distinctive
course of conduct (carya-visesa ? ) and in accordance with their resources
(sambhara), except for those who are endowed with a great stock of roots
of goodness (maha-kusalamula-sambhara?), and are adept (niryata) at
abiding in selflessness C?3, who have been armed with the great armour
(mahasamnaha-samnaddha) through immeasurable, incalculable, inconceivable
kalpas, or longer even than that.'
C2^G3 'Bhadrapala, in the last time, the last age, when the great fear
arises and the True Dharma is destroyed, the son or daughter of good
family who has set out in the Bodhisattvayana, who wishes to obtain the
perfection of all dharmas (sarva-dharma-pararnita?) and the perfection
of omniscient cognition, and who wishes to obtain the purification of the
roots of goodness (kusalamula-visuddhi^ should strive to copy, give
instruction in, and memorise this Samadhi, and proclaim it in full to
others.

Why is that?

The cognition of the knowledge of all dharmas in

all their aspects (sarva-dharma-sarvakara-jnata-jnana?), Bhadrapala, is
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condensed (samksipta?) within this Samadhi.’
C2UHD ’T o understand that all dharmas have non-existence for their ownbeing (abhava-svabhava) through having perfected skill in the calling
to mind of the Buddha, this is the calling to mind of the Buddha; the
bodhisattvas who establish themselves therein apply themselves (adhio
mucyante) to apprehending in the Buddha all apprehensions C?D . They
cause all apprehensions to have the Tathagata as their end (nistha?).
They know that all the objects (vastu? ) of apprehension are by their
own-being void (vasika).

They take the Tathagatas as their objective

basis (arambapa) and reflect intently on them in such a way that they
are pure in their vision of the Tathagatas, and established in that .
they will not fail to have Tathagatas manifesting themselves in any
direction; and in all directions they purify their vision of the Tatha
gatas.

Once they have purified their vision of the Tathagatas, then

with little difficulty if they make an apprehension in this very worldsystem they will see those Tathagatas face to face right here.

Through

the infinitudes (apramana ? )C?U their immediate vision of the Tathagatas
will be purified, and infinite Tathagatas will appear to their sight.’
[2^13 ’Because the own-being (svabhava) of all apprehensions is ungraspability (agrahya), all apprehensions cannot be grasped by one apprehen
sion, nor can one apprehension be grasped by all apprehensions.

If the

own-being of all dharmas is observed (upalaks-), it is established
(siddha) as non-existence (abhavatva) on account of their being utterly
calm (atyupasanta).’
’Bhadrapala, those that are established therein purify their vision
of all the Tathagatas, yet after they have purified it they do not think
vainly (na manyante) or have any false fancies (na prapancayanti) about
it; they will perfect the development of this Samadhi of the One who
Stands Face to Face with the Buddhas of the Present.

They will also

establish themselves in the perfection of all the dharmas conducive to
awakening.’

3
The translation of this entire section should be regarded as tentat
ive. The chief difficulty lies in knowing whether dmigs p a , used six
times in this section, stands for upalambha, arambana, or something else.
The same holds true for 2hl, and for the several occurrences of dmigs pa
in the verses of 2k J .

L2hJl Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:

1.

’Whatever has been uttered by the Tathagata
Is an entry into cognition in accordance with reality (yathabhuta-jnana);
So, sons of the Lord of the World, the Teacher,
Apply your minds to this Samadhi.

2.

He who calls to mind the Buddha as object,
Will see many objects of apprehension C?U;
To him this peaceful Samadhi, difficult to see,
Shall also appear in the last time.

3.

Wise men who are unattached to all dharmas
And who apply their minds to the welfare of beings
Shall exert themselves for this Samadhi,
In the last age, the time of great fear.

1*.

Those who apply themselves constantly, and firmly
Direct their mindfulness to this dharma, difficult to see,
For the benefit and support of beings,
Into their hands shall this Samadhi pass.

5.

They who constantly direct to the apprehension of the Buddha
Their mindfulness, their intelligence, and their under
standing (smrt i-mat i-gat i ),
Intent on discipline (yoga) and independent of others,
They shall be established in this great Samadhi.

6.

Abiding in the station (pada) difficult to see, out of altruism
Averse to all the world,
Wise, not desiring all existences,
They strive for this great Samadhi.

7.

They who desire awakening and are compassionate, out of concern
Understand the body of the Tathagatas;
Making the vow for the peaceful Dharma,
They strive on the basis of this Samadhi.

8.

Peaceable, not quarrelsome or disputatious,
Seeking the Dharma praised by the Sugata,
Ever established in the apprehension of the Buddha,
They strive to comprehend this Samadhi.
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9.

They who in that last evil time
Strive for this Samadhi
And abide in infinite qualities of conduct,
Their qualities are known to the Lord of the World.

10.

They who know the dharmas which are free of outflows,
And know thoroughly (yonisas) the outflows,
Course in non-discrimination and abide in sameness (samata),
They strive to comprehend this Samadhi.

11.

They who make all their vows in accordance with knowledge
With regard to the immeasurable Dharma of the Sugata,
And steadfastly abide in omniscient cognition,
For them is this peaceful Samadhi taught.

12.

They who know the dharmas which are empty of own-being,
Markless (alaksana) and free of marks,
Free of both defilement and purity,
They see immeasurable Sugatas.

13.

They who, even when applying themselves to infinite apprehensions,
Know that all apprehensions are emptiness,
And are free of vain thoughts after seeing things difficult to see,
They see immeasurable Sugatas.

lU.

They who see the meaning (artha-darsin) and whose minds are also pure,
Who are free of defilement and abide in the station of peace,
Who teach the Dharma of which the meaning is spotless and equal,
For them has this peaceful Samadhi been expounded.

15*

The sons of the Sugata, whose torments are removed (abrdha-salya),
Unimpaired in truth, free of doubts,
Who cultivate friendliness for the benefit of beings,
For them has this precious meaning been expounded.

l6.

They who are by their own-being devoid of ignorance (avidya),
Who remove the opportunities (sthana) for ignorance by their
knowledge,
And exert themselves in striving for this precious meaning,
For them has this peaceful Samadhi been expounded.
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17*

Established in purity, free of defilement (samklesa),
Desiring infinite cognition,
Experiencing joy (pramodya) in this definitive meaning (nitartha),
For them has this peaceful emancipation (vimoksa) been expounded.

18.

They who are set free from all fetters (samyojana),
Steadfast, compassionate towards all beings,
Free of malice, and holding to the joy of the way of peace,
For them has this Samadhi been proclaimed.'

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE1

C25AD ’Bhadrapala, these four dharmas will lead bodhisattvas to obtain
this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, (l) respect for the Buddha;

(2) intent reflection (manasikara) with unbreakable faith (abhedyaprasada); (3 ) respect for the Dharma and the desire to hear it; and (h)
fulfilling one’s word in accordance with the Dharma C?D-- those four
dharmas, Bhadrapala, will lead bodhisattvas to obtain this Samadhi.'
'Further, Bhadrapala, there are four dharmas by which bodhisattvas
will obtain this Samadhi.

What are the four?

Namely, (l) thought which

has as its objective basis (arambana) the Buddha, by being free of mental
error (viparyasa); (2) understanding that the own-being of the objective
basis (arambana-svabhava?) is essentially good (prakrti-kusala? ) by being
free of doubt with regard to the Dharma C?D; (3) comprehension (samavasarana) of all dharmas which are empty in their being, empty in their
own-being, and utterly empty, through understanding of skill with regard
to existing things (bhava-kusala?); and {h) CmeditationalD undevelopment
(vibhavana) of void (vasika) existing things (bhava) through skill in the
undevelopment of perceptions (samjna) and understanding the cognition of
accurate definition (pariccheda-jnana) C?D-- those four dharmas, Bhadra
pala, will lead bodhisattvas to obtain this Samadhi.'
[25BJ 'Further, Bhadrapala, there are four dharmas by which bodhisattvas
will obtain this Samadhi.
(parigraha) of all Buddhas;

What are the four?

Namely, (l) the assistance

(2) protecting and sheltering the True

Dharma, being skilful in upholding the True Dharma; (3) being a basis
for the happiness (sukhopadhana?) of all beings, and having compassion
ate thoughts towards all beings; and (k) skill in the undevelopment of
the perception of beings (sattva-samjna)---those four dharmas, Bhadra
pala, will lead bodhisattvas to obtain this Samadhi.'
'Therefore, Bhadrapala, in the last time, the last age, when in the
last five hundred years the True Dharma is in great disorder, the bodhi
sattva should continue to renounce his person and life, and accept,
master, and keep this Samadhi.'

1

This chapter appears only in Tibetan.

l8l
C25CJ ’Bhadrapala, bodhisattvas who strive to be skilful in upholding
all dharmas will, in order to perpetuate it, lay up this treasury of
precious dharmas attained by Tathagatas over infinite kotis of kalpas,
and they will also be capable of teaching, explaining, and proclaiming
such a dharma as this.

Bhadrapala, these opportunities for energy

(virya-sthana? ) exist for bodhisattvas, and bodhisattvas will undertake
the vow to ripen beings’ roots of goodness with the sustaining power
(adhisthana) of energy.’
[25D3 'Bhadrapala, those sons or daughters of good family who in the
last time and the last age will lay up and preserve these dharmas^ have
set out for the benefit of all beings, the support (parigraha) of all
beings, and the maintenance (samgraha?) of all beings; they will be
supported (parigrhita) by the Tathagatas Arhats Samyaksambuddhas.

Even

if those bodhisattvas dwell in other world-systems, the Buddhas, Lords
residing in other world-systems will give them their consideration (samanvaharati).

Because they desire the Dharma, aspire to the Dharma, and

fulfil the Dharma, they shall strive for this Samadhi in the last time,
the last age.'
C25E3 'Those that take up such a discourse on Dharma (dharma-paryaya)
as this in the last time and the last age will be maintained by the
dharmas of bodhisattvas and by the wealth of bodhisattvas.

They who

will remain in order to support such dharmas as these in the last time
and the last age shall also quickly acquire the ten powers of a Tatha
gata, the four assurances, the eighteen dharmas exclusive to a Buddha,
and all the Buddha-dharmas.'
C25F3 Then at that time the Lord uttered these verses:

1.

'Those who are steadfast, care for the Dharma (dharma-cintin? ),
And remain in order to uphold the True Dharma
When the last age arrives,
For them this Dharani has been expounded.

2.

They who -strive fearlessly
For the precious True Dharma (saddharma-ratna),
And are compassionate and merciful,
They abide in the upholding of the Dharma also.

Steadfast, vigilant, and joyful,
Bearers of the treasury of the Sage's Dharma,
For their sake the Samadhi
Extolled by the Buddha has been taught.
They who are sustained
By the King of the Dharma, the Protector,
In the last age, the terrible time,
They will uphold this, the nature of things (dharmata).
Those mindful men who know
That by their own-being
Dharmas are utterly empty and free from multiplicity (nisprapanca),
They will also uphold the Dharma.
They who know how certainly true
Are the inconceivable verses
Concerning that own-being of all dharmas,
They will also uphold the Dharma.
They who are established in the knowledge of extinction (ksaya),
And who abide also in the unborn,
Controlled in thought and modest,
They will also uphold the Dharma.
They who have set out on the supreme path
Of bliss, the noble (ajanya) path,
Endowed with the sustaining power of energy,
They abide in the upholding of the Dharma.
They who understand the nature of things (dharmata)
And the meaning (artha) of suchness (tathata) and non-discrim
ination (avikalpa)C?D,
For them there is no multiplicity (prapanca) at all;
They will also uphold the Dharma.
Those gentle ones who know
That all dharmas are without activity,
They shall proclaim that nature of things
Which is nothing and is free of clinging (nirupadana).
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11.

They who know that all dharmas
Are ungraspable and devoid of grasping,
And pure from the outset,
They abide in the sphere of Dharma (dharma-gocara).

12.

They who know thus, with regard to dharmas,
That all dharmas have no own-being,
They shall teach this nature of things;
That is said to be an entrance.

13.

They who understand the nature of things
As nameless, devoid of name,
Free of multiplicity, and unborn,
They also proclaim emptiness.

lb.

They who know these dharmas
To be unabiding, unmoving,
And pure like the condition of space,
For them the Samadhi will be produced.

15.

They who are devoid of perceptions and the discrimination of
entities C?3,
Who are unborn in their own-being,
And devoid of the perception of existing things,
They shall reveal the nature of things.

16 .

That which is sealed has no seal,
It is uttered in esoteric speech (samdha-bhasy a );
They who know that to be so
Will uphold this, the nature of things.'

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE OF THE SAMADHI ENQUIRED OF BY BHADRAPALA

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

C26AU ’
Therefore, Bhadrapala, those sons or daughters of good family
should acquire (s a m u d a n a y a t i ) these dharmas, intent on being vigilant
(a p r amada-para? ); they should also exert themselves for their blessings
(a n u s a m s a ); they should be p o s sessed of the fundamental (y o n i s a ? ); they
should reject the superficial (a y o n i s a ? ), and in that way it will not
be difficult to obtain this dharma w hich is profound, difficult to see,
difficult to know, w h ich engenders all the Buddha-dharmas and confers
on one the cognition of the Self-existent Ones, unimpeded c o g n i t i o n . ' 1
C26BD Then at that time the Lord said to the Venerable Ananda, the Ven2
erable Mahakasyapa , the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala, the Licchavi
y outh Ratnakara, the householder Mahasusarthavaha, the merchant's son
3
Guhagupta, the brahman Naladatta , the bodhisattva Indradatta, the house
holder Varunadeva, those five hundred bodhisattvas, all those that had
come together from the four assemblies, and the world with its Devas,
Men, and Asuras:
C26CI] '0 Sons of good family , I entrust and commit to you the treasure
of this precious supreme Dharma, which I have perfected over a hundred
thousand kotinayutas of kalpas, and this Sutra which all the world will
not believe in, which is profound, of profound significance, an e x p osit
ion of the principle of the three doors of emancipation (v i m o k s a - m u k h a ),
profound and pure, difficult to see, difficult to understand, known to
the wise and the intelligent, great, excellent, and perfect in its
meaning.'

1
This section does not appear in Chinese, but sections 26B-F do, in
the following order in both versions: E, B, C, D, F.
2
T.U l 8 (919b22-23): 'The Buddha said to Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana
the bhiksu Ananda, the bodhisattva Bhadrapala, etc.' ; Mahakasyapa not
mentioned.
T.H l 6 (897b20-2l): 'Then the Lord said to the Venerable Maha
kasyapa, the Venerable Sariputra, the Venerable Mahamaudgalyayana, the
Venerable Ananda, and the bodhisattva Bhadrapala, etc.'
3
T.U 18 includes the bodhisattva Susima, who (as usual) is not found
in T.H 16 .
1+

Cf. T.U 16 (8 9 T b 2 U ) : '0 Kasyapa...'
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'A second time I commit to you those things which are a sure f ound
ation (a s r a y a - b h u t a ) for supreme and perfect awakening, so that you
should also copy, hear, accept, master, keep, and read them, should ex 
pound, teach, and p roclaim them in full in order to spread and magnify
them.

You should exert yourselves in the endeavour to develop them, in

order to show favour (a n u g r a h a ) to all beings.

You should perfect the

dharmas which conform with the Dharma (d h a r m a n u d h a r m a ) just as they have
been taught, and so that CyouD are not the last man Cto do s o ? 3 .

'5

C26DU 'Bhadrapala^, if any son or daughter of good family hears this
Samadhi and on hearing it receives instruction in, memorises, or masters
it, then he should with high resolve (a d h y a s a y e n a ) and zealously (satkrt y a ) listen to it, receive instruction in it, and expound it.

If any

one teaches it to others, or causes it to be read, then he also should
with high resolve teach it to others, and cause it to be read, in order
to magnify it, so that this Samadhi will long endure, and be widespread
and great C?U--- this is my injunction (a n u s a s a n i ) to y o u . '
[26 e D When this discourse on Dharma was expounded, incalculable, innumer
able beings generated the roots of goodness for supreme and perfect awak
ening.

Those bodhisattvas who had assembled from countless B u d d h a - f i e l d s ,

as many of them as there are sands in the Ganges, obtained this very
Samadhi and became irreversible from supreme and perfect awakening.
7

This

Trichiliomegachiliocosm also shook in six ways ; the Devas also let fall
a rain of flowers from the sky; and great drums thundered without being
struck.
Cf. T.U l 6 (897 c 2 ): 'You should propagate it and not allow it to be
cut off,' while T . U l 8 (919b28) has: '...recite and maintain and not for
get it.' This does not elucidate the Tib. de ci nas kyan skyes bu tha
m a par ma gyur par b y a ' o .
5

6

T.U 16 (897c2) has Ananda, not Bhadrapala; T.U 18 has Bhadrapala.

7
T.U 16 (897blU-l8) defines the six ways in which the earth shakes,
but for the rest of 26e is fairly similar to the Tibetan; T A l 8 tells
a completely different story (919b l 8- 22 ):

The Buddha said: 'Now, at the time of my expounding this
Samadhi, 1 ,800 kotis of Devas, Asuras, Nagas and Men have
all attained the state of Stream-entering (sro t a - a p a t t i );
800 bhiksus have all attained Arhatship; 500 bhiksunls
have all attained Arhatship; 10,000 bodhisattvas have all
attained this Samadhi, have all attained establishment in
the patient acceptance of the fact that dharmas are not
produced (anutpatt i k a - d h a r m a - k s a n t i ); and 12,000 b o d h i 
sattvas are irreversible.'
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C26 f D After the Lord had spoken, the bodhisattva mahasattva Bhadrapala,
the bhiksus, the bodhisattvas, and the world with its Devas, Men, Asuras
. 8
and Gandharvas rejoiced, and applauded what the Lord had said.

Here ends
The Holy Mahayana Sutra
called the
Samadhi of the One who Stands Face to
Face with the Buddhas of the Present.

cc o l o p h o n :
Revised, edited, and also adapted to the
new terminology by the Indian Doctor
Sakyaprabha and the reviser and translat
or, the Venerable Ratnaraksita.

8
Both Chinese versions differ from the Tibetan.
T . U l 6 (897c8-li+):
Then, when the Lord had expounded this Sutra, the
Venerable Mahakasyapa, Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana,
Ananda, and all the other great disciples besides them,
together with the householders Bhadrapala, Ratnakara,
Susarthavaha, Guhagupta, Indradatta C?D, Varunadeva,
and the band of 500 upasakas, together wi t h the band
of bodhisattvas mahasattvas who had come from other
Buddha-fields in the ten directions, up to and includ
ing all the Devas, Nagas, Yaksas C?3, Men and Not-men,
whe n they heard the T a t h a g a t a ’
s exposition they all
greatly rejoiced, and accepting the teaching they put
it into practice.
T.1+18 (919cl-l+):
When the Buddha had expounded the Sutra, Bhadrapala
and the bodhisattvas, Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana, the
bhiksu Ananda, the Devas, Asuras, Nagas, and Men all r e 
joiced greatly, came forward to make obeisance to the
Lord, and departed.
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I. INTRODUCTORY

This appendix will be devoted to the task of discussing the various
Chinese translations of the PraS and attempting to elucidate the r e l a t 
ionships between them.

Any reader in search of definite and unequivocal

answers to the questions raised in this area should be warned at the out
set of his impending disappointment; for although the ground has already
been well-trodden by others (often this has served merely to obscure the
trail), and the effort expended by me in m y turn has not been inconsid
erable, the results finally obtained are sadly and disproportionately
meagre.

I hope nonetheless to have laid one or two ghosts to rest.

The Taisho Shinshu Daizokyo contains four Chinese translations of
the PraS in Vol. XIV (the M a h a s a m n i p a t a ).

They are, in the order in

which they will be dealt with in this discussion:
T.Ul 6 Ta-fang-teng ta-chi-ching hsien-hu-fen
(in five chiian).
T.l+19 P a - p fo p'u-sa ching

one ch^ a n ) •

T.U 18 Pan-chou san-mei ching
T. 1*17 Pan-chou san-mei ching

S M I

(in three chiian).
(in one chiian).

These four published Chinese versions of the PraS will constitute the
raw material of the following discussion.

Their status m a y be evaluated

in the light of both internal e vidence --- their style, terminology, etc.--and the information concerning them furnished by the Chinese scripturecatalogues, or ching-lu

■

Although fifteen scripture-catalogues have come down to us, not all
of them are of equal value, since some are little more than copies of
their predecessors.

Seven have been consulted here; they are listed

1
For a recent discussion of the Chinese catalogues and some of the
problems involved in their use, see Hirakawa Akira, 'Kyoroku no mondait e n '.
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below in chronological order by the abbreviated titles with which, in
conformity with Japanese scholarly usage, they are referred to t h r o u g h 
out this study.

1 . Seng-yu lu = T.21^5: Ch'u san-tsang chi chi .as
compiled around 502-515 by Seng-yu

(M+5-

518) in Chien-yeh.
2. Fa-ching lu = T.21U6: Chung-ching m u - l u
593 by Fa-ching

, compiled

et a l . at the Ta-hsing-shan-

szu in Ch'ang-an.
3. San-pao chi^ = T.203^: Li-tai san-pao chi A f e - t t o
piled 597 by Fei Ch'ang-fang ^

, com
^ a“

hsing-shan-szu in C h ’
ang-an.
k. Jen-shou lu = T.21^7: Chung-ching m u - l u
602 (third year of Jen-shou

compiled
-||r ) by a group of

translators at the Ta-hsing-shan-szu in Ch'ang-an.
5. Ching-t'ai lu = T.21U8: Ta-t'ang tung-ching ta-ching-ai-szu ich’
ieh ching-lun m u - l u
itfp S
!u

» or simpiy Chung-ching mucomP iled 666 by Ching-t'ai ^

in

Lo-yang.

6 . Ta-chou lu = T.2153: Ta-chou k'an-ting chung-ching mu-lu
, compiled 695 by Ming-ch'iian
et a l . in C h ’
ang-an.

7 . K ’ai-yuan lu = T.215^: K ’
ai-yilan shih-chiao lu j^|
compiled 730 by Chih-sheng

»

in Ch'ang-an.

Two other catalogues, now lost, also come into the picture, since they
are cited extensively in the Seng-yu lu and elsewhere.

They are:

1. Tao-an lu = Tsung-li chung-ching mu - l u ^

^

piled by Tao-anj^gj^£ in 37^*

, com

S e n g - y u 's catalogue

is based in large part on the Tao-an l u . 3
2
Note that this is the only catalogue that does not appear in Vol.
LV of the T a i s h o . It is to be found in Vol. XLIX instead.
3
On Tao-an (31^-385) himself, see Ziircher, Buddhist C o n q u e s t , pp.
185-20^1; T'ang Yung-t'ung, Fo-chiao s h i h , pp. 187-228. As for T a o - a n 's
catalogue, the most comprehensive study is to be found in Hayashiya,
Ky5roku k e n k y u , pp. 333ff.
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2. Chiu-lu

» literally, the f01d Catalogue*.

the Seng-yu lu and elsewhere.of this work.

Referred to in

Opinions vary as to the identity

Hayashiya Tomojiro (Ky5roku k e n k y u , p. 805) b e 

lieved that S e n g - y u 1s Chiu-lu was the catalogue completed by Chu
Tao-tsu

in 1+19 , but this cannot be wholly true, since

the Chiu-lu is cited for works composed after 1+19.

Tok i w a Daij5,

in his Y a k k y o - s o r o k u , pp. 37-^0, also discussed the evidence, and
advanced the conclusion that Chiu-lu designated a number of
different catalogues, namely the Tao-an lu (see above), the Nieh
Tao-chen lu

(early ^th century), the Chih M i n - t u lu
(compiled circa 3 3 0 ), the Chu Tao-tsu lu

, and possibly the Chu Shih-hsing han-lu
(compiled under the Wei, 220-261+).

In T o k i w a 's opinion, however,

the term 'C h i u - l u ' most often referred to Chu T a o - t s u 's catalogue.
As must be evident the whole question is far too complicated to
go into here.
The use of the Chinese scripture-catalogues is fraught w i t h pitfalls.
Despite their unique value as a source for the literary history of Chinese
Buddhism, the information the ching-lu contain is often so confused and
contradictory that it complicates already complex problems to an absurd
degree.

In the following discussion I shall attempt to present only

the broad outlines of the matter, although at times it is impossible to
avoid examining the evidence in detail.

Any reader interested in a

complete documentation of the information in the ching-lu r elating to the
various Chinese versions of the PraS is advised to refer to the c o m p r e 
hensive study undertaken by Hayashiya in his Iyaku ky5rui no k e n k y u , pp.

5UI+-.578 .
Taking the line of least resistance, we shall first consider those
two translations of the PraS which present no major problems, either
because everything is known about them --- T.l+16--- or because next to no
thing is known about them --- T.l+19.

We shall then turn to T.1+18 (with

which our difficulties begin in earnest) and T.l+17 (which, I believe,
poses a problem more apparent than real).

Finally, after a few minor

matters have been cleared up, some concluding remarks concerning the
textual history of the PraS may be attempted.
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II. THE TA-FANG-TENG TA-CHI-CHING HSIEN-HU-FEN (T.Ul 6 )
T . U l 6 , the Ta-fang-teng ta-chi-ching hsien-hu-fen (referred to
henceforth as the Hsien-hu c h i n g , for which title see below), is the only
Chinese version of the PraS concerning which we know definitely when,
where, and by w h o m it was translated.

The first catalogue in w h ich it

appears, the San-pao c h i , was published just two years after the t r a n s 
lation was made, and since Fei Ch'ang-fang, the compiler of the San-pao
c h i , was one of the translator's colleagues, there is no l i kelihood of
error in his listing of the Hsien-hu ching among the works of J n a n a 
g upta --- see San-pao chi 1 0 3 b 2 0 - 1 0 U c 6 , where we also find a biographical
sketch of the translator which forms the basis of his biography in Taok
hsuan's Hsu k ao-seng chuan II.

. . . .

Jn anagupta (from the Chinese She-na-chiieh-to

; the r e c o n 

struction of the first element of the name, however, is problematical)
was born around 528 in Purusapura, the capital of Gandhara.

Beginning

his novitiate at the age of seven, he was ordained as a bhiksu when he
was 2k.

Shortly afterwards he set out with nine companions to make the

perilous overland journey from India to China.

The little group of t r a v 

ellers, much reduced, eventually arrived in Ch'ang-an during the first
years of the Northern Chou

dynasty (c. 558).

After working in the

capital for some time Jnanagupta spent several years in I-chou A

Hi

before the persecution of Buddhism during the Chien-te^^^^^, period (572578) forced him to leave China.

On the way back to India he was detained

in the territory of the T ' u - c h u e h , where he lived for the next ten
years, carrying on his work as best he could.

There he was discovered by

a group of Chinese bhiksus who had left China under the Northern Ch'i
i t , #

in 575 on an expedition into Central Asia and beyond to collect

scriptures, and were now on their way home.

Greatly impressed by J n a n a 

gupta 's abilities, they were for some reason unable to persuade him to
accompany t h e m b ac k to Ch'ang-an, which they finally reached in the year

581 . The Sui

dynasty had just come to power, and was eager to promote

Buddhism, par t l y as an instrument of political consolidation.

A trans

lation bureau of thirty or so bhiksus and scholars was set up at the
Ta - h s i n g - s h a n - s z u y s ^

^ * ^ ^ 1 under the direction of Narendrayasas (5l6-

589 ), but this m an appears to have been unequal to the a p p o i n t m e n t , and
U

For a translation of this biography see E. Chavannes,

'Jinagupta'.
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the authorities cast about for a more capable replacement.

The bhiksus

who had. met Jnanagupta among the T'u-chiieh had reported his whereabouts,
and so in

585 the Sui Emperor summoned the Gandharan master back to

Ch'ang-an, where he took over the directorship of the Ta-hsing-shan-szu
translation bureau.

There he laboured for almost twenty years, assisted

by the Indian bhiksu Dharmagupta (who arrived in the Chinese capital in
590) and many others.
works totalling

Jnanagupta is c redited with having translated 37

176 chiian; these include a translation of the Buddha-

carita and a revision of Kumarajivas version of the S P .

Around the year

605 the ageing master became involved in political trouble and was
exiled to South China, where he died soon after, possibly in the year

606. He was j8 at the time of his death.
Among the 31 works which Jnanagupta had translated by the time the
San-pao chi was compiled, Fei Ch'ang-fang lists the Hsien-hu ching as
sixth (l03cl):
Hsien-hu p'u-sa ching ^

^

C = Bhadrapala-bodhi-

sattva-sutraJ in six chiian; begun in the
l^th year of K ' a i - h u a n g J ^ ^
be early

12 th month of the

£59^; but the 12th m onth would

595 by the western calendar], completed in the

second month of the

15 th year C 5951 ; taken down in writing

by the sramana Ming-fen

fljsj ^

CK: Lang-fen ^

3 and others.

All subsequent catalogues have accepted this attribution as authoritative,
although some of them have added a little to the meagre stock of inform
ation; for example, the Ching-t'ai lu (l82bll+-15) has:
Ta-chi hsien-hu p'u-sa ching

^ =

samnipata-bhadrapala-bodhisattva-sutra] in five chiian or in
six chiian; 93 pages; translated during the K'ai-huang years
under the Sui, at the Ta-hsing-shan-szu, by Jnanagupta and
CDharma-3Gupta; commissioned by the Imperial Court.
While the Ta-chou lu ( 3 8 ^ 9 - 1 1 ) m e r e l y repeats information already given
in the San-pao chi and the Ching-t'ai l u , the K'ai-yiian l u , regarded as
the most reliable catalogue by later editors of the Chinese Tripitaka,
carries the following entry among the works of Jnanagupta (5^8blU-15):
Ta-fang-teng ta-chi hsien-hu ching
[ = Mahavaipulya-mahasam nipata-bhadrapala-sutra] in five
chiian or in six chiian; entitled Ta-fang-teng ta-chi-ching
hsien-hu-fen

C = Mahavaipulya-
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m a h asaimipata-sutra-bhadrapala-parivartall; also called the
Hsien-hu p'u-sa c h i n g ; the seventh t r a n s l a t i o n 5 ; same text
as the Pan-chou san-mei c h i n g ; begun in the 12th m o n t h of
the ll+th year of K'ai-huang, completed in the second month
of the

15th year; taken down in writing by the sramana

Ming-fen and others.
Elsewhere (68lclO-ll) the K'ai-yiian lu gives the same titles for the
text, adding that it is also known simply as the Hsien-hu ching
C = Bhadrapala-sutral], and that it is 82 pages long.
Before we turn to the matter of the page count, a quick examination
of T.l+16 will show that it is the same text as the Hsien-hu ching des
cribed above, in terms of the titles used for it, the number of chiian
it runs to, and the t r a n s l a t o r (s ) to who m it is ascribed.
1.The Taisho has adopted the title as given by the Korean edition
(K), viz. Ta-fang-teng t a - c hi-ching h s i e n - h u - f e n , w h i c h is the
second title to be listed by the K'ai-yiian l u ; but the 'Three
Editions’(SYM) printed the text under the K'ai-yiian l u 's first
title, namely, Ta-fang-teng ta-chi hsien-hu c h i n g .

This sit

uation is repeated at the beginning of each chiian, except that
at the beginning of chiian four and five K has Ta-sheng
( = M a h a y a n a ) instead of Ta-fang-teng ( = M a h a v a i p u l y a ).

At

the end of each chiian K always gives the title of the text as
Hsien-hu p'u-sa suo-wen ching

( = Bhadra-

p a l a - b o d h i s a t t v a -pariprccha-sutra^), while SYM has Ta-fangteng ta-chi (-ching) hsien-hu ching at the end of chiian one
and three, and Ta-fang-teng ta-chi(-ching) hsien-hu p'u-sa
suo-wen ching at the end of chiian two, four and five.

With

the titles of chapters the situation is less regular, but K
usually has Ta-chi-ching hsien-hu-fen while SYM prefixes this
I
with T a - f a n g - t e n g .

2 .T.l+16 has five chiian in all, cf. the catalogues cited above.
5
This is in fact not the case, and can be traced back to the practice
of Fei Ch'ang-fang and others of ascribing extra translations to earlier
translators on the flimsiest of grounds. In this study all such entries
are henceforth ignored.

6
Cf. the title found at the end of each chapter in the Tibetan text:
bzan skyon gis zus pa'i tin ne 'dzin.

19b
3.At the beginning of each chiian K describes the text as ’
translated
under the Sui by the Indian Tr i p i t a k a C - m a s t e r 1 J n a n a g u p t a ’; SYM,
however, adds 'with Gupta [i.e. DharmaguptaD and others'.
Turning now to the question of page count, it will have been noted
that while the C h i n g - t 'ai lu gave the number of pages for the Hsien-hu
ching as 93, the K'ai-yiian lu gave it as 82.

This discrepancy is to be

explained by the fact that Ching-t'ai and Chih-sheng had different copies
of the text at their disposal, C h i n g - t ' a i 's copy having fewer characters
per page and consequently more pages.

As Hayashiya has pointed out

(iyaku kyorui no k e n k y u , p. 51+5)» one of C hih-sheng's pages is roughly
equivalent to one (lateral) column of text in the T a i s h o .
fact, occupies approximately

T.l+16, in

77*5 columns, w h ich accords fairly closely

with the K'ai-yiian l u 's 82 pages.

7

In conclusion it is quite evident, on the basis of its length, as
well as in the light of other indications, that the present T.l+16 is the
same text as that translated by Jnanagupta and his colleagues in the early
months of the year 595 at the Ta-hsing-shan-szu in Ch'ang-an.

The ce r t 

ainty of this identification relieves us of the necessity of evaluating
the internal evidence as well; but we might just note in passing that the
Hsien-hu ching exhibits all the characteristics of the later Chinese
Buddhist translations, e.g. the use of a highly standardised terminology,
a greater degree of assurance and consistency in the treatment of formulae
and cliches, and a greater fidelity to the text (even to its repetitions)
than is found in the earlier translations.

In fact the Hsien-hu ching

represents, generally speaking, a slightly more detailed or developed
version of the PraS than does the Tibetan rendering, if we set aside
questions of the text's basic structure.

7
Further to this see P. Demieville, 'Les Versions Chinoises du
M i l i n d a p a n h a ', p. 5- Demieville arrives at an approximate average of
1+60 characters for a T'ang page. Since a standard prose column in the
TaishS usually consists of 29 lines of l 6 or 17 characters each (i.e.
a m a ximum of c. 1+90 characters per column), we may then expect any given
text to have occupied slightly more T'ang pages than it presently does
Taisho columns. With smaller texts, however, the difference between the
two figures will be negligible.
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III. THE PA-P'O P'U-SA CHING (T.l+19)
Like the Hsien-hu c h i n g , the Pa-p'o p'u-sa ching (T.l+19) presents
no problems of identification, but, unlike the Hsien-hu c h i n g , this is
mai n l y because there is little it can be identified with.

Although its

place of origin and its authorship remain as yet unknown, the text as we
have it now is usually traced back to an entry in the Seng-yu l u , in the
section entitled 'Hsin-chi an-kung ku-i-ching lu'

icL^

(I5b-l6c), i.e. a list compiled by Seng-yu of 92 texts mar k e d in the Taoan lu as being k u - i - c h i n g , 'ancient versions of sutras'.

As Hayashiya

has pointed out (Ky5roku k e n k y u , p. 1153), and as the practice of later
cataloguers confirms, this list appears to contain only translations
made during the Later Han (A.D. 25-220) and Wei-Wu (220-277) periods.
All the texts in the list are anonymous and one chiian in length; and most
of them were lost by Seng-yu's time, or were simply not available to him.
This last would also appear to be true of the item in question, since it
is not followed by the words:

'We still have this sutra'.

Seng-yu's entry runs (l5b22):
P'o-p'i-t'o p'u-sa ching

^

^ C = Bhadra

pala ( ? )- b odhisattva-sutra] in one chiian; An-kung Ci.e.
Tao-anH says it is from the Vaipulya class.
Thus the text to which this entry refers is established as a very early
translation (before circa 280); it is a M a h a y a n a (Vaipulya) work; and
it is anonymous, which means that even Tao-an, after his usual examinat
ion of the text, was unable to assign it on stylistic grounds to any
known translator.

Being indebted to Tao-an for his information, and not

having access to the w o r k itself, Seng-yu is unable to tell us whether
or not the P'o-p'i-t'o p'u-sa ching is related to the Pan-chou san-mei
c h i n g , i.e. to the P r a S .

Even today, despite the voice of tradition,

the customary identification of the P'o-p'i-t'o p'u-sa ching with the
Pa-p'o p'u-sa ching is, although highly likely, still by no means
completely certain, for we have nothing to go on except their common

8
There is some doubt as to how the first two characters of this title
were originally pronounced, since,$^L is capable of being read f a , p ' o ,
or p u , w h i l e ^ may be pronounced p 'i , p 'ei, p i , or p 'a. Furthermore, if
P'o-p'i-t'o is indeed a transliteration of Bhadrapala, then something
has gone amiss with it, for the characters should stand in the order
P'o ( = Bha), t'o ( = dra/dda), p'i ( =pala).
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affiliation wit h the M ahayana and the similarity--- but not identity--- of
their titles.

However, given the fact that the only other known sutra
9
of which Bhadrapala is the chief figure is of relatively late date , the
traditional identification is in all probability correct, and should be
allowed to stand.
Our first unequivocal reference to the present P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa ching
occurs in the Fa-ching l u , in its list of M ahayana sutras (l20a2U):
Pa-t’
o p’
u-s a ching

fcji in one chiian; consists

of the first four p ’
in

Cof the Pan-chou san-mei c h i n g H.

Three points are to be noted here.

First, the text is listed as one of

three separate partial translations of the same work as the Pan-chou sanmei c h i n g , i.e. it is placed in context as a version of the P r a S .

Second,

although it is not stated whether or not the text is extant, the descript
ion given of it--- that it consists of the first four p ’
i n --- shows that it
must have been available, if not to Fa-ching himself, then to one of his
s o u r c e s .10

Third, the title given, although it accords wi t h the standard

Chinese transliteration of Bhadra (for Bhadrapala), has as little to do
with the transliteration of that name in the text itself as the title
given by Seng-yu.

Further, there is no indication whatsoever, it can be

seen, that the entry here in the Fa-ching lu has any connection with that
in the Seng-yu l u .
Although the work is not m e n t ioned b y the San-pao c h i , the Jen-shou
lu has it amongst its (extant) retranslations of Mahayana sutras; the
entry (l59cl-2) is substantially the same as that of the Fa-ching l u ,
with the exception that P a - t ’
o is written

The C h i n g - t ’
ai lu

(l 93b 22- 23 ) is the first catalogue to give the title as it appears in
the Taisho today (i.e. that which accords wit h the t e x t ’
s own translit
eration of Bhadrapala), and adds one more piece of information: that the
work is 13 pages long.

In fact, the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa ching as we have it

today extends over 13*5 columns in the Taisho_; the equivalence in this
case is almost exact (cf. Hayashiya, Ky5roku k e n k y u , p. 12^0).

9
I refer to T.3^7, the Ta-sheng hsien-shih ching j M
m
(i.e.
the Bhadrapala-sresth i - p a r i p r c c h a - s u t r a ), translated by Divakara sometime
between 676 and 687 .
10
On the status of the Fa-ching lu as a catalogue compiled at second
hand, see Hirakawa, ’
Kyoroku no m o n d a i - t e n ’, pp. k2-hk.
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It is only with the K ’
ai-yiian lu that all the foregoing information
is amalgamated, w i t h S e n g - y u ’
s text at last being equated with that w hich
appears in the Fa-ching l u , etc.

In C h i h - s h e n g ’
s section on anonymous

translations made during the Later Han we find (485b8-9):
Pa-p’
o p’
u-sa ching in one chiian; alternatively known as the
Pa-po t o . ; the An-lu s a y s : P ’
o-p’
i-t’
o p’
u-sa c h i n g ;

An-

kung says it is from the Vaipulya class; is a separate t r a n s 
lation of the first four p ’
in of the Pan-chou san-mei c h i n g ;
the fifth version.

Later (^86bl3) the text is established as extant, while elsewhere (68lc9)
its length is given as lU pages (as opposed to Ching-t’
ai’
s 13).
As in the case of the Hsien-hu c h i n g , here too there can be no doubt
that the present T.H19, the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa c h i n g , is identical with the
text under discussion, by virtue of its t i t l e 1 1 , its length, and the fact
that it does indeed correspond to the greater part of p ’
in I-IV of the
Pan-chou san-mei ching (T.^l8).

12

11
All editions of the Chinese canon consulted (K, SYM, C h i - s h a ) p u b 
lish the text under the same title, viz. P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa c h i n g , but the
bibliographical details they supply differ from edition to edition:
K: 'The Seng-yu lu says that Caccording to] An-kung Cit is] an
old scripture; it is a separate translation of the beginning
of the Pan-chou san-mei c h i n g .’
Sung:

’
One name is the Pa-po
; Caccording to] An-kung Cit is]
an old sutra-text translated by the Indo-scythian Lokaksema
under the Later H a n . ’

Yiian and C h i - s h a : ’
The K ’
ai-yiian lu says it is also called the
Pa-t’
o ching
; the Seng-yu lu says
that Caccording toll An-kung Cit is] an old sutratext, translator unknown, of the H a n . ’
Ming:

’
The K ’
ai-yiian lu says it is also called the P a - t ’
o ching;
the Seng-yu lu says that Caccording to] An-kung Cit is] an
old sutra-text, translated by the Indo-scythian Tripitaka
C-master] Lokaksema under the Later H a n . ’

It is difficult to see how these mistakes could have been committed by the
editors of the Sung, Yiian and Ming editions, for the K ’
ai-yiian lu nowhere
states-that the text is also called the P a - t ’
o c h i n g , nor is the P a - p ’ 0
p’
u-sa ching ever ascribed to Lokaksema by Seng-yu or Tao-an.
12
The correspondence is not exact: while T . U 19 consists only of the
first six chapters of the Tibetan text, p ’
in IV in T.1+18 actually contains
both Chaps. 6 and 7 of the Tibetan; cf. Concordance.
It should be noted
here that to avoid confusion a strict distinction is maintained in this
study between ’
c h a p t e r s ’, with arabic numerals (refers only to the d ivis
ions of the text as they appear in the Tib.), and p *i n , wit h roman
numerals (refers only to the Chinese). For example, when we speak of
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The style of the Pa-p'o p ’
u-sa ching confirms the testimony of the
catalogues, and scholars have been virtually unanimous in assigning the
work to the Later Han or soon a fter --- roughly speaking, sometime around
13
the first half of the third century.
The text certainly abounds in
the obscurities common to early Buddhist translations, which is in part
due to the vagaries of a long transmission.

The present Taisho edition

is in many places clearly corrupt, and slipshod punctuation makes the
reader’
s task even more difficult.

Yet, even given this state of affairs,

the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa ching frequently provides a better translation of the
PraS than does the PCSMC (T.U 18 ), since its translator was somewhat more
lk
faithful to his text.
Structurally the two versions are closely related, and can be assigned
to roughly the same stage in the textual history of the P r a S , with the
Pa-p’
o p’
u-sa ching being perhaps a little more developed than Loka
ksema ’
s original text.

There is no division into p *i n , but the g a t h a s ,

rendered uniformly in verse of six characters to the line, clearly ma r k
the breaks between Chaps. 4, 5» and ,6 .

Otherwise the text is an u n d i f f 

erentiated whole.
Considerations of space do not permit a full examination of the
style of T.U 19 at this point, but for the translations and transl i t e r a t 
ions of particular words and phrases the reader is referred to the
Glossary.

A close study of the text has r e vealed some highly individual

items of usage, and it is certainly to be hoped that one day the study
of early Chinese Buddhist translations will have progressed to the stage
where we can discover the identity of the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa c h i n g ’
s author.
The fact that T . U 19 is a partial translation, consisting only of the
first six chapters of the Tib. version, may, when taken with certain
other indications connected wit h the history of the P C S M C , lead us to
hypothesise an Urtext of the PraS of that extent.15

T.U 19 consisting only of the first six
it corresponds in length to Chaps. 1-6
Chap. 5 in T.U 18 , we are talking about
corresponds to Tib. Chap. 5» not about
13

The evidence, how

chapters of the P r a S , we mea n that
of the Tib.; and when we speak of
that material in T.U 18 which
p’
in V.

See e.g. Hayashiya, Kyoroku k e n k y u , p . . 12^0.

lk
We find, for example, an attempt to render some of the many circum
locutions for Buddha, something w h i c h does not occur in the older parts
of the PCSMC (see Glossary, s.v. t a t h a g a t a , S u g a t a , etc.).
15

With regard to the original form of the PraS and its early develop-
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ever, is insufficient, and it must be noted that the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa ching
has every appearance of being a fragment, i.e. it has no proper ending
of the usual kind, and merely concludes w i t h the verses of Chap. 6.
For a sutra to close with a series of ordinary gathas is a most unusual
occurrence, and militates against our regarding it as a complete text.

m e n t , various theories have been advanced. Unfortunately they have been
for the most part ill-founded, being based as they are on a chronological
ordering of the three early translations as follows: T.l+19--- T.l+17--T.1+18, or T.l+17--- T.1+18--- T.l+19. Since the actual temporal sequence of
these three versions is almost certainly T.1+18--- T.l+19--- T.l+17, such
fanciful speculations are to be discounted.
See in particular Mochizuki
Shinko, Bukkyo kyoten seirits u s h i r o n , pp. 192-193.
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IV. THE TWO REDACTIONS
OF THE
PAN-CHOU SAN-MEI CHING IN THREE CHUAN (T.1+18)

1. Preamble : The Pan-chou san-mei ching in Three Chuan and the Panchou san-mei ching in One Chiian
The Taisho contains two texts entitled Pan-chou san-mei ching
^

( = Pratyutp a n n a - s a m a d h i - s u t r a ), one in three chiian (T.1+18)

and the other in one chiian (T.l+17), both of them attributed to Lokaksema.
Exactly how these two texts are related has been a problem over w h i c h
Japanese scholars have spilt much ink, to the extent that a great deal
of their writing on the subject of the PraS has been devoted solely to
l6
this question.
In m y vi e w the problem as commonly conceived is of
relatively minor importance, and the debate over it has been un n e c e s s a r 
ily prolonged.
In 1970 Fujita Kotatsu (Genshi jodo shis5 no k e n k y u , p. 229, n.2)
presented a brief survey of the various conclusions that had been a d 
vanced up till that time:
When we cite the principal theories concerning the t rans
lator of the Pan-chou san-mei c h i n g , we find that Dr Sakaino
Koy5 argued that the one-chiian text was a translation by Loka-

l6
It is not my intention to deal with the previous literature in any
detail, but occasionally in the course of the discussion the theories of
certain scholars will be mentioned.
A lthough the following list lays
no claim to being e x h austive --- I have cited only those works to which I
have been able to refer m y s e l f --- the m a j o r writers on this aspect of the
textual history of the PraS have been (in chronological order): Mochizuki
Shinko, J5dokyo no kigen oyobi hattatsu (1930), pp. 305-307; Shiio Benkyo,
Bukkyo kyoten gaisetsu (1933), pp. 211+-220; Sakaino Koyo, Shina bukky5
seishi (1935), pp. 883-892; Mochizuki Shinko, Bukkyo daijiten V (1936),
p. 1+253; Tokiwa Daij5, Yakky5 soroku (1939), PP* 1+95, 1+98; Akanuma Chizen,
Bukkyo kyoten shiron (1939), PP* 399-1+01; Mochizuki Shinko, Chugoku jodo
kyorishi (19 I+2 ), p. 12; Hayashiya Tomojiro, Iyaku kyorui no kenkyu (l9*+5),
pp. 51+1+-578; Mochizuki ShinkS, Bukky5 kyoten seiritsushiron (19I+6 ), pp.
189-193; Shikii Shujo, ’
Hanjuzanmaikyo no seiritsu ni t s u i t e ’ (1963 ), pp.
203-206; Hirakawa Akira, Shoki daij5 bukky5 no kenkyu (1968 ), pp. 108-lll+;
Tsukamoto Zenryu, Chugoku bukkyo tsushi (19^8), pp. 108-109; Fujita
Kotatsu, Genshi jodo shiso no kenkyu (1970), pp. 223, 229; Ui Hakuju,
Yakky5shi kenkyu (1971), pp. 507~5ll+; Nishi Giyu, ’
Hanjuzanmai no kenkyushiryo to sono igi ni t s u i t e ’ (1972), pp. 1265-1286; Shizutani Masao,
Shoki daijo bukkyo no seiritsushikatei (1971+), PP* 300-302; Sakurabe
Hajime, ’
Hanjuzanmaikyo k a n k e n ’ (1975), pp. 173-180; Sakurabe Hajime,
Hanjuzanmaikyo-ki (1975), pp. 3-7; E. Ziircher, ’
A New Look at the Earliest
Chinese Buddhist Texts', Appendix (1975), PP* 11+-15*
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ksema in which Dharmaraksa may have had a hand, and held
that the t h r e e - chiian text was a translation by Dharma
raksa (Shina bukkyo s e i s h i , pp. 883-892). Dr Tokiwa Daijo also considered the one - chiian text to be one of Loka
ksema's translations, but held that the thr e e - chiian text
left room for further study (Gokan yori s5-sei ni itaru
yakkyo s o r o k u , pp. 1+95, 1+98). Further, Dr Shiio Benky5
similarly took the one - chiian text as a translation by
Lokaksema, while holding that the t h r e e - chiian text could
p o s s i b l y be regarded as D h a r m a r a k s a 's (Bukkyo ky5ten gais e t s u , p. 219).
In opposition to this, Dr Mochizuki Sh i n 
ko held that the thr e e - chiian text was a translation by
Lokaksema, while the one-chiian text could perhaps corr e s 
pond to the anonymous translation, the Pan-chou san-mei
ni e n - f o-chang ching in one chiian (Bukkyo ky5ten seiritsu
shiron , pp. 190-192), but elsewhere he seems to have held
the v i e w that regarded either the o n e - chiian or the threechiian text as D h a r m a r a k s a 's translation (Chugoku jodo
k y o r i s h i , p. 12). Professor Ak a n u m a Chizen also held that
the t h r e e - chiian text was Lokaksema's translation, but that,
while the o n e - chiian text was connected w i t h Lokaksema, it
was either an abridgement of the t h r e e - chiian text, or p e r 
haps the translation by Chu Fo-shuo for w h i c h Lokaksema
p e r f ormed the oral transmission and wh i c h Meng Fu and Chang
Lien took down in writing (Bukkyo k y o t e n s h i r o n , pp. 3991+01). Similarly, Dr Hayashiya Tomojiro also held that the
t h r e e - chiian text was a translation by Lokaksema, while con
cluding that the one-chiian text was an abridged version of
the t h r e e - chiian text (iyaku kyorui no k e n k y u , pp. 5 ^ - 5 7 8 ) .
R e cently Dr Tsukamoto Zenryu has suggested that the threechiian text is a translation by Lokaksema, and the one-chiian
text is either a translation
or a revision of the Eastern
t
Chin period (Chugoku bukkyo t s u s h i , I, p. 108). F u rther
more, Dr Hirakawa Akira has re-examined the entries in the
s c r i p t u r e - c a t a l o g u e s , and has found that on the evidence
of the catalogues alone, the current t h r e e - chiian text must
be recog n i s e d as a translation by Dharmaraksa, but that
from the point of view of translation-style it is more
p roperly to be regarded as one of Lokaksema's translations;
and so he has tentatively assigned the translation to Loka
ksema.
On the other hand he has reserved judgement on the
matter of the o n e - chiian text, holding that it is difficult
to decide whether or not it is m e r e l y an abridgement of the
t h r e e - chiian text (Shoki daij5 bukkyo no k e n k y u , pp. 107-H1+).
On the basis of the above it m a y be said that in academic
circles at present those who regard the three-chiian version
as a translation by Lokaksema constitute a powerful majority.
Since 19 7 0 the most cogent article to be written on the subject is,
to the best of my knowledge, Sakurabe Hajime's 'Hanjuzanmaikyo kanken'.
Sakurabe was one of the few to make full and proper use of a crucial
fact that had already been pointed out in the 1930s but w h ich a number
of previous participants in the debate had altogether failed to take
into account: that there are in actuality two different versions (indic
ating two different redactions) of the P an-chou san-mei ching in three
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chiian

17 , viz. that which appears in the Korean edition (K) and that which

is preserved in the ’
Three E d i t i o n s ’ (SYM).

l8

The fact that this import

ant aspect of the textual tradition of the PraS has been frequently ig
nored illustrates, in my view, a general shortcoming of m u c h of the
previous scholarly treatment of the matter, namely, excessive concern
with the testimony of the Chinese catalogues and a corresponding readiness
to force the texts as we have the m into the mould which that testimony
suggests, rather than evaluating the texts themselves on their own merits.
In this discussion, therefore, we shall first describe the texts as
we have them, and then attempt to define the relationships between them
on internal grounds.

Only then shall we present the evidence of the

catalogues, and attempt to show how it relates to the texts.

We need

only note at the outset, in order to give some direction to our evaluation
of matters of style, that in the catalogues translations entitled PCSMC
are ascribed to both Lokaksema and Dharmaraksa, but not to any other
translator.

17
In this discussion the word ’
redaction' is used to denote a version
of a text which is substantially different from other versions of the
same text by virtue of the presence in it of large-scale and deliberate
alterations to the wording. Mere textual c o rruptions --- i.e. scribal
errors and minor alterations --- are not classed as redactionally signif
icant : they produce different v e r s i o n s , but not redactions.
As will be
shown below, K and SYM do not in themselves constitute separate redact
ions of the PCSMC
18
The Korean edition of the Chinese Tripitaka was engraved during the
years 1236-1251.
Because it is in part based upon editions of the Canon
which are now almost completely l o s t --- notably the ’
Khitan Edition'
printed under the Liao Dynasty sometime between 1031 and 105^» and the
Northern Sung edition produced between 972 and 983--- it includes many
works which are not found elsewhere. Thus it is to this Korean edition
that we owe the survival of both the shorter PCSMC (now T.U 1 7 ) and part
of one redaction of the larger P C S M C .
On the history of the various editions of the Chinese Buddhist Canon see
Uryuzu et a l ., D a i z 5 k y o ; on the Korean edition in particular see Rhi Ki
Yong, An Introduction to Tripitaka Koreana (Seoul: 1976).
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2. The Two Versions of the Pan-chou san-mei ching in Three Chiian:
General Remarks
To begin with the larger P C S M C , there are, as noted above, two
versions of this text, one being that preserved in the Korean edition
of the Chinese Tripitaka, which forms the base text of T.4l8 (K), the
other being that found in the printed editions of the Sung, Yiian, and
Ming dynasties, whose form can be seen by reference to the critical
apparatus of T.1+18 (SYM). How then do these two editions differ?

First

of all, even the most cursory perusal will show that K and SYM are bot h
versions of one and the same text.

As far as basic organisation--- p 'in

divisions and titles, sequence of sections--- and content are concerned
this is quite apparent.

The Concordance (T e x t , pp. 225-235) and the

Comparative Table of Chapters (T e x t , pp. 238-239) reveal the structure
of the PCSMC vis-a-vis the later Tibetan text, and this structure is
common to both versions.
What differences there are between the two editions or versions may
be divided into three categories:
(i) Nidana : the opening paragraph of the nidana (lA) is represented
by one short sentence in K, but in SYM is found in its full
form.
(ii) Gathas : if we take the Tibetan chapter divisions as our
19
standard, we find that the gathas of Chaps.
and 5
(in the
PCSMC =

) and of Chap. 6 (in the PCSMC = the

first half of
by verse in SYM.

) are rendered by prose in K, but
For all other chapters, i.e. Chap. 7 onwards,

the gathas are translated into identical verse in both editions,
while the g a t h a s at the end of Chap. 3 (in the PCSMC these fall
at the end of ^

vn'Jfe'- ) constitute a special case.

Categories (i) and (ii) will be illustrated and discussed in detail
below.
(iii) Variant readings.

A rough count discloses approximately 235

variant readings between the texts of K and SYM.

This count

excludes categories (i) and (ii) above; therefore, what follows
applies only to the prose of K and SYM (excluding 1A) and to all
the gathas from Chap. 7 onwards.

We shall discuss these variants

first, since a consideration of their nature and distribution

19

See n. 12.

20k
will delimit the problem by revealing that redactional differ
ences proper apply only to Chaps. 1-6 of K and SYM.

3. Variant Readings Between the Two Versions

Almost all of the approximately 235 variant readings between K and
SYM are of minor importance, and they usually involve no more than a
20
single character.
Several types of variant m a y be distinguished:
( a ) Use of alternative characters in transliterations
For examples of this see Glossary.

Most transliterated

proper names exhibit some variations between K and SYM, but
often this involves no more than the alteration of a single
character; e.g.
K has

, SYM has

(903.5)

K has

, SYM has

(903.1*9)

K has

, SYM has

^

(9 1 0 . 2 1 )21

(b) Use of legitimate alternative characters
E.g. K has

£

, SYM has ^

^

(908.15)

( c ) Replacement of a character or a compound with another of
similar meaning
E.g. K has
K has V3
K has

, SYM has ' f 4 B (905.12)
, SYM has f

(906.1)
(908.1 )

, SYM has

K h a s - g ^ i ^ , SYM has

(909-9)

( d ) Characters miscopied due to similarity of appearance
E.g. K has

, SYM has

(903.1*: SYM is correct)

K has f|| , SYM has

(903.18: K is correct)

K has '2. , SYM has

(90l*.2T: SYM is correct)

K has • 5 & . SYM has

(90l* .1*0: both incorrect--- should

be
K has i t i t , SYM has i t k - (909.15: SYM is correct)
K has % \

, SYM has % k _

(911.2: SYM is correct)

20

Variants will be referred to as follows: 90l*.8 = T.l*l8 , p. 90l*, n.

21

An unusual v a r i a n t : SYM generally has

'j®, also.
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(e ) Characters miscopied due to similarity in pronunciation
E.g. K has
K has

, SYM has ^
, SYM has

^

(905-2: K is correct)

(908.lU: SYM is correct)

K has

, SYM has

Khas^

, SYM has

(9H .

^^7

36 : K is correct)

(915.15: K is correct)

(f) Characters (mostly single) inserted or omitted
This is a difficult category to wo r k with, since what looks
like an insertion by K could equally well be an omission by
SYM, and vice v e r s a .

Only in a few cases does this involve

a change in the m e a n i n g --- usually the insertions (if that is
what they are) mere l y serve to mak e the text more explicit. E.g.
K has

, SYM has

K has

\j Ojr 7p

K has

'j*

K has

(903.23)

, SYM has

s SYM has f f

(903.3k)
(905 .6 )
(909.26 )

SYM has

(g) Inversions
E.g. K has
K has

, SYM has f t / '? ' (907.16)
'i

, SYM has £ A 'i M l

K has i^ J ^ , SYM h

K

a

s

SYM

(909.20)

(909-30)

(910.8)

Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the approp
riate category for many variants, a statistical treatment of all the
variants has not been attempted.

In any case it is doubtful whether

such an exercise would have been useful.
the variants reveals two important points.

However, an examination of
First, in those instances

where an obvious scribal error is i n volved--- (d) and (e)--- or where the
text can be checked against another translation of the PraS or against
T.U 17 (see below), it is not the case that one of our two versions
always gives the correct reading while the other is always in error.
Rather, both K and SYM appear to be different versions of the same text
w hich have undergone separate processes of transmission, and therefore
of corruption.

The second point to be noted is the minor nature of the

variants classified above, most of w h i c h make no great difference to the
m e a ning of the text (if we exclude, of course, obvious scribal errors,
e.g. writing

, ’
e m p t y ’, for

, ’
s a m a d h i ’).

This point can be

illustrated by citing those variants that are the most significant, some
of which do not fit into the categories erected above.
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901+.31

K:

’
the eight thoughts of the man of the W a y ’ (

SYM:

)

’
the eight thoughts of the great m a n ’ ( /\

This variant ( = 2G, asta - m a h a p u r u s a - v i t a r k a )appears to
entail a deliberate alteration of terminology.
905-15

K:

’
At this time each of t h e m t hink of them.

These men,

without having seen those three w o m e n . . . ’
SYM:

’
At this time the three men, all of them b eing in

R a j a C - g ^ h a ] , think [of t h e m D .

Those men, without having

seen those three w o m e n . . . ’
Cf. the Tib.

(T e x t , 3D, 1. 9 f f •: de rnams kyis de dag thos

nas so sor so so la sems chags par gyur mod kyi / skyes bu
de rnams kyis smad ’
tshon m a de rnams mthon ba ni m a yin
te, etc.) where Rajagrha is not mentioned at this point (cf
also T.l+16 and T.l+19, where the same applies).

We are thus

l e d to the conclusion that S Y M has incorporated a scribal
error, almost certainly attributable to the fact that the
phrase ’
at that time the three men, all of them being in
Rajagrha, simultaneously t h o u g h t . . . ’occurs soon after; in
copying the text the scribe has returned to the wrong ’
at
this t i m e ’ ( J L N j ), and although he subsequently realised
R a j a g r h a ’, it seems
his m i s t a k e --- in the middle of writing ’
--- he has let it stand.
905-31

K: ’
He thinks: MWhere have the Buddhas come from?

Where

did I g o ? ”’
SYM:

’
He thinks: "Where have the Buddhas come from?

Where

have they g o n e ? " ’
Tib.

(Text, 3L, 1. l 8 ), T.l+19 and T.l+16 all support K.

SYM

appears to contain a deliberate but erroneous alteration of
the text.
906.10-15
K C5BD:

’
Bhadrapala, just as, f 6r example, a bodhisattva,

a man of clear vision looks at the constellations in the
middle of the night and sees the stars, their hosts n u m e r 
o u s --- in the same way, Bhadrapala, by means of the B u d d h a ’
s
might the bodhisattva who is established in the Samadhi,
facing east, looks and sees many hundred Buddhas, many
thou s a n d Buddhas, many myriad B u d d h a s , and ma n y hundredt housand Buddhas.
all the B u d d h a s . ’

Thus in all the ten directions he sees
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SYM: 'Bhadrapala, just as, for example, a man of clear
vision looks at the constellations in the middle of the
night and sees the constellations, CtheirD hosts exceed
ingly n u m e r o u s --- in the same way, Bhadrapala, by means of
the B u d d h a ’
s might the b odhisattva who is established in
the Samadhi, facing east, looks at ma n y hundred thousand
Buddhas, m a n y hundred m y r i a d Buddhas, and ma n y hundred
hundred-thousand Buddhas.

Thus in all the ten directions

he sees all the B u d d h a s . ’
Because this section (5B) contains several variants I have
cited it in toto.

The first variant (906.10) is a simple

erroneous insertion by K of the word ’
bodhisattva'

( ^|

)>

possibly a gloss on Bhadrapala. It is unsupported by any
other version of the P r a S .

Second, where K has J L t m

f

'sees the stars, their hosts numerous', SYM has
*
numerous'

'sees the constellations, CtheirJ hosts exceedingly
(906.ll); here K has probably omitted the J ® and

miscopied the ^

. Third (906.12), the

of K's $ t ) L >

'l o °ks

and s e e s ’, is missing in SYM; this appears to be a simple
omission (cf. T.U 1 7 , 9 0 0 a 7 )•

Lastly, the matter of the

numerals cannot easily be explained; it is possibly a de l i b 
erate alteration of the text by either K or SYM.
907-21

K: ’
Just as, for example (
SYM:

’
In this way {

)•••'

All other texts (7E) support K; appears to be a simple error
on the part of SYM.
The only other passage in the PCSMC w h i c h contains significant
variants between K and SYM is 15L (91^*3-6).

The text of both editions

alike is so horribly obscure that I have refrained from citing it here.
In any case the manifest difficulty of the passage would make it a prime
candidate for scribal confusion and error in the process of copying.

It

is, however, almost impossible to evaluate the variants concerned.
Now, when one considers that the f e w variants cited in full above
constitute the most striking examples in the entire text, it must become
obvious how negligible the others are.

Most, if not all of them, can

easily be seen as having crept into the text during the course of t r a n s 
mission over many centuries, either as deliberate or accidental scribal
alterations.

We must therefore conclude that all the prose of the PCSMC

(excluding 1A) and all the gathas from Chap. 7 onwards in bot h K and SYM
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go back to the same original text of the P C S M C ---and that because the
variant readings contained therein are almost totally.t r a n s m i s s i o n a l , the
only significant redactional differences between K and SYM lie, in fact,
in the gathas of Chaps, k-6 and in the nidana of Chap. 1.
Before we turn to these redactionally significant parts of the text,
we should first note one important fact about the distribution of the
variants we have been discussing, namely, that approximately half of
them are to be found in the first third of the text, i.e. that part of
the PCSMC corresponding to Chaps. 1-6 of the Tibetan version.

In other

words, Chaps. 1-6 of K show more deviation from SYM than do Chaps 7-26.
This has significant implications for the conclusion that we shall dra w
concerning the

^wo versions of the P C S M C .

h. The Nidana

As far as the n idana (or rather the opening paragraph of it) is c o n 
cerned, the difference between K and SYM is quite striking:
K(902c27-28):
The Buddha was in the K a l a n C - d a k a s ’HauntU, in the Mahavana at Rajagrha, [with all maha-bhiksu-sangha of 500 men, who
had all attained Arhatship; only Ananda hadn't.
SYM(902.U):
Thus it has been heard: at one time the Buddha was in the
Bamboo Park of the Kalan[-dakasD in Rajagrha, wi t h a great
assembly of bhiksus, of 500 bhiksus, who were all arhats, their
outflows exhausted, no longer subject to defilement, who had
altogether eliminated birth-and-death and obtained mastery,
whose minds were liberated, who were perspicacious in wisdom,
resembling great dragons (m a h a n a g a ), thoroughly proficient in
holy knowledge, their duties done, their deeds performed, who
had laid down the heavy burden, who had attained their own
desires, had thrown off all existence, whose conduct was even,
who in attaining control over their minds had crossed over to
the far_shore--- with the sole exception of one man, the V e n 
erable Ananda.
Here there is a clear redactional difference between K and SYM, one
that could be explained in a number of ways.

It could, for instance, be

the result of the mere insertion in the SYM text of the well-known for m 
ula for the sravaka-guna s , without any reference to a Sanskrit original
of the P r a S .

But given the fact that the SYM has 'Bamboo Park' where K

has only Mahavana (Venuvana established by the Tib.), and the fact that
the n idana of SYM does more or less correspond to the nidana found in
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T.4l6 and Tib., I believe we can legitimately assume that it does go
back to a Sanskrit text of the Sutra and is not a mere formulaic
amplification by a Chinese writer of the nidana as it appears in K.

5. The Gathas

The gathas that we have to deal wit h here are those that stand at
the end of Chaps. 3, h, 5, and

22

6

; however, the gathas of Chap. 3 will

be discussed separately, since they constitute a special case.

As in

the Tib. text, Chaps. 1 and 2 consist entirely of prose.
First, a few general features of the gathas of Chaps. 1+, 5, and

6.

In K these are rendered throughout in p r o s e , without any attempt at a
metrical treatment; nevertheless, they are introduced in Chap. U by the
phrase

(’
Then the Buddha spoke gathas and ex 

claimed :...’), and in Chaps. 5 and

6 by

( 'Then the Buddha ex

claimed:...'), and are by this means m a r k e d off from the preceding
23
prose.
In SYM, on the other hand, the gathas are always rendered in
verse, in regular stanzas of four lines w i t h five, six, or seven ch a r 
acters to the line; the introductory formula is 4 I M M 4 M 8

0 (or: *

'The Buddha then recited g a t h a s , saying:...'
Turning now to the content of these g a t h a s , the main point to be
noted is this: that, quite apart from questions of form, K and SYM are
independent translations of an original text, and that it is not the
case, as it is with the prose of the P C S M C , that one version is a mere
corruption or even a reworking of the other.

This can be checked

against T.l+16 and the Tib., but especially instructive in this regard
is T.l+19, itself an early (approx. third century) translation, which is
revealed as standing somewhat nearer to K than to SYM.
verses will suffice to demonstrate this.

A few sample

These will be cited by r e fer

ence to their Tibetan counterparts, e.g. UEvl is Chap. 1+, Section E,
Verse 1.

Note, by the way, how close the wording of T.l+19 often is to

that of the Tib., which shows what a careful translator its author was.

22

See n. 12.

23
One peculiarity of these prose gathas is the recurrence of the
phrase *#>i ('The Buddha said') in places where no other version would
lead us to expect it--- see e.g. 906c5, 11, 13; 907b26, c2. The same
phrase often occurs in a similar fashion in the prose of the P C S M C .
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UEvl K (906a29-bl):
You should always rejoice and believe in the B u d d h a ’
s
Dharma. Recite the sutra(s) and ponder emptiness.
Do
not give up energy halfway, eliminate sleep, and for
three months do not sit down in weariness.
SYM (906.7):
Always believe and rejoice in the B u d d h a ’
s Dharma.
Accept and recite this teaching of the Way and its
power (
With energy practise and understand the profound Dharma.
Establish total C?D friendliness and compassion.
T.U19 (923a23-2l+):
Always evince faith in the H onoured O n e ’s teaching.
Do not fear the D h a r m a ’s exposition of emptiness.
Practise energy, extirpate sleep,
A n d for a full three months y o u should sit Cor?I] walk.
Tib.:
/
/
/
/

bde gsegs bstan pa la ni dad pa skyed /
ston pa nid kyi chos bsad ma smod cig /
brtson ’
grus brtsams sin gnid ni spans byas te /
zla gsum tshan bar nam yan m a ’
dug cig //

5Ev8 K (907a2-l+):
CIn3 what CyouH believe always have a compassionate heart;
like a thirsty man longing for a drink always have the
greatest benevolence.
Reject w o r ldly things; always take
pleasure in making a gift of the Dharma
). Being pure
for this reason, it will not be long before CyouD obtain
the S a m a d h i .
SYM (906.19):
Always believe in the Samadhi, be quick to take it up.
D iscard completely the things which belong to the world.
Always delight in this Samadhi, practise the gift of the Dharma
Quickly obtain the pure stage of tranquil concentration.
T . U 19 (923cl5-l6):
Believing, bashful, evincing thoughts of love,
Altogether avoiding what the w o r l d approves,
How could CyouH not make the gift of Dharma to the world?
Fr o m this is obtained the stage of pure cessation (
Tib. :
/
/
/
/

tin ne ’
dzin ’
di thos nas y a n dag dga* bskyed la /
rten
gsan
tshig sna tshogs thams cad span byos te /
’
jig
an byin /
myur du dad par byos la chos kyi sbyin pa ’
gyur //
de ltar yons dag zi b a ’
i sa ’
di thob par ’
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6Jvh K (907b28-cl):
These men, who do not keep morality, abide in arrogance.
In
creasingly, other men hear their words and believe in them.
This is to destroy the Buddha's Dharma.
SYM (907.18):
Violating morality, consorting wi t h bad friends,
Firmly fixed in their own arrogance,
They each of them converse together, saying:
'This sutra is not the word of the B u d d h a . '

T.l+19 (92l+b7-8):
Lapsed into immorality, possessed of bad dharmas,
Self-approving, and firmly fixed in stupidity,
They lead each other on [ ? D , claiming they can be saved,
And dare to destroy the Victor's teaching.
Tib. :
/
/
/
/

tshul khrims 'chal cin sdig
na zes na rgyal dam du gnas
phan tshun dag nas 'dus nas
rgyal b a ’
i bstan la gad mos

chos can /
/
kyan /
'debs //

6jvl0 K (907 c 2-5):
The Buddha said: There are those who believe in this Samadhi.
These men in former lives have seen past Buddhas.
Precisely
for this reason I expound this Samadhi to these believers.
These m e n always protect the Buddha's Dharma.
SYM (907.18):
CTo sayD these words really don't exist,
This is to slander the Buddha.
There are those who delight in the Dharma of the Way (; d t - £ )
It is just for them that I therefore expound CitD.

T.l+19 (92Ubll-12):
There are those who have been able to see the Great
Heroes, the Lords,
Emitting immeasurable light on the Triple World;
This message emerges for the sake of these,
They are all students who uphold the Dharma.
Tib. :
/
/
/
/

gan gis dpa' chen 'jig rten mgon /
'od bye d pa ni m t hon gyur pa /
de dag don du bsad par byas /
de dag kyan ni chos 'dzin sog //
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As with the differences in content exemplified above, the order in
which the verses are presented in K and SYM also furnishes us with indic
ations of an independent textual origin:
(a) In Chap. U, where Tib. has 12 g a t h a s , T.U 16 and SYM have all
12 gathas in the same order as the Tib., but K and T.U 19 lack
Verse 3.
(b) In Chap. 5» where Tib. has eight g a t h a s , T.l+16 , T.^19, and SYM
have all eight gathas in the same order as the Tib., but K
transposes Verses
(c) In Chap.

6 and 7«

6 there are no differences in arrangement between

K and SYM.
It is clear then, from the above evidence, that in K and SYM the gathas
of Chaps. U, 5» and

6 go back to two separate translations of the PraS

w hich were made from separate (Sanskrit?) manuscripts; the same holds
good in all probability for the opening section of the nidana (lA).

6 . The Two Redactions
We may now summarise our findings so far.

We have two distinct

versions or editions of the PCSMC in three c h u a n , K and SYM.

From

Chap. 7 onwards, K and SYM are virtually identical, but in the portion
of text corresponding to Chaps. 1-6 of the Tib. version we have noted
certain differences.

Not only does the prose of K 1-6 show a greater

degree of transmissional deviation from its counterpart in SYM, but the
opening section of the nidana and the gathas of these chapters (exclud
ing those of Chap. 3) are clear proof of an independent textual t r a d i t 
ion.

In view of this we are justified in designating K 1-6 as a separ

ate redaction of the P C S M C .
may be termed Redaction B.

If we call this Redaction A, then SYM 1-26
Chaps. 7-26 in K, being practically identical

with Chaps. 7-26 in SYM, must also be assigned to Redaction B; i.e.
Edition K of the large P CSMC consists of A 1-6 and B 7-26;
Edition SYM of the large PCSMC consists of B_ 1-26.
To explain this state of affairs, the following hypothesis presents
itself:
(a) Lokaksema translates a complete version of the PraS (i.e. with
l 6 p* i n ) wi t h the customary (for him) shortened nidana and
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prose rendition of the g a t h a s ; this original translation is
2b
Redaction A.
(bl)A later translator, working from a separate Sanskrit text, redoes
the n i d a n a , retranslates the g a t h a s , but leaves the prose of A
virtually unchanged.

He thereby produces Redaction B.

or:
(b2)A later translator, working from a separate Sanskrit text,
makes a completely new translation of the PraS (which we might
call X ) .

Subsequently the gathas and nidana of this t r a n s l a t 

ion are conflated with the prose of A.

The resulting conflated

text is B_.
(c) 13 becomes the standard version of the large PCSMC in China, and
is printed in the standard editions of the Chinese Tripitaka
( = SYM).
(d) At some stage, either at the redaction of the Korean edition
of the Tripitaka o r --- more prob a b l y --- on the occasion of some
earlier edition, a version of the PCSMC was produced which
combined Chaps.

1-6 of A wi t h Chaps. 7-26 of B, the result

being what we k n o w as K.
Another hypothesis which demands consideration, in that it is
suggested by T.1419 (consists only of Chaps. 1-6) and would explain why
the Korean editors or their forerunners had only Chaps. 1-6 of A at their
disposal, is that L o k a k s e m a ’
s original translation did in fact contain
only the first six chapters.

Can it be a mere co-incidence that T.^19

and Redaction A end at the same point?
What militates against this hypothesis is the homogeneity of the prose
of both Redactions of the P C S M C , w hich indicates that Chaps. 1-6 and
Chaps. 7-26 are, as far as their prose is concerned, the wor k of one
person.

Since this is so, either: the translator who made the later

complete version of the PraS (our X) translated Chaps. 7-26 in the style
of Lokaksema and joined t h e m to the earlier short version A, while at
the same time completely replacing A ’
s gathas and nidana (this seems
unlikely to me); or: the prose of Chaps. 1-26 in its entirety is the
work of the later translator, and all we have of A is the short nidana
and the prose g a t h a s , w h i c h some later hand has inserted into X (even
2b
Here, for the sake of convenience, I am anticipating the conclusion
that remains to be drawn concerning the authorship of A. On the
abbreviated nidana and prose gathas as characteristic of L o k a k s e m a ’
s
style, see Zurcher, ’
Buddhist Texts of the Later Han P e r i o d ’, II, p a s s i m . •.
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more unlikely).

Therefore I believe that this hypothesis is to be set

aside, although such possibilities cannot altogether be left out of
account.
The only way in w hich we can approach a resolution of the d i f ficult
ies raised above is to examine the style of the PCSMC in three c h u a n ,
with a view to determining the authorship of the text.
Before we do this, however, we must examine the gathas of Chap. 3
(30).

In my view we have here an anomaly w hich can best be explained

as the result of textual conflation, because these two g a t h a s , in verse
of five characters to the line and introduced by the formula c h a racter
istic of SYM--- /|ft>$|
in K.

!3

(SYM:^

)--- are found bo t h in SYM and

In content they correspond both to 30v3-^ of the Tib. text, and

to part of 3N, the prose section w h i c h contains the same subject matter
as 30 but which appears only in the Chinese v e r s i o n s .

As far as I can

see, these verses are best accounted for as follows:
(a) The original text of the PraS contained only the prose section
3N, which followed directly after 3L, and was, as its content
suggests, a continuation of the reflection of the bodhisattva
who practises the Samadhi.

It had no verses at this point.

This original state of the text is reflected bo t h by T.l+19 and
by T.l+16 : these two versions do not have 30 (see Concordance).
When the PCSMC (A) was first translated by Lokaksema it too
had only 3N, and did not have 30.
(b) At some stage in the history of the Sanskrit text this prose
section (3N) was converted into verse (30).

Perhaps this

happened to the latter half of 3N ( = 30vl+-5) first.

The

creator of Redaction B found these two verses in his Sanskrit
text and inserted them into the PCSMC alongside the prose version
of the same material (which he would of course have removed had
it been introduced by the formula which precedes A ’
s prose
g a t h a s ).
(c) By the time the Tib. t ranslation was made, the prose of 3N had
been totally t r ansformed into the verse of 30, and section 3M
had also been incorporated.

Padas c and d of 30v2, w h i c h have

no counterpart in any version of

3N, had also been inserted to

make up the verses.
(d) The person responsible for the version of the PCSMC that we now
designate as K, noticing some verses in B w hich were not r e pre
sented by prose g a t h a s in A, inserted them into the earlier
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text for the sake of completeness.
Confirmation of the fact that 30 was not originally, part of A comes
not only from the metrical form of the gathas and their opening formula,
25
hut also from one item of the translation itself.
3N (prose) of the PCSMC contains the sentence

^

('These

dharmas are without anyone who can take pleasure Cin t h e m D '), but the
corresponding sentence in 30 (verse) is rendered J L f r
dharmas are without firmness').

( 'These

The sentence, whether prose or verse,

clearly relates to the Tib. of 30vl+: chos 'di dag snin po m e d , 'these
dharmas are insubstantial (a s a r a ) '.
^

Cf. also T.^19 (prose o n l y ):

>2^

(’
These dharmas are without firmness'), and T.l+16 (prose only):
('Dharmas are unreal').

Even thought it is not clear why

the translator of the PCSMC rendered the relevant sentence in 3N in the
w a y he did (see n. 3.19), it is nevertheless most unlikely that the same
translator would have rendered the same sentence in 30 in such a differ
ent manner.

Therefore we are liable to regard 3N and 30, although

common to both versions of the P C S M C , as the work of two different trans
lators.

30 is thus to be ascribed to Redaction B.

25
One should also note that the sentence wh i c h stands at the beginning
of kA in the Tibetan (bzan skyon / tin ne 'dzin 'di la gnas p a 'i byan
chub sems dpa' de'i ye ses ni de lta bu yin no //) stands at the end of
3N in all Chinese versions. The v e rsification of 3N has forced this
sentence to the beginning of the next chapter in later versions of the
PraS such as the one which served the Tibetans as their exemplar.
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V. THE A U T HORSHIP
OF THE
PA N-CHOU SAN-MEI CHING IN THREE CHUAN

1. Introductory

In order to evaluate the hypothesis advanced above concerning the
origin of two redactions of the PCSMC we must now turn to an examination
of the style of the text, and ask ourselves the question, does the P C S M C ,
either in whole or in part, exhibit the stylistic characteristics of
Lokaksema’
s work?

If our hypothesis is correct, then we w ould expect the

prose of both redactions to bear the m a r k of L o k a k s e m a ’
s hand, because,
given the similarity of Chaps. 1-6 of bo t h Redactions A and B_, I believe
we can extrapolate that even though we do not possess Chaps. 7-26 of A,
they would in any case have been v i r t ually identical to Chaps. 7-26 of
2^
B.
Further, since in terms of our hypothesis the production of B_ e n 
tailed little more than replacing the prose gathas of A and extending
27
the nidana , we might expect to find in the gathas of 13 stylistic
elements which are not characteristic of L o k a k s e m a ’
s work.
In the authentication of any t ranslation attributed to Lokaksema
the touchstone for the operation must be his rendering of the Asta, the
Tao-hsing pan-jo ching

(^.22U; hereafter T H C ), since it

is the only text that can be regarded w i t h certainty as a genuine product
of his translation-work.
In the following pages we shall present a comparison of selected items
of terminology common to both t h e •PCSMC and the T H C .
and transliterated terms will be discussed.

Both translated

References to the text of

the THC are given in parentheses after each item; references to the text
of the PCSMC are not given, the reader being advised instead to refer to
the Glossary and then to the Concordance if he wishes to verify the
occurrence of a particular term.

Where an equivalent is common to both

the THC and the PCSMC the Chinese characters may not be given; the reader
is once again advised to turn either to the G l o s s a r y or to the THC refer-

26
We have already noted the stylistic homogeneity of the prose of the
P C S M C. In the following survey an attempt is made to isolate any stylist
ic discrepancies between the prose of A and that of B, but there are
virtually none. The reader will notice, however, by reference to the
Glossary, that certain transliterations found in the PCSMC occasionally
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ences.

It should be noted that when an equivalent is described as

identical in both texts there m a y in fact be minor differences in the
choice of characters used to write it in each; such orthographical
variations are of negligible importance for our present purposes.

2. The Terminology of the Pan-chou san-mei ching and the Tao-hsing
pan-jo ching Compared

akanist ha-deva
Identical transliterations in both the PCSMC and the T H C :
(e.g. J+35al5-l8; l+39c26; 1+76c 13); note that Redaction B_
of the PCSMC has replaced

with

anuttara-samyak-sambodhi
Frequently transliterated

jL3!p y ^

in THC (e.g.

^37b7-8; l+38b20-21; 4^0b5); often, however, where the Sanskrit
text of the Asta has this term, the THC merely has 4
or similar (e.g. *i29c29; U31c5; *+32b6).

jL

- *W -

Similarly, where the

Tib. text of the PraS has bla na m e d pa yan dag par rdzogs p a 'i
byan c h u b , the PCSMC generally has

, etc.

with the THC are the translation & J : JE # j t

At odds

of 3D and the more

'modern' t ransliteration

of 8C, 13A, and

19C (ascribable to Redaction B ?).

See also next.

anuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate (and related expressions)
In the THC this is often transliterated in full, in which case it
agrees with the transliteration w h i c h appears several times in the
P C S M C ; e.g. \

(e.g. U37a9;

1.1.3b26-27),
U38al9-20), or similar.

<e.g.
More frequently, however, where this

phrase occurs in the Sanskrit text the THC has a kind of 'short
hand' translation, like
l+26cl; ^31 c 20; l+33b25).

This state of affairs is exactly that

assume a more 'modern' form in 13.
27
We are assuming, for the purpose of simplicity, that the nidana and
the gathas were altered at the same time, even though this was not
necessarily the case.
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found in the P C S M C .

What is not found in the PCSMC is the THC *s

equally frequent use of ^ ( o r : 4 !

by itself (e.g.

bh2c2h; U50blU).
anuttarayah samyaksambodher avaivartika (a v i n i v a r t a n i y a , etc.)
Always transliterated in the THC

, nearly always

unaccompanied by any equivalent for anuttarayah samyaksambodher
(e.g. 426al7; kkbc3).
7D.

The same is found in the PCSMC at 3H and

Only infrequently in the THC do we find the translations that

occur in the PCSMC at 3D, 23U, and 26E (e.g. l+55al3).
Avaivartika m a y also stand independently of a n u t t a r a y a h , etc.,
often in apposition to b odhisattva or compounded with b h u m i ♦

In

such cases it is t r a n s literated identically in both texts (e.g.
l+32b8; U37b20; bb^a.1).
anut p at t ika - dhar ma-k s ant i
Identical equivalent used throughout PCSMC and THC (e.g. b^lalb-1^;
l+53cl-2); note the idiosyncratic use o f ^ S r for k s a n t i .
anumodana (and related verbal forms)
While the PCSMC has

, sometimes

(e.g. U66a5).
the THC most often has

> the THC has

However, when the A$ta_ has anumodana

fjif) (e.g. U38al6; l+38b27-28), sometimes

(e.g. l+39bl6; UU0al3).

This appears to run counter to

the text, which has nothing to do wit h 'encouragement1 but is t r e a t 
ing of 'jubilation',

'rejoicing'.

Have the translators understood

the verb in a strictly causative sense, i.e.
same m

'to cheer up'?

The

can be found in the P C S M C , in the title of p' in XIII and

in the verses of 23G, even when the text is clearly concerned with
the merit to be derived from 'rejoicing'.

In the THC a strange

compromise-form is also found, e.g. at U 8 5 c 2 5 :
'encourage others and assist their jubilation'.

The whole matter

needs careful study, but the resemblance between the THC and the
PCSMC is nonetheless striking.
a rhat
Transliterated in bot h texts as
Similarly arhattva is rendered f&j ^

(e.g. U30b6-7; l+32bU).
y (i+37b8,15; ^78al7); in

the THC this seems also to be the equivalent for a r h a t - p h a l a .
asamkhyeya
Identical transliterations in both PCSMC and THC: f V r g / f t U e . g .
U29cl0; l+30c8; U31a9).

a sura
Identical t r a n s l i t e r a t i o n s : ^ 'fc'itffi
1+38c12).
of ^

(e.g. 1+331)16-17; l+3l+c28-29;

Note that Redaction A of the PCSMC once has

instead

(at II).

Ananda
Identical transliterations (e.g. l+3^b3; l+36al5; l+78a2l+).
ayatana
The term the PCSMC uses for ay at a n a ,

, is used h y the THC where

the Sanskrit text has indriya (l+27a25-26; see also l+7^a2).

Since

the dvadasayatanani include the six sense-organs, we must regard
the T H C 1s use o f a s

related to the use of that word in the

PCSMC.
a v e n i k a (-buddha)-dharma
Similar renderings in both texts, wi t h use o f ^ " for dharma (e.g.
l+26b l 7 ; l+72a23-2U); but note use of ;<£ for dharma in the v e r s e
which comes at the end of Chap. 20 in the PCSMC (917^1+).
Indradatta
This name is not found in the Asta, but at l+31al the THC does have
the term

’
the I n d r a - d e v a s '.

is identical with

the first element of the name in the P C S M C .
upaya-kaus alya
This important M a hayana term, w hich occurs so frequently in the
THC (where it is always transliterated -

» e.g. l+l+7cl8

l+51cl5) is found only once in the P C S M C , at l6V, in a verse which
has no counterpart in any other version of the Pr a S ; there it is
translated as
upasaka / upasika
These two terms are transliterated identically in both the PCSMC
and the THC (e.g. l+31al5; l+51al3-ll*).
and ;jjj

However, the translations

are found several times in the verse

gathas of the P C S M C ; this is definitely inconsistent with the style
of the T H C .
kalyana-mitra
Identical usage in both texts of the translations
(e.g. l+27a29; l+52b3).
noi: ^°unc^

and

The THC *s occasional transliteration
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kimnara
Standard in the THC is

(e.g. U 3 i+c29-1+35al; l*35bl; U70a28),

while the PCSMC generally has
in K ) .

found once at II

Both are archaic forms.

Common to both texts is the a d d i t 

ion to this and to other classes of mythical beings of the explan
atory

•

ku m bhanda
Similar transliterations.
(e.g. U75bl9).

While PCSMC has /L,%)

Note T . U l 7 fs

Ti

» THC has

at 901cl3* w i t h i i

apparently being a m i s c opied t e .
kusala-karmapatha (d a s a - )
In the PCSMC

t*

appears once (2G), but this te r m is always

rendered by

in the THC (e.g. 1+36c7; *+5^b28).

kusala-mula
Wherever the Sanskrit text of the Asta_ has k u s a l a - m u l a , the THC
has J

i

f

it has anything at all (e.g. l+51b2; l+52cll).

The

PCSMC reveals the-same state of affairs vis-a-vis the Tib. text of
the P r a S , except that once (at 3J ) it has
g a nga-nadi-valuka-sama (and related expressions)
In the THC the usual rendering is

y\/ (e.g. U30cl7; U40b8).

This accords well with the treatment of the expression in the
PCSMC.
gandharva
In. the THC we find
PCSMC has

( o r :\ i J t m

and

» w hile the

both texts we encounter the frequent addition

of the explanatory

(e.g. ^35al; U38cl2; Ii75bl7).

g aruda
In the T H C , as in the P C S M C , the two forms i k M

'H (

)

and

) are found (e.g. U3Uc29; ^38cl2); the THC also
has the form

vp pj) (e .g. U75bl8).

cakravarti-raja
Two transliterated forms of this are found in the THC
(e.g. U51al9; l+58a2l) andj^jj^fej^ri'
latter the

In the

represents the first syllable of r a j a ; in the former

this word is translated.
PCSMC.

(e.g. U65a21; ^77a2).

i

Only the first form is found in the

civara
Identical transliterations (e.g. U^0b9; Ul+7cl2; often in next).
civara-pindapata-sayanasana-glanapratyayabhaisajya-pariskara
In the THC a full translation appears regularly:
, or similar, w i t h
•

(c ^v a r a ) sometimes omitted (e.g. I*39bl2; lA0aJ+-5; k62cl 2-

13).

The full formula is never found in the PCSMC (cf. Glossary).

Jambudvipa
Both texts have the earlier transliteration B
bl-2; U35cl).

The substitution of

&

H

(e.g. H32a26,

for ^ij is a later development.

tathata
This term appears often in the Asta_, but does not figure very p r o m 
inently in the P r a S .

is the equivalent used throughout the

THC (e.g. U^Oalff; l+53b7ff.); the same translation is found once
in the PCSMC (at IT).
trayastrimsa-deva
Identical transliterations in bot h texts (e.g. ^33bl7; l+3^c2^;
U35clO).
trisahasra-mahasahasra-lokadhatu
In the THC usually rendered x . i
ii35al9; ^51b3).

k.

( -f ) I i i - (e.g. l+33a6,12;

The forms ■ 2 - t

|f5) 3^jL (l*78al6) are also found.

(Uli3c29) and JE,
The form ■H-f

occurs once

in the prose of the PCSMC (at 6l).
dasa-bala
The form - \ & b

is found throughout the THC (e.g. l+26bl7; Ul+la9).

This accords well with the usual rendition in the P C S M C .
DIpamkara
Identical transliteration (e.g. U 3 1 a 7 ).

The t r a n s l a t i o n f o u n d

in 17Bvl of the PCSMC does not appear in the T H C .
Drdhavlrya
This name is not found in the T H C , but its final element, v i r y a ,
is transliterated in the prose of the PCSMC as

(if we regard

the i n t e r v e n i n g a s a scribal error: T.U17 does not have it).

In

the THC the virya of v iryA-paramita is also transliterated in this
way (see below, s.v. p a r a m i t a s ).
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dharma
In both the PCSMC and the THC the word dharma is translated passim

, ffllk »4~ 9 and

by

& •

dharma-bhanaka
This term is rendered throughout the THC as either
U36cU) or

w

(e .g . U51bl3).

(e.g.

The PCSMC presents a greater

variety of translations, among w h i c h % 9 f , also the rendering
for k a l y a n a - m i t r a , is most common.
dharani
The THC transliterates

(e.g. ^77a29); the PCSMC has this

word once (at IT), K (A) agreeing w i t h the THC (
(B) having

k

), SYM

•

nirvana
Identical transliterations:
PCSMC also has

(e.g. i+26bl2,15; U52cl).

in the prose (2H, 2J ) and

The

once in the

verse (l9Dv2); neither of these is found in the T H C .
parinirvana
Identical transliterations:

(e.g. l+32a20,bl5; *+36a23;

Wal5)
papa-mitra
Rendered in the THC as
(U37al3; U55cl5).

(e.g. U27a28; UUlcl8) or as

The same situation is found in the P C S M C .

paramitas
The six paramitas are listed frequently throughout the T H C , where
they are either transliterated (e.g. U 3 ^ b 3 f f .; ^53al6-17) or t r a n s 
lated as

(d a n a ) , $

$

(s i l a ) ,% c %

(dhyana; sometimes alsojj^ or

(ksa n t i ),
), and

(v i r y a ),
(pr a j n a ) ,

especially where the individual terms appear independently of the
word paramita (e.g. UU0a23-2U; l+52b5ff.).
always transliterated, although the terms

Paramita itself is almost
(l+38a22) and

(i+35bll-12) do occur.
In the prose of the PCSMC the paramitas are m e n tioned once (at 1R,
where the word para m i t a is t r anslated

) and listed once

(at 5D, where they are translated exactly as above).

In verse they

appear in l6v (T.Ul8 only: 2nd and 3rd verses), where they are des:ribed as
<3

and list e d

^

, and
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pratitya-samutpada
This term is found only once in the PCSMC (at 21), where the equi
valent given for it differs completely from the

found in

the THC (e.g. i+69b26-27 ,29).
pratyeka-buddha
Identical transliterations (e.g. U32bU; U37"b5;

.

In the THC preta is always t r a n s l i t e r a t e d ^ ^

(e.g. UU8al8;

preta

i+75bl9).

This transliteration appears once in the prose of the

PCSMC (at IU d ), but in l4Jv8 the t e r m is translated
bahusruta, bahusrutya, e t c .
I have been able to find only one possible equivalent for this ter m
in the THC ( ff)

, at U 7 7 b l 7 ; also at ^60bl5?), wh i c h reflects its

total lack of importance in the Asta.

The PCSMC contains a b e w i l d 

ering variety of equivalents for the concept, one of w h i c h is
buddha (and related terms)
Rendered by

in both texts.

Only two other circumlocutions for

buddha are found in the THC and the prose of the P C S M C ; they are
b h a g a v a t , rendered by

in bo t h (e.g. l+32b21; l+33al8; *+39al6;

usually in the vocative, but non-vocative usage also occurs), and
tathagata or tathagato 'rhan s a m y a k s a m b u d d h a , transliterated the
same way in both (far more common in the T H C , e.g. U 3 2 a l 7 - l 8 , b l 3 ;
^3^a2-3).

The translation

for tathagata appears only once

in the PCSMC (in v e r s e , at 23Vvl), and only once do we find it in
the THC (^50b3), in the course of an etymological explanation.
Of the other customary circumlocutions for Buddha--- Sugata, Jina,
Sakyasimha, etc. --- there is virtually no trace either in the THC
or in the prose of the PCSMC (nor do these occur in the prose
gathas of Redaction A).

In the verse gathas of the PCSMC (i.e.

Redaction B ), however, it is an entirely different story--- see
Glossary, s.v. Jina, d v i p a d e n d r a , n a r e n d r a , s a s t r - s a m j n a , S u g a t a .
As for the formula tathagato 'rhan samyaksambuddho v i d y a c a r a n asampannah sugato lokavid anuttarah purusadamyasarathih sasta
devanam ca manusyanam ca buddho b h a g a v a n , rendered twice and very
idiosyncratically in the PCSMC (15A, 23H), it is found only once in
the T H C , at U31al0-ll, where DIpamkara predicts the future Budd h a 
hood of Sakyamuni at the end of Chap. II of the Asta^.

There the

wording is strikingly similar to that found in the PCSMC:

•

22k
«V

^

(Yiian & Ming add: ^

^ ^ • ( Y i i a n & Ming: 0

^

tl$

.

buddha-ksetra
In the THC the most common renderings of this ter m are /|j^) |gp(e.g.
J*33b9) and

(e.g. I|^0a2).

1+33a22),^lj ±
(U65c2*0.

Also found are

(e-S- >+38alT),

(e.g.

(e.g. U6Ua5), and ^

In man y of the instances in which these terms are used

the Sanskrit text has l o k a d h a t u , not b u d d h a - k s e t r a .

The usual

equivalent in the PCSMC is $
bodhi-citta (and b o d h i cittam u t p a d - )
For bodhi-citta and the verbal expressions in which it is usually
employed the THC has a variety of equivalents; the usual ones are

1.3702 ; U 5 8 b l - 2 ) ( e . g .

(e.g.

OfJ)
l+37b25),

\

Vi? (e *S • ^37bl8), and so on.

They all reflect

the fact that in the early days of Chinese Buddhism the concept was
not self-explanatory, and are thus distinguished from the
of later translators.
The PCSMC is less unified in its choice of equivalents, but at Uc
it does have

, and at 23M we find

' i f i l stands, of course, for b odhi in both texts.
b odhisattva mahasattva
Bodhisattva is transliterated in both texts as
U26alO).

The transliteration

(e.g. 1.25c7;

for m a h a s a t t v a , found th r o u g h 

out the THC (e.g. l+25c7; ^27b22)j occurs once in the P C S M C (3C); but
at 17Bv2 we find the translation

(does not appear in the T H C ).

Brahma Sahampati
Similar transliterations.

THC usually has

I431a27), while P C S M C generally omits the

(e.g.
.

Bhadrakalpa
In the THC this t e r m is always transliterated as
U51al5).

In the PCSMC it occurs once, in v e r s e , where it is

p artially translated: ^

fy) .

It will be seen that the ^

Bhadrakalpa in the THC does not agree w i t h the
in the P C S M C .
b hiksu / bhiksunl
Identical transliterations (e.g. ^35^22; l+37al2).

^

of

of Bhadrapala
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bhuta-koti
This difficult t e r m is rendered b y ^ s ^ ^

i-n both the PCSMC (at 1U)

and the THC (where it appears at 1+U2c6,7,22; hkQ\)26; and ^58a8-10).
mani-ratna
Identical renderings: f y h i L

(e.g. i+35c26; i+36al; k ^ b 2 2 ) .

Mahaprajapati
At ^31al the THC has a transliteration for Prajapati :

.

This bears some similarity to the transliteration for Mahaprajapati
given in the P C S M C .
mahayana
Identical transliterations (e.g. U27c28; U28a6; l4U6b2l).

See

also next.
mahayana-samprasthita
Identical transliterations:

**2701-2,27;

^ 2 9 b 6 - 7 ); however, the PCSMC prefixes this with ^

(’
s e e k ’), wh i c h

is misleading and redundant, and m a y indicate a subsequent attempt
to clarify the passages in which the t e r m occurs.
mahasamnaha-samnaddha
Identical transliterations found (e.g. k2'Jc2-h'i U29b6; U52cl7),
although the THC occasionally contains translations of this term,
(see 1^3a23ff.; U 67a 21 ,26 ).
m ahoraga
Identical transliterations (e.g. l+35al; ^38cl2; ^70a27), once again
with the explanatory

usually t a c k e d on.

Mara
Identical transliterations (e.g. ^ 6 b l 8 ; U60c8); common throughout
the THC i s H ^ l S v (e.g. ^3Ua6), w h i c h is not found in the PCSMC.
Maitreya
Identical transliterations (e.g. U25c8; U38alU,b3).
yaksa
Identical transliterations (e.g. ^3^c29; U35bl; U38cll), usually
with explanatory
Ratnakara
The first element of this name is found similarly transliterated
in the THC at H67cl,9:

^

■
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Raj agrha
Identical transliterations (e.g. 4 2 5 c 6; l+78b9-10).
r u p a ---v e d a n a --- s a m j n a --- s amsk a r a --- vijnana
The five skandhas ( t r a n s l a t e d ^ in both texts) are listed several
times in the PraS and on innumerable occasions in the Asta.

Both

the THC and the PCSMC translate them in the same way: j&j (r u p a ),
^

(vedanji),

(s a m j n a ) ,

(s a m s k a r a ! ), a n d " ^ ^ (v i j n a n a )

for the THC see e.g. 426al9-21; H 2 7 c l 6 f f .; 437al3-l8.
vaidurya
Identical transliterations:

(e.g. bj2a2; 1*7^17).

Vaisali
Identical transliterations:

(e.g. ^3^all).

*

Sakra devanam indra
Identical transliterations (e.g. ^32al5; 43^a7; ^35c9)sarira
Identical transliterations (e.g. U32a20,bl7; ^35cl).
Sakyamuni
Identical transliterations (e.g. l+31al0; ^58b6).
Sariputra
Similar transliterations: THC has
P CSMC adds

(e.g. 1(25c T,28; 1*33c 27),

.

sunyata--- a n i m i t t a --- apranihita
In the THC this trinity usually appears as ^
(a n i m i t t a ), and

or
l+56a27-28).

Once

or)£ ^ a

(s u n y a t a ) ,

(a p r a n i h i t a ) (e.g. UUUall-12;

is substituted for

(1+53c 6-7).

situation in the PCSMC is a lot less regular, but there

The
m

seems to do service for a p r a n i h i t a ; the first two terms are rendered
much the same as in the T H C .
samadhi
In the THC this word is always transliterated ^ L 0 ^ Sw(e.g. ^38a2U;
l+39a28).
'M - %

In the PCSMC 3-B^L is the usual equivalent, b u t y ^ and

also occur.

s a r v a j n a (-ta)
Identical transliterations found in bo t h texts (e.g. k26b3-k-,
l+32al8; U33a20).
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sarva-sattva
Often transliterated in the THC as

(e.g. Ii33a7; It58b27),

yet occasionally we find the curious equivalent (

or - k > ) K

), ’
all people (or: the people in the
ten directions) including those (species) that flit and wriggle Ci.e.
insects and wormsD'

(e.g. U31c21; ^33cl9; ^36b5-6; 462b22).

This expression is also found in the PCSMC at l6D and 23D:

("j' ^ )

(the Tib. has, as we would expect, sems
can thams c a d ).

Elsewhere the ter m sarva-sattva is rendered by

(e.g. 90Ubll),

(e.g. 90^ c 4), or similar.

clearly

The phrase

a borrowing from popular usage or

from secular literature, in which it first appeared during the Han
rn
+ 28
Dynasty.
Note that occasionally in the verses of the PCSMC we encounter the
translation^^

for sattva (911b2,cl5; 9 1 2 b l 2 ; 915bl9,22); this

never occurs in the prose.
Sumeru
Identical transliterations:

(e.g. 465 c 22).

smrtyupasthana (c a t u r - )
Identical translations:

(e.g. UT5b25).

28
This item is interesting in that it represents an early t r a n s l a t o r ’
s
attempt to overcome the difficulties that must have been experienced in
conveying to the Chinese the significance not only of the concept ’
sattva’
but also of the fact that Buddhism included all sentient life (sarvas a t t v a ) within its scope.
It must have been for this reason that Lok a 
ksema made such heavy use of the transliteration
in his version
of the Asta_. As with all other transliterations (excluding those of
proper names), the term is at first sight completely unintelligible to
the Chinese reader, and is thereby mark e d as a special concept that needs
to be explained by a teacher and learned by the student. The alternative
to this procedure is often to select a more or less misleading t r a n s l a t 
ion, and this in fact is what has been done by both the PCSMC (in places)
and the P a - p ’
o p’
u-sa ching in the case of (sa r v a - )s a t t v a : their e q uival
ent is
( 3^-) > m a n ’or ’
m e n ’, and thus the tale is lost in the telling.
Later translators remedied the situation with coinages like
the
multitude of born things'.
Cf. Nakamura Hajime, ’
The Influence of
Confucian Ethics on the Chinese Translations of Buddhist Sutras', esp.
pp. 156- 157 .
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3. Conclusions

From the above list it will be apparent that there are too ma n y
similarities between the PCSMC (prose) and the THC for us to avoid the
conclusion that the two translations were originally the work, if not
of the same man, viz. Lokaksema, then certainly of the same school.
The
29
transliterations used in both texts are almost all identical
, and the
m a j o r i t y of translated terms exhibits a close affinity-— this is p a r t i c 
u larly so with renderings that are regarded as especially characteristic
of Lokaksema: see s.v. t a t h a t a , b u d d h a , b h u t a - k o t i , etc.

Certain d i s 

crepancies do indeed exist between the two texts, but they are hardly
enough to swing the balance, and certainly insufficient to enable us to
30
.
ascribe the PCSMC to any other translator
. I think it likely that
these discrepancies are the result of m inor alterations made during the
course of a later revision.

We must also remember to allow a certain

mar g i n of discrepancy in investigations of this sort, since L o k a k s e m a ’
s
works circulated for more than six or seven centuries in manuscript
form before the first woodblock printing of the Chinese canon; thus we
must take into account such imponderables as the tendency of scribes
to ’
i m p r o v e ’the text before them.

29
This in itself is not enough to prove a connection, since many of
the transliterations in the PCSMC and the THC were the common stock-intrade of translators of this period.
As an example of this one has only
to look at the two translations of the As t abud d haka-s ut r a attributed to
Chih C h ’
ien and Dharmaraksa (T.U27 and T.^28), in which the names of the
eight bodhisattvas who appear in the PCSMC are transliterated almost
identically in Chih C h ’
ien’
s text ( 7 3 a l 7 - 1 9 ) } identically in Dha r m a 
raksa ’
s (7^al9-22).
In fact, many of the transliterations which L o k a 
ksema pioneered remained in common use for centuries.
What distinguishes
the PCSMC and the THC from other early translations, however, is the
heavy reliance on such phonetic renderings.
30
As a ’
c o n t r o l ’, so to speak, I have also made a brief survey of the
terminology used in D h a r m a r a k s a ’s translation of the S P , the Cheng-fahua ching IP
(T. 263 ). If the style of the Cheng-fa-hua ching
is at all representative of D h a r m a r a k s a ’
s wor k as a whole, then he is
to be eliminated as a possible author of either redaction of the P C S M C ,
so different are his renderings from those of the PCSMC and the T H C .
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There are, of course, man y other items of standard use besides
those listed above, and these are also treated similarly in both trans31
lations.
The general style of both texts as well is very close ,
although one gets the impression that the THC is for the most part a
clearer and more unified translation than the P C S M C .

This m a y have

something to do with the later history of the latter text.
As has been pointed out above, the verse gathas of the PCSMC (which
belong to Redaction B) contain various translations w hich are not found
in the THC or in the prose of the P C S M C , and which cannot be identified
wit h Lokaksema's style.

At the same time, man y of the renderings to be

found in these gathas are consistent with the prose, and the same is true
of their transliterations, although often these gathas prefer to t r a n s 
late proper names (which Lokaksema usually avoided doing).

Yet the very

form of these verses militates against their ascription to Lokaksema,
who, in other translations, habitually renders gathas in prose.

There

fore we must regard these verse gathas which characterise Redaction B
as the product of a later hand.

The question is: how m u c h later?

As

we have demonstrated, the author of Redaction B had access to a different
Sanskrit manuscript (or m e m o rised text) of the P r a S ; this may (but does
not necessarily) mean that he lived some time after Lokaksema.

At the

same time he employed m u c h of L o k a k s e m a ’
s terminology, and did not
venture to alter the prose of the PCSMC to any major degree.
For these reasons I believe it most likely that at some time in the
third century, when Lokaksema's translationese was still, in vogue, some
one with access to a Sanskrit manuscript of the PraS took the Indoscythian master's early version, w hich we have called Redaction A, and
replaced its prose gathas w i t h a new verse translation.

At the same

time the prose itself was revised slightly, wit h Lokaksema's customary
truncated nidana (without even an evam maya s r u t a m ) being replaced by a
32
full rendering
, and certain other adjustments being carried out here
and there (this could explain the occasional appearance of certain
renderings uncharacteristic of Lokaksema).

In this way Redaction B

31
Both texts display all the characteristics of Late Han Buddhist
Chinese as analysed by E. Ziircher in his article 'Late Han Vernacular
Elements in the Earliest Buddhist Translations'.
<

32

Cf. n. 27-
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came into being.

33

The identity of the author of this revised version of the PCSMC
can perhaps be revealed by a closer study of the style of the verse
gathas of 13.

Suspicion will, of course, fall first on Dharmaraksa, in

v i e w of the evidence of the catalogues (see below), but, as we have
pointed out (see n. 30), D h a r m a r a k s a 1s style is at such variance w i t h
that of the PCSMC (even in its verse g a t h a s ) that he can hardly be
regarded as a likely candidate; however, a fuller study of D h a r m a r a k s a ’
s
work may enable us to alter this opinion.

Chih C h ’
ien too is w o r t h

investigating, since he is well known to have revised L o k a k s e m a ’
s
translations (see e.g. Seng-yu l u ,

, concerning Chih C h ’
ien’
s

revision of Lokaksema's S g s ; it is quite possible that he did the same
for the P C S M C , which would explain the various stylistic similarities
between A and B_).
The partial survival of L o k a k s e m a ’
s early, unrevised t ranslation
of the PraS is a mystery that speculation is unable to penetrate at this
stage.
In conclusion, in the two editions of the PCSMC in three chiian that
we have today, Chaps. 1-6 of K go back to L o k a k s e m a ’
s original t r a n s 
lation; the prose of Chaps. 7-2 6 in bo t h K and SYM may be ascribed wi t h
some hesitation to the same source; but the gathas of SYM 1-26 and
K 7-26 are the work of a later hand, as yet unknown.

33
The other possibility that is certainly worth keeping in m i n d is that
of conflation, for it m a y well be that Redaction B is the result of the
conflation of the prose of L o k a k s e m a ’
s version (A) with the verses of
a separate translation (X).
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VI. THE PAN-CHOU S M - M E I CHING IN ONE CHUAN (T.U 1 7 )

The PCSMC in one chiian, T.^17, is a later abridgement of the PCSMC
in three chiian.

Significantly, it is an abridgement of Redaction B of

that text; that is, in those places where B differs markedly from A,
T.U 17 follows B.

In specific terms T.U 17 abridges the nidana as found

in _B, and it condenses the verse gathas at the end of Chapter h as also
found in B_ (it does not contain any of the gathas of Chaps. 5 or 6).
The structure of T.U 17 can be seen by reference to the Concordance
and Comparative Table of Chapters.

Whereas T.4l8 has 1 6 p* i n , T.^17

has only eight, the titles of w hich it has borrowed directly from the
larger version.

It contains the following material, some of it very

heavily abridged:
P’
in I:
The entire n idana (lA-l) compressed into one sentence.

Bhadra

pala’
s question as to how the bodhisattva is to acquire a whole
range of qualities (lJ-Y).

The B u d d h a ’
s answer that the p r atyut

panna-samadhi confers all these (2A-C).
P’
in II
The B u d d h a ’
s description of the qualities involved in practising
the Samadhi (2D-J).

This is given in the form of a ’
litany’

composed of three-character phrases; although printed as verse in
the Taisho it is not marked as such in the text itself.
the phrases begin with the prohibitory wu nien

Many of

(’
do not

t h i n k ’), possibly inspired by the frequent use of the negative
in T.U 18 .

Much of the material has only the most tenuous con

nection with the large P C S M C , and the whole thing appears to have
been a flight of fancy on the part of the compiler of the text,
especially since a verse passage of this sort is not found in any
other version of the P r a S .
The entirety of Chap. 3 (which constitutes the core of the P r a S )
follows in condensed form (3A-0): instructions for practising the
Samadhi and similes illustrating its nature are given.
P’
in III
Summary of Chap. 4, wi t h verses condensed (UA-E), giving further
prerequisites for the successful practice of the Samadhi; this is
followed by an extremely short abridgement of the prose of Chap. 5
(5A-D), which inculcates respect for the teacher and demonstrates
the efficacy of the Samadhi.
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P 1in IV
Abridgement of Chaps.

6 and 7, with the gathas of Chap. 6 being

omitted (6A-I, 7A-G); deals wit h the value of the Samadhi, the
great merit of those who accept it, and the utter perversity of
those who reject it.
P’
in V
Abridgement of Chaps. 9» 10, 11 and 12, with a selection from the
gathas of each (9A-M, 10A-C, 11A-D, 12A-C); deals w i t h the ethical
requirements for the four different classes of followers of the
Mahayana.
P’
in VI
Abridgement of the prose only of Chap. lb (li+A-l), which details
the worldly advantages to be derived from the Samadhi, especially
protection from all sorts of injury and harm.
P’
in VII
The text now jumps straight to Chap. 23, and summarises the first
two prose sections, 23A-F and 23H-U, which deal with the merit to
be derived from the formal act of rejoicing, and give past instances
of this (a v a d a n a s ).
P’
in VIII
Abridgement of 23W (another a v a d a n a , various statements on devotion
to o n e ’
s teacher).

Summary of 2^+A-B (the ’
Seal of the B u d d h a s ’).

Summary of the p a r i ndana and conclusion (26B-F).
A close comparison of the text of T.4l7 with that of the PCSMC in
three chiian shows the former to be the result of a scissors-and-paste
3b
job of the most obvious sort.
This is more evident in the g a t h a s ,
where the compiler of the text has selected various padas (or sometimes
even parts of p a d a s ) from different verses of Redaction .B and recombined
t h e m to form new verses, occasionally altering the wording or adding
’
bridging m a t e r i a l ’where necessary.

If one looks, for example, at the

gathas of Chap. 7 (see T.U17, 900c5-15) the process can be seen at work.
Where the Tib. text has 17 verses, the PCSMC in three chiian had o r i g i n 
ally l 6 (in the same order), Verse 12 being absent.

T.l+17, however, has

5 1/2 verses (!), i.e. 22 p a d a s , w h i c h break down as follows (the verse
nos. are those of the Tib. text, the pad a nos. those of T.U 18 ): 2a,b,c,

3^
Full examples of this have been given by Hayashiya, Iyaku kyorui no
k e n k y u , pp. 5 6 0 f f .; see also Sakurabe, ’
Hanjuzanmaiky5 k a n k e n ’, p. 17^.
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d;

3 a,b,c,d; 9a,b,d; 13a,b; l4a,b,c,d; 15 a,b; 17 d,b; l 6d.
The prose is abridged in a similar fashion, although there are two

exceptional passages.

One of these is the above-mentioned 'litany* of

p 'in II; the other is that section of the text (898a6-26) corresponding
to Bhadrapala's question (lK-Y).

Although m a n y of the 'qualities'

enumerated resemble those given in T . U 18 , there are others which cannot
be identified; furthermore, each of the qualities begins w i t h the
characters Zk •f*j f j

, 'by practising in what way...?'

found in T.4l8 (but cf. T . U l 6 , 873alOff.).

This is not

We must conclude that this

particular passage (together wit h the 'litany') is either a flight of
fancy on the author's part or is based on another translation of the
PraS.

Whatever the answer to this question, after the litany T.U17

turns into a straight abridgement of the larger P C S M C , and here the
compiler of the work has occasionally betrayed himself by m i s u n d e r s t a n d 
ing the original text; in fact, quite a few blunders can be found.
Ziircher ('Buddhist Texts of the Later Han Period', p. 1^, n.19) has al
ready pointed out how the meaningless ^

(900b l 5 ) owes its existence

to the fact that the original evidently had if^
iated form of
miscopied.

( /fs being the abbrev

appears in T.U 18 , 907c8), which our abridger

The name of the city in the avadana at 231, w hich I have

tentatively restored as *Bhadramkara, is in any event certainly not
Bhadrapala, as T.U 17 would have it (902al5)»

At 26E the abridger has

perhaps not recognised Lokaksema's use of^j(£ for ksa n t i , and instead
of 10,000 bodhisattvas attaining anutpattika-d h a r m a - k s a n t i , as they
do in T.U 18 , we find them merely attaining the anutpattika-dharmas (902
e l l ).
What is more significant than these slips, however, is the fact
that the author of this abridgement has frequently modernised Lokaksema's
renderings, e.g.
dharani is translated by
n irvana is transliterated
y a k s a is transliterated
bhagavat appears as "tit ^

(898al4)
(899cl,5 ; 902al9)
(898a2; 901cl2)
(901c2l)

cakravarti-raja appears translated as

3E. (902al5-l6)

ganga-nadi-valuka-sama is rendered l$a fjL
Sariputra appears as

(902b28)

(9 0 2 c l 2 ,17)

The dasadhivacana (ten names for a Buddha) formula appears
several times as ^
(902al2-13,28; 902bl2-13, without

).
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Other alterations to L o k a k s e m a ’
s original text in its revised form
include some important changes to the crucial Chap. 3, Section F (T.417,
899a29-b6).

Whereas in T.4l8 (905bl2) A m itabha informs the bodhisattva

that if he wishes to be reborn in Sukhavati he should ’
call me to mind
frequently’ (

)

,

’
call to mind my n a m e ’ (

in T.U17 the bodhisattva is instructed to
).

As a result of calling to m i n d the

Buddha (b u d d h a n u s m r t i ), states T.4l8, the bodhisattva will ’
succeed in
being born in A m i t a b h a ’
s B u d d ha-land’ (4 i

1 m m

ing to T.417 he will simply ’
obtain r e b i r t h ’ (
the bodhisattva should call to mi n d

&

%

i
).

); accord
In T.4l8

) Amitabha as expounding the

Dharma in the midst of an assembly of bhiksus (

)--- sravakas

in T.l+19 and Tib., sramanas in T . 4 l 6 --- but in T.417 this becomes an

assembly of bodhisattvas ( f t '19 ).

These variants in T.417---espec

ially the mention of the B u d d h a ’
s n ame and the use of the technical term
4 i i

, which, without any direction being specified, signifies rebirth

in Sukhavati--- indicate the influence of Pure Land theory and terminology
current in China at the time of the composition of this abridgement, and
reflect, not the original Sanskrit text of the P r a S , but rather the use
to which the Sutra was put in China, namely as a support for Pure Land
practice.
Not only do these important alterations to the terminology and the
sense of the text make any ascription to Lokaksema completely non s e n s i c 
al, but they also enable us to date its composition to around the time
of Dharmaraksa (i.e. circa 300) or later, since it was only then that
such ’
m o d e r n ’ forms began to be used.

Thus Tsukamoto (Chugoku bukkyo

t s u s h i , p. 108) dates the text to the Eastern Chin (317-420) on the
basis of its terminology, while Hayashiya (iyaku kyorui no k e n k y u , p . 571)
dates it to the Western Chin (265-316).

However, as Sakurabe has pointed

out ( ’
Hanjuzanmaikyo k a n k e n ’, p. 179), there is really insufficient
evidence for such a precise determination.
The PCSMC in one chiian is therefore not an independent translation
of the Pr a S , but a condensation by an unknown hand of the revised version
of L o k a k s e m a ’
s P C S M C , with the possible inclusion of several elements
from a separate translation.

As far as the discussion of the textual

history of the PraS outside China is concerned, this w o r k ’
s testimony
is of no value; that is why it has been ignored in the notes to the
English translation of the Tibetan text.

But it is a different matter

when we come to discuss the history of the Sutra in China and Japan,
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where the abridgement has often been accorded a higher place and made
more use of than the original on which it was based.

Not only does

T.U17 reveal to us what a Chinese Buddhist scholar would have considered
35
as the essential parts of the PraS
, it also provides us w i t h one means
for constructing a critical edition of the PCSMC in three chiian.
fact, its testimony in this regard is highly instructive.

In

In our d i s 

cussion of the two versions (not the two redactions) of the larger
PCSMC we have already men t i o n e d the m a n y minor prose variants w h ich
exist between K and SYM.

Quite a few of these can be checked against

the text of T.417, and we find that, while T.^17 agrees with K' against
SYM in most cases, there is also a large number of instances in w hich
T.417 agrees with SYM against K.

We also observed previously that where

a variant occurred, the correct reading was found sometimes in K, some
times in SYM.

What this means is that ever since the time when Redaction

13 was made from the original A, and then the abridgement in one chiian
was made on the basis of B, both branches of the textual tradition have
continued to undergo separately the process of scribal transmission and
corruption.

T.4l7 is therefore a valuable tool for the restoration of

both redactions of the PCSMC to something nearer their original form.

35
Important in this regard is our a b r i d g e r ’
s lack of interest in those
parts of the PraS which deal with sunyata and related concepts.
Such
passages have been excised wholesale, no doubt because the abridger,
whoever he was, was more concerned with the ’
Pure L a n d ’aspects of the
work. However, Shikii Shujo ( ’
Hanjuzanmaikyo no seiritsu ni t s u i t e ’,
pp. 205-206), in regarding T.U 17 as a form of the PraS closer to the
U r t e x t , has taken this state of affairs as evidence of the S u t r a ’
s
having been composed before the rise of Prajnaparamita thought, and has
assumed that the larger PCSMC is thus a later form of the text into which
Prajnaparamita ideas have been inserted.
But given the actual status
and nature of T.417, such text-historical theories are completely
untenable.
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VII. THE TESTIMONY OF THE CATALOGUES

We have already noted in a preliminary fashion the traditional
attribution of the PCSMC in three chiian to Lokaksema, and our e x a m i n a t 
ion of the present T.4l8 has borne this out, although the attribution
has now to be qualified by the recognition of two separate redactions,
A and B, of which A is Lokaksema's original translation, and B, although
it m a y be assumed to contain, largely unmodified, the prose of A, also
contains a new translation of the gathas by a later hand.
What few details are known about the life and work of Lokaksema
will be set forth in the following pages, since most of the material has
some bearing on the p r oblem of the P C S M C .

at

matter of some uncertainty.
ch 'an

(or:

In Chinese he is known as Chih Lou-chia-

, although generally he is referred to by the

abbreviated form Chih Ch'an
Ch'an^^f .

Even the man's name is a

The Chih

(Japanese: Shisen) or sometimes simply

is clearly an e t h n i k o n , since Lokaksema is

known to have been an Indo-scythian, or Yiieh-chih
of the Kusana Empire.

, i.e. a subject

As to the name proper, Lou-chia-ch'an, although

all are agreed that Lou-chia is a transliteration of Loka-, ch'an has
caused some controversy.

Several scholars have taken it as the final

-ksa of -raksa, and thus restored the name as Lokaraksa.

This seems to

me highly unlikely, although I do not propose to go into the matter
here.

One item of additional information that I feel should be put

forward, however, concerns the reconstruction of the name *Ksemaraja in
15A-C of the P r a S .

The restoration of T.4l8's C h ' a n - l o - y e h ^

*Ksemaraja supports the restoration of the homophone ch'an

j}|S

as

in the

translator's name as -ksema. ^

36
Cf. Ui, Yakkyoshi k e n k y u , pp. 471-472, where L o k a k sama is suggested.
It must be borne in m i n d that the transliterations of this period are
generally not based on Classical Sanskrit at all, but on some kind of
P ra k r t--- in all likelihood that Prakrt which has been designated as
'Gandhari'. On the characteristics of Gandhari, see II.W. Bailey,
'Gandhari'; and also J. Brough, The Gandhari D h a r m a p a d a , especially
Introduction, pp. 48-118.
Lokaksema's transliterations frequently i ndic
ate Gandhari forms, but a full study of them remains to be done before
anything conclusive can be said. Ui (op. cit., pp. 477-505) has attempt
ed a treatment of the phonetic renderings found in the T H C , but it must
be remarked that the THC, like the P C S M C , is relatively poor in this kind
of material: some of the other texts ascribed to Lokaksema fairly bristle
with transliterated proper names, and it is to be hoped that a complete
examination of his output will, among other things, bring all this m a t e r 
ial together and determine how it relates to what we know concerning the
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As is the case with other translators of Buddhist texts into
Chinese, the number of works attributed to Lokaksema by the catalogues
has swelled with the passing of time; in the K ’
ai-yiian l u , for example,
38
he is credited with 23 works totalling 67 chiian (479a7)«
For a more
realistic estimate we must go back to Seng-yu and through him to Tao-an.
In the Seng-yu lu (6blO-27) we find l4 works set against L o k a k s e m a ’
s
name, 12 of them on T a o - a n fs authority:

L11 Pan-jo tao-hsing p ’in ching

L = Asta_-

sahasrika-prajnaparamita^-sutraJ in ten chiian; also called
the Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi CK omits miH ching
; also in eight chiian; translated on the
eighth day of the tenth m o n t h of Kuang-ho II CNov. 24, 1793C23 Shou-leng-yen ching

C = ijuramgama-samadhi-

s u t r a D in two chiian; translated on the eighth day of the
twelfth month of C h u n g - p ’
ing II CJan. 16, l86ll; now lost.
[33 Pan-chouCK adds panD san-mei ching
C = P r a t y u t p anna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi-sutraD
in one CSYM: two3 chiian; the Chiu-lu calls it the Ta p a n chou san-mei ching

; translated on the

eighth day CSYM: in the first eight days?I] of the tenth
month of Kuang-ho II CNov. 24, 1793.
LU□ Tun chen-t ’
o-lo ching
[0
*- = Druma-kimnara_ _
..
.
39
raja-pariprccha-sutraH in two c h u a n ; the Chiu-lu
calls
it the Tun c h e n - t ’
o-lo wang ching k j CMing: 4 4 a
; recorded in the Pieh-lu

fa %

n °t i-n the A n - l u ;

now lost.
C53 Fang-teng-bu k u - p ’
in yiieh i-jih shuo pan-jo ching
C = Kasyap a - p a r i v a r t a ? J in
one chiian; now lost.
C 6 j Kuang-ming san-mei ching

C = ?] in one

chiian; taken from the Pieh-lu; not in the An-lu.

phonology of Gandhari.
37

See n.

1 5 .I.

38

For general comments on all the translations ascribed to Lokaksema,
see Tokiwa, Yakkyo s o r o k u , pp. 489-498.

39
Tokiwa (Yakkyo s 5 r o k u , p. 492) identifies the Chiu-lu here with
Tao-an’
s list of anonymous sutras, and the following Pieh-lu with Chih
Min-tu’
s catalogue. At any rate cf. Se n g - y u l u , l8al, where the same
text is listed as anonymous but extant.
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C73 A-che-shih wang ching f t f^)

j E ' t * C = A.jatasatru-

kaukytya-vinodana-sutra3 in two c h u a n ; An-kung says
that it is from the C h ’
ang a-han

CD i r g h a g a m a H ;

the Chiu-lu Cgives it a s D the A-che-shih ching
CYiian, M i n g : * ^ 3^,^ .
C8 □ Pao-chi ching

C = Ka s y a p a - p a r i v a r t a ? 3 in one

chiian; An-kung says that one name is the Mo-ni pao A

A

; translated in Kuang-ho II C1793; the Chiu-lu
says: Mo-ni pao c h i n g ^ ^ ^ ^
[93 Wen-shu ching

in two chiian.

[ = ?] in one chiian; An-kung says

that it is from the Vaipulya class, and is also called
Wen-shu wen p ’
u-sa shu ching

^

'M tjL

•

CIOD Fan CK: Hull pan-ni-huan ching
C = Parinirvan a-sutra?3 in one chiian; n o w lost.
C113 Tou-CMing: Fan-3sha ching

C = part of the

Avatamsaka-sutra3 in one chiian.
C123 A - c h ’
u-fo-kuo ching pej f/)

£ - Aksobh^a-

tathagatasya-vyuha-sutra3 in one chiian; also called
the A - c h ’
u-fo-ch’
a chu-p’
u-sa hsiieh-ch’
eng-p ’
in ching

F5)K!%%>\ £&$

A-ch’
u-fo ching ^
C133 P ’
ei-pen ching ,£7

. 4 - —' T

;3130 calledthe

jjjj /|

C = ?3 in two chiian; n o w lost.
'i'Z —

.

C1^3 Nei-tsang p a i - p ’
in ching 1/^)

.

{3 jffc

^ = Lokanu-

samanavatara-sutra 3 in one chiian; An-kung says that it
is from the Vaipulya class; the Chiu-lu calls it the
Nei-tsang pai-pao ching

^

; I have examined

all the catalogues, which all say Nei-tsang pai-pao and
lack a Nei-tsang p a i - p ’
i n , and therefore I know that it
is this sutra.
The above lh CK: 133 works, 27 chiian in all, were translated
under the reigns of the Han Emperors H u a n C A . D .

146-1683

and Lingigj Cl68-l893 by the Indo-scythian sramana Chih Ch'an.
The nine sutras from the K u - p ’
in CNo. 53 to the Nei-tsang p ' in
are said by An-kung to appear to be translations by Chih C h ’
an.

liO

40
The authentication of works in the Taish5 currently ascribed to
Lokaksema poses complex problems which cannot be dealt w i t h here.
According to Ziircher (’
Buddhist Texts of the Later Han P e r i o d ’, II and
V), Nos. 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, and lh have survived, while N o ..h and Nos.
5 and 8 (probably the same text, viz. the K a s y a p a - p a r i v a r t a ) appear also
to have come down to us, although the attribution is doubtful.
Nos. 2, 6, 10, and 13 have been lost, but other early versions of Nos.
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The above entry contains a number of variants in connection with
w h i c h it is rather difficult to come to a satisfactory decision.

I have

attempted to edit the text, however, in accordance with what seems most
likely.

First of all, it can be plainly seen that there are 14 works

listed, not thirteen as K would have it.

In the second place,

Ku-p’
in to the Nei-tsang p ’
in’
--- if we take the H 'F

’
from the

as inclusive of

the K u - p ’
i n ---there are ten works, not nine; but of those ten there is
one of which Tao-an certainly did not say that it ’
a p p e a r e d 1 to be a
translation by Lokaksema: No. 6, w h ich S e ng-yu describes as not being
in the An-lu (i.e. the Tao-an l u ) .

Therefore, these two discrepancies

are no doubt to be explained by the fact that Seng-yu inserted the
4l
Kuang-ming san-mei ching as an a f t e r t h o u g h t .
A further pr o b l e m c o n 
cerns the probable identity of Nos. 5 (K u - p ’
i n ) and 8 (P a o - c h i )--- both
titles refer in all likelihood to the first Chinese translation of the
K asyapa-parivarta (preserved as T.350, I-jih mo-ni pao ching
and were identified as such by later catalogues (e.g. K ’
ai-yiian
lu, 1+T8c 10-12).
The variant in this passage that most closely concerns us is, of
course, that pertaining to the number of chiian given for the PCSMC (No.
3).

If it is one chiian, then the total of 27 chiian given for the entire

l4 works is correct; two chiian, and this figure is in error.

Yet else

where in the Seng-yu lu Lokaksema's ve r s i o n of the PCSMC is given as
two chiian in length (l4b20)!

The reading of ’
one chiian * is obviously

something that was not introduced by the editors of the Korean edition
or their immediate predecessors, since even Chih-sheng, writing in 730,
is able to say in his section on Lokaksema (478c27):

'...Yu CSeng-yu3

has this one-chiian but does not have the t h r e e - chiian. '

Furthermore, the

ascription of a one-chiian version to Lokaksema made by the more careful
catalogues such as the Fa-ching lu (I20a23) and the Jen-shou lu (l76a24),
without a two - chiian version by him being mentioned at the same time,
provides additional confirmation that no such two - chiian version appeared
in early editions of the Seng-yu l u .

6 and 10 have been preserved and should enable us to discover roughly
what form the texts had in Lokaksema's day. Only No. 13 has disappeared
without trace; all the other works except No. 9 exist in Tibetan or
later Chinese translations.
4l
This explanation is also favoured b y Tokiwa, Yakky5 s o r o k u , pp.
489, 496-1+97.
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At the same time it can be argued that Seng-yu is not likely to have
listed a one-chiian work as the Ta pan-chou san-mei ching, that this
figure of one chiian is at odds with the figure of two chiian which he
gives elsewhere, and that if the Kuang-ming san-mei ching was in fact
inserted later, then two chiian for the PCSMC would not have been incon
sistent with the total chiian count for all 13 works initially listed.
It is difficult to come to a satisfactory conclusion on this matter,
but I have tentatively opted for the reading of ’one chiian * on the basis
of the citations in most of the later catalogues.

The two-chiian count

given elsewhere in the Seng-yu lu is therefore to be corrected.
Leaving this problem for the time being, Seng-yu’ s entry on the
PCSMC permits us to infer that Tao-an definitely ascribed a translation
entitled PCSMC to Lokaksema; that a Ta pan-chou san-mei ching was also
ascribed to Lokaksema by the Chiu-lu (this goes against the theory that
his translation consisted only of the first six chapters, since no
partial translation would be known as Ta, i .e .

’ great’ or ’larger’ );

that Lokaksema translated his text (or published the completed translat
ion?) on the eighth day of the tenth month, A.D. 179 (on the same day
as that on which he brought out the THC.’ ); and that c. 515 there was a
version in one chiian (or possibly two) which Seng-yu identified with
the above.
As for the date of the translation, Seng-yu appears to have derived
it from an old colophon to the PCSMC which he has preserved for us else
where in his catalogue (48c9-l6):
Colophon to the Pan-chou san-mei ching, author unknown.
The Pan-chou san-mei ching, translated on the eighth
day of the tenth month of Kuang-ho I I by the Indian (
)
bodhisattva Chu Fo-shuo
Shuo-foJ in Lo-yang.
The bodhisattva Fa-hu C?H . At that time the person who
transmitted the wording was the Indo-scythian bodhisattva
Chih Ch’an, who imparted it to Meng Fu
styled Yiians’hih fo tt , of Lo-yang in Honan.
The b o d h is ^ t v a ’ s attend
ant, Chang Lien
, styled Shao-an
, took it
down in writing and caused it subsequently to be dissemin-

42
The appearance in the colophon of ’ the bodhisattva Fa-hu’ (Dharma
raksa?) is most problematical.
It is perhaps a later interpolation,
since it does not seem to be related grammatically to the surrounding
text--although the relationship between the various terms is far from
clear.
43
On these two assistants of Lokaksema, see Ziircher, Buddhist
Conquest, p. 35, and n. 91*

2kl

ated (-^
).
Revised and completed Cor: completely revised!! in
Chien-an X III CA.D. 208 D at the Buddhist monastery
)•
All who copy it in future will render homage to the Buddha.
It is also said: revised at the Hsii-ch'ang monastery
("ftf 'f?
)
on the eighth day of the eighth month of Chienan I I I C = 198: correct to Chien-an X II I !D , in the year Wutzu f i * r C208:.
Apart from giving us the date, this colophon also tells us that
Lokaksema translated the text in collaboration with Chu Fo-shuo (the
variant Shuo-fo is , I think, to be rejected), an Indian who was also
involved in the translation of the Asta, the text of which he had
brought with him from India to China.

It is also possible that he had

brought the manuscript of the PraS at the same time.

According to the

colophon Chu Fo-shuo recited the text in the original language, while
Lokaksema translated it orally into Chinese for his Chinese assistants
to take down.

This at least is what can be inferred on the basis of

this colophon and that of the THC. Chu Fo-shuo was also credited with
his own partial translation of the Asta--the Tao-hsing ching in one
chiian--by the Seng-yu lu (6b7), an attribution that may or may not

hh
Professor Henri Maspero's theory as to the identity of this 'Hsiich'ang monastery' ('Les origines de la communaute bouddhiste de Loyang',
Journal Asiatique (1934), pp. 87-107; also in his Melanges posthumes I I ,
pp. 188-189; I have not had access to the JA article, but the gist of
it is cited by Ziircher, Buddhist Conquest, p. 32; see also p. 28, n .57)
is ingenious but ultimately unconvincing, founded as it is on pure
surmise. Further, the conclusions he has drawn--solely on the basis of
this colophon--regarding the early Buddhist community in Lo-yang are
far too tenuous, as Ziircher points out, and must be reconsidered.
I am
more inclined to agree with T'ang Yung-t'ung (Fo-chiao shih, p. 68) that
the colophon refers to a Buddhist monastery in the city of H s u j^ .
Lo-yang had been abandoned in ruins in 190, and the Imperial Court had
moved first to Ch'ang-an, then in 196 to Hsii, which remained the Han
capital until the end of the dynasty.
It is much more likely that the
Buddhist community had moved with the rest of the population--or rather
with the foreign merchants and envoys who no doubt followed the govern
ment--and that in 208 the translators (possibly led by Chih Liang, Loka
ksema's disciple) were pursuing their work in Hsii, rather than that they
had remained in the ruined Lo-yang, as Maspero would have us believe.
As has been pointed out before, Hsii was not renamed Hsii-ch'ang until
221, and therefore the use of the name Hsii-ch'ang in a colophon referring
to the year 208 is anachronistic.
Yet this, I think, merely reflects
the fact that the last part of the colophon was written, as T'ang Yungt'ung suggests (loc. c i t .) , during the Wei period, by which time the
city was commonly known as Hsii-ch'ang. As can be seen, then, the colo
phon consists of three parts: that describing the initial translation
of 1 7 9 ; that referring to the revision of 208 ; and that added subsequent
ly ( 'I t is also said') to specify in a little more detail the time and
place of the revision.
For information concerning the removal of the Han capital to Hsii and
the later renaming of that city I am indebted to Dr K. Gardiner and Dr
R. de Crespigny.
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have some basis in fact.

However, the additional attribution to him of

a separate translation of the PraS is a later invention, originally
perpetrated by Fei Ch’ ang-fang (see San-pao c h i, 53c7-15)«

Although Fei

cites the Kao-seng chuan as his source, the supplementary information he
gives demonstrates that the Seng-yu lu (see below) is the origin of the
information:
Pan-chou.

’later, in the Kuang-ho period, he again translated the

Ch’an transmitted the wording; Meng Fu, Chang Lien, and others

took it down in writing’ .

Thus two translations are made out of one;

this is a common occurrence in the San-pao c h i.
Additional documentary evidence for the attribution of the PCSMC
to Lokaksema can be found in another colophon preserved in the Seng-yu
l u , that written by Chih Min-tu (active in the reign of the Eastern Chin
Emperor Ch’ eng, 326-31+2) to a synoptic edition of the Sgs (see Seng-yu
l u , l+9al6ff.).

Chih Min-tu begins:

This sutra originally had a colophon saying: ’Trans
lated by Chih Ch’ an’ . Ch'an was an Indo-scythian, who came
and resided in China under the reigns of Huan and Ling of
the Han. His wide learning was profound and marvellous;
his gifted mind fathomed the subtle.
All the sutras which
he translated are of a very deep and mysterious kind; he
regarded the essential content as important, and did not
preserve the literary embellishments.
The current Hsiaop ' in /J > p # CAstaJ , A-che-shih CA j at asat ru-kaukrtya-vinodana 13,
Tun-chen CDruma-kimnararaja-pariprcchaH and Pan-chou are all
translations by Ch'an.
^
There was also Chih Yiieh
, styled Kung-ming
0$
Ci.e. Chih Ch'ien
, £irc_a 193-253? 3. He was also an
Indo-scythian.
His father had also come to China to offer
tribute in the reign of Emperor Ling of the Han.
Yiieh was
born in China.
It appears that he did not see Ch'an.
There was also Chih Liang
, styled Chi-ming k h b a .
who studied under Ch'an; therefore Yiieh was able to receive
instruction from L ia n g ...
Apart from the two colophons given above, and that of the THC (see
Seng-yu l u , l+7cl+-9), there is very little other information preserved
concerning Lokaksema and his colleague Chu Fo-shuo.

Seng-yu has summed

it up in their biographies ( 95c22-96a7 ):
Chih Ch'an was originally a man of the kingdom of the
Indo-scythians. His moral conduct was deeply sincere, and
his temperament was open and lively.
He upheld the Dharma
and Vinaya and was renowned for his industriousness.
He
recited all kinds of sutras, and his ambition was to pre
serve and to propagate the Dharma. At the close of the
reign of Emperor Huan [circa 1673 of the Han he arrived in
Lo-yang, and during the periods of Kuang-ho C178—183□ and
Chung-p'ing Cl81+-l89U under the Emperor Ling he transmitt
ed and translated Indian texts, publishing three sutras:
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the Pan-jo tao-hsing-p’ i n , the Shou-leng-yen, and the
Pan-chou san-mei. There are also ten sutras such as the
A-che-shih wang, the Pao-chi, e t c ., which for years had
not been catalogued.
An-kung, comparing the old and the
new and carefully examining the literary style, said that
they appeared to be translated by Ch’an.
All these
sutras have caught the gist of the original without add
ing any embellishments to it .
It can be said that here
was a man who skilfully conveyed the essentials of the
Dharma and propagated the Way. Afterwards it was not
known where he died.
The sramana Chu Fo-shuo was an Indian.
In the time
of the Han Emperor Huan he arrived in Lo-yang, bringing
with him the Tao-hsing ching, which he translated from the
Indian into Chinese.
The translator has occasionally
faltered, but although there is some loss of meaning,
nevertheless he has sacrificed the wording and kept the
substance, and has a profound grasp of the sense of the
sutra.
In Kuang-ho I I , under the Emperor Ling, Shuo
also translated the Pan-chou san-mei ching at Lo-yang.
At the time Ch’an acted as the transmitter of the wording,
while Meng Fu of Lo-yang in Honan and Chang Lien took it
down in writing.
This, as can be seen, is little more than an orderly statement of
1+5
what is found in the colophons and in Tao-an’ s catalogue.
It contains
the stock judgement on Lokaksema’ s (and Chu Fo-shuo’ s) translations: that
they captured the basic sense of the originals without bothering to re
produce their literary ornamentation.

An examination of the THC and the

PCSMC will bear this judgement out.
The attribution of a work entitled PCSMC to Lokaksema is thus wellestablished in the earliest sources.

The only other extant text listed

by Seng-yu under that title is , of course, that ascribed to Dharmaraksa.

1+

In the section dealing with the extant works of Dharmaraksa (Chu Fa-hu
hjf

4 $ , circa 230-308) we find (8 a l):
The Pan-chou san-mei ching in two chiian; Anj^kung’ s cata
logue says that it is a further translation
of the Panchou san-mei ching.
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For further additions to this meagre store, see Lamotte, Marche
Heroique, pp. 69-72.
1+6
On the life and work of Dharmaraksa, see Ziircher, Buddhist Conquest,
pp. 65-70; T'ang Yung-t’ung, Fo-chiao shih, pp. 157-161+.
1+7
The expression keng-ch'u
is problematical.
It is taken by
most writers on the subject to mean 'another translation', but accord
ing to Shiio, Bukkyo kyoten gaisetsu, p. 219, the employment of this
term in connection with other sutras shows that it merely means 're
visio n ’ ; but Shiio does not go into the matter in detail.
Hayashiya,
in Ky5roku kenkyu, p. 1+07, n.13 (see also n.ll+ and n .15) takes the usual
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This translation is mentioned again in that part of the Seng-yu lu
devoted to listing different versions of the same text (ll+b20-2l):
The Pan-chou san-mei ching:
Chih Ch'an translated the Pan-chou san-mei in two chiian;
Chu Fa-hu translated the Pan-chou san-mei in two chiian.
The above one sutra was translated separately by two men.
As Seng-yu does not mention any other extant works entitled PCSMC
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, we

must assume that in his time (circa 515) there were only two works of
that name in circulation.

I f this is so, then we would be hard put to

it to escape the conclusion that what was true less than one hundred
years later was also true in Seng-yu's day: that of the two works in
circulation, the longer version in two or three chiian (corresponding
to T.1+18) was popularly attributed to Dharmaraksa, and the shorter
version in one chiian (T.l+17) was regarded as Lokaksema's.

For the Fa-

ching lu (compiled in 593, but probably basing its testimony on an even
earlier catalogue) attributes a two-chiian PCSMC to Dharmaraksa (I15c 3),
while listing the PCSMC in one chiian by Lokaksema as a separate partial
translation (I2 0 a2 3 ); in that it further describes the one-chiian text
as consisting of the 'last ten chapters' of the larger version^it
identifies both texts with those two that we have today: although the
'la s t ' is not readily comprehensible, T.l+17 does indeed consist of eight
p ' in which summarise the material covered by ten p 'in in T.1+18 (see also
120a2l+-26 for further confirmation of this identification).

It is in my

view highly probable that this situation obtained in Seng-yu's day
1+9
as well.

view when he states that it signifies 'second translation', but if this
is so, why has Tao-an not applied it to all translations of sutras for
which previous versions existed? The matter certainly needs further
consideration.
1+8
Note, however, in the Seng-yu lu at 37b2, among the lost texts in
the section entitled 'Newly compiled supplementary catalogue of miscell
aneous anonymous sutras', the text entitled I-ch'u pan-chou san-mei ching
( 'A different translation of the PCSMC') in one chiian.
This entry suggests an earlier catalogue's listing of the present T.l+17.
1+9
The alternative to this, if we accept the reading of 'two chiian' for
the Seng-yu l u , is that Seng-yu did not know of the abridged version, but
was familiar only with two full versions of the PraS, one,being the orig
inal translation by Lokaksema ( i .e . the complete text of A ), the other
being either Redaction B or the translation X. on which B_ was based, this
being ascribed to Dharmaraksa.

2^5
After its appearance in the Fa-ching lu the PCSMC in one chiian
attributed to Lokaksema drops out of sight.

The San-pao chi does not

mention it , while the Jen-shou lu has it as a lost text (I7 6 a2 4 ), as do
the Ching-t' ai lu (213c26) and the Ta-chou lu (443c25).

The K'ai-yiian

lu lists it amongst the lost works of Lokaksema with the words (4-78c20-

21 ):
The Pan-chou san-mei ching in one chiian; consists of a
further translation of the last ten chapters; Yu has this
one-chiian CtextD but not the three-chiian; see the Chingt 'a i lu ; sometimes the character Ta
is added; the third
translation; the Yu-lu says: translated on the eighth of
the tenth, Kuang-ho I I .
The PCSMC in one chiian remained out of sight.

It does not appear in the

Sung, Yiian, or Ming editions of the Canon, nor in the Chi-sha edition.
But somehow it was not entirely lost, and it surfaced in the Korean
edition of the Chinese Tripitaka, whence it has found its way into the
Taisho as T.417.

How exactly it managed to do this remains a mystery.

Returning to the matter of the larger PCSMC, there are two things
to be noted.

One is that the extant two- or three-chiian version (in

all probability Redaction B_) continued to be ascribed to Dharmaraksa
up until Chih-sheng's time (eighth century), the other is that Lokaksema
came to be credited with his own two-chiian version of the sutra in
addition to the (temporarily) lost one-chiian text.
The first extant catalogue after the Seng-yu lu (of which the text
is doubtful) to ascribe a two-chiian version to Lokaksema was the notor
iously unreliable San-pao chi ( 52c27-53al):
The Pan-chou san-mei ching in two chiian; translated on the
eighth of the tenth, Kuang-ho I I ; the first translation;
see the Nieh Tao l u , the Wu-lu, and the San-tsang chi CSYM:
see the three catalogues of Nieh Tao-chen, the Wu, and YuD.
The Chiu-lu says: Ta pan-chou san-mei ching.
Whether Fei Ch'ang-fang's copy of the Seng-yu lu had the variant reading
of 'two chiian' it is impossible to say, for he may have derived the chiian
count from another source.
from the Seng-yu l u .

But the date and the alternative title come

The San-pao chi also gives the two-chiian version

of Dharmaraksa (62c3), but adds no new information.

It does not tell us

whether either or both of these two translations were extant, but in
the section entitled 'Mahayana sutras with known translators', the PCSMC
in two chiian is mentioned only once (I10b 9).

21+6
The situation over the following years demonstrates the problem of
the 'lineage* of the Chinese catalogues.

The more reliable among them,

those that are based on the Seng-yu lu (of which the Fa-ching lu is the
f i r s t ), list the extant two- or three-chiian version of Dharmaraksa and,
as we have seen, the lost one-chiian version of Lokaksema--see e .g . the
Jen-shou lu (l51b26) and the Ching-t'ai lu (l82cl2) which list Dharma
raksa 's version as a tan-pen, i .e . a text of which there exists only one
full translation; the Ching-t' ai lu also gives the text as being 1+7
pages long, which accords pretty well with the present T.1+18, which
occupies approximately 50 columns in the Taisho.
The less reliable catalogues, those which accept the testimony of the
San-pao chi at face value and attempt to combine it with what they find
in other catalogues, continue to list two- or three-chiian translations
for both Dharmaraksa and Lokaksema, as well as giving the one-chiian
version for the latter.

The Ta-chou l u , for example, even gives a page

count for both texts, 1+7 for Dharmaraksa's and 57 for Lokaksema's (388
bl3-27), but since Dharmaraksa' s version is the only one it lists as
extant (see

1+1+2c8;

l+62b

6 ) we are bound to regard the latter figure as a

complete fabrication."^
In compiling the K'ai-yiian lu Chih-sheng overturned the prevalent
attribution of the current complete version of the PraS to Dharmaraksa.
Dharmaraksa's translation he lists as lost (l+95bl2), while assigning
the extant three-chiian version to Lokaksema, on the basis perhaps both
of internal evidence and of the testimony of Nieh Tao-chen's catalogue
and the Wu-lu as recorded by Fei Ch'ang-fang ( 1+78 c 9-1 0 ):
The Pan-chou san-mei ching in three chiian; one name is the
Shih-fang hsien-tsai-fo hsi t sai-ch'ien-li ting ching -j' yjj
4
; the Chiu-lu says? Ta panchou san-mei ching; alternatively in two CSYM: oneU chiian;
translated in Kuang-ho I I ; the first translation; same text
as the Ta-chi hsien-hu ching, e t c .; see Nieh Tao-chen's
catalogue and the Wu-lu.
Elsewhere (68lc7-8) the same text ('alternatively two chiian') is given
as 50 pages long, tallying exactly with the number of Taish5 columns
which it now occupies.
Chih-sheng's pronouncement on this text has been regarded as final
by all editors of the Chinese Tripitaka down to the present day, and
his ascription of the work to its rightful author is borne out by an
50

Cf. Hayashiya, Iyaku kyorui no kenkyu, p. 556.

2hj
examination of its style.

As for Dharmaraksa' s supposed translation,

we have only Seng-yu’ s word for that, since all later catalogues base
themselves on him in this respect.

Seng-yu in his turn has relied

solely upon Tao-an’ s testimony, and although Tao-an is usually very
reliable, we must ask ourselves i f such a translation ever existed in
the first place.

As we have observed (see above, n. 4 7 ), it is just

possible that Tao-an was referring not to a new translation by Dharma
raksa, but to a revision by him of a previous translation.

Could Tao-an

have ascribed Redaction B to Dharmaraksa in the same way that succeeding
generations of Chinese Buddhist scholars did?
actually have been responsible for Redaction B?

And could Dharmaraksa
This is a question that

can only be answered by a close examination of the style of the verse
gathas and the nidana of the PCSMC, together with a thorough study of
the stylistic characteristics of the translations of Dharmaraksa and
Lokaksema.

However, as I have observed above, on preliminary indications

Dharmaraksa does not appear to be implicated, in that the general style
of the relevant portions of 13 is closer to that of Lokaksema's Redaction
A than it is to Dharmaraksa' s translation of the SP.

In view of this

I believe that it is highly likely that Redaction B was in fact produced
by the revision which the colophon to the PCSMC tells us took place in
the year 208, in the Han capital of Hsii.

If the text was originally

29 years is too long a period for it to have

translated in 179, then

been a question of the stylistic
the translation-process.

’touching-up’ which usually completed

Rather, a major revision is indicated, and in

208 this could well have been carried out by members of Lokaksema’ s
school who were more familiar with Chinese than their master had been,
who were thus able to translate gathas into unrhymed Chinese verse and
make use of a more sinicised vocabulary (as employed some years later by
Chih Ch’ ien, who may have been a student under Chih Liang around this
time), and who had at their disposal a slightly different ms. of the
PraS.
Of course much must remain undecided.

Dharmaraksa’ s part--if in

deed he ever played one--in the transmission of the PraS to China is
still hidden from us.

It goes without saying that a great deal more

work must be done on this period and its translation-literature.

But

as far as the origin of Redaction B of the PCSMC is concerned, I wonder
if we need ever look further than the revision of A .D . 208?
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V III. TRANSLATIONS POSSIBLY RELATED
TO THE
PRATYUTPANNA-BUDDHA-SAMMUKHAVASTHITA-SAMADHI-SUTRA

There are three more texts listed in the Chinese catalogues which
may or may not be related to the PraS; all of them are first recorded
in the Seng-yu l u .

None of them has survived, but for the sake of

completeness it is worth mentioning them.
(a) Pan-chou san-mei nien-fo chang ching

(Sutra

of the Buddhanusmrti Chapter of the Pratyutpanna-samadhi) in one
chiian.
This makes its first appearance in that section of the Sengyu lu entitled ’Newly compiled supplementary catalogue of miscellaneous
anonymous sutras’ ( Ilf % J \ &

from which we can

infer that it was not mentioned by Tao-an.
and is extant (see 32al-2).

The text is listed at 30cl,

It next appears in the Fa-ching lu (l20a25),

where it is called the Fo-shuo

pan-chou san-mei nien-fo chang

ching, and described as a separate translation of the Hsing-p’ in
of the large version.
Fa-ching’ s sources.

It must therefore have been available to one of
Later catalogues record it as lost (see e .g . the

Jen-shou l u , 176a25; the Ching-t’ai l u , 213c27) and provide no new
information about it , if we except those unfounded guesses as to its
date which stem from the San-pao chi--which assigns it both to the Han
(55bl8) and to the Eastern Chin (74bl7)!

Since it does not appear to

have been in the Tao-an l u it may even have been produced as late as
the fifth century.
As the title suggests and the evidence of the Fa-ching lu confirms,
this text contained only that portion of the PraS corresponding to the
Hsing-p’ in of the PCSMC ( i .e . 2D-J, 3A-0).

In view of this, attempts

by certain scholars to identify the work with one or other surviving
partial version of the PraS ( i .e . with T .4 1 7 or T.419) remain totally
51
unconvincing
; furthermore, they fail to take into account the fact
that all three texts appear side by side in the Fa-ching l u , which
suggests that Fa-ching’ s source, to whom they were presumably available,
was unable to identify any one of them with any other.
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E .g . Hayashiya (iyaku ky5rui no kenkyu, pp. 573-574) suggests that
the Nien-fo chang ching could have been identical with the Pa-p’o p ’ u-sa
ching.

2h9
(b) Hsiao-an pan-chou san-mei ching

in one chiian.

This first appears in the Seng-yu lu at 36c27, in the same section
as (a ), but it is grouped with the lost works, and the entry is accomp
anied by the notice:

’Listed in the Chiu-lu1.

If the Chiu-lu here refers

to Chu Tao-tsu’ s catalogue (circa 419) then the text is to be dated to
the fourth century or earlier; later cataloguers, in repeating Seng-yu’ s
entry, assign it to the Wei-Wu period (220-277)*

The text is listed

sometimes as a lost Mahayana work, sometimes as a lost Hinayana work
(see e .g . Fa-ching l u , 121a25; San-pao c h i, 6la23; Jen-shou l u , 176c2;
K ’ai-yiian l u , l+92c5; 644b3).

To the best of my knowledge no cataloguer

ever attempts to relate this text to the PCSMC.
Nevertheless Hayashiya (iyaku kyorui no kenkyu, pp.

56^-567 ) tries

to identify this work with the present T .4 l 7 , arguing that if the Chiu-lu
had a Ta pan-chou san-mei ching (cf. Seng-yu l u , 6bl2) it ought by rights
to have had a Hsiao pan-chou san-mei ching (the an being a later scribal
blunder).

This is plausible, but in the end there is insufficient

evidence.

One could with almost equal plausibility claim that Hsiao-

an pan-chou san-mei ching was a scribal error for Hsiao an-pan shou-i
, or perhaps that hsiao / js

could have been mis

written for shao /p' , the Shao-an pan-chou san-mei ching
being a version of Lokaksema's translation distinguished from
others by the style of its copyist (see colophon cited above).
In any case we would do well to view with suspicion any conclusion to
which even cataloguers like Fei Ch'ang-fang refused to jump.

(c) Fa-t'o p'u-sa pai-erh-shih nan ching
(Sutra of the One Hundred and Twenty Questions of the Bodhisattva
BhadraC-pala? J ) in one chiian.
This appears in the same section of the Seng-yu lu as (b ), i . e . as
a lost anonymous work (32c l3).

This could conceivably be an alternative

title of one of the early Chinese versions of the PraS.

In the Tib. text

Bhadrapala's 'question' can be divided into lk6 items (see Chap. 1 of
the English translation), but for an earlier form of the work a division
into 120 items is quite possible.

Any of the above three texts could have been the source for the
two passages in T.^17 which are not based on the PCSMC in three chiian.
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IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As the reader will now have seen for himself, the textual history
of the PraS in China is complicated both by the confused nature of the
surviving material--the edited texts-- and by the welter of information
and misinformation furnished by Chinese Buddhist bibliographers.

We can

indeed extract some facts of reasonable certainty from this chaos, but
we cannot impose total order upon it.

In our discussion of the evidence

we have laid the basis for the following conclusions, which in many
instances are to be regarded as tentative.
In A.D. 179, in the Han capital Lo-yang, the Indo-scythian Lokaksema
and the Indian Chu Fo-shuo collaborated on the first Chinese translation
of the PraS, the PCSMC in two (later three) chiian and sixteen p ' i n .

This

original translation was distinguished by the rudimentary nidana and the
prose renditions of the gathas which are characteristic of Lokaksema’ s
other work.

We have called it Redaction A.

In A.D. 208 the translation was completely revised, possibly by
members of Lokaksema's school under the direction of his disciple Chih
Liang, at the Buddhist monastery in Hsii-ch’ ang, the city to which polit
ical disturbances at the end of the second century had forced the Han
government to shift the capital.

It was perhaps at this time--although

it could have been later in the third century--that the original text
had its prose gathas replaced by a completely new verse translation from
the Sanskrit, while the nidana was also altered.
into being.

Thus Redaction B_ came

At our present state of knowledge we cannot determine

whether Redaction B_ was created by means of a mere partial revision of
A, or whether it was the result of the conflation of A with a completely
different translation (the hypothetical X ); nor can we determine its
author.
From its diction, from several meagre structural indications, and
from its appearance in a certain section of Tao-an's catalogue, the
partial translation entitled Pa-p'o p'u-sa ching can be regarded as
having been made no later than the third century A.D. and as represent
ing the original text in a form somewhere between A and B.

Its author

is as yet unknown.
Other partial translations of the PraS may have been made in these
early centuries.
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At some stage, possibly in the fourth or fifth centuries A .D ., an
unknown hand compiled an abridgement of Redaction 13 of the PCSMC,
incorporating a small amount of extra material which he either took from
another, perhaps partial translation of the PraS or composed himself.
The resulting text soon came to be attributed to Lokaksema, while the
larger work on which it was based was regarded for several centuries
as due to Dharmaraksa.

The abridged version disappeared from view

around the beginning of the seventh century, but somehow found its way
into the Korean edition of the Chinese Tripitaka.

It survives now as

T.417.
In the early months of the year 595» in Ch’ ang-an, the capital of
the Sui Dynasty, the Indian monks Jnanagupta and Dharmagupta made a new
translation of the PraS, which by this time was regarded as part of the
great sutra-collection called the Mahasamnipata-sutra.

Although their

translation is generally fuller and more detailed than former versions,
it nevertheless reveals that the basic structure of the Sutra had not
changed appreciably since Lokaksema's time, except for the partial
omission of material relating to women.
By the eighth century only three versions of the PraS appear to
have been in common use in China: the PCSMC in two or three chiian (Re
daction B ), once more ascribed, thanks to Chih-sheng, to Lokaksema; the
Hsien-hu ching of Jnanagupta and Dharmagupta; and the anonymous Pa-p' o
p'u-sa ching.
By the beginning of the ninth century the PraS had been translated
into Tibetan, in a form, however, which differs considerably from that
which the Chinese versions reveal.

The later portions of the work have

been substantially re-organised, and new material, much of it of a more
’philosophical’ nature, has been inserted.
When the editors of the Korean Tripitaka, or perhaps their pre
decessors under the Liao or the Northern Sung came to consider the
Chinese versions of the PraS, they appear to have had at their disposal
a fragment of Lokaksema's original PCSMC (Redaction A ).

This they

amalgamated with the current Redaction B of the same text.

In China,

however, if any versions of this early redaction existed at a ll, they
were ignored by compilers of various editions of the Chinese Canon, who
continued to rely solely on Redaction B_.
The above scenario is , it seems to me, the most likely one that can
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be inferred from the existing data.

Over the many centuries the text of

the PraS has displayed a protean flu idity, so much so that no two known
versions have the same form, nor can any one text be regarded as a direct
descendant of another.

Thus T.U l 6 agrees sometimes with T .4 l 8 , sometimes

with the Tibetan; occasionally T.U 18 and the Tibetan have material in
common which is not found in T.U 1 6 ; and so on.

For this reason it is

impossible to draw up even the most rudimentary stemma codicum. The
best we can do is to note that there appear to be three main lines
of descent from the archetype.

One is the Tibetan, the second is T .4 l8 ,

and the third is that form of the text represented by T .4 l6 .

T.U 19

falls somewhere between the second and the third; and with the third
we should probably group the Sanskrit fragment (see Appendix B) and the
text of the PraS as cited in the SCPPSL (see Introduction, p. x x v iii).
Further light might be thrown on the textual history of the PraS
if one were to erect proper critical editions of both Redactions of the
PCSMC with the aid of T.l+17 and all other available editions and mss.
of the text; make a thorough study of the stylistic characteristics
of the translations made by Lokaksema, Dharmaraksa, and their contemp
oraries, and then examine the PCSMC in the light of that study’ s find
ings; and hunt down all references to and citations from the text in
Chinese and Japanese commentarial literature, in order to determine
whether or not any of them point to currently unknown translations of
the text, or elucidate the history of those translations which are
known to us.

APPENDIX B

THE SANSKRIT FRAGMENT
OF THE
PRATYUTPANNA-BUDDHA-SAMCTKHAVASTHITA-SAMADHI-SUTRA
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Around the beginning of this century a Sanskrit fragment of the
PraS, consisting of a single partially-damaged paper folio, was found in
Central Asia, possibly at Khadalik, a site approximately 70 miles east of
Khotan.

Designated as Hoernle MS., No. 143, S.A. 3, it now rests in the

India Office Library.

The text of the fragment corresponds to the latter

half of Chapter lh in the Tibetan version.
It was first published in A.F. Rudolf Hoernle, ed. Manuscript Remains
of Buddhist Literature (Oxford: 1 9 16 ), pp. 88-93, described, transcribed,
and translated by F.W. Thomas, with additional notes appended by Hoernle.
Thomas’ s description of the folio runs as follows:
This is a practically complete folio, measuring about
393 x 118 mm. (or 15 1/4 x 4 1/2 inches).
The righthand h alf, however, has suffered damage and loss of
text, from which even the left has not been entirely
free. The latter shows the customary hole for the
string within a circle of about 27 mm. (or 1 l /l 6
inches) diameter, and at the distance of 103 mm. (or
3 7/8 inches) from the left edge. The folio has pract
ically nothing of the usual margins on the left and
right; and its number, 28 , now rather defaced, is
placed at the left edge of the reverse side. The paper
is soft, and has a brownish colour. There are ten lines
of writing on the page, in Upright Gupta characters,
originally good, but now much defaced by sand-rubbing,
especially on the extreme right quarter of both sides,
where some of the letters have become entirely illegible.
Thomas’ s and Hoernle’ s notes on the language of the text now stand in
need of some revision,owing to Edgerton’ s publications on Buddhist Hybrid
Sanskrit (BHS), but a more recent discussion of the linguistic features of
the ms. may be found in Kagawa Takao,
no bonbun dankan ni tsuite’ .

’Kadarikku-shutsudo Bhadrapala-sutra

In the same article Kagawa also makes some

observations comparing the Sanskrit fragment with the Tibetan and Chinese
versions.
Thanks to a photograph of the manuscript made by the I .O .L . and
placed at my disposal by Professor J.W . de Jong, I have been able to check
Thomas’ s transcription of the text, and have found it well executed. In
fact, I must assume that my photograph is somewhat less legible than the
ms. itse lf, since Thomas is occasionally able to read with certainty
aksaras that I have hardly been able to discern.

Be that as it may, I

still considered it worth while to make a proper edition of the ms.,
setting it out in a form easier to handle.

Further, the Tibetan and

Chinese versions have enabled me to restore some of the text here and
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there, mostly in the gathas.

Thomas also looked at the Tibetan translat

ion, but the alternative readings for some of the verses suggested by him
on the basis of the Tibetan (see Hoernle, Manuscript Remains, Addenda,
pp. UlO-Ull) are to be disregarded, since they take into account neither
the metre required nor those aksaras which are in fact visible in the
lines in question.
As far as the verses are concerned, the ms. contains 15 gathas out of
the total of 1 6 which appear at the close of Chap. lU; these 15 appear in
the same order as in the Tibetan and Chinese versions.

The metre is

trist ubh-.jagatl, i . e . a random mixture-of lines of 11 syllables (indravajra, Upendravajra) and lines of 12 syllables ( Indravamsa, Vamsastha).
The verses demonstrate the same peculiarities as noted by Edgerton for the
verses of the SP, and I refer the reader to his

’The Meter of the Saddharma-

pundarika’ (see also his ’Meter, phonology and orthography in Buddhist
Hybrid Sanskrit’ , Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. LXVI
(1 9 ^6), pp. 197-206).

Particularly noticeable is the fact that initial

consonant combinations are treated for metrical purposes as single conson
ants--see e .g . Verses 3d, 4d, 5b, 6d, 7d, 8b, e t c ., below.
The language of the text, particularly in the verses, exhibits all the
characteristics of BHS as described by Edgerton in his BHSG.

The prose is

written in a Sanskrit which is somewhat more regular, although its vocab
ulary is very much BHS.

There are several examples of non-standard usage

to be noted: j)i_ for ap i, passim; supina for svapna, a4; tayam for tasyam,
a 7 ; sikseya and pratipadyeya for sikset and pratipadyet, a7.

Of course it

is always difficult to decide how much is merely due to scribal idiosyn
crasies or lapses.
In presenting a new edition of the ms. the following conventions have
been observed:
(i) Aksaras which are partly legible are italicised.
(i i ) Aksaras which are totally or almost totally illegible due to
fading or holes in the ms. are marked by X ’ s, but in those
instances where a reconstruction can be attempted, the re-*
stored aksaras appear italicised within square brackets. In
the verses^missing aksaras which cannot be restored are
marked not by X ’ s, but by the required metrical signs,
viz. — and
( i i i ) Line nos. (a=obverse; b=reverse) appear within parentheses.
(iv) Although I have eliminated the more obvious orthographical

peculiarities and scribal lapses from the text, these are
noted in the critical apparatus.
The edition of the ms. is divided into sections corresponding to
those of the Tibetan text.

After the edition of each section and its

critical apparatus may be found an English translation and translations
of the two Chinese versions, T.4l8 and T .4 l6 (T.Ul7 is not included; it
condenses the prose of T .4 l8 , but contains none of the verses of Chap.
l b ).

The reader may also refer to the Text for the Tibetan version, and

to the English translation of this which appears in the main portion of
the present work.
Within the English translation of the Sanskrit those parts based on con
jectural reconstructions of the text appear in italics, while square
brackets contain those words which I have inserted in order to make the
sense clearer in English.
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c ita
(al) tvasya deC-i>5D pi raksam /caronti naga pi yaksa pi

gandharva^ pi

kZ-inna-lra pi mahoraga pi raksam karonti manusya pi amanusya pi sa/cro
2*
2
pi brahma Lpi catvdro pi ma-1 haraL-janal £>u(a2 )ddha pi bhagavantas
tasya bodhisatvasya raksam fcaronti ye te asamfc/zeyasu
(1)
(2)
(3)
cf.

lokadhatusu.

Ms. has gandharvba (see Manuscript Remains, p. 89 , n. 2 ).
Restored on the basis of b3 below, q.v.
Not very legible, but seems to be an example of loss of semi’vowel,
BHSG, 2 .1 7 .

’ Of that bodhisattva. the Devas also undertake the protection.

The

Nagas also, the Yaksas also, the Gandharvas also, the Kinnaras also, the
Mahoragas also undertake the protection. Men also, the Amanusyas also,
*
Sakra also, Brahma also3 the Four Great Kings also3 the Buddhas, Lords
also, those who are in incalculable world-systems, undertake the pro
tection of that bodhisattva.’

T.U 18
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, this bodhisattva is protected by the
Devas; is protected by the Nagas.
Indra,

The Four Deva-kings, Sakra Devanam

and the Deva Brahma Sahampati all protect this bodhisattva.

The

Yaksa-spirits, the Gandharva-spirits, the Asura-spirits, the Garudas p irits , the Kinnara-spirits, and the Mahoraga-spirits, both Men and
Not-men, they all protect this bodhisattva together.

The Buddhas, Devas-

among-Devas, all protect this bodhisattva together.’

T.U 16
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, because of the power of the Sutra those
men and women of good family are always protected by all the Devas.
Similarly they are always protected by all the Nagas, Yaksas, Gandharvas,
A s u r a s G a r u d a s , Kinnaras, Mahoragas, Men and Not-men.

They are also

protected by all the Four Great Deva-kings and similarly by the King of
the Trayastrimsadevas, up to: by the Deva-king Mahabrahma; and similarly
always by all the bodhisattvas up to: by all the Buddhas, Lords; they
all shelter those who manifest and uphold the Dharma in the worlds in the
ten directions, in immeasurable asamkhyeya-worlds. ’
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ciU h :

punar aparam grhapate tasya Zbodh-lil-satva&yal dC-e-lva pi Idarsanam
- .1
* * 2
kah- D ksanti : naga pi (a3) yaksa pi kinnara. pi mahoragS pi manusya pi
amanusya pi sakro pi brahma pi catvaro pi maharajana tasya. Lbodh-liL-say
•
*3
tvasya darsanam kahksantil buddha pi bhai-ga-lvanta ta(ab)sya bodhisa1|
tvasyantamasah supinantaragatasyapi mukhadarsanam namaparikirtanam ca
karonti buddhadharmam canusravayanti^ tasya bodhisatvasya.
(1) Supported by Tib. lta bar fdod do; cf. also T .U l 8 , T.U 16 below.
(2) Ms. appears to have naga.
(3) See (l").
(b) Ms. has -pariklrttana.
(5) Thomas reads ca-sya sravayanti, and may be correct. The ms. is
certainly very unclear.

'Furthermore, householder, the Devas also long for the sight of that
bodhisattva.

The Nagas also, the Yaksas also, the Kinnaras also, the
A
_
Mahoragas also, Men also, the Amanusyas also, Sakra also, Brahma also,
and the Four Great Kings also long for the sight of that bodhisattva.

The Buddhas, Lords also show their faces and announce their names to that
bodhisattva, even if it is only when he is dreaming, and they cause that
bodhisattva to hear the Buddha-dharmas.'

T.U 18
'Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for this bodhisattva, all the Devas
wish to see him.

The Nagas, the Yaksa-spirits, the Gandharva-spirits,

the Asura-spirits, the Garuda-spirits, the Kinnara-spirits, the Mahoragaspirits, both Men and Not-men, they all long and wish to see this bodhi
sattva.

The Buddhas, Devas-among-Devas, all individually wish to cause

this bodhisattva to go to their place, for the sake of mankind they wish
to cause him to go.
Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for this bodhisattva, all the Devas come to
his place.

The Nagas, the Yaksa-spirits, the Gandharva-spirits, the

Asura-spirits, the Garuda-spirits, the Kinnara-spirits, the Mahoragaspirits, both Men and Not-men, they all come to this bodhisattva's place,
and they all see each other.

As for the Buddhas, Devas-among-Devas, the

bodhisattva not only sees them by day, but at night in a dream he either
sees the bodies of the Buddhas, or the Buddhas individually announce
their own names.'
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T.416
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for those sons and daughters of good
family, because of the power of the stitra all the Devas wish to see
them.

Similarly all the Nagas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, Asuras, Garudas,

Kinnaras, Mahoragas, Men and Not-men all long to see them.

Also all

those Four Great Deva-kings, similarly all the Kings of the Trayastrimsadevas, up to: all the Deva-kings Mahabrahma long to see them.

Similarly

all bodhisattvas, up to: all Buddhas, Lords wish to see them.
Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for those sons and daughters of good family,
because of the power of the Sutra all the Devas always go to their place
and personally display their forms, causing them to see them.

Similarly

all the Nagas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas,
Men and Not-men display their forms and benefit them as is fitting.
Also all those Four Great Deva-kings, Kings of the Trayastrimsadevas,
up to: all Deva-kings Mahabrahma come in person to see IIthemU.
Similarly all bodhisattvas, up to: all Buddhas and Lords, not only by
day but also in dreams display their forms to them, announce their own
names, stroke the tops of Ctheir II heads, comfort them, praise them,
and encourage them.'
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zihii
Zpu-lnar aparam grZ-hapatel tasz/a (a5) bodhisatvasya anuddistaprati1
'„ ' 2 „
~
.3
labdha dharmasabda srotravaMasam agacchanti pratilabhati ca sa
bodhisa sya

samodher anubhavena tam CXD^ srnoZ-til

kaZ-lpa-lm apy aZ-haml (a 6 ) grhapate tasya bodhisatvasya gunaparikirtanam^ kuryauJ imam samadhim^ dharayantasya na ca tesam gunanam pavyantam^
sakyam gantum mama va praZ-ti-lbhanasya kah praC-i>a-0(a7 )do yo bodhisatva"*"^ imam samadhim pratilabhitva tathatvaya sikseya tathatvaya pratipadyeya
(1) Ms. has -pprati-.
(2) Ms. has -sabdha.
(3) Ms. has ppratilabhati.
(h) Scribal error for bodhisatvas tasya?
(5) The aksara is illegible. There is certainly not enough space for
Thomas’ s proposed dharmam, unless he was able to read a second aksara
written above the line.
Tam stands of course for tan (see BHSG, 8 .9 0 ).
( 6 ) Ms. has -pariklrttanam.
( T ) Ms. has kuryyam.
( 8 ) Ms. has samadhi.
(9) Ms. appears to have paryyantam.
(10) A visarga appears to have been written above the line here.
’ Furthermore, householder, words of Dharma ChithertoD undeclared and
unobtained come within the range of that bodhisattva’ s hearing, and he
obtainsCthemU;that bodhisattva hears them through the power of that
Samadhi. ’
’Householder, I might proclaim for even a kalpa the qualities of
that bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi, yet it would not be possible
to reach the limit of those qualities or of my eloquence; how much less
so of that bodhisattva who, on obtaining this Samadhi, would study it in
accordance with thusness and put it into practice in accordance with
thusness?’

T.U 18
’ Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for dharmas Cor: sutrasD which this
bodhisattva has not yet recited, and sutras which he has not previously
heard, this bodhisattva, possessing the power of this Samadhi, obtains
for himself in a dream the names of those sutras, he sees all and hears
all the sounds of the dharmas Cor: sutras1.

I f he does not obtain them

by day> then at night in a dream he sees and obtains them a l l . ’
The Buddha said to Bhadrapala:
’ I f for one kalpa, or i f for more than one kalpa I were to speak of
this bodhisattva who preserves this Samadhi, I could not finish describ-
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ing his qualities, how much less so of one who strives to obtain this
Samadhi?’

T.Ul6
’ Furthermore, Bhadrapala, as for additional sutras hitherto unheard
by those sons and daughters of good family, through the power of this
Samadhi there are naturally men who come to their place and proclaim
them to them even in a dream, causing them to hear and remember them
without l o s s .’
’Furthermore, Bhadrapala, i f I were to describe the qualities
obtained by those sons and daughters of good family who for a short time
keep the Samadhi and the marvellous Sutra, even if I enumerated them for
a kalpa I would never be able to exhaust them, and my eloquence, although
inexhaustible, would not be able to describe them, how much less Cthe
qualities] of those who hear this Samadhi, practise it according to the
teaching, and abide in it in accordance with the Dharma?'
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ClUjD

'

atha bhagavan

1

tayajn. velayam ima gathadhyabha^it
3
,.
yo bodhisaC-tyo i-l(a.Q)mam wddiseya

2

samadhi santa sugatehi desitam
tasyanusamsa portttrtay W
r
^
g'arigay' iva vali&u
grhnato

1

(1) Ms. has bhagavan.
(2) Ms. has -adhbabhasit; see Manuscript Remains, p. 89 , n. 5.
(3) Ms. appears to have -mam u-, but metre requires correction to -mam u-.
(1+) Ms. has parikirttayisyam.
(5) The BHS samdhi here can be interpreted in a number of ways, either as
gangayi (gen .; see BHSG, 9 .3 2 ) plus monosyllabic va (for iva; see BHSG,
4 . 2 ) , or as oblique case gangaya or gangaye with final a_ or e_ lost before
in itia l i_. I have chosen the latter in view of the Tib. ( q . v . ).
Iva
metri causa for iv a .
(6) Presumably present participle; see BHSG, 1 8.33.

Then the Lord at that time uttered these verses:
1.

’ Taking, as it were, one grain of sand from the Ganges,
I shall proclaim the blessings
Of that bodhisattva who would demonstrate
This peaceful Samadhi taught by the Sugatas.

T.U 18
The Buddha then recited gathas, saying:
’ I f there is a bodhisattva who recites this
Samadhi spoken by the Buddha, with its message of calm concentration,
Even i f one wished to praise his qualities,
It would be like the shores of the Ganges diminishing by one
grain of sand.

T .4 i 6
Then the Lord, in order to elucidate this meaning further, uttered
gathas, saying:
'I f there was a man who could explain this
Great, peaceful, and superior Samadhi of the Buddhas,
Even if I were to describe his qualities,
It would be like taking one grain of sand from that River Ganges.
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Cna tasya a-li^gnih krawate na sastram
2*
na tasya cor ah pariC— w —1 (a9 )ryyah
na ta sya rajana karonti vipriyam
yo uddiseyati imam samadhi

2

(1) Restored on the basis of Tib. de la me dan mtshon gyis mi tshugs
sin (c f. na tasya in b and c ) .
(2) Pada b possibly contains the optative form of a verb, ending in
eryya(h )--see BHSG, 29*30. Tib. has gnod par byed mi fgyur (D: gnod
pa byed mi 'gyur), which could suggest paripidu, parihani , or similar,
■with some form of kr-.

2.

He who demonstrates this Samadhi,
Neither fire nor weapon affects him,
Thieves do not . . . him,
Kings do not do anything disagreeable to him.

T .U 18
Swords and lances do not wound one,
Thieves and enemies cannot harm one,
Kings and ministers are fond of one,
Such is the gain from studying this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f one can expound the Samadhi to others,
Water cannot drown one, nor fire burn,
One is unharmed by injury from weapons,
Kings, thieves, and evil ministers cannot have their way.

26k
asivisa ghoravisa mahabhaya
1
Lte ta-lsya teZ-jenaJ bhavanti niryisah
w
w - 3
[ — D sukaro hethabhayam C w --- D
(a lO )Lyasyaisa3 pravarta^ bhavet sal-madhih

2

31^

(l') Tib. de yi by in gyis de dag; cf. also 6c.
(2) Ms. has nirvbisl h .
(3) Pada c eludes reconstruction. The Tib. has gdug paTi yid kyis mi la
' tshe byed n a, which corresponds to manusya hethenti pradustacittah (as
in 6 b ), but this is clearly incompatible with the aksaras visible here.
Nor does the Chinese help, although T .4 l6 seems the closer of the two.
A further problem is that the metre demands a long syllable where the
text has a short--the sii of sukaro.
(h ) Ms. has pravartta.
(5) Missing portions of 3d restored from Hd, 6d, 9d.

3.

Terrible snakes with dreadful venom
Become venomless through his power;
The fear of injury . . . easy . . .
By whom this Samadhi is set in motion.

T.1+18
Terrible venomous snakes
See that practitioner and their poison is quickly removed;
They no longer become angry or give vent to their evil temper,
Such is the gain from reciting this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f one can recite the Samadhi-sutra,
One does not fear all terrible things,
Just as the great poisons of those large snakes
Can be dispelled by the power of these sutras.
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prati/arthikasya

kupita bhayanaka
2
manusyandgd Latha yaksaraksasahl
Lte tasya tejarn naJ sahanti ja L-tul

3

yasyaisa prauarL-ta bhavet sama-J (b l )dhih

4

(1) Metre requires -asya, although ms. has -asya. Ms. also has
pratyarthi-.
(2) Rest of pada restored on the basis of 9b, 10b; also T ib .: mi dan
klu dan gnod sbyin srin po dag.
( 3 ) Conjectural restoration of this pada on the basis of Tib. de yi byin
la nams kyan mi bzod do. Cf. also 6c.
(4) Restored on the basis of 3d, 6d, 9d.

1+.

His enraged and terrible enemies-Men and Nagas, also Yaksas and Rdksasas-They cannot ever endure the power o f him
By whom this Samadhi is set in motion.

T.1+18
His enemies bear him a grudge, but are no match [for himD-Devas, Naga-spirits, and Kinnaras-Seeing his awesome radiance they are all silent,
Such is the gain from studying this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f someone accepts this Sutra,
He does not fear all evil men;
Yaksas, Raksasas, and Nagas,
They simply never have their way [with him3.
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aranyaka vya&amrZ-ga
ran ta
^2
simhas ca vyaghras ca urC-feaH srgalah
3
te tasya r anyay al-tanas thttasyal
4
Lsa-lhal-yakah bhonti nisevi-3na§ ca

5

(1) Cf. T ib .: dgon p a'i gcan gzan mi srun gan 'khod p a.
(2) Ms. has vyagras.
( 3 ) T ib .: de dag dgon pa'i gnas su gnas pa d e 'i . For aranyayatana =
dgon pa'i gnas, see KP 105, 1^1, lU2. Restoration is hypothetical.
(4) Restoration of this pada conjectural. Tib. has: grogs byed pa
dan g-yog byed par yari 'gyur.

5.

The wild beasts of the forest . . .
Lions, tigers, wolves, and jackals,
Become the companions and the attendants
Of him when he is in a forest abode.

T .4 l8
Evil wolves and great pythons of the wilderness,
Lions, fierce tigers, deer, monkeys, and apes
Have no thought of injuring [him], and keep their poison hidden,
All coming to keep close watch over this practitioner.

T.U 16
I f one constantly preserves and worships [the SutraH,
Then in the forest they become his friends-Lions, tigers, wolves and wild animals,
Rhinoceroses, wild dogs, leopards, and jackals.
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lya-lksa pi ca C— w « — b/zaz/a-Il(b2)naka^
*2
manusya hethenti pradustacittah
te tasya tejena bhavanti jihma
3
yasyaisa pravarta bhavet samadhih

6

(1) For 6a Tib. has gnod sbyin sa za mdans ’phrogs ’ jigs byed pa. On
the strength of this I have restored bhayanaka at the end of the pada;
note that the ms. has -naka, but this is contrary to the metre. Tib.
sa za ( = pisaca) is not supported by either Chinese version, but
mdans ’ phrogs ( = ojahara, ojohara) is.
I do not however see where it
fits in.
The first missing aksara appears to have a subscript beneath
it (too horizontal for
which is written almost vertically in this m s .),
which might serve to make the preceding ca_long.
(2) Construe as nom. pi. (BHSG, 8 .7 9 ), cf. T.U 18 and T.U 16 ; Tib. trans
lates as acc.
(3) Ms. has pravartta.

6.

Terrible yaksas and . . .
Men with evil intent assail ChimD;
They become downcast through the power of him
By whom this Samadhi is set in motion.

T.1+18
i. Evil spirits which take away men’ s souls,

Devas and men who harbour thoughts of injury
Feel his power and are naturally subdued,
Such is the gain from studying this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f one can preserve this Samadhi,
He has power which cannot be matched;
He is far removed from all evil-minded men
And Yaksas who swallow one’ s vital force.
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Zna ta-lsya rogZ-o na ca a-lntarayas
caksvendriZ-yaml tas ya na jatu 'bha.Z-gnaml^
Zvi-1 ('b3 )s£stavakyah pratibhanauanto
ya uddise eta samadhi sr estham

7

( l ) Reconstruction of the first two padas tentative only.
Tib. has:
de ni rna nad med cin lus nad med / mig gi dban po nams kyan nams mi
' gyur; it does not at a ll tally with what we can see of the firs t pada,
to which T .U l 6 corresponds more closely.
As for the second pada,
bhagnam is pure surmise, but bha- must in any case be rendered long.
Thomas suggests bhaved nih sist a , but apart from being unmetrical, this
would entail enjambement between padas b and c.
I have suggested visista- for c, as this seems to accord best with the Chinese.

7.

Not for him any sickness or any impediment,
His organ of sight is never damaged;

Excellent in speech, endowed with eloquence,
He who demonstrates that excellent Samadhi.

T.U 18
That man is not sick and has no pain;
His hearing and vision are acute and not dimmed or obstructed;
The eloquence and wisdom of his speech are outstanding;
He who practises the Samadhi quickly attains t h is .

T .U 16
I f one can expound this Samadhi,
He is without diseases or impediments;
The reward-eye with which he is born

is never injured;

His word is clear and fin e , and he has great eloquence.
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na sa

kadacin nirayam

na durgatim

na tasya kZ-ayasm-li kvamaZ-ntv rogal
na tasya daurvam ika

4

j a l -tu

5

bhontv D

Zya uddise e-H^(bl+)ta samadhi santam
(1)
of
la
(2)
(3 )
(4)
(5)
(6)

3

8

Metre demands a long syllable: it is possible that sa is the result
a 'co rrec tio n’ of gen. masc. sg. se_ (see BHSG, 2 1 .1 8 7 7 ” cf. T ib . de
nams kyan sems dmyal nan *gro med.
Ms. has niramyam.
C f. T ib . : de yi lus la nad kyis mi 'debs s i n .
Ms. has daurvbarnnika.
Ms. has jam-.
Restored on the basis o f 7d.

8.

Not for him at any time hell or evil destiny;

Diseases never attack his body ;
Physical blemishes never fall to the lot of him

Who demonstrates that peaceful Samadhi.

T.1+18
That man never falls into h e l l ,
He avoids the destiny of hungry demons and animals;
In his birth l i f e after l if e he knows his former li v e s ,
Such is the gain from studying this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f a man realises the profound and calm dhyana,
His body is robust and free of all diseases;
With one b irth C?□ he has forever eliminated ugly forms;
Forever after he does not fear the destiny of h e ll.

270

deva na

raksanti tathaiva naga

manusyanaga atha yafesaraksasah
pradustacitta na prabhonti lba-3dkitum
yasyaisa pravarta

bhaC-i>et sa-3(b5)madhih

9

(1) Na--probably metri causa for nam, acc. sg. masc. ( = 'him’ , cf.
Tib. de l a ); see BHSG, 21.48.
(2 ) Ms. has pravartta.

9.

The Devas protect him and so do the Nagas;
Men and Nagas, also Yaksas and Raksasas
Of evil intent are not able to harass ChimD
By whom this Samadhi is set in motion.

T .4 l 8
The spirits and Gandharvas together protect him,
Likewise too the Devas and Men,
Together with Asuras and Mahoragas,
Such is the gain from practising this Samadhi.

T .4 l 6

If one can read the Samadhi-sutra,
The Devas protect him, also the Nagas;
Yaksas, Raksasas, and enemies
Even if they approach evilly do not terrify ChimD.
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deyasya bhasanti tathaiva varnam"*’
manusyanaga atha yaksaraksasah
•

~b\iddhas ca sarnsanti yahestaputram

2

yah krtva pr&l-varta pa-3{b6)resa desayet

10

(1) Ms. has varnnam.
(2) Yahesta- for yathesta-; see BHSG, 2.35.
(3) For the restoration of this line, cf. lid .

10.

The Devas similarly sing his praises,
[So doll Men and Nagas, also Yaksas and Raksasas;
The Buddhas extol him as a beloved son,
Who, having set [the SamadhiD in motion, teaches it to others.

T.1+18
The Devas together laud his qualities,
[So doll Devas, Men, Nagas and Kinnaras;
The Buddhas extol him, effecting his desires [?U,
Because he recites and expounds the Sutra to others.

T.l+16
I f one can expound the Sutra to others,
Men [SYM: Devas], Nagas and Yaksas all rejoice;
Day and night always the Devas sing his praises;
All the Lords love him as a son.
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na tasya bodhaya kadaci hani
na tasya d/zarmesu kadaci kamksa
na tal-sya vu-3pena samo bhaC-ve-lya^
yaC-7z ?q,-](b 7 )tva pravarta

paresa desayet

11

(1) Cf. T ib .: de yi gzugs dan mnam pa’ an mi ’byun no.
(2) Ms. has pravartta.

11.

Not for him ever any falling short with regard to awakening;
Nor for him ever any doubt as to the dharmas;
His equal in beauty does not appear,
Who, having set Cthe Samadhi] in motion, teaches it to others.

T .U l 8
That man’ s aspiration to awakening is irreversible,
And the meaning, of Dharma-wisdom is inexhaustible;
His appearance is beautiful without compare;
He recites this Sutra and converts others.

T .U 16
I f a man always recites it to others,
He has no doubts amongst all dharmas;
His points of beauty are unequalled,
So how could there be any diminution in bodhi Cfor him]?
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rajanaksobhe

atha satvaksobhe

<iurfr/z£ksakantarabhaye

2

wpasthite
3
na tasya ksobho na Zjighatsal bhontz

ya(bQ)h krtva pravarta^ paresa desayet

12

(1) Raj ana can be taken as a gen. p i ., but here I think it is to be
construed as a stem-form in composition, like the following satva- (c f.
BHSG, 17.38)
(2) Ms. has -kantara-.
(3) On the basis of T ib .: de la gnod dan bkres par Cemend to pa?3 mi
' gyur ro.
(4) Ms. has pravartta.

12.

When turmoil among kings and turmoil among beings,
And famine, calamity and fear have come to pass,
Turmoil and hunger do not fall to the lot of him
Who, having set Cthe Samadhi] in motion, teaches it to others.

T .4l8
When kingdoms attack each other and people are in disorder,
When famines are recurrent and one suffers hardship,
His life is never cut off halfway through,
The one who can recite this Sutra and convert others.

T.U 16
I f one can teach beings,
Then when one encounters evil kings and people in confusion,
In times of drought when the price of grain is high,
One never suffers from fraud or famine.

2jb

marena va

satva adhist/zita bhaveyuh

na tasya trdso na pi lomahavsamm
*•3 *
acil-ntiya tasya gunal bhavantv
pravarta(b9)yantasz/a^ imam samadhim

13

(1) Ms. has v a.
(2) Although the meaning of this line tallies with the T i b .--sems can
dag la bdud ni ner gnas kyan--(and see also T.l+l6 below), the end of
the pada is hopelessly unmetrical, and thus appears to have been tampered
with; certainly the Sanskrit is suspiciously regular.
(3) Cf. T ib .: de yi yon tan bsam gyis mi khyab tgyur. Because of the
space taken up by the obliterated aksaras, acintiya is somewhat more
likely than the acintika proposed by Thomas (p . 1+11), although either
is possible.
(4) Ms. has pravarttayantasya.

13.

Even if beings become overpowered by Mara,
He has no fear, nor standing on end of the hair;
Inconceivable are the qualities of him
Who sets in motion this Samadhi.

T.1+18
Heroically he overcomes the deeds of Mara,
His mind has no fear, his hair does not stand on end;
His virtuous conduct ( J*

) is inconceivable,

Such is the gain from practising this Samadhi.

T.l+16
I f a man expounds this Samadhi,
The qualities he has are inconceivable;
Even i f Mara torments beings,
He cannot move a single hair of his head.
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yavanti kecit parik£rti£<5

maya

adlnavopaJravasamkilesah
*.
2
na tasya Lkayasrml ~kramaZ-ntzl ete
Zsthapetva karme-Dna Zpura-lnakena

(blO)

ll+

(1) Ms. has parikirttita.
(2) Cf. T ib .: de dag de yi lus la mi tshrugs so .
(3) Restoration conjectural, but the first aksara of the pada is part
ially visible, and appears to be s_ with a letter beneath it .
There is
no indication of an i_, so Thomas’ s proposed vina is unsupported.
Cf.
T ib . : snon gyi las kyi rnam smin ma gtogs par.

lU.

However many the miseries, misfortunes and afflictions
That have been named by me,
They do not attack his person3
Except by virtue of ChisH former action.

T.1+18
Bewitchments, magic transformations, spells,
And foul, heretical and incorrect practices
Can never affect his person,
Because he loves the Dharma and penetrates its essence.

T.l+16
As for the man who keeps the Sutra, described by me before,
All calamities, terrors and afflictions
Can never do him any harm,
Except for misfortunes previously determined by past action.
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prasamsita. varnita samstuta
pwrast/zapitva ime

2

ca

jesthaputrah

yesam ime hasti uiarasutra
gacchanti kale cariE — w —

3—e

3

15

h

(1) Ms. has varnnita sastuta.
(2) Metrically short e ( BHSG, 3 .6 4 ).
(3) Tib. zad pa phyi ma'i dus na would lead us to suspect some form of
ksaya after carime/carimasmi here, but I cannot see how to insert it .
) Two obliterated aksaras follow.

15.

Having placed CthemD to the fore, these, my eldest sons
Have been lauded, praised, and extolled,
Into whose hands these great sutras
Pass in the last time . . . '

T.U 18
All together sing of their qualities,
The honoured sons of the Buddha, endowed with the wisdom
of the Samadhi;
Such is the gain Cof those whose! hands accept this Sutra
Afterwards, in the future, in the very final a g e .’

T ,U l 6
I f there are those who preserve this Sutra,
These then are eldest sons to me;
I have sung the praises of them,
And so it will be again in future ages.'

When we compare the Tibetan and Chinese versions with the Sanskrit
fragment and with each other, we are immediately struck by the consid
erable number of differences between what are supposed to be various
renditions of the same text.

Naturally the basic identity of all four

versions is never in doubt, but it is sometimes surprising to see the
degree to which the Chinese and Tibetan do differ from the Sanskrit.
It must be admitted that, in the translation of prose and verse gener
ally, altering the line- and word-order and rephrasing the meaning of
the original text fall within the bounds of acceptable translator’ s
license.

However, the discrepancies encountered in the parallel passages

set out above are of an order which exceeds this.

Leaving out of account

minor alterations to the text, one may point to the following more
salient deviations:
lUE

No equivalent of ye te asamkheyasu lokadhatusu in T .U l8 or
T i b . , although the phrase appears in T .4 l6 .

Tib. and T.U 16 both mention bodhisattvas mahasattvas as pro
viding protection; Sanskrit and T .4 l8 do not.
lUH

In Sanskrit Bhadrapala is addressed as grhapati; all other
versions give his name (also in lUl) .
In Sanskrit no mention of the Devas, Nagas, etc. going to
where the bodhisattva is in order to see him, but this appears
in T i b ., T .4 l8 , and T .4 l6 .
T.U 16 especially is much more detailed, e.g. the Buddhas stroke
the bodhisattva on the head (a form of empowerment?), etc.

lUl

The Sanskrit does not state that the bodhisattva hears the
new dharmas in dreams as w ell, but this is the case in the
other three versions.
No Tibetan equivalent for the important phrase samadher anu
bhavena.

In the second part of ihl the sense of the Sanskrit, clearly
conveyed in T.U 18 and T .4 l6 , is lost in Tib. (due to faulty
translation?).
Only T.U 16 has any sort of equivalent for pratibhana and
tathatvaya.

ikj (Verses)
2

T.U 16 mentions water not being able to drown the bodhisattva;
this is not found elsewhere.

Both Chinese versions mention

ministers.
U

T.H 18 has Kinnaras, not found elsewhere.
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5

T.1+18 and T.l+l6 give different collections of wild animals.
The third pada of T.1+18 has no counterpart elsewhere.

6

Tib. version’ s Pisacas not found elsewhere (but note problem
atical state of the Sanskrit text at this point).

7

Only Tib. and T.U 18 state that the bodhisattva’ s hearing is
unimpaired.

8 T.1+18 states that the bodhisattva knows his former lives--not
found elsewhere--and also omits any reference to disease.
Only T.l+16 has a recognisable equivalent for daurvarnika.
9

T.1+18: no counterpart for pradust acitta; its Asuras and Maho
ragas appear in Tib. too, but not in Sanskrit or T.l+l6 .
Tib. version’ s Kumbhandas not found elsewhere.

13 First pada of T.1+18 suggests different Sanskrit ( ? ) .
ll+ T.1+18 has totally different fourth pada, and its first two
padas also diverge considerably from other versions.
Also to be noted is the fact that only T.l+16 follows the Sanskrit
in the order of its sections ( ll+E,H,1 , j ) ; in Tib. (ll+ E ,F ,G ,H ,I,j)
and T.1+18 (ll+ G ,E ,F ,H ,I,j) the order is different.
I would hesitate to attribute a l l , or even most of the above diverg
encies to the translators themselves, even though a certain carelessness
in dealing with largely formulaic material is not entirely out of the
question.

Given the sacred character of the literature concerned, it is

hard to see how any translator could take it upon himself to make such
obvious changes to the meaning of the text before him, especially when
working in tandem with other scholars.

In my opinion, we ought to regard

the existing Chinese and Tibetan versions of the PraS as reasonably
faithful to the meaning (even if not to the wording) of their respective
originals, and ascribe the grosser discrepancies in the material cited
above to changes in the Sanskrit text in the course of approximately
600 years of transmission.

It may also be the case that by the time

the first Chinese translation was made the PraS was already circulating
in several different recensions.

Even the gathas, somewhat less suscept

ible to change than the prose--thus preserving their original BHS form
in many texts where the prose has been completely Sanskritised--have
clearly undergone certain alterations.
All this

reinforces

previous observations on the fluid nature of

the textual tradition of the PraS ( and of other Mahayana sutras), and
should serve to remind us once more that although the Tibetan translat
ion may be a useful indication of the Sanskrit text at one stage of its
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development, it does not te ll the whole story by any means.
Not being a paleographer I cannot attempt to assign a date to our
Sanskrit ms. on the basis of its scrip t.

It should, however, be observed

that T.U 16 is the version that most closely resembles the Sansk rit, even
though it is considerably more detailed in its prose passages.

Since

sutras tend to expand with time, this might suggest that the Sanskrit
fragment represents a form of the text older than T .4 l 6 , even though
the ms. i t s e l f may s t il l have been written after Jnanagupta made his
translation.

Whether or not our fragment embodies the PraS in a form

which is even older that Lokaksema’ s text is also a moot point.

APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY
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GLOSSARY

The Glossary which follows, although far from being a complete in
dex to the text, contains over 300 entries--proper names, technical
terms, and other selected items of vocabulary which appear in the PraS.
Since part of my intention was to facilitate further study of the Chinese
versions, I have included all those terms whose Chinese equivalents are
in any way noteworthy; for instance, all transliterated terms have been
incorporated.
Although it would have been more proper to list all items in Tibetan
in the first place, I decided to give the Sanskrit equivalents fir s t, in
order to make the Glossary accessible to a wider scholarly public. A
further consideration in this regard was that not all the terms given
are found in the Tibetan text, some of them appearing in certain instances
only in the Chinese translations.

Each item, accordingly, is listed first

in Sanskrit, in Sanskrit alphabetical order.

Then follow the Tibetan

counterpart; the Chinese equivalents which appear in T.1+18, T.l+19, and
T.l+16 (in that order); the standard English

rendering

adopted in my

translation; and finally an index, by chapter and section, of those places
in the text of the PraS where the term may be found.

As in the body of

the study, references to verses are made thus: 8Kv5 ( = Chap.
K, Verse 5)-

8 , Section

In the index the following abbreviations are used:

(T)

: in the section designated the term is found only in the Tib.

(C)

: in the section designated the term is found only in Chinese.

(U1 8 ), ( 1+1 9 ) j (l+l6 ) : the term is found only in the respective versions.
Chinese equivalents are listed in order of frequency, unless the term
under consideration appears so seldom in the text as to make it possible
to give full details of all its occurrences.

Further, when material from

the Chinese versions is cited, it is sometimes necessary to give variant
readings; in such cases K stands for the Korean edition, the base text
of the Taish5, and SYM for the ’ Three Editions’ .

When variants are cited

from one or other of the Sung, Yiian, and Ming editions, the abbreviations
S, Y, and M are used.
T.l+17, being a later abridgement of T.1+18, does not figure separately in
the Glossary, but its equivalents are sometimes given under T.1+18 when
they are significantly different.
Given the manifold obscurities of T.1+18 and T.l+19 and the poor
state in which these texts have come down to us, it is impossible to be
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certain about many of the equivalents: hence the plethora of questionmarks.

It is to be hoped that a more thorough study of early Chinese

Buddhist translations will remove at least some of these uncertainties;
furthermore, proper critical editions of T.Ul8 and T .^1 9 , utilising all
available materials, would be of great value.

GLOSSARY

Sanskrit

Tibetan

akanistha-deva

T.kl 6

T.U19

RiiElX (SYM;^ )

Index

English

Akanistha

-

Devas

lH(Ul8 );see
suddhavasakayika-deva

akusala-karmapatha (dasa-)
aksana (asta-)

mi dge ba bcu'i
las kyi lam

ten bad ways

t %,

I

mi khom (brgyad);
mi dal ba

of action
untimely re

u v
(l3Kvl9;13Mvl)/\

;(13Kv19)

f&k

2G

1 % % ^

births

1K;13Kv 19;
13Mvl

(13Mvl)
i n . - ™

Ajatasatru

Ma skyes dgra

advaya

gnis su med pa

RBSj-fc

Pi

"JTi»

Ajatasatru

1H

without dual

2J;2UB(T); see

ity

'Hi

(2I>k JBL

also IS.

(strong) in

.1N,R;2I;6G;

mukta, etc.; see

clination;

TA,C-D; 9B;

also gambhiradhi

application

20E; 2UC(T);

adhimukt i , adhi-

mos pa

hi;

2l+H(T)

mukt a
adhimukti-bala

mos pafi stobs

-

-

power of
strong inclin
ation

IN

adhyasaya; see
also asaya

lhag pa ’i bsam

high resolve

'fhij

pa

1Q;2I;13A;15C;
23P-R;2UC(T);
26d

Anavatapta

Ma dros

anagamin

phyir mi *on ba

i6) ^
-

-

~

Anavatapta

11

the Never-

8f(t)

returning
Anat hap indada

Anathapindada

Mgon med zas
fa %

$P i K

sbyin
anavarana; nirava- sgrib pa med pa;
rana; vinlvarana;

sgrib pa dan

see also nlvarana; bral ba

free of the oblUA;l6T;l8B;
(l6T ) i p i j ’fj
(i6T)^ I i v i ;
(1 8 B ) ^ ^

(?)

_

avarana
anavarana-jnana

1G

it

structions ;

22Bv 8(T)

unobstructed;
etc.

sgrib pa med p a ’i

__

f t 'I

ye ses

unobstructed

lR(ses pa sgrib

cognition

pa med pa?);2J
(T?);22Bv9(T)

.

anasrava; see also zag pa med pa
asrava; kslnasra-

(8d)J[ (?);(8Kv8 )
%

—

;Jk

free of out
flows

■■■%

8D;8E(T);8Kv8 ;
2UJv 10(T)

va
anut.tar a-s amyak-

jbla na med pa yan (passim)

;

(i+D) &
N

sambodhi; see

dag par rdzogs

also next

p a ’i byan chub

7

s !

0 > *»

_h

%

(passim) fb]

supreme and

1K;1L(U16);UD;

perfect awak 5D(T?) ;8 C(i+l8 ) ;
ening

13A;1TA;19C;

I-

23A-D,F,M-0;

; <8c;

26C

13A;19C

anuttaram samyak-

(passlm))&

bla na med pa yan (15E) ' \ % ^ \ % ;

sambodhim abhi-

dap; par rdzogs

sambudhyate;et c .

pa'i byan chub
mnon par rdzogs

fSj

d5F)4^^^

8A;8F(T);15E-

awakened to

F,0;22A;23A(C);

supreme and

23B(C);23C-D;

perfect awak 23N

(23A,B,C) H & J * )

ening

par 'tshan rgya;
etc.

become fully

f*] fti z .

>

(23D,N)^ Y\
|f£etc.;(23D)

t\3
co
vjn

etc.
anuttarayah sam-

bla na med pa yan (3D

yaksambodher

dag par rdzogs

& _ L 3 L llit

avaivartika (avi-

pa'i byan chub

(SYM omits ^

nivartaniya,etc.)

las phyir m i

( 3 H ; 7 D ) M \%^j,

see also avai-

ldog pa

^ ; ( 23U ) ^ ^

dharma-k sant i

^

-t. ^

iL

mi skye ba ’i chos
la bzod pa

irreversible
from supreme

;

3D;3G-H;7D;
23U;26E

;! and perfect

);

HiMR-Mf

- f e '
(3D)^^||^tt

awakening

;(3H )•!.?•)
||etc. ;(7D)^-

,(26e)

vart ika

anutpattika-

(3G,H;23U;26e )^*

(3D)

(3H) /^' (?)

^patient accept 3H;15N(^l8);
ance of the

l6L;19B(Ul6);

fact that

26E(Ul8)

dharmas are

not produced
anumodana;anumud-; rjes su yi ran ba Bj)
etc.
i
anyatlrthika
(paratirthika?);

9L;23A-F;23Gv
1 ,2 ,5 ,6 (1+1 8 );
23M-0;23Vv9

(1R) ^

mu stegs can gzan;

^

(

heretics

(passim)

1R;1UB;18E

gzan mu stegs can (1 8 E ) ^ U # ^ .

see also tlrthika
apaya; see also

rejoicing

\ L t

iL.
nan son

durgati

i

; state of woe

13Kv19;1UJv8

(13KV19)

(!3Kvl9)

(lHjv8

(l^Jv8 )(;t^J0 i L ;

(Tib.nan 1 gro

(2 0 1 )

2 0 1 (Ul6 );
20Kvll(T)

apramana-c itta;
see also maitrl,

sems tshad med

( ?)

Sfcslft

thoughts of

i6n

infinitude

pa rnams

etc .
abhijna (panca-);
see also next
abhijna (sad-)

lna mnon par
ses pa
drug mnon par

the five super-1Y

A.

it
knowledges

'i$>
ft f t A i i L

See preceding

knowledges

ses pa
abhiniskramana;
abhiniskranta;
etc.

mnon par ’byun ba; (9A ,H
mnon par byun ba

the six super 1Y

ttJl ;(HDvl)ff

(2H) ^

ft

(passim)

going forth,

2H;9A-D,H;

gone forth

11Dv 1;13A;
15D-E

abhibhvayatana
(asta-)

zil gyis gnon

eight stages

/ V i £ < SYM:

pa*i skye mched

of sovereign

brgyad

ty

amanusya

mi ma yin pa

Amitayus

Tshe dpag med

n

&

5 f P'S

2G

Amanusya

lUD-H

Amitayus

3A-C,E-F;5C
(Ui6 )*,5Ev6(Ul8?)

aranya

;(9h)^’
| (ip) ih '4-

dgon pa

A j t

j(£assim)fl5j

;(9Mvl ^fl

(verses)

(SYM: ^

(2D ) ' ^ f4

(1 3 L v l ) f * ^

);

; forest-life

1P;2D;9D(U16);
9H,J,Mvl;13Lvl

;

(C); Ii+Jv5

fefSj

;
ro
Co
—^

(Xl*Jv5) ]U
.
arhat

dgra bcom pa

f”) $

Arhat

It

abhijna);15K;

1% ,See alS°
!

arya
arhattva

dgra bcom pa nid

(26e)

lA;lY(Ul8 :see

18F;23J
Arhatship

-1:

8F(T);8G;
26E(Ul8)

alaksana;see also

mtshan nid med pa

markless(ness) 1S;2UJv 12(T)

(?)

laksana
avaivartika; see
also anuttarayah,

phyir mi ldog pa

p]
(23GvU)/f-jg< ^

;

' 5 ' i t M ;(15K)
1^ g J L & ; (l8F)
;(2 3 E)

etc.
1

irreversible

1R;15K;18F;
23E;23GvU(Ul8)

‘

asubha-bhavana

meditation on

mi sdug pa sgom

the repulsive

£a
asamkhyeya-kalpa

bskal pa grans

incalculable

p] w

ft %

kalpa(s)

med pa
asamasama-j nana

3J

mi mnam pa dan

cognition

-

15A;23H;
23W(i+l6)
8J;15G

equal to the

mnam p a ’i ye ses

unequalled
asura

lha ma yin

f*\ 'A
M

Asura

%

$1

Il+Jv9,10; 151

(SYM);

(i !*G;26E-F: K has

(T),0(T);26B;

, SYM has /l^ )
akasa

26E(C);26F

nam mkha’

space, empty
space

akasa-dhatu

nam mkha’i khams

11 ;2C(T);2B
(Ui 6);6I-,1UE-H;

(k ).
H

f5] ^

-

(?)

element of

10,X;8Hv 2;8Kv 5;
15L;l8F,K;25F
2J

space
akasa-samjna

nam mkha’i ’du

(3H)^$

(3H)

(3H)^£'£i_-&

;

perception of

3H;5B;8KvlO

space

ses
(8KvlO) ’^ ^ 3
aghata-vastu
(nava-)

kun nas mnar sems

-fu t l

■h-i-kkj

#<Jl. ^ * 1 '\%

nine bases of
ill-will

kyi dnos po dgu
% »

ru
00
00

2G

ac arya

(6H ) ^ ( S Y M : 4- )

slob dpon

master;

frf ;
Bf ; j|.

£

6H;9D;10B;

n

(slob

teacher

dpon dan ma

1 1 C;l6 0 ;
23R-T;23W

1 grogs)
atma-drsti

bdag tu lta ba

(l8Kvl6 )

atma-samjna

bdag tu ’du ses

(2H) ^ ^ |

—

(SYM:

view of a self l8D;l8Kvl6

_

(2H) §

;(1»B)

(2 H ) ^ ^ gl] ;(UB) perception of
; (l6Vvll i a self

2H;UB;5Ev^
(Ul8 );15L(T
l6Vvll(bdag

;(l8E ) ^ j L

med ’du ses

(SYM only);

i8e
d 8E ) i ^ |
Ananda

(6E)?i)$£

Kun dga1 bo

;(5E

Ananda
f

1A;5Ev T;6E;

t

13Kvl,33,3^

v7 ) ^ | /,X (?)

26B;26F(C)
Amrapall

A mra skyon
R
4

ayatana; see also

R

I r

£

Amrapall

3D

sense-fields

2E;2H

( S Y M :

» ) )

skye mched
9

t

H

' t

• £ £

i

X

t

X

thyayatana

■

ayatana-drsti

skye mched du
lta ba

arambana-bala

dmigs pa'i stobs

view of sense- 18D

^

X

read

( f o

r

A

fields

? )

(?)

power of ob
'

M

^

h

t

( ? )

jects of sense

IN

arambha-vastu

brtsams pa*i

(asta-)

dnos po brgyad

aragayati

mnes par byed pa

\

-

/\^i

exertion
(7A;23K,Vv 8)

(l5D-E;23N,Vv8)jii

;

(TGvlU) Qp jg_j ;
(l3 Kvl8 ,2U^tjf|
(13Kv 20)/|^I j

i

7A,Gvl^;13Kv

1 8 ,20 ,22 ,2U;

propitiate ,

ilg.;(TGvlU;150)',l£

please;attain. 15D-E,0;23N;
become

23Vv 8

(13Kv 20)4|| j ;(13
Kv2U

(read^^_!)

(2F)^t-5; ;(9D)

*phags pa (rnams) (2 F )'M f c ’
Jjk ;
(9D)if

encounter ;

^;(l3Kvl8,22)

5(7A )$_$);

;

(13Ky22)

arya

eight bases of 2G

;(21(B)

the Holy Ones

2F;9D;2^B

Noble Lady

i6b

holy eight

2G(T)

-g. ; ( 2 t e ) ^

f
arya

'phags ma

aryastanga-

'phags p a 'i lam

marga
alasya-vastu
(asta_-) C?J

“

fold path

yan lag brgyad pa
le lo'i dnos po

(2G)/\f|^ 6?- ;
(K)

(brgyad)

(2G ) / \ j & ^

( 2 G ) / V ^ ^ ;

(l*Ev9)^

(UEv 9)

(eight) bases

2G;UEv9

of sloth

(SYM)
avarana : see anavarana ; nivarana
avenika(-buddha)dharma (astadasa-

(sans rgyas kyi)

;

chos ma 'dres pa (title) + A ^ &
(bco brgyad)

(verse

'l"
J

(verse) -f

’

(eighteen) ex 15I(T);22A-B;
clusive (Bu
ddha- )dharmas

25E(T)

asaya; see also

bsam pa

adhyasaya
asaya-bala

bsam pa'i stobs

' ^ 4 '

(lQ)-ii ;(23K);g>
;(23K) dQ)/fi4'
(for
read^» .
’) /|ip<C'(?)
(?)

'&\\i h

( ?)

(IQ ) H ] ^ i

resolve

(?);2UF(T)
power of re

-

10(T);1Q;23K

IN

solve
asrava/asrava; see zag pa

( 2

0 J

)

/

^

i

i

|

_

(?)

^

(1 5 0 ;20J ) ff ^

-

outflows

1 5 0 ;20J ;20

also anasrava;

Kvl2(T);21B

kslnasrava

(T);21Ev3(T)

■ )

indriya (panca-)

dban po

(2D)jft£t (?);

( 2 D

; 6 J

v

3

faculties;

)

senses

2D;6Jv 3;19B
(Ul6 );20F ;
20Kv6(T)

indriya-bala

dban p o ’i stobs

power of the

—

4k h

IN

organs of
sense
KEndradatta

Dban pos byin

( 3 G
1

( i g

)

(3G)

%
g

J

l

]

,

)

>

^

f

^

Indradatta

lG;3G;13E;li+A

’
; t

l6D;l6H-l(T)

(once only)

;

16J;26B
Iryapatha

spyod lam

( 9 B

)

£

X

4

)

; £

(

?

)

(6g ) 4 M }

(?)

modes of de
A

'\

portment
Utpalavarna

U tpa la ’i mdog

upaklesa

ne b a ’i non
mons pa

) / E

€

6G;9B;12B(T)

k

12CvU(T)

Utpalavarna

3D

afflictions

2E

;

Upananda

upavasa (astanga-) yan lag brgyad
C?3; see also

dan ldan pa ’i

posadha

ne bar gnas pa

upadh.ya.ya

fa $1

Ne dga’ bo

A

’R j f e f e

?$}ft

a

mkhan po

m

11

eightfold

11C

fast

(9D;l6 0 ) jfaziL

)

Upananda

preceptor

9D;l60

(SYM: laj )
upaya-kaus alya
upasaka

dge bsnen

skill in means l6v(Ul8 ,v.U)

-

-

-

upasaka

( p a s s i m ) ;

H(Ul8);3A;et
passim

(13Kv15;18Kv23;23
Xv6 ) /fliv 'i:
upasika

dge bsnen ma

(passim)

'
■
>
\k

(l8Kv23;23Xv6)5a

upeksa; see also

btan snoms

M' T
(UEvlO)^ 'V,'(K),

3M 2

(UEvlO)4ic|^

upasika

'1%

passim

(

(UEvlO)^ ; 22A)

disinterested UEvlO(btan
ness

maitri, etc .

)

rddhi

rdzu ’phrul

H ( U l 8 );3A;et

snoms byas na

(22A * S : ^ ^

8E(T);22A(q.v

■<:

22Bv5(T)

(i

(?)
l

;(13J

(1L)$

magic(power)

1L;13Jv 1

magical power

3C;l8Kv20(T)

vl)
rddhi-bala

rdzu ’phrul gyi
stobs

H a

-

rddhyabhisamskaram rdzu ’phrul mnon
par *du bya ba

abhisamskr-

(l6G)^C^,4f

performed a

(i d )

( 1 D , E ) 7 5 ;
&

jtj ;(l6G)

working of

lD-E;ll(Th
l6G

.... magic

(or:mnon par
■ mdzad p a ) mnon

ys
x ^

ti'f ■■■

par mdzad pa

I
Elapatra

1 'E la'i ’dab ma

i m i
—

o.johara/ oj ahara

Elapatra

11

stealers of

li+Jv6

vital force
Kapilavastu

Ser skya'i gnas

karuna ; see also

shin rje

-

ic(SYM:]^£ ) % $ }
(i t )

Kapilavastu

IF

compassion

lT(maha-);l8
Kv22(T);25

maitri, etc.

Fv2(T )
karpasika

H
sika

%

cotton

(jsHEi(emend

l1+A(^l8 :T has
ras bcos =
a^s^a)

kalandaka-nivasa

bya ka lan da ka
gnas pa

tuS)

(lAlsiS
M

(SYM)

CT.UlT:

the Haunt of

1A;1B(U16);1C-

the Kalanda-

H;ll(Ul6 );

kas

i6c(t)

kalavinka

ka la bin ka

-

Kalavinka

13Jv2

kalpa

bskal pa

-

kalpa

7 Gv6 et passim

kalyana-mitra

dge ba ’i bses
gnen

good friend
i

IV et passim

kama-guna
(panea-)

kaya(or: rupa)--

’dod pa ’i yon
tan (lna)

lus (or: gzugs)—

vedana-- citta--

tshor ba-- sems-

dharma; see also

— chos

(UEvio) ih

ifej

(i+EvlO)

^

sense-

(UEvlO)-it

qualities

(? ;SYM only) ;(i Hb ):(?)

(l5J)j|

,
;(1 8 A )£,(? )

,lk ;(i8A) b

ka saya(-va sana,
etc.)
kimnara

,

feelings,
thought,
dharmas

smrtyupasthana
kalaparvata

l6Vv2

, !body (or:form), 15J;l8A-B

(15J;18B)

-

UEvlO;lUB;

-

ri nag po

gos tshon can;

the Black

%*

Mountains
—

(13J)

(15C;23M)^.

dyed robes;
yellow robes

gos nur smrig
mi ’am ci

Kinnara

_

( u ) ^ a f e

3C

w- 771

13J(1+l8) ;15C
23M
11;lUE-H;
lUJvlO;

(SYM);(lUE-

1TBy 5

(lltJvlO)^

kumbhanda

—

grul bum

CT.U1 7
kusala-karmapatha
(dasa-)

dge ba bcu'i las
kyi lam

(2°) f 4 -

Kumbhanda

ll+D;li+Jv9(T)

n
(2G)-t"^.
t t t

;(23J) ten good ways
>+ ^

of action

2G;11B(T);
23J

kusala-mula

dge b a ’i rtsa ba

(passim) jh'Ak' ; |(2A ) ^ t 4 4 $

;

root(s) of

(passim)

goodness

I^)^-;(6H)^t-

1Q;2A,I;3J;
6G-H;TC-D,F;
13B;23L,N,U;
2i+F-G(T) ;25C
.(T);26E

koti

bye ba

koti-nayuta

bye ba khrag
khrig

%

4.'

_

i

2A) %
^

i
'5
I'M

f

(passim)/|i,

koti

3A et passim

koti-nayuta

IH;2A;5B-C;
13Kv 6;23I;

;(5B)^ (2A)^_ ;(5B)Jj&

23Xvll(Ul8)

;(13Kv6;23X

(231)
KausambI
klesa ; see also

I'M

Ko’u sam bi

KausambI
(lOCv3)'|^ (at 13L) ^defilements

non mons pa

rgyal rigs

ksatriya

(15D) jja) 4?]

(l5D)Jfi|^ ;(23W)

bzod pa

(21)"») ;(13Kv21)

(2l)^-'§
_1 * T -

;(19Dv1)-€'

anutpatt ika-;
gambhlra-

15D;23W(Ul8);
23Xv3

|-'l4')#-;(23Xv3)
ksanti; see also

10Cv3;13Kvl7

(13KvlT)^f§j

nihklesa
ksatri^ra_

1G

feii

;(3D)^-

/{£;(15H;19Dv 1)

/

(forread^vc

;(i5N)tl

patient

2I;3D;9B;

acceptance

HDv5;13Kv21;
15H,N;l60;

I

1 9 Dvl
ksanti-paramita

bzod pa ’i pha rol
tu phyin pa

j
(i6v)^_-

perfection of

i

patient acceptance

5D;l6v(Ul8,v.3)

ro
vo

kslnasrava

zag pa zad pa

(1 A)

%

outflows ex

(1A)

Life.

hausted

(SYM only)
*Ksemaraja

Bde b a ’i rgyal po

khila; see also

tha ba

-x- /> 2 - (?)
^ 1 5 fa K ‘

5^

^

$

1T /N^

1A;21B(T);
21Ev3(T)

*Ksemaraja

15A-C

harshness

IQ

nivarana
ganga-nadi-valuka- gan ga ’i (klun
sama (and related

gi) bye (ma)

expressions)

sned

itiz fs.

-

iJja

like the sands 13Kv26,31;lU

'^a
i’S >J 2 ^ ;
(lUJvl) 'I’S ;*j

;(lUjvl)

tfi.il.

of the River

Jvl;150;23W(C);

Ganges

23Xvl2;23Xvl315(T);26E

gati; see also

’gro ba

(1Y)

8

(1Y) — bv

dri za

1Y;8Kv T;16V v 1;
18Kv 19(T)

t e # ,-

f
gandharva

destiny

(8KvT) ^ ^ \ 6 (?);
( l6Vvl)-t^ ^

K v 7 ) ^ i ^ ; ( l 6 Vvl)

durgati;apaya

tit

(lUE,F,H)^jf^.

E

-

Gandharva

ft E M

1I;2C(T);lUE;
lUF(C);lUG(Ul6 )
1UH;1TBv 5(T);
26f(t)

gambhlra-dharmaksanti

chos zab mo la
bzod pa

patient accept -l6L;l 6V

(1 6 L)
(l6Vvl)^hjj£;ife

*#(»>

(i6vvi)i£
'Vi'

ance of the
profound
Dharma

gambhiradhimukta

zab mo la mos pa

(6 G ) ^ _ X ( ? ) ; ( 1 9
(?)

(6c)/i| ^
(l9B)JL-if

;
|

strongly in
clined to the

6G;9B;19B

profound

Garuda

nam mkha’ ldin

lUE-H

;(XHe -H)

C T . U 1

7

:

^

^

E

.

]

tshigs su bead pa
Guhagupta

Phug sbas

4S
(iE)j^z^k2iN

As?'■at 1E,16J K
hasy^) \3 (IE: Q

(Guhyagupta?)

H;13Kv9(ltl6);

(IE)

f

j ;(13E;

gat ha

30 et passim

Guhagupta

:iE;13E;13Kv26;
lUA;l6D,H-I;

1 UA;1 6 D,H-I)^iici’j

)

16J(T);26B;

;(l3Kv26)j^

■^,CT.Ul7 :(UA)'|^

1

26f(Ui6)

& ^ 1Z (corrupt );
(26B,F) Jl_^'

grhapati : usually khyim bdag
as epithet for

(1

(1G;1UA;16D

(13Kv26)y^ -±

(TGvl5)^± (J);
(i6h-I)4|,^-4-

Mahasusarthavaha
grhastha / grhin

(£assim)^ 'J^

khyim na gnas p a ; (3B) Q ^ s d l A )
khyim pa

;(11

householder

1G;TGv15;13E
(T) ;lUA;l6D;
l6E(T);l6H-I

householder

A~(?);(3B)^^;

1B;1P;3B;3H-I;
7B;11A-Dvl

(3H-I)yg
cakravart i-raj a

'khor los sgyur

a Wheel-turn

S$'

ing King

b a ’i rgyal po
cakravada (-mahacakravada)

(ri_) khor yug(dan (i8g ) ^ i^l'i tU (?:
khor yug chen po

i ^ E tit# 0?)
lL)

(3C)

rf

IfliuA
tU; (l8G

li-A

9C(Ul8);l8G;
23K;23L(Ul8)

Cakravada (and 3C;l8G;l8Kvll
the Greater
Cakravada)

(T)

candala-putra

gdol bu

son of an

-

IP

outcast
candana

tsan dan

Campa

Tsam pa ya

( 6c)^%
v? ;$L

X2 lit.

sandalwood

6C;6e(t)

Campa

IE

robes, food,

2D;10B(T);

civara; see next;
patra-civara
civara-pindapata-

(chos) gos dan

( 2 D ) ;(23W)jjfr.

sayanasana-glana

zas dan mal stan

pratyaya-bhai sa-

dan na b a ’i gsos adds

jya-pariskara

sman dan yo byad

(2D ) - ^ - ; i ^ c

Hfi- (SYM

(2D )-*!<Jfi4L$CS
£ f j k & ,JF A
;(23W)

beds and

2 3 W(C)

seats, medi
cine to cure
the sick,and
personal be
longings

Jambudvipa

’Dzam b u ’i glin

;(6a) fi\ # £ )

(passim)

(23L)gj ; | ^ ( S Y M :

rgyal ba

( passim)^ ;(l8K
vU) £

,)lva-samjna

srog tu fdu ses

(passim) ?£\
(23L)

6A;13A-B;23I,L

%

(5Ev3;6H,JvU) )}$•; (passim) ^

Jina

2A et passim

perception of

2H;l8E(T)

%

(2H) ^

(?)

(2H

a life

(jivita-samjna? )
jnana-darsana

; Jambudvipa

ye ses mthon ba

(22A )'f{\

(1 5 0 ) ^ 8 fc(?);
(2 2 A ) ^ o ^ j

cognition and
vision

150;22A

t at hat a/ 1 at hat va

(lT)^te 0^ (?)

jde bzin nid

(IT

;(1 UI)

suchness

( ?)

Ul6 ?);25Fv9(T)
Tathagata

IT et passim

de bzin gsegs pa'i

the body of

8C(T);8D;

(or: pa rnams kyi)

the Tatha

sku

gata (s )

de bzin gsegs pa

tathagata

lT;lUl(Skt.,

(passim)/^ ;(3N,

i 3a)'|b^

(passim)

(passim)Jtyu

f?j il,

(2 3 V v l ) ^ c ^ _
tathagata-kaya

de bzin gsegs pa

tathagato 'rhan

(passim) ^ ;(15A, (3D

dgra bcom pa yan D-E,K;l8F)'|'0.fU*5] (=arhat

see also next

dag par rdzogs

)&AM

^
has

(15D-.SYM

1Y(U19);3A et

Arhat Samyak- passim
sambuddha

(lY)-fc&jfc--- Lb

pa'i sans rgyas

Tathagata

299

samyaksambuddha;

(passim

2UJv T(T)

%5S/fr^(3Ai5D;

i^>»K has S~

Tsjr ;15D-E:K has°*j
fort^j
de bzin gsegs pa

tathagato 'rhan

)

(l5A;23H)«tfl.

,5-

samyak sambuddho

dgra bcom pa yan

vidyacaranasam-

dag par rdzogs

pannah sugato lo-

pa!i sans rgyas/ ^

kavid anuttarah

rig pa dan zabs

purusadamyasara-

su ldan pa/bde

thih sasta deva-

bar gsegs pa/ 1 jig ^ ( 2 3 H:^-

1

f z f .

)

^(3F: K lacks 4H.
S’ffl lacks

)

3D(Ul6 );3F;

translation

15A;1TA;23H;

for English

23N(Ul6)

rendering!]

(23H has in-

>.*•
I

CRefer to

(HLs.sjP-) ku

nam ca manusyanam

rten mkhyen pa/

ca buddho bhaga- ! skyes bu !dul
van

k

0^ (23H:

ba'i kha lo
sgyur ba/bla na
med pa/lha dan

^ _ + ^ ; ( i 7 A )h$

pa/sans rgyas
bcom ldan 'das
tirthika; see also mu stegs can

(lM;8Kvl3)^f^

( 8 k v 1 3 ) ^ ^ '%

heretics

1M;8Kv 13

anya-tIrthika
things on which

mu stegs can gyi

300

tirthyayatana

the heretics

skye mched

depend
trayastrim^a
(-deva); see also
*
Sakra

sum cu rtsa gsum

.i.

A - ; (Devas of) the 15D;l8G;l8H

(i8Kv5)'f$f

Thirty-three

(Ul8);l8Kv5;
18Kv 13(T)

traidhatuka

sahasra-lokadhatu

(15D)J2_ +

%.

(pa'i lha)

tridhatu ;see also khams gsum

trisahasra-maha-

'1'J)

(1U)'J|. ;(2H)

(1 U;2 H ) X ^

(1U;2H)

Triple World

1U;2H

Trichilio-

II ;6l ;6Jvl(ston

X f r
ston gsum gyi

(6l)

|§§ i

ston chen po'i

(6 Jvl)JHL-f

M i g rten gyi

(K),

khams

(TE)->|f,£];

+ ^

; (1 1 ) _£_ f

B

(6 1 )jk.,2 . t fl ^

jL

(SYM); (6 Jvi) j

fc^JLjk.

; (passim) j£_ -4" A.
;(6Jvi)

;
- f

megachilio-

gsum thams cad);

cosm

TE,Gv 1;18I;26E

(TGvl)

- t ® _±_ ;(1 8 1 )

traidhatuka ;see

khams gsum pa

(3L)_2-&

belonging to

(3 L) .5- ^

3L

the Triple

also tridhatu

World
dana-paramita

sbyin pa ’i pha
rol tu phyin pa

perfection of

(5D

giving

(i6v)7Sj> jfe,

5D;9D(Ul6);15
n

(Ui 6 );i6v(Hi8,

v. 3)
divya-caksus

lha’i mig

;(2 0 1 )

(3C)

(3C) K. 88k.

the divine

(3C;20I)

3C;20I

eye

M 2(?)
divya-srotra

lha’i rna ba

Dipamkara

Mar me mdzad

(l5F;1 7 A ) | y * i $

durgati; see also

nan ’gro

(13Mvl) jS

^

'If

(l3Mvl)-$t

Dipamkara

1 5 F;1 7 A,Bvl

evil destiny

13Mvl;20l(Ul6)

(2 0 1 )

apaya
Drdhavirya

the divine ear 30

%.’
Sr

Brt son ’grus
brtan pa

( 2 3 N ) « m

(23N) j§*

( ? h i t CT.UlTomits

(23VvlO) %»;fi (K),

J§_];(23Vvio) |

|§L ^

(SYM)

; Drdhavirya

23N;23Vvl0

*Drdhasura

Dpaf brtan pa

(23N,Vvll)^ J

I

*Drdhasura

23N,Vvll

Deva

1H et passim

Deva of Devas

13Jv2

Lord of the

5Evl+;13Jv3;

;’
£/;( 23Vvll)g-

!
i

C T . U 1

t

7

:

1
i
deva

lha

*

■ K

devatideva

^ ^

lha’i lha

—

(see also

bhagavat)
dvipadendra

—

rkan gnis dban po; (5EvUM#>(K)„<oj7

(l3Jv3,Kv2l)®|it

(SYM);(13Jv 3)

rkan gnis gtso

Two-footed

%

13Kv21

;(13Kv2l)

dharma

chos

dharma-kaya

chos kyi sku

dharma-dhatu

chos kyi dbyins

Dharma;dharma

Ik
^
(IS)^ 5 t

(is)

(?);

(2J)

(2J);&'^ (?)
dharma-pr av icaya-

Body of Dharma IX
i j)

-A

(1S;8F)5£J|^
( 2 J

)

^

;

i

f

;

t

%

IS;2J;8F(Ul6 )

the awakening- 15M
j' i

( ? )

dharma-realm

r

-

chos ’byed pa yan
\

sambodhyanga

(?);

IB et passim

^ z "

dag byan chub

factor of dis

kyi yan lag

crimination
of Dharma

dharma-bhanaka

chos smra ba

■(lM;UEvll;5A)i^

( i m

(

UEvll)

(K ),
4

(passim)
&

**■4- '

itXJ preacher of
Dharma

1M;UEv 11;5A;
9E;23L-M(T);

i

23R;23W(C);

(SYM);(5A;

1I

9 E ; 2 3 W ) 4 g !f

23Xvl

;(23

xvi) t y f
1
dharma-raj a

chos kyi rgyal po (6Jv 5)

(SYM

King of Dharma 6Jy 5;25Fv U(t )

i

only)
dharma-samjna

chos kyi ’du ses

(l8D ) ' t , ^ | - (?)

-

d 5 K ) ^ 4 0 (?);

dharmas

(i8D)-^,ia
dhatu

khams (rnams)

(2E.H)

MS K

(2E)i|^L;(2H)

(passim)

perception of

^

elements

Y57 ^

15N(T?);18D;
i8e(t)
2E,H;l6M(Ul6);
l8D;l8Kvl7(1+l6)
20D;20Kv7(T);

Kvl5;l8Kvl8
dhatu ; see also

rin bsrel

rten)

(l8Kv2)
dharanl (-mukha)

gzuns (kyi sgo)

H

Dhrtarastra
dhyana

VI

(-door)

(7Gvl6)

CT.UlT:

1T;7Gv 16(C?);
25Fvl(T)

];(tgvi6 )

-

-

bsam gtan

dharani

(lT)t|f$']^(SYM:
S ) & H

J+Ev7;18Kv 2 (rin
bsrel mchod

(l8Kv2)

/i'fr^'l^SYM);

sarlra;stupa

relics

(!*Ev7)yi^'C(K;?), ( l * E v 7 ) ^

M

1

4 1 ft

i

kl

^

Dhrtarastra

i6e(Ui6 )

trance

1M;2E,G;UEv 3;
6D;9Mv3(T);lUD.
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see also 3Fj8

20G;20K(T);
23Xvli+(T)
dhyana-paramita

perfection of
i
i
trance

■bsam gtan gyi pha (5D;l6Vv) —
rol tu phyin pa

Nanda

Dga’ bo

naraka

sems dmyal

narendra

mi dban

%%\
%

narottama

mi mchog

_•?

(5Ev3

5D;l6V(Ul8 ,3rd
verse)

Nanda

II

hell

lUJv8

Lord of Men

5Ev3

Supreme Man

UEv 5;6Jv 8;8Kv 19

(SYM)

(UE 5)^

v

(UEv5)

^

(K),A_^ |

(6Jv8 )/|^ ;(8Kv19)

(SYM);(6jv8 )/|^ ;

»

CO

o
-t-

Wii: |

(8Kvl9)y^‘
^
Naladatta

Naladatta

’Dam bus byin
a

1F;13E;1UA;16D,

; ( 2 6

B,F)/j|^(?)

(Naradatta?)
naga

f

H-J;26B;26F(Ul6)
Naga

klu

1I;13Kv 9;1UD-H,
Jv 9,10;1TBv 5(T)

nihklesa/nisklesa

without defile -1A;2F(T);8Kv6 ;

non mons pa med

£a

(SYM only);(8Kv6 )

(8Kv6)^ (?);(15L)

ments; unde

15L;l8F;

igt'f? ;(l8F)iS,

filed

2UJv12(T)

ifsl'f)
nimitta

mtshan ma

(2 1 )"

;

sign(s);

2I;3B;9H;15M;

(3B)^|

|(3B) ^§.

(9H;17A;19A)^vte ;

feature(s )

1TA;18D(mtshan
marlta ba) ;19A

(i5m)^8 ;(i8d)|j

%l8D)^. ;

2l+D(T)

(1 9 A ) ^
nimitta-samjna

mtshan ma'i ’du

(8KvlU;1 9 A)yj^^. ; perception of

;(19

a sign

(19Dvl)7^^g

ses

8KvlU;l9A;
19Dvl

vl)-^§„
nirvana;nirvrta ;
etc.

(3N et passim ) \ k |(2H,3N)

(passim)

b a ;mya nan las

V@;(13A,D,F)^

(7Gv 7;13A,D);^ ;

'das pa

^ ; 9 (p ar i n i r v a n a ) ;

mya nan las ’da*

(2 H ) 4 S ^ ;(19Dv2)

;

(l3Kv8);$/t

Nirvana;

2H;3N(C);30v3;

entered/

TGvT;8H,KvU;

attained

13A,D,F,Kv 8;

Nirvana

15L;19I>v2;
21Ev5(T)

%

'ft

realm of

>»

mya nan las 'das

Nirvana

p a 'i dbyins
nivarana ; see also sgribpa (lna)

(l6Vvll) ^

anavarana ;khila
paramartha

don dam

(2D)-^-^. ;(16T,

(loTjJJ?
j§_

obstructions

(8G,KvU)^j-

; ult imat e

(8KvU ) ^ 1 (?);(13J

(7 Gv6 )|^^t2 (?);

v 3)_JF. [|

(13Jv 3)JL^.

truth

namana;etc.

TGv6 ;8G,KvU;
13Jv3;l6R(T);
lTBvll(T);

;(19

19Dv5

Dv5) ^ ^«Z
parinamayat i ;pari- bsno ba(r byed)

2D;2G(T);16t ,
Vvll

Vvll)

(7Gv6)(|£ ) % —

(?)

2J;22A(T)

V

nirvana-dhatu

transfer

23D(Ul6),E(T),

■

F,M(Ul6 )

parinirvaija; pari- yons su mya nan
nirvrta; see also

las ’da’ ba;

nirvana

yons su mya nan

(13B,H;22A)^SJ£

W

-

( 1 3 B ) ^ ^ . ;(15N)

Parinirvana

13B,H;15N;22A

; ( 22A)-feL

;(15M

las ’das pa
patra-civara; see
also civara, etc.

lhun bzed dan

__

(9J;10B;:UD)^Jt

chos gos

(9H);&J^;(9J)-£C bowls and
^

;(i6f)^c •••

(1 UD;1 6 f)^<L... robes

9H,J;10B;lUD;
i 6F;19B(Ui 8)

Mpapa-mitra

sdig jpa ’i j^rogs
E2.

(2D)

( 2D; 6J v 3 ) ^ . ^ ^

;

(6 J v 3 )^ -fe ^

( 2D; 6J v 3) ^

;

bad friend

2D;6Jv 3;TA

perfection

1R;2J;l6V(Ul8 ,

(TA) ,% / ^

(K)

(SYM);(6.JyM
(SYM);(7A)

paramita;see also
prajna-paramita,

pha rol tu phyin
pa

<1R) J r A

;(2J )A

( 1 R ;2 J ) ^ ;^ ^

( i 6 vv)

1+th verse);
20KvT, 1 1 ( T ) ;

etc.

2i+G(T)
pindapata(-carika) ,bsod snoms
pindapatika,etc.

(spyad pa)

(9H ;19B)4t

^

(i 5 P v 7 ) ^ 5 ? - ^ j

;
;

-

(l 5 P v 7 ) i ?
B ) f o % ^

; (19
;d9D v

(living off)
alms-food

9Hil5PvT;l9B,
Dv5

(19D v5)^^fi

pisaca

sa za

Pisaca

lUD(Ul6 ),Jv6 (T)

merit

1L et passim

jM r fifl

punya

bsod nams

3p|;

44'

pudgala

I
|gan zag

.

(6D )$

(cf .bhava- (l5L,N)^f| (SYM'J ) person

samjna)
pudgala-drsti

l60(T);20E-F(T)
_

gan zag tu lta ba
\

6D;6H(T);15L,N;

(i8d )l|_;&4!te'$t

view of a

6D;6H(T);18D

person

(?);(18D)^4:

(?)
pudgala-samjna

(1 8 E

gan zag tu ’du ses

...

perception of

2H(T);l8E

a person
posadha (astanga-): yan lag brgyad
see also upavasa

-

A ® t

(in !3 Lv6 ) eightfold
fast

p a ’i gso sbyon

Prajapati

Skye dgu’i bdag po

prajna

ses rab

-

-

fi

prajna-caksus

ses rab kyi mig

pr a,ina-paramita

ses rab kyi pha

(5 D;l6Vv );^ ^ ,

;

— to

Praj apati

3F

wisdom

1L et passim

eye of wisdom

2J

perfection of

5D;l6v(Ul8 ,3rd

a ''C

BL
(so m A

wisdom

rol tu phyin pa
pra.i na-skandha

-

-

11Dv 2

the constit

-

verse)
2 f(Ui6 )

uent of wisdoiT1
pranidhana

smon lam

(lv)ffJf ;(2A)

—

(lV;2A ) ^ J r j

vow(s)

'A %

1V ;2A;2UC(T),
f(t),JvT,ii(t)
2 5 c(t)

pranidhana-bala

fh

smon lam gyi stobs / j 1

f>

—

power of vows

IN

pratibhana

spobs pa

,lUJv 7 ) ^ %

*Pratibhanaprapta

1 16

'( V; R ) ^

;£») (?);

eloquence;
inspiration

(lltJvT)^

(?)

*Pratibhana-

—

-

Spobs pa rned pa

$;

1V;1UJv 7;
i 6r

3G

prapta
pratima

so so yan dag par

special
xAj

pada

rten cin ’brel

conditioned
m

* 4 £

'J z -

^

rkyen

pratyaya-bala

rkyen gyi stobs

(1 8 D) ^

-

(?)

2I;3M(T)

co-production

bar ’byun ba

pratyaya

1P;15I(T)

knowledge(s )

rig pa
pratltya-samut-

3H(T);3I;UD,
Ev 8

(UEv8)

/^(K), ^ ^ ( S Y M )

pratisamvid

image

( U D j i j H ^ ; ( ^E v 8 ) (31

sku gzugs

(l8D ) J t $ < _

condition

lSDC-drstO

power of cond IN
itions

pr atyeka-buddha

ran sans rgyas

(passim)^

(passim)^

(IB) ©

JC.'i'jp

Pratyekabuddha 1R;1Y(U18);l8F;
2UB(i+l8)

pratyekabuddhayanika

adherent of

ran sans rgyas

9E-F(T)

the Pratyeka-

kyi theg pa pa

buddhayana
pratyekabodhi

ran byan chub

-

-

self-awakening 8f (T);8G(Ul6)

pravrajita; £r_a-

rab tu byun ba

(passim)

£4f

*

(passim) iti ^

(3H-I)

vrajya;etc.
(3B)^'Pj ;(15Pv7)

so sor thar pa

1P;3B;3H-I;

one who has

7B;llC;15C,Pv7;

gone forth;

23M,Vv6,W(C),

going forth

{fife
pratimoksa

renunciant;

(9B)^;£

(?)

XvU

Pratimoksa

9B;9Mvl

Preta

lUD;lUJv8 (Ul8 )

(9Mvlatl3Lvl
yi dwags

(lUD)$

;

(ll*Jv8 ) ' g $ ^ Ji
bala (dasa-)

stobs bcu

j]

(IX )-f

(lX;20A - K V ^ - j - jj ten powers (of 1X;2G(T);5EvU;

;(5EvU)

a Buddha)

(Konly);

15I(T);20A-K;
22Bvl2(T);25E

(20A-K)

(T);see also IN
bahusruta; bahu-

(2F;5D;6G)^ f*J

man du thos pa

;(6G;15N)^ (5D: for

srutya; see also
sruta;srut i

fljj;(7Gv l6)f|^.
^ ( 8 kv1 2 ) ^

; ( ?)

read

!);(6a ) ^ ^

greatly

2C(T);2F;5D;

learned;

6A,G;7A(T);

great learn

7Gvl6 ;8Kv12,22;

ing

9K;10B;15C,N;

(8Kv2 2 ) ^ . g . ;( 1 0

16P;17Bv 6(T);

B)|>§j§ ;(15C)^

19Dv 8;23A-D,F;
23M(l+l8);2i+A

v9H$PD
(23M)

;(23A-d>

buddha-ksetra

sans rgyas kyi
zin

( p a s s i m ) ;

(3A;5Ev2)/j^,lH ;

(T: (lS)'i$®|)f ;(3

(?Gy 3,8)/(^)

1 Vl is; rten khams )

;(n) ®

( p a s s i m ) ;

Buddha-field

1M,S,Y;3A,E;

OAMfca*. s

5Ev2(l+19);

(26E)y(|,ifcJ^

TE-F,Gy 3,8;
13Kv20(T)

*
buddha-.inana

sans rgyas kyi

(2J)/|f y i t ;(13JV
; d 6v

ye ses
v1*)h
buddha-dharma

sans rgyas kyi
chos

sans rgyas rjes

ion

Jv6 (C);15F,G;
16VvU;1TBv10(T)

Ms

( l P ) % : i ;(1 R)#, (passim)
(ip>ifrifc:£ *
(1RH)M?);(1T)||- (?);(1 T ) ^ ^ ( ? ) ;

Buddha-dharma
(s)

1P sR,T;TA;8D;
11Dv 6(T);15H(T)

m i U i

1TBv 6(T);25E(T)

'*b f e

26a(t)

(3F)^/|fy;(2l)

C3F)^

;

(21

su dran pa

2I;3F;15M;
(si)4 -— f c Hfc
; calling to
mind (of) the 2^H(T)
(3F;15M)X^^^
Buddha

bodhi

byan chub

bodhi-citta(m ut-

byan chub kyi

pad-)

sems

( p a s s i m ) i

h % - A W ^ l

(1 S;2 J ) ^ ^ - ^ , ; (passim) jfej&H'J'
A)-%'Vi'(?);(2J)

(2A ; U C ) ^ - J ^ , ;
(2J ) ^ | J ^ -

^(13Kv7) A - l L
ij (?);(23M)f£
%.£{%>&-

awakening

2A et passim

thought of

IS;2A,J;UC;

awakening

13KvT;see also
23M
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buddhanusmrt i

Buddha-cognit- 2J;8J-,13Jv5(T),

(2J ) ^ ’*f

bodhipaksikadharma

byan chub kyi

dharmas con

phyogs kyi chos

ducive to

23D(T);23N-0,
Q;2UI(T)

awakening
bodhisattva

byan chub sems

X2 \t.£.

dp a '
bodhi sattva-yana
(-yanika)

brahma-cakra

byan chub sems

-

(9E,F) ^

%_

(adherent of)

9E,F(-yanika);

the Bodhi-

(pa)

sattvayana

tshans pa*i

—

Wheel of

tshans par spyod
pa/spyad pa

Brahma
(2A)i|_4j ;

(2A)

Q

(passim)

(13KV 22)

J

holy life;one

2UG(T)

20A-J;21AD(T)
2A;2I(T);9C;

who leads the 11B(T),C;13Kv
holy life

22;lUD;15C-E
(T?) ;l6M(T );
l6Vv3

Brahmadatta

Tshans pas byin

(23L,M)

~

Brahmadatta

23L-M;23Vvl5

Brahma-world

1I;13I(T);18G;

(23Vvl5)
brahma-loka

rten
brahma-vihara;see
maitrl,etc.; apramana-citta

(1 I ) ^ _ ^ ;( 18K (id

tshans p a 'i fjig
(l8Kvl»)^j'g'

1 8 KvU

311

brahma-carin

IB et passim

dpa’i theg pa

'khor lo
brahma-carya;

bodhisattva

Brahma ;see also

Tshans pa

(3F)^i.

next

(3F;20A-J)4i

Brahma;

;

(i i t F , G ) X ^ j t i - ; the brahmas
(l8G ) ^ ^ i
;( 18

(l8kvU) $ * .

3F(T:bram ze);
lUF-G;l8G,Kvl;;
20A-J;21A-D(T)

Kvlt)^
Brahma Sahampati;
see also preded-

Mi mjed kyi bdag

(ih)^ (sm-.M.jfy)

(1H;16e

po Tshans pa

i i t l i
(1 U E ) ^ _ ^ * ^ £ .

ing

brahmana

Brahma

bram ze

Sahampati

;

—

brahman

i

^

E

F

!

lH;lUE,H;l6E

3F(T);15E;20A-

S

J;21A-D(T)
bcom ldan 'das

*Bhadramkara

Bzan po byun ba

-

Lord

1A et passim

*Bhadramkara

23H

Bhadrakalpa

13Kv23

Bhadrapala

IB et passim

perception of

1 S;2H;3 H;

\

bhadrakalpa

bskal pa bzan po

__

id)

t

Bhadrapala

Bzan skyon

(k ) M P ' H * '(S™)

(5 - n

J -

%

W

t

-

L

f

onwards,K has
f

' ^

f

bhava-s amjna

t

,

J

K

f

)

C

a

T

.

U

: J | J ^

(?);(5
Ev1*)^, (?);(l8Kv
n

*

)

-

j

i

dnos po'i (por)
fdu ses

7

l

t

p

i

£

*

g

.

;

(l8 Kvi6 ) ^ ^ g ( ? )

(lS;5EvU))fe>#,
(5EvU:forQ^ read
fl*.
’);(3H)4§.}£

( ?

) ;

(5Evl4)tfc^8. ;(15N)
;(l8KvllO'tjS
;(l8 Kvl6 )

existing

5EvU;15N;

things

l8KvlU,l6 ;
25Fv 15(T)
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bhagavat

bhiksu

dge slon

bhiksuni

dge slon ma

i t iT~f<6

bhuta-koti

yan dag p a ’i

(1U)^%;£

mthaf
Magadha

I friu

bhiksu

1A et passim

■ k t j L K'

bhiksuni

ID et passim

(lu)'l'4i$ ;(2J)^

'(1 U;2J ) ^ - ^ .

reality-limit

1U;2J

(SYM:'|;|.)|^

1
Magadha

1H(1+16) ;3D(Ul6)

gem

6f

Manasvin

II

Mahakasyapa

2A(Ul6);3G;

-

I

mani-ratna
\ % r A
Manasvin

Gzi can

Mahakasyapa

’Od srun chen po

(3G)^^3*B

(pa s s i m ) ^ ^ j t e #

26B;26F(^l6)
mahapurusa-laks a

na (dvatrimsan-); mtshan sum cu

(8a )^ (k ),

see also sata-

(SYM)

rtsa gnis

3

(3F)*-fj^fa

i

(8a )

(32)marks of

3F;8A

the Great
Man

punya-laksana

A

mahapurusa-vitarka skyes bu chen p o ’i
(asta-)

rnam par rtog

eight reflect 2G

(SYM)

ions of the

pa brgyad
Mahaprajapat I
Gautami

Mahamaudgalyayana

Skye dgu’i bdag

Great Man

(m

)j%¥\ ;1M!j

(id ) ^ & (?)

(1D;16B

mo chen mo

Maud gal gyi bu
chen po

Mahapraj apatI
;5l

26

( B,F)^g>^
il,

1D;16B;16C(T)

Gautami

U) '-AM,
;(26
B ) g | 4 d L ;(26f)

Mahamaudgal
yayana

1C;26B(C);26
F(C)

313

of)

skyes bu chen p o ’i

mahayana; see

theg pa chen po

(1U) ifclL

also next

mahayana-samprasthita

! ( l U ) ^ ^ f ^ ;(IX) (passim)

theg pa chen po

(i+l6 );26D(Ul6)

_

set out in the 10A-B;12A-B

la yan dag par

rgyal po chen

Mahayana
;(lOA)ifc

(passim

(1H)

\!P K % . Z

;

po (bzi)
mahavira

dpa1 bo chen po

mahasattva

sems dpaf chen po

1U;1V(T);1X(C);
8j(Ul8 );2 i+A

M - (adopt
reading of SYM)

(10B;12A,B)

zugs pa

maharaja (catur-)

Mahayana

the Four Great lH;lUE-G;l6E
Kings

(K only)

(3Cl#i'1

^

the Great Hero 6Jy 10

ifl %

%;

mahasattva

IB et passim

(17Bv 2).^ -J;
mahasaqinahasamnaddha
Mahasusarthavaha;
Susarthavaha

go cha chen po
bgos pa
Ded dpon che
bzan;(lG) Ded

S j t y j k (for A .

&n
(passim)

read
^

^ f

M

i f

•
’)

armed with the lX;2i+F(T)
great armour
Mahasusartha

^

vaha

/lC ;(13Kv 26)

1G;13E,Ky 26;
ll+A;l6D,H-J;
26B;26F(Ul6)

dpon chen p o ;
fti.

(l^A) Ded dpon
bzan po
Mahesvara
mahoraga

Dban phyug chen pc

-

k b

lto 'phye chen po
$

H

{to

Mahesvara

1H

Mahoraga

1I;1UE-H,Jv 9

Mara

Bdud

Mara(s )

Ms

1P,R;10B,Cv 3;
lUJvl3;20A-J;
21A-D(T);23W
(C);23Xv5

Mara-karma

Bdud kyi las

maitri; see also

byams pa

next

A

/ft? (? )

( l D j & t i ; (IQ)

(1 L ) % ;

Jkt) S

(iq) K f e h

&

(*);

(l*Evll)

(i q ) A J | ^ ;
(lHc)^, 'is J? ;

deeds of Mara

2J

friendliness

1L;1Q;UEv11;
6D(T) ;ll+C;l8A;

(1 8 A) A.

(K),^

18Kv11(T);
2^Jvl5(T)

^L(SYM);(li+C)

maitri-- karuna;
see also next

byams pa--snin rje

(UEvio) jk 'VrAE'

(itEvio)^.'v^ ;

(UEv1 0 ;6g ) ^ ; ^ . ;

1jL(K),

(6g)/| ...&_

(15H)A^|

^

•••A't*.

friendliness.. UEvlO (see also
compassion

(SYM);
maitri-- karuna--- byams pa-- snin
mudita-- upeksa;

rje-- dga’ ba-

see also apra-

btan snoms

15H

(2E)aJ 'f4 ^ 1 '

(2E ) ^ . V

(il)

(?>
(l6v)4^S-5l
W

&•••*&...

% K &
i
(2E ) & M ' ...'■ctf

^ t\tf

mana-citta

Byams pa

'k-% k~

friendliness,

lL(Ul6);2E;

compassion,

9H;l60;

sympathetic

l6V(klQ9kth

joy,disinter verse)
(1 6 0 ) j® 'VI'

Maitreya

upeksa);6G;

mM

estedness
m f y

Maitreya

13Kv20,22(C);
23J

yaks a

gnod sbyin

-

n
LT. Ul7 :4^

a

. :

iXx,

Yaksa

1I;1UD-H,JvU9
6,10;17B(T)

yojana

dpag tshad

(2 3 1 ) ^ ^ ) ;(23P-

-

(passim)

^

yojana

H)i
*Ratna

Rin chen (mchog)

Ratnakara

Rin chen ’byun
gnas;(IE:Dkon

Vvl3

If f

-

(passim)^

(is

t
(lE)’f F ^

if) ;(1E

;

*Ratna

23L,Vvi+

Ratnakara

1E;13C,Kv 26;

(passim)

lUA;l6C-D,E(T)

mchog ’byun gnas] (SYM:£f
*Rasmiraja

H-J;26B,F(4l6)

’Od zer gyi rgyal

-

*Rasmiraja

Tt/i

po
raksasa

S
Rgyal po *i khab

15E (see also
1 8 G)

srin po

Rajagrha

23E,I,P-R,

(lA)/f| fX.(SyM:f|))

fi fd

Raksasa

l^D, Jy ^4

Raj agrha

1A,B,C(T),D,E-

4 1)

^.;(3D)gf^]^

F(T),G-H;3D;
i 6 c -f

rupa-- vedana--

gzugs-- tshor ba

samjna-- samskara

-- ’du ses---

-- vijnana; see

’du byed-- rnam

also skandha

par ses pa

(3F;8D,I)^j , f a
$

^

(3F) 4 . , ^
.

(9C) &

,■£ ,•% ,

form,feelings, 3F;8D,I;9C

4r) >i$ ;(8d ,i )£j

perception,

'f ^ 5 - ^ i t l V ;

predisposit

(3F)£/>£. ^

ions ,conscious
£^0gCJ

rupa-samjna

gzugs kyi ’du ses (2E)

(2E) (&_, ^,

(2E)

;(18Kv

perception of

(?)
laksana;see also
alaksana;sata-

mtshan
i

(itEv8

^

( 2 i ) ( % | r )^fl ;

(21) ( M

(UEv8)yf:g

(U E v 8 ) ^ ;(8A)i| ;
4

2E;l8Kvl7(see

form

bhava-samjna)

;mark(s)

21(sans rgyas
kyi sku’i
' ...

|
V

punya-laksana

(i 8k v 1 0 ) ^ 4

mtshan); 1+Ev 8 ;

b

(SYM);(l8KvlO)^g

8A;l8Kv6 (T),10

4fr;(8A)Jf ^|, (SYM:
#)
Licchavi

Li tsa bl

—

Licchavi

1E;13C;1UA;16CE,H-I;26B

lokanatha

'jig rten mgon po (5Ev2)-tti4. (SYM

(5Ev6)^ ;(6Jvl)i* (5 Ev2)^.|

only);(5Ev6)/j^> ;

;(5Ev

(SYM: 6)i/*\4fy ;(6J v D ^
_2 .)(?);(6jvl0 )l) ,

(6jvl)jfo (k M $ £
^ (SYM);(6Jv 10)

b

Lord of the

5Ev2,6 ;6<Jvl,10

World

(6JvlO)-ft

(?)

^(K)
vajra

rdo rje

Varuna
Varunadeva

(1 O ) 0J ) ^ ; (2A )^

-

Varanasi

Ba ra na si

*Vidyuddeva

Glog gi lha

vinaya
vinipata

-

(1 G;1 3 E;2 6B)^0 ^

Chu lha

-

log (par) ltun
(ba)

4rH0

(lG)ili^i^

(passim) ^

£

vajra

10;2A;l8Kvll(T )

Varuna

23W(C),Xv2(C)

Varunadeva

1G;13E;1UA;16D,

(SYM:^- )£$ ;(1UA;

H-I(T) sJ;26B;

l6D,j)^c/r^-^

26f(Ui6 )
-

$ Ail
-

( T G v l O ) ^ * 3^ ;

Varanasi

IF

-

*Vidyuddeva

15D

-

V inaya

13Lvl(Ul6)

downfall

TGvlO;13Kvl8;

-

i

(TGvlO)^%^ ;

(l3Kvl8)^L^-it,
vipasyana

(l3Kvl8)

_

lhag mthon

tb

1M

vipasyana-bala (?) rnam par lta b a ’i

darsana; see also

power of in

—

sight

rnam par grol

(22A)^j|j^>

-

(l8B;22A)tefl^^e

%

b a ’i ye ses

Visesagarnin

—

ipations

dhyayin)

rnam par grol b a ’i■

if

W

20Kv9(T);2l+Jv
1T(T);26C(T)

#JLR&

-S-

^

skye mched lna
Khyad par

22Bv 7(T)

(eight) emanc 1 A;2 G(T);20G;

(=asta-vimoksa-

(brgyad)

(panea-)

(1A )^ V W

l\3

(?)

Q

(20G)^

rnam par grol ba

vimoksayatana

l8B;22A;

emancipation
o

rnam par thar pa;

cognition and
vision of

slla-samadhi, etc. mthon ba(gzigs pa)
vimoksa (asta-)

IN.

1

stobs
vimukti-jnana-

1U<Jv 8(T)

five stages of 2G
emancipation

du

-

Visesagarnin

23K-L

vihara

11C,Dv2;13Lv6

’gro ba
vihara

gtsug lag khan

vlrya

brtson ’grus

vlrya-paramita

brtson ’grus kyi
pha rol tu phyin
pa

(11C,Dv2)''|^)^;

(5D;l6Vv)j^3l_

-

(llC)^E^;
(13Lv6)^J/}
(5D) S M Jijs

(Ul6;=llDv2)
energy

2D et passim

perfection of

5D>VV(\ lilftj•j^-irrU.t
y l / j X1 Uf

energy

verse )

Venuvana

Smyig m a ’i tshal

(lA)y^^?j^i

(K;

W ®

'rt ®

i a ,b (i+i 6) ,c-

Bamboo Wood

=Mahavana),V[ |^]

H,l(Ul6);l6C-

(SYM)

D(T)

vetala

ro Ians

Vetala

lUD(T)

vaidurya

bai du rya

beryl

3H,I;6F(T);

l6G;l8G(Ul8)
Vaidehiputra
vaipulya

sin tu rgyas pa

(i3Kvi5)^J

%

;

Vaidehiputra

-

(l3Kvl5)^^.fe

Expanded Texts 13Kvl5,l6(Ul8);

(l3 Kvl6 ) 75 ^
vaisaradya

mi Migs pa

0^ (?)

!H(Ul6)
2UA(T)

(1 U)

&

’V^j7

<1U>%

assurance(s

)

1U;15I(T);21AE(T);22Bvl2(T);
25E(T)

Vaisali

(IE) Yans pa;

( l E ) ^ ^ 4 t

(lE)i^ ^ -

(3D) Yans pa can

(K;corrupt),

(3D)||_(SYM:!fL

^

Sakra (devanam
indra)

(SYM);(3D)

(lha rnams kyi

(passim) ^

dban p o )Brgya

®

byin

;

Vaisali

(lES3D)J|^p$fc

IE; 3D

)

Si
(1 H;1 8 G ) ^ ' ^ ? ^

; Sakra (Lord

(lUE-H)^'):^

;

(i6e)^7?4>)

JL i

lH;l^E-H;l6E;

of the Devas) 18G ;see also
18Ky5

sata-punya-laksarm; see also

bsod nams brgya

(UEvU)Jf ^ ^'f'^

(UevU)4 h

(UEvU)

pa*i mtshan

4 § ;(l3Kvl7)g4|

If) ^

mahapurusa-

Jjj^

laksana

(k),5

hundred-merit

UEv U;13Kv 17

marks

i f f #

(SYM);(13K
jvl7) <5 #

samatha

zi gnas

samatha-bala

zi gnas kyi stobs

fiM),b
i t . f 3 1 <?>

-

quietude

1M;15N

power of

IN

quietude
sarlra; see also

sku gdun

-

relics

13Kv8

Sakyamuni

Sa kya thub pa

-

Sakyamuni

1TA

Sariputra

Sa ri’i bu

—

Sariputra

lC(T);23E(T:Sa

dhatu

sastr-samjna

ston pa Ti !du

(2J )if

Jpfo

;

(2J)-4b|_, |j. ;

ses

(ItEvll)^ \% |
(K ),^ {tf;^

(SYM)

(5A)l^'^.M#> ;
(9D)4l,Mfc ;
(9M v2)^(ff

;

(l9B)^4)t^;
(l9Dv6)^-£i»4J)b

(5A) ^

JjO ^

(passim) ^
; (9D)i$fiB$J«.
(238)$,#^"

; the perception 2J;UEvll;5A;
;

of Teacher

9D-E,Mv2;19B,
Dv 6;23S

320

radva ti ’i bu)

siksapada (panca-) bslab p a ’i gzi

(passim)

^

(IB) .5.1$ ;

(lna)

(five) rules

(13Lv6)

of training

1B;9B(T?);11B,
Dv2;12B,Cvl;

jc/n

13Lv6(Ul6)
Ila

tshul khrims

morality;

;

1R et passim

w\

moral precepts
Ila-paramita

tshul khrims kyi

;(16V)

perfection of

(5D;15N)/’; ( t ^

pha rol tu phyin

morality

5D;15N(Ul6);
l6v(^l8,v.3 )

pa
sila-- samadhi--

tshul khrims--

-

(6r ) ^ . . 4 P■A

morality,

tin ne ’dzin--

samadhi,

next

ses rab

wisdom

sila-- samadhi-prajna-- vimukti

tshul khrims-tin ne ’dzin--

( 5 D ) / £ j l ’$ 4

(5D)JC ••

Jfl (=vimukt i-

-- vimukt ijnana-

ses rab-- rnam

jnana-skandha?);

darsana

par grol ba--

( 8 A

V

a

(?>

(8a , D ) ^ ? & (8d
omits^

fore

(2F;3B)

(2 F ; 3 B ) ^ f|

phun po

deva(-putra)

gnas gtsan m a ’i
ris kyi lha’i bu

samadhi, wis-

.

dom, emancip-

cognition and
vision of
emancipation

mthon ba

suddhavasakayika-

•

.as be-!

b a ’i ye ses

tshul khrims kyi

.

5D;8A,D,I

;(8l) | ation, and the

rnam par grol

slla-skandha

).

morality,

321

prajna; see also

6h

constituent of 2F;3B;l8Kv2l(T)
morality

See akanistha-deva
1

Devas of the

1H

Realm of the Pure Abodes

sunyata; see also

ston pa nid

£

emptiness

i

next

2 D;3N(C),OvU;
UEvl;5Ev5;6D,
H(T) ;15N;l8Kv
3,U;19A;2l|Jv
13(T);25Fvl3(T)

sunyata-- animitta ston pa nid--- a-pranihita

mtshan ma med

(lM)’
^ f e (SYM

emptiness,

adds

pa_-- smon pa

-$ ;(l8K v U ^ - M

med pa('i chos)

'lijM

i#

1M;9B;18A(T),

(9B inserts:

signlessness, KvU(Ul8 ?);19

)'yL ;(19Dv2)

wishlessness

)

Dv2(first two
terms only);

' :£?(? ) ; ( 1 9 D v 2 ) ’£

(2 i*B)^4 a

2UB

322

njfik (?>
sunyata-samadhi

ston pa nid kyi
•¥s

samadhi of

9L

tin ne ’dzin
sramana

dge sbyon

emptiness
See pravraj ita;

—

sramana

yy n
abhini skramana
sravaka

nan thos

dR;i5K)^’
^;|( ; (1R;3F)^>4~

(1R;23J)§ 6 £) ;

(3F) Jdcit

(3F)jji'fj ;(15K)

nan thos kyi theg (i5N)rR
Pa pa

A A

F)

%3j(

l6Q(Ul6 );20AJ ;2 1 A-D(T )

f’)’
#;*
sravakayanika

3F

-

disciple

1R;3F;15K;18E;
18F(T);23J

;<l8E^

(9E-f ) ^ ^ A

;

adherent of
9E-F;15N
*
the Sravakayaria

SravastI
Sribhadra

Mnan yod

( 1

G

)

^

^

|

Dpal bzan

sruta / sruti; see thos pa
also bahusruta

(

i

g

)

£

4 J | t

-

(

l

K

f i j )

j

^

j

^

S

7 G

Y

M

!);

?

)

;

(passim)

(passim) ^

(!)

SravastI

1C,G

*
Sribhadra

1H (T )

learned;

1K,0;2G;1+Ev9;

learning

6H;TC-v 11,17;
15F,H;19C;

( 2 G ;

;(6H)0fl

v l l ) f j f ]

(

:

-

fS\

) ; ( i o ) > " f T

(read.:

(1 C , G ) £ $ J

1

(

5

H )

(?);(l9C)%ty
samvrti

kun rdzob

_

—

convention (-al

ft

8F,G;l8Kv3

truth)
’khor ba

samskara;see also

’du byed

( 2

H

; 1

9

C

)

£

_

-

*

£

( 2

H

)

*

£

. /

transmigration 2H;8F,I;19C

^

-

(l6M;19C)-i^7

rupa,etc.
samskrtasamskrtadharma

sakrdagamin

’dus byas dan

(i8F ) i | > i

_

conditioned

sangha

l8F;see also

'dus ma byas kyi

and uncondit

l8Kv22: ’dus

chos

ioned dharmas

byas(T)

lan cig phyir

_

__

—

bsdu ba ’i dnos

the Once-re

8f(T)

turning
__

__

\2P $ [
(catur-)

l6M;19C(Ul6)

things

’on ba
samgraha-vastu

conditioned

po bzi

four means of

i6n

conversion

dge ’dun
5 K ’ '*

assembly;
pnmmnm'ttr

1 A et passim
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samsara

samjna;see also

j'du ses
*

%

sastr-samjna;etc.
samjna (nava-)

Tdu ses dgu

'perception ;
notion

1R;2E-F,H;3N,

nine percept

2G

Ov 3;6C;25A

ions
sattva-drsti

sems can du Ita

-

view of a

ba
sattva-dhatu

being

sems can gyi

realm of

A . (?)

khams
sattva-samjna

18D

2J

beings

sems can du (or

(2H ) - f ^ A .

gyi) fdu ses

(l5L)y^M^?-

(?)

(2H) ^ y

v

perception of

nsD'jfejk,

a being

;

2H;15L;l8E;
25B(T)

(18e )
Satyanama

Bden pa zes bya

(23W)j

(NPL: Bden zes

(23Xv2;title) £

bya ba)

U

samdha-bhasya (and dgons te gsuns pa ;
variants)
samadhi

-

; Satyanama

(1U) /5

esoteric
utterance

IE ' A (?)

tin ne ’dzin

23W(C);23Xv2

(23Xv2)jL.i^

du)

dgons p a fi tshig

(23W)

&

s

:

1U;16P(T);
25Fvl6(T)

samadhi

2F et passim

the constit

2F

(TGvlU;lTBvl;23V
v3
samadhi-skandha

tin ne 'dzin
gyi phun po

'X

'JL%

uent of
samadhi

samapatti

snoms par ’jug pa

sarva-cetovasi-

sems kyi dban

parama-parami-

thams cad kyi

prapta

dam p a ’i pha

(20G)5-^^L||_

(s™

(2A ) ^ j |

I

attainment

20G,Kv9(T)

attained the

1A;2A

excellent

only)

supremacy of

rol tu son pa

complete mast
ery over the
mind

sarvajna;see also
next
sarvaj na-.i nana

thams cad mkhyen

( i u ) f | «

(text

pa
thams cad mkhyen

thams cad mkhyen
pa (nid)

Saketa

(IQ)

%

(lQ)-t5!7^4^
(l5G)-t7^

( i x ) - t v ’fi

t V l}g

;>}'#§) ( S : % £ $ ;

Sen ge ’i bio
gros

;

omniscient

1Q;15G;2UC(T),

cognition

G(T),Jvll(T)

omniscience

1X;2A;2UF(T)

Saketa

1G

Sagara

11(C)

(2A)4|>,^ 4

m :■$■£$>
Simhamati

(2A) —

;

Gnas bcas

Sagara

1U-V

corrupt at 1 U)

p a 1i ye ses
sarvajnata

omniscient

%Uih n

)

(23H-J

(passim)

(23Vvl)^ ^ j ^

;

; Simhamati

(23Vv9)

23H,J,K,Vvl,
2,9

(23Vv2;title)fyf
* ■ %
Jr
Su-?

;(23Vv9)

8 L:fcB

a

Hsii-po-jih

3H(C)

Sukhavati

Bde ba can

f(3A

(3A

(3 A ; 5 E v 6 ) ^ ^ ;

Sukhavat i

3A;5Ev6(l+l6)

(passim)^

Sugata

UEvl,2,5,6,12;

t

sugata

bde bar gsegs pa

(ItEvl)^ ;(UEv2) (hEvl,2) %
/|fb (SYM only);
(ltEv6 )'l$) (K),%

5)^-i

; (i+Ev

;(UEv6 )$>

TGv6 et passim

i;(UEvl2 ) ^ ^

$L(SYM);(UEvl2)

Sudatta

Bzan sbyin

Sumana

Yid bzan

Sumeru

Ri rab

til
m

n

Sudatta

15B-C,E-F

)kfA

Sumana

3D

% &

Sumeru

lK(Ul8 );3C;l8

_

G-H,Kvl3(T)
*Suvibuddha

Legs par sad pa

%%

*Suvimukta
Susima

Mtshams bzan

m »

a ,ai
%

*Suvibuddha

3D

M H h

*Suvimukta

1 5 0 (Ul6 )

Susima (the

1F;3G(T);13E;

—

bodhisattva)

lUA;l6D(i+l8 ),
J;26B(Ul8)

Suslma (Devaputra) lha'i bu Mtshams

(3G))|

(3 G;1 6 e ) ^ ^ . ^ . ^

bzan
skandha (panca-)

phun po (lna)

Susima (the
Devaputra)

(2H)f|

(passim) iK

aggregates

3G(C);lUE(T),
H(T);l6E
2E,G(T),H;3F

see also rupa,

(Ul6 );l6M(Ul6 );

etc.

i8d

skandha-samj na

phun por ’du ses

|(2E,H)f£&.

f

perception of

2E(Ul9),H

aggregates
stupa

mchod rten

(13Kv9) l & k

smrti

dran pa

(2D ,E )^,

;

(22A)^

(l3 K v 9 )j& ;(l8Kv2)

(1L;2D,E;3B;5Ev 7) (passim) ^

•^

stupa

13Ky 9;18Ky 2

mindfulness

1L;2D,E;3B;5E

£

v 7;8Kv 12(T);9D,

J;22A;23Vv7(T),
2UJvU,5(T);
25Fv5(T)
smrti-sambodhyanga dran pa yan dag

%. + 4 Hi t

byan chub kyi

^7 (?)

yan lag
smrtyupasthana
(catur-);see also

■
dran pa ne bar

factor of

CO

ro

(four) applic 15J;l8c(^l6);

gzag pa (bzi)

ations of

see also l8B

mindfulness
rgyun du zugs pa

hetu

hetu-bala

the awakening- 15M

mindfulness

kaya— vedana,etc.
srota-apatti

$L

rgyu’i stobs

Stream-entering 8F(T);26e(Ui8)
(lSLj/’/f

(15L) a

(18D)^4^

(l8D)£Jl(§
(see
also pratyaya-bala)

cause

1 5 L ; l 8D ( - d r s t i J ;

20B(T) ;2i+B(T)
power of
causes

IN

